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Foliations and the cohomology

of moduli spaces of bounded global G-shtukas

Abstract

We decompose Newton strata in the special fiber of moduli spaces of global G-shtukas into a
product of Rapoport-Zink spaces and Igusa varieties. This decomposition holds as well for associated
adic spaces, which yields a comparison between the `-adic cohomology of these spaces together with
the action by the reductive group G and the Galois-group of the underlying ground field.

Introduction

Moduli spaces of bounded global G-shtukas are the function field analogues of Shimura varieties over
number fields. Therefore one expects that Langlands correspondences can be realized in their `-adic
cohomology. In fact recently V. Lafforgue [Laf12] made huge progress in this direction. In this article
a different approach is taken: Following Harris and Taylor [HT01] and Mantovan [Man04], [Man05]
the moduli space of bounded global G-shtukas is replaced by two moduli spaces parametrizing simpler
objects and compare the representations found in their cohomology.
Let us describe the main results in slightly greater detail: Let Fq be a finite field of characteristic p, G
a reductive group over Fq and K a function field over Fq. By fixing a suitable ring of integers in K, one
obtains a smooth projective geometrically connected curve C. Let σ be the Frobenius on C. Based on
Drinfeld’s notion of elliptic modules [Dri74], Varshavsky [Var04] defined global G-shtukas as G-torsors G
over C together with an isomorphism ϕ : σ∗G → G over an open subscheme of C. The points c1, . . . , cn
in the complement of this open subscheme are called characteristic places. Moreover level structures
with respect to open subgroups U ⊂ G(A) and boundedness conditions exist on global G-shtukas,
cf. 3.3 and 3.4 for definitions. Such global G-shtukas then admit moduli spaces ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G), which

are Deligne-Mumford-stacks whose (in general infinitely many) connected components are quotients of
quasi-projective schemes of finite type by finite groups. They exist not only over the function field,
but admit natural integral models, whose special fibers Xµ

U are characterized by fixing the locus of the
characteristic places.
Loosely speaking, the key observation is now, that one may separate the behavior of a global G-shtuka
locally around the characteristic places from its global structure, at least over the special fiber. The local
part was analyzed in detail by Hartl and Viehmann [HV11], [HV12] and is given by the Rapoport-Zink
space of local G-shtukas, a function field analogue of the moduli spaces of p-divisible groups defined by
Rapoport and Zink [RZ96]. To G one may associate the loop groups L+G and LG over Fq given by the
sheaves

L+G(S) := G(OS [[z]]) LG(S) := G(OS((z))) for schemes S over Fq.

Then the restriction of a G-torsor G over a curve C to the formal neighborhood of a point ci is nothing
else than a L+G-torsor G over the point itself. Similarly the restriction of the Frobenius-isomorphism
ϕ is now given by a Frobenius-isomorphism ϕ : σ∗(G ×L+G LG)→ G ×L+G LG between the associated
LG-torsors. Such a pair (G, ϕ) is called a local G-shtuka. Thus fixing a fundamental alcove bν (cf. 4.2.2)
and introducing boundedness conditions here as well, one can give the moduli problem

M�µbν (S) =

{
(G, ϕ) a local G-shtuka bounded by µ over S and

α : (G, ϕ)→ (L+G, bνσ
∗) a quasi-isogeny

}
The formal scheme representingM�µbν is called Rapoport-Zink spaces. Denote its special fiber by M�µ

bν
.

Unfortunately the global counterpart, namely Igusa varieties, are not as easily constructed. Following the
work of Harris and Taylor [HT01] they should parametrize global G-shtukas together with equivalence
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classes of trivializations of the associated local G-shtukas at the characteristic places. In other words, one

should consider central leaves C(νi)
U , i.e. the loci where the associated local G-shtukas lie in one specific

isomorphism class, and parameterize partial trivializations over them. However whenever the chosen
fundamental alcove bν is not basic, the usual definition turns out not to be representable over central
leaves. Mantovan suggested to pull back the global G-shtukas along a high power of the Frobenius,
which then admits a partial splitting into basic factors, which suffices to construct the Igusa varieties.
We essentially follow this idea, but modify it in two ways:
First of all we base-change directly to the perfection of the central leaf. Then pulling pack along the
Frobenius defines an isomorphism, allowing us to work directly with the given global G-shtuka.
Secondly using the description of general Igusa varieties as products of Igusa varieties for the basic case,
complicates all further arguments which use the moduli description. This is mainly due to the fact, that
whenever constructing partial trivializations, one has to check that they split and hence define a point
in the Igusa varieties. Fortunately there is a uniform moduli description: For simplicity let us consider
only the case of a single characteristic place ci in this introduction. Fix as above a fundamental alcove
bνi and consider then the central leaf, i.e. the locally closed locus in Xµ

U defined by all geometric points
where the associated local G-shtuka is isomorphic to (L+G, bνiσ

∗). Moreover define for each d ≥ 0 the
subgroup

Id(bνi) :=
⋂
N≥0

φN (Kd) ⊂ LG

where φ(g) = b−1
νi σ

−1(g)bνi for all g ∈ LG and Kd = {g ∈ L+G | g = 1 mod zd+1}. Then Id(bνi) is a
closed subgroup in L+G and the universal local G-shtuka admits a canonical I0(bνi)-structure, i.e. a
natural I0(bνi)-subtorsor inside its L+G-torsor. Note that such an I0(bνi)-structure is strictly stronger
than having complete slope division (once this notion is transported from p-divisible groups [OZ02,
definition 1.2] to local G-shtukas, cf. 4.3).
In this situation it makes sense to talk about Id(bνi)-truncated isomorphisms, which are equivalence
classes of isomorphisms that (roughly speaking) induce the same map modulo Id(bνi). For a precise
definition see 4.5. Now we may define Igusa varieties as the moduli space parametrizing bounded global
G-shtukas (with level structure) together with an Id(bνi)-truncated isomorphism between the associated

local G-shtuka and (L+G, bνiσ
∗). Such moduli spaces Igd]ci,U are representable by a finite étale cover over

the perfection of the central leaf C(νi)]
U . Note that we actually construct these Igusa varieties directly,

instead of using the product of Igusa varieties for the basic case and then showing the equivalence of
the moduli descriptions.

If one uses this construction for all characteristic places, one similarly obtains an Igusa variety Ig
(di)]
U for

tuples (di)i. In the limit for growing di these Igusa varieties parametrize global G-shtukas with actual
trivializations at all characteristic places.
The connection between Rapoport-Zink spaces, Igusa varieties and the moduli space of global G-shtukas
is achieved via the so-called uniformization morphism. In the setting of mixed characteristic, such
morphisms were constructed in a very general setting by Rapoport and Zink [RZ96] and Mantovan
[Man05], based on a large number of previous works in more special cases. For shtukas a first version
was constructed by Arasteh Rad and Hartl in [AH14a]. The idea is to take the global G-shtuka living
over the Igusa variety, cut out the torsor at the characteristic places and then fill the hole using the
canonical quasi-isogeny to the universal local G-shtuka over the Rapoport-Zink space. This way one
obtains a morphism

π(∞i) :
∏
i

M�µi]
bνi

× Ig
(∞i)]
U → Xµ]

U .

Note that due to the existence of Igusa varieties only over perfect schemes, π(∞i) (a priori) only exist
after passing to the perfection for all schemes.

Main Theorem 1. a) The morphism π(∞i) factors over the perfection of the Newton stratum N (νi)]
U ⊂

Xµ]
U , i.e. the locus where the associated local G-shtukas are quasi-isogenous (but not necessarily isomor-

phic) to (L+G, bνiσ
∗). It is surjective over the Newton stratum. The fibers over geometric points

of N (νi)]
U are torsors under the group of self-quasi-isogenies

∏
Ji of the associated local G-shtukas

(L+G, bνiσ
∗) at all characteristic places.
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b) π(∞i) can be expressed as a limit of morphisms, which are surjective on the Newton stratum themselves
and are alternating finite or étale.

Most parts of the theorem were shown by Mantovan [Man04], [Man05] in the case of Shimura
varieties of PEL-type. Only the étale versions of the covering morphism are completely new and due to
our change to consider everything over perfections. One more advantage of this change becomes visible,
when one tries to extend this result to formal schemes: While definitions of covering morphisms like
the ones used by Mantovan allow only locally and non-canonical extensions to the formal setting, the
theorem above stays true (almost verbatim) when all spaces are replaced by their formal counterparts,
as explained in section 6. In fact one can even pass to (analytic) adic spaces with only slight changes.
As a first application of this theorem, we prove that the dimension of leaves, i.e. the loci in Xµ

U where the
associated local G-shtukas lie in some fixed isomorphism class, are constant inside one Newton stratum.
After having now a very good understanding of the geometry, we are able to deal with the cohomology:
From the point of view of Langlands’ correspondence we are interested in∑

i

(−1)i lim−→
U

Hi
c

(
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)×K,Q`
)

as a representation of G(A)× ΓFq , where A is the ring of adeles and ΓFq is the absolute Galois group of
Fq (or equivalently the Weil group of the absolute Galois group of K). Here the action of G(A) × ΓFq
is induced by the natural action of these groups on the tower of spaces ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G) ×K for varying

level structure U . However due to technical problems, we can only deal with it as a G(Aci) × ΓE′ -
representation, where Aci is the ring of adeles away from the fixed characteristic places and ΓE′ is the
absolute Galois group of a finite extension E′/Fq. Moreover for similar reasons we have to impose a
projectivity condition on the moduli space of global G-shtukas.
After transporting the cohomology to the special fiber using vanishing cycles and using the decomposi-
tion into Newton strata, one is then reduced to the study of∑

i

(−1)i lim−→
U

Hi
c

(
N (νi)
U × Fq, RΨan

η Q`
)

Then a Künneth type formula allows us to rewrite this in terms of the cohomology of Rapoport-Zink
spaces and Igusa varieties resulting in the

Main Theorem 2. Let ∇µ
nH1(C,G) be a moduli space of global G-shtukas, such that all connected

components of ∇µ
nH1(C,G) are proper over SpecE′[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]].

Then there exists a canonical isomorphism between the virtual G(Aci)× ΓE′-representations∑
i

(−1)iHi
c

(
∇µ
nH1(C,G)×K,Q`

)
and

∑
(νi)

∑
d,e,f

(−1)d+e+fTor
H(

∏
Ji)

d

(
He
c

(∏
M�µi

bνi
× Fq, RΨan

η Q`
)
, lim−→
U

lim−→
di

Hf
c

(
Ig

(di)
U ×Fq, RΨan

η Q`
))

.

This theorem implies, that instead of analyzing the cohomology of the whole moduli space of global
G-shtukas, it essentially suffices to understand the cohomology of Rapoport-Zink spaces and Igusa
varieties. A few more remarks on this formula: While the description above suggests that the product
decomposition is only needed over the special fiber, this is far from true. To apply the Künneth formula
one has to compare vanishing cycles sheaves for Newton strata, Rapoport-Zink spaces and Igusa varieties.
For this it is essential to have a good control over the situation of associated analytic adic spaces. On
the other hand passing to perfections does not change the cohomology, so having the covering morphism
only over perfections does not impose further difficulties.
When comparing this result to the corresponding one for Shimura varieties found in [Man04] or [Man05],
the most notable difference is the appearance of vanishing cycles in our final formula. This is mainly due
to problems with incompatibilities of stratifications and passage to adic spaces, which create problems
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when trying to argue as in [Man04]. Please refer to the discussion at the end of this article, why it is
even likely that removing the vanishing cycles is impossible.

A few final remarks on the structure of this paper: Section 2 deals with the local theory. Much of this
treatment is a straight-forward generalization of [HV11], though the new boundedness statement 2.3.11
for inverses of quasi-isogenies simplifies many arguments. Moreover in 2.6 the description of the Tate
functor is improved upon the treatment in [AH14a]. Finally we prove in 2.7, that quasi-isogenies on
generic fibers of normal schemes extend uniquely to the whole scheme, at least if the quasi-isogeny class
of the local G-shtuka does not vary. The corresponding result for p-divisible groups is called Tate’s
theorem, cf. [Tat66, theorem 4] and [Ber80, §4.1].
Section 3 is devoted to the theory of global G-shtukas. While most purely global statements can already
be found in [Var04] or [AH14a], [AH14b], the focus here lies on the interplay between global and local
notions. The global-local-functors Lci in 3.2 were already constructed in [AH14a], though using an
alternative construction less suited for our needs.
Section 4 finally introduces Igusa varieties over central leaves. The first step in this direction is to
translate the notion of a complete slope division to shtukas and to see that universal local G-shtuka
over central leaves admit them, which is done in 4.3. In 4.4 this is strengthened to the existence of
I0(bνi)-structures. This allows us to prove representability of Igusa varieties over basic strata in 4.5 and
in general in 4.6. In these sections the basic properties of Igusa varieties are established as well.
Having now Igusa varieties, one can prove main theorem 1 in section 5. 5.1 describes the construction
of the uniformization morphism, removing some inaccuracies in the original proof of [AH14b]. After
discussing several versions of the product composition in 5.2 to 5.5, the application to dimensions of
arbitrary leaves is discussed in 5.6.
The next section 6 focuses on extending the product decomposition to formal schemes and adic spaces,
after constructing a suitable formal version of central leaves in 6.1.
Finally we deal with the cohomology in section 7. The first half deals with establishing a Künneth type
formula over the special fiber in the flavor of theorem 5.13 of [Man04]. In 7.4 this is applied to the
sheaves of vanishing cycles of torsion sheaves, which finally gives main theorem 2 in 7.5.
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1 Notations

We fix the following data:

• Fq a finite field of characteristic p.

• Fq an algebraic closure of Fq.

• E a finite field extension of Fq inside Fq. Any other finite field extension will always take place
inside Fq.

• Γ = Gal(Fq/E) the absolute Galois group of E.

• C a smooth geometrically irreducible projective curve over Fq.

• G a connected reductive group over Fq.

• B ⊂ G a Borel subgroup defined over Fq.

• T ⊂ G a maximal (not necessarily split) torus defined over Fq.

• X∗(T ) = HomFq (T × SpecFq,Gm × SpecFq) the character group of T .
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• X∗(T ) = HomFq (Gm × SpecFq, T × SpecFq) the cocharacter group of T .

• X∗(T )dom respectively X∗(T )dom the set of dominant elements in the (co)character group of T
(wrt. the chosen Borel B).

• π1(G) = X∗(T )/{coroot lattice} the (algebraic) fundamental group of G.

• For any set S with Γ-action (like X∗(T ) or π1(G)), we denote the set of Γ-orbits by S/Γ.

Note that any connected reductive group over a finite field is automatically quasi-split (e.g. by [Spr79,
4.3-4.4]), hence the Borel B indeed exists.
We will use two Frobenius morphisms depending whether we consider the local or the global situation.
Both are denoted by σ and are for Fq-schemes S

• in the local context (i.e. in section 2, etc.): σ : S → S the absolute q-Frobenius.

• in the global context (i.e. in most of section 3, etc.): σ : C ×Spec Fq S → C ×Spec Fq S the identity
on C and the absolute q-Frobenius on S.

Furthermore for two schemes or stacks X,Y over SpecFq respectively SpecE we will abbreviate the
fiber product

X ×Fq Y := X ×Spec Fq Y resp. X ×E Y := X ×SpecE Y.

Remark 1.0.1. We essentially require for E to be large enough to satisfy the following two conditions:

• Every bound µ in the cocharacter group of the maximal torus of ResF/Fq (G) (for some fixed finite
extension F of Fq) can be defined over E, cf. 2.2.9.

• The fundamental alcove bν can be represented by an element defined over E, cf. 4.2.5.

In the case of split groups G these two conditions are always satisfied already for E = Fq.

2 Local G-shtukas

We define local G-shtukas for connected reductive groups G and study their properties. Except for the
sections 2.3, 2.6 and 2.7, all statements were essentially established by Hartl and Viehmann [HV11]. The
main difference to their treatment is, that we no longer assume that G is split, though this requires only
small changes to any of their proofs. Section 2.6 was inspired by [AH14a] and [AH14b]. There much of
the theory of G-shtukas is developed even for non-constant group schemes, though the statements are
sometimes not strong enough for our purposes.
We will state all theorems needed in the other parts of this work, but mostly refer for proofs to [HV11]
(at least after explaining how to reduce to the split case).

2.1 Generalities on torsors

Let us recall some generalities on torsors under (ind-)group schemes. These will be used frequently
(without explicit reference) for various groups. In this section the base spaces S will always be Deligne-
Mumford stacks, from now abbreviated by DM-stacks.

Definition 2.1.1. Let H be an (ind-)group scheme over Fq and fix some topology ∗ ∈{fpqc, fppf, étale}.
A (right) H-torsor on a DM-stack S over Fq is a sheaf H for the ∗-topology together with a (right) action
of H on H, such that ∗-locally on S the sheaf H is isomorphic to the sheaf of points of H.

Remark 2.1.2. i) Any torsor under an (ind-)affine (ind-)scheme is relatively representable by an (ind-
)scheme. Thus whenever convenient, we will view H as an H-(ind-)scheme which admits after a ∗-cover
S′ → S an H-equivariant isomorphism H×S S′ ∼= H × S′.
ii) H-torsors over S are classified up to isomorphism by Čech cohomology Ȟ1(S∗, H).
iii) If f : S′ → S is any morphism of DM-stacks and H an H-torsor over S, then its pull-back f∗H is
an H-torsor over S′. In particular this applies to the Frobenius morphism.
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If H1 → H2 is a morphism between (ind-)group schemes, then the induced morphism Ȟ1(S∗, H1)→
Ȟ1(S∗, H2) associates to each H1-torsor an H2-torsor. This can be turned into a functor via the following
explicit

Construction 2.1.3.
Let H1 be an H1-torsor over a DM-stack S. Then consider the ∗-sheaf H1 ×H1 H2 defined as the
sheafification of the presheaf

S′ 7→ {H1(S′) -orbits in H1(S′)×H2(S′)}

where H1(S′) acts on H1(S′) via the given right action and on H2(S′) via left multiplication by the
inverse of its image under H1(S′)→ H2(S′).
Then H1×H1 H2 admits a canonical (right) H2-action by right multiplication on the second factor. It is
easy to see that H1×H1 H2 admits a trivialization over S′ whenever this happens for H1. So H1×H1 H2

is indeed an H2-torsor.
It is an easy exercise to see that this construction extends to morphisms between H1-torsors and com-
mutes with arbitrary base-changes.

Definition 2.1.4. [Fal03, definition 1] Let G be a connected reductive group over Fq.
a) L+G is the infinite dimensional group scheme over Fq representing the fpqc-sheaf of groups

S 7→ G(Γ(S,OS)[[z]]).

b) LG is the ind-scheme (of ind-finite type) over Fq representing the sheafification of the fpqc-presheaf
of groups

S 7→ G(Γ(S,OS)((z))).

c) There is a canonical inclusion L+G ⊂ LG. If G is a L+G-torsor over a scheme S, then LG :=

G ×L+G LG (cf. the previous construction) is called the LG-torsor associated to G.

Remark 2.1.5. Usually G-torsors (and in particular global G-shtukas, cf. 3.1.3) are denoted by G ,
while G is used for L+G-torsors (and in particular local G-shtukas, cf. 2.2.1).

As in the case of smooth affine group schemes of finite type, we can omit specifying the actual
topology by the following

Lemma 2.1.6. Using the notation above,

Ȟ1(Sét, L
+G) = Ȟ1(Sfppf , L

+G) = Ȟ1(Sfpqc, L
+G)

i.e. L+G-torsors for the étale, fppf- and fpqc-topology are equivalent.

Proof. The proof of [HV11, proposition 2.2] holds for any smooth affine group scheme. �

Similarly to the construction above, we may define functors from torsors to vector bundles using repre-
sentations:

Lemma 2.1.7. Let G be a connected reductive group over Fq and fix a representation ρ : G→ GL(V )
for a finite-dimensional E-vector space V over a finite field extension E/Fq.
a) The representation ρ induces a canonical functor from G-torsors over an E-scheme S to line bundles
of rank dimV over S.
b) The representation ρ induces a canonical functor from L+G-torsors over an E-scheme S to locally
free OS [[z]] = OS ⊗E E[[z]]-modules over S.
c) The representation ρ induces a canonical functor from LG-torsors over an E-scheme S to locally free
OS((z)) = OS ⊗E E((z))-modules over S.
All these functors are compatible for passing from G-torsors to L+G-torsors and LG-torsors via the
inclusions G ⊂ L+G ⊂ LG.
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Proof. We will prove only part b) as the rest follows in the same way and the compatibilities are obvious.

So let G be a L+G-torsor over S and consider the sheaf G ×L+G V over S defined as the sheafification
of the presheaf

S′ 7→ {L+G(S′) -orbits in G(S′)× (V ⊗E OS [[z]])(S′)}

where we view V as a constant sheaf on S and take the induced L+G-action on V ⊗E OS [[z]]. Then

G ×L+G V trivializes over the same covers as G did, hence is indeed locally free. Moreover it is an easy
exercise to see that this construction extends to morphisms between L+G-torsors. �

2.2 Local G-shtukas and bounded quasi-isogenies

We will now recall the definition of a local G-shtuka and morphisms between them, called quasi-isogenies.
But it turns out, that most moduli spaces for local (and global) G-shtukas exist only as ind-schemes.
To remedy this, boundedness conditions are introduced in order to specify subspaces of such moduli
spaces, which exist as (formal) schemes locally of finite type. To give us more flexibility we start by
defining bounded morphisms between LG-torsors associated to arbitrary L+G-torsors, and specify then
to the case of local G-shtukas and, in section 3.3, to global G-shtukas.
Recall that σ denotes the absolute q-Frobenius and G is a connected reductive group over Fq, that is
not necessarily split. We fix a finite field extension E of Fq (as usual viewed as a subfield of Fq).

Definition 2.2.1. cf. [HV11, definitions 3.1 and 3.8] a) A local G-shtuka over a DM-stack S over E
is a pair (G, ϕ) consisting of a L+G-torsor G on S and an isomorphism ϕ : σ∗LG → LG of associated
LG-torsors.
Denote by ShtG the ind-stack representing the functor of local G-shtukas up to isomorphism.
b) A local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) is called étale if ϕ is induced from a morphism ϕ : σ∗G → G between L+G-
torsors. The ind-stack of étale local G-shtukas is denoted by ÉtShtG.
c) A quasi-isogeny between local G-shtukas α : (G, ϕ) → (G′, ϕ′) over S is an isomorphism of the
associated LG-torsors α : LG → LG′ satisfying ϕ′ ◦ σ∗α = α ◦ ϕ.
The set of quasi-isogenies between two local G-shtukas is denoted by QIsog((G, ϕ), (G′, ϕ′)).

Remark 2.2.2. i) We claim above that ShtG is an ind-stack. Indeed it is not hard to see that it is given
by a LG-bundle over a substack of the stack of L+G-torsors. But for all of our applications it suffices to
know that ShtG is a category fibered over the category of DM-stacks over E, which is obviously true.
ii) The Frobenius-isomorphism ϕ of a local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) over S can be viewed as a quasi-isogeny
ϕ : (σ∗G, σ∗ϕ)→ (G, ϕ).
iii) Note that the definition makes sense for arbitrary connected linear algebraic groups over Fq. In
particular, if P ⊂ G is any parabolic subgroup, then the notion of a local P -shtuka (appearing in
section 4.3) makes sense.

Though we will mainly be interested in local G-shtukas, we will need at several points some more
data respectively more general notions:

Definition 2.2.3. a) Let P ⊂ G be any subgroup (which will usually be parabolic) and H ⊂ L+P
any open subgroup. A local G-shtuka with H-structure over a DM-stack S over E is a triple (G, ϕ,H)
consisting of a local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) and an H-torsor H over S together with a fixed isomorphism
H×H L+G ∼= G.
A quasi-isogeny is a quasi-isogeny between the local G-shtukas (after forgetting the H-structure).
An isomorphism is an isomorphism of the local G-shtukas, which is induced from an isomorphism of the
H-torsors.
Denote the ind-stack of local G-shtukas with H-structure by H -ShtG.
b) Let H be any affine algebraic group over Fq. Then an étale local H-shtuka over S is a pair (H, ϕH)
consisting of an H-torsor H over S and a σ-linear isomorphism ϕH : σ∗H → H.
Denote the ind-stack of étale local H-shtukas by H - ÉtSht.

Remark 2.2.4. Local G-shtukas with H-structure will appear in the definition of Igusa-varieties, cf.
section 4.4. Étale local H-shtukas will already appear in the discussion of adelic levels structures of
global G-shtukas, cf. section 3.4.
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We turn now to the definition of bounds. Apart from generalizing to non-split groups, we use essen-
tially the construction introduced in [HV11]. Nevertheless there is one slight change to the definition:
Boundedness conditions for local G-shtukas contain certain compatibilities in the set of orbits π1(G)/Γ.
Nevertheless they should correspond to boundedness conditions on global G-shtukas (cf. section 3.3),
which seem not to be able to detect differences in the torsion of π1(G)/Γ. This forces us to work with
π1(G)Q/Γ = (π1(G)⊗Q)/Γ rather than π1(G)/Γ itself.

We will work over the category NilpE[[ζ]] of DM-stacks S over SpecE[[ζ]] such that ζ is locally nilpotent
on S. Consider now two L+G-torsors G and G′ over a DM-stack S ∈ NilpE[[ζ]] and α : LG → LG′ a
morphism between the associated LG-torsors.

Construction 2.2.5. The Hodge point of α (cf. [HV11, definition 3.3])
Consider a geometric point s̄ : Spec k → S mapping to a point s ∈ S. Choose any trivializations
Gs̄ ∼= L+Gs̄ and G′s̄ ∼= L+Gs̄ of the restriction of the L+G-torsors to s̄. Then the restriction of α to s̄
defines a morphism

αs̄ : LGs̄ ∼= LG s̄ → LG′s̄ ∼= LGs̄

i.e. an element αs̄ ∈ LG(k). Note now that G splits over k and that L+G ⊂ LG is a special subgroup.
Hence the Cartan decomposition yields

LG(k) =
⋃

µ∈X∗(T )dom

L+G(k)zµL+G(k)

cf. [Tit77, 3.3.3]. This associates to α and s̄ an element in X∗(T )dom ⊂ X∗(T ), which is independent
of the trivialization of the two L+G-torsors. Projecting down to the set X∗(T )/Γ even eliminates the
dependence on the choice of the geometric point s̄ mapping to s. Hence this defines a homomorphism
(of sets)

µ(α) : S → X∗(T )/Γ

which we call the Hodge point of α.
The canonical projection X∗(T ) → π1(G) → π1(G)Q = π1(G) ⊗ Q is Γ-equivariant. Hence we may
compose the morphism above with X∗(T )/Γ→ π1(G)Q/Γ to get

[µ(α)] : S → π1(G)Q/Γ.

Lemma 2.2.6. π0(LG) ∼= π1(G)/Γ.

Proof. By [PR08, theorem 5.1] there is an isomorphism π0(LG×EFq) ∼= π1(G), which is by construction
Γ-equivariant. All connected components of LG×E Fq in one Γ-orbit have the same image in LG, hence
map into the same connected component of LG. Moreover LG×E Fq → LG is a closed morphism as a
limit of finite morphism. So each connected component of LG×E Fq actually maps surjectively onto a
connected component of LG. This implies that the preimages of elements under π0(LG×EFq)→ π0(LG)
consist of precisely one Γ-orbit, because this is true for preimages of single points under LG×EFq → LG.
Thus we obtain isomorphisms

π0(LG) ∼= π0(LG×E Fq)/Γ ∼= π1(G)/Γ.

�
Using this isomorphism, the construction of the Hodge point [µ(α)] can be reformulated in a slightly

more conceptual way: The morphism α induces a map S → π0(LG) by trivializing α locally. It is well-
defined, because the image for different trivializations is contained in one connected L+G-conjugacy
class. Then by the previous lemma we get the map

S → π0(LG) ∼= π1(G)/Γ→ π1(G)Q/Γ,

which equals [µ(α)] on geometric points by a straight-forward computation.

Lemma 2.2.7. cf. [HV11, proposition 3.4] The map [µ(α)] is locally constant.
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Proof. Let f : S ×E SpecFq → S be the base-change to Fq. Then by definition

[µ(f∗α)] = [µ(α)] ◦ f : S ×E SpecFq → π1(G)Q/Γ

where f∗α : LG×E SpecFq → LG′×E SpecFq is the pullback of α. Thus it suffices to show that [µ(f∗α)]
is locally constant. But as G splits over Fq, this follows from proposition 3.4 in [HV11], which even
states that the morphism to π1(G) itself is locally constant. �

Remark 2.2.8. Alternatively use the description in the previous remark: The map S → π0(LG) factors
by definition étale-locally over LG, hence it factors as S → π0(S) → π0(LG), too. So the Hodge point
[µ(α)] factors over π0(S) as well.

Consider any dominant character λ ∈ X∗(T ). It is defined over some field extension F/Fq and
(−λ)dom, i.e. the dominant element in the orbit of −λ under the Weyl group, defines a representation
of the Borel B opposite to B

(−λ)dom : B ×Fq SpecF→ Gm ×Fq SpecF

which is trivial on the unipotent radical of B ×Fq SpecF. Thus we may consider the Weyl module of
highest weight λ

VG(λ) := (IndG
B

(−λ)dom)∨

which is defined over F.
Set now E′ = E · F the composite of E and F in Fq. Then we may associate to any L+G-torsor G over
an E-scheme S the locally free sheaves over S ×E SpecE′

Gλ := G ×L
+G VG(λ) and LGλ := LG ×LG VG(λ)

using construction 2.1.7. Note that Gλ is naturally a sub-OS [[z]]-module of LGλ.
By functoriality any morphism α : LG → LG′ between two LG-torsors induces now an isomorphism

αλ : LGλ → LG′λ

of sheaves of OS((z))-modules.

Definition 2.2.9. Let µ ∈ X∗(T )dom be a dominant cocharacter which can be defined over E.
a) Let G and G′ be two L+G-torsors over DM-stack S ∈ NilpE[[ζ]] and α : LG → LG′ a morphism
between the associated LG-torsors. Then α is bounded by µ if

1. for any dominant weight λ ∈ X∗(T )dom defined over some finite field extension E′/E

αλ(Gλ) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µ〉G′λ := G′λ ⊗OS×ESpecE′ [[z]]
(z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µ〉

inside G′λ ⊗OS×ESpecE′ [[z]]
OS×ESpecE′((z)) = LG′λ.

2. [µ(α)](s) = [µ] ∈ π1(G)Q/Γ for all points s ∈ S, where [µ] denotes the image of µ in π1(G)Q/Γ.

b) A quasi-isogeny α : (G, ϕ) → (G′, ϕ′) is bounded by µ if the morphism α : LG → LG′ between
associated the LG-torsors is bounded by µ.
c) A local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) is bounded by µ if ϕ is bounded by µ when considered as a quasi-isogeny

between (σ∗G, σ∗ϕ) and (G, ϕ). Denote by Sht�µG the stack of local G-shtukas bounded by µ.

Remark 2.2.10. i) We require µ to be defined over E in order to ensure that condition 1. is independent
with respect to pullback along a morphism induced by some element in ΓE , cf. remark 2.2.12 as well.
Moreover condition 1. is independent of the choice of the field extension F/Fq over which λ is defined.
Condition 2. implies in particular that the Hodge points [µ(α)](s) are Γ-orbits consisting of only one
element in π1(G)Q.
The boundedness condition does not depend on the choice of the field E (as long as the cocharacter µ
can be defined over it). The only non-obvious part is condition 2., where this follows from the fact that
the Γ-orbit of µ in π1(G)Q has always exactly one element, whatever base field we take.
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ii) The boundedness conditions can be checked étale (or fpqc)-locally on S. For conditions 1. this is
implied by part i) of this remark and for condition 2. it follows from lemma 2.2.7.

iii) Definition 4.5 in [AH14a] is a much more conceptual treatment of bounds via ind-subschemes Ẑ ⊂ Ĝr
(cf. 2.5 for the definition of Ĝr), though is has two main disadvantages for our purposes: First of all
it is a priori not obvious to us, that there exist sufficiently many bounds Ẑ. Nevertheless combining
proposition 2.4.6 and theorem 2.5.1 shows, that boundedness by µ (in our sense) can be expressed by
boundedness by some Ẑ as in [AH14a]. Secondly (and more seriously) we do not know whether an
arbitrary bound Ẑ behaves well when passing to inverse morphisms.

Lemma 2.2.11. [HV11, lemma 3.7] Condition 1. holds for every dominant weight if and only if it
holds for a subset Λ ⊂ X∗(T )dom of dominant weights that generates the monoid of dominant weights.
Λ can be chosen to be finite.

Proof. The proof in [HV11] can be used verbatim for non-split G as well. �

Remark 2.2.12. Condition 1. holds for λ ∈ X∗(T )dom if and only if it holds for τ.λ for any τ ∈ Γ =
Gal(Fq/E):
Let F/Fq be a finite field extension, such that λ (and hence τ.λ) can be defined over F. Let E′ = E · F
as above and τ : S×E SpecE′ → S×E SpecE′. As α is defined over E, i.e. fixed under τ , we have that

αλ(Gλ) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µ〉G′λ

if and only if

αλ(τ∗Gλ) = τ∗(αλ(Gλ)) ⊆ τ∗
(

(z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µ〉G′λ
)

= (z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µ〉τ∗(G′λ)

Furthermore τ induces an isomorphism VG(λ) ∼= VG(τ−1.λ) as representations in E-vector spaces (but
changes of course the E′-structure on it). This gives isomorphisms τ∗Gλ ∼= Gτ−1.λ and τ∗LGλ ∼= LGτ−1.λ

as sheaves over S ×E SpecE′. In particular the inclusion above may be rewritten as

αλ(Gτ−1.λ) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µ〉G′τ−1.λ.

Using 〈(−τ−1.λ)dom, µ〉 = 〈τ−1.(−λ)dom, µ〉 = 〈(−λ)dom, τ.µ〉 = 〈(−λ)dom, µ〉 by Gal(Fq/E)-invariance
of µ, this is precisely the boundedness condition 1. for τ.λ.

2.3 Bounds for inverse morphisms

The next aim is to show that the inverse of a morphism bounded by µ is bounded by (−µ)dom ∈
X∗(T )dom. If Weyl modules would be self-dual, this would be an easy exercise. But as they are not, we
will first prove this fact for G = GLn and then transport the result first to arbitrary split groups and
finally to any connected reductive G.
We still work with groups G which are defined over Fq. This restriction is hardly necessary in this
section. For example (after suitable generalization of bounds) everything works as well for unramified
groups over local fields.
The reader may replace the term ’L+G-torsor’ by ’local G-shtuka’ and ’morphism of associated LG-
torsor’ by ’quasi-isogeny’ everywhere without changing (or simplifying) anything. In fact, except for
one proof in section 3.5, these results are only used in the context of local G-shtukas.

Lemma 2.3.1. Let G = GLn with the maximal torus of diagonal matrices T and the Borel of upper
triangular matrices B, Std = Fnq be the standard representation of GLn. Let G and G′ be two GLn-

torsors over an E-scheme S and α : LG → LG′ a morphism between the associated LGLn-torsors.
Abbreviate the vector bundles constructed in 2.1.7 by GStd = G ×L+GLn Std, LGStd = LG ×LGLn Std
(and similarly for G′) and the induced morphism by αStd : LGStd → LG′Std. Then α is bounded by
a dominant element µ = (µ1, . . . , µn) ∈ X∗(T ) ∼= Zn if and only if the following two conditions are
satisfied:

1.’ (∧iαStd)(
∧i GStd) ⊆ (z − ζ)µn−i+1+...+µn

∧i G′Std for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

2.’ [µ(α)](s) = [µ] ∈ π1(GLn) for all points s ∈ S.
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Proof. First note that π1(GLn) is torsion free with trivial Γ-action, so conditions 2. and 2.’ are clearly
equivalent.
See now [HV11, section 4] how to identify VGLn(δi) =

∧i
Std, Gδi =

∧i GStd and αδi = ∧iαStd for
the dominant weight δi = (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0) with the first i entries equal to 1. Furthermore note that
−〈(−δi)dom, µ〉 = µn−i+1 + . . .+µn for all i. Thus it is clear that the given conditions are necessary for
α to be bounded by µ. As all these δi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n together with −δn generate the monoid of dominant
weights, the conditions are also sufficient by lemma 2.2.11 if they imply

α−δn(G−δn) ⊆ (z − ζ)−NG′−δn .

for N = µ1 + . . .+µn. To prove this we first show that αδn induces an isomorphism on the integral level

αδn,0 : Gδn
∼−→ (z − ζ)NG′δn .

We only have to show surjectivity, which is a local property. Thus assume wlog. that GStd,G′Std ∼=
OS [[z]]n (for some chosen isomorphisms) and αStd is given by an element in LGLn(S). Then

∧n GStd ∼=
OS [[z]] and ∧nαStd, i.e. αδn,0, is simply multiplication with det(αStd). After pulling back to any
geometric point s with image s we have det(αStd)s = as · z〈δn,µ(α)(s)〉 for some unit as. As the pairing
of δn with any coroot vanishes, 〈δn, µ(α)(s)〉 depends only on the image of µ(α)(s) in π1(GLn). Thus

det(αStd)s = as · z〈δn,µ(α)(s)〉 = as · z〈δn,µ〉 = as · zN .

Together with det(αStd) ∈ (z − ζ)NOS [[z]] this implies

det(αStd) = a · (z − ζ)N for some a ∈ OS [[z]]×

and multiplication with det(αStd), i.e. αδn,0, is indeed surjective.
Now observe that VGLn(δn) is one-dimensional which implies VGLn(−δn) ∼= VGLn(δn)∨. Thus we can
identify G−δn ∼= G∨δn and α−δn = (α−1

δn
)∨. Thus by dualizing αδn , α−δn restricts to an isomorphisms

(z − ζ)NG−δn
∼−→ G′−δn

which gives after multiplying with (z − ζ)−N

α−δn(G−δn) ⊆ (z − ζ)−NG′−δn
as desired. �

Remark 2.3.2. A very similar result is shown in [HV11, lemma 4.3]. There condition 2.’ is re-
placed by the statement that ∧nαStd restricts to an isomorphism between suitable OS [[z]]-submodules.
Nevertheless with view towards lemma 2.3.9 the version stated above will be easier to apply.

Proposition 2.3.3. Let α : LG → LG′ be a morphism between LGLn-torsors as in the previous lemma.
Assume α is bounded by a dominant coweight µ. Then its inverse α−1 : LG′ → LG is bounded by
(−µ)dom.

Proof. We will use the alternative description shown in the previous lemma. As both conditions are local
on S we may assume again that G,G′ ∼= L+GLn×S and α ∈ LGLn(S). As the Kottwitz homomorphism
GLn → π1(GLn) is a group morphism we get [µ(α−1)](s) = −[µ(α)](s) for every point s ∈ S. Thus

[µ(α−1)](s) = −[µ(α)](s) = −[µ] = [(−µ)dom] ∈ π1(GLn)

Thus the second condition is satisfied.
If µ = (µ1, . . . , µn), then (−µ)dom = (−µn, . . . ,−µ1). Condition 1.’ for α−1 and the coweight (−µ)dom

can be rephrased in saying that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} the determinant of every i × i-minor of the
matrix α−1 is contained in (z − ζ)−µi−...−µ1OS [[z]]. Thus let I, J ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be two subsets with i
elements and let α−1

I,J be the minor of α−1 which contains the rows in I and the columns in J . Denote the
(n− i)×(n− i)-minor of α containing the rows in Ic = {1, . . . , n}\I and the columns Jc = {1, . . . , n}\J
by αIc,Jc . Then one has the formula

det(α−1
I,J) = ±det(αIc,Jc) · det(α−1)
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which is sometimes called the identity of Jacobi. But by condition 1.’ for α we know det(αIc,Jc) ∈
(z − ζ)µi+1+...+µnOS [[z]]. Furthermore det(α) ∈ (z − ζ)µ1+...+µnOS [[z]] \ (z − ζ)µ1+...+µn+1OS [[z]]
using the same argument involving the Hodge point as in the previous lemma. Thus det(α−1) ∈
(z − ζ)−µ1−...−µnOS [[z]], which finally gives the desired

det(α−1
I,J) = ± det(αIc,Jc) det(α−1) ∈ (z−ζ)µi+1+...+µn(z−ζ)−µ1−...−µnOS [[z]] = (z−ζ)−µi−...−µ1OS [[z]]

Thus 1.’ holds for α−1 and (−µ)dom. �

Remark 2.3.4. A similar argument already appears in [Har11, lemma 2.1.6] although in the context
of local shtukas (in the sense of [Har11, definition 2.1.1] or [HV11, definition 4.1]) over formal schemes.

We now want to extend this proposition to all groups G, which split over E. In particular all Weyl
module representations are already defined over E. To do so we need several auxiliary lemmas. Most
of the following arguments work as well in the non-split case after possibly enlarging the field in order
to define the representations. Nevertheless as the non-split case follows quite easily from the split case
later on, it is more convenient not to present them in the general setting.

Lemma 2.3.5. Let G be any reductive group over Fq, which splits over E. Assume that 0→ V ′ → V →
V ′′ → 0 is a short exact sequence of finite-dimensional E-representations of G. Let N be an integer and
let α : LG → LG′ be a morphism between LG-torsors associated to some L+G-torsors G, G′. Then the
following are equivalent:
a) αV (G ×L+G V ) ⊆ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L+G V )

b) αV ′(G ×L
+G V ′) ⊆ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L+G V ′) and αV ′′(G ×L

+G V ′′) ⊆ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L+G V ′′)
where we denote by αV (and similarly for αV ′ and αV ′′) the morphism induced by α.

Proof. First note that the functor mapping finite-dimensional E′-representations V of G to the vector
bundle G ×L+G V is exact, because over an étale cover it simply takes V to V ⊗E′ OS [[z]]. Thus the
given short exact sequence of representations of G induces a commutative diagram with exact rows

0 // G ×L+G V ′ //

αV ′

��

G ×L+G V //

αV

��

G ×L+G V ′′ //

αV ′′

��

0

0 // LG′ ×LG V ′ // LG′ ×LG V // LG′ ×LG V ′′ // 0

But
0→ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L

+G V ′)→ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L
+G V )→ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L

+G V ′′)→ 0

is a short exact sequence of subsheaves of the sheaves in the lower row. Thus αV (G ×L+G V ) lies in

(z − ζ)N (G′ ×L+G V ) if and only if the analogous statements holds for αV ′ and αV ′′ . �

Lemma 2.3.6. Assume that G splits over E. Let α : LG → LG′ be a morphism of LG-torsors over some
E-scheme S (associated as usual to some L+G-torsors) which is bounded by µ. Fix some λ ∈ X∗(T )dom

which then gives a representation VG(λ) over E. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ dimVG(λ) and let V =
∧i

VG(λ) with G
acting on every factor. Finally set N = minSi{

∑
η∈Si〈η, µ〉} where Si runs over all subsets of cardinality

i of the set of weights occurring in VG(λ) (taken with multiplicities). Then

αV (G ×L
+G V ) ⊆ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L

+G V )

Remark 2.3.7. The weights
∑
η∈Si η are exactly the weights occurring in the representation V . Thus

N = min
ηV
{〈ηV , µ〉}

taking the minimum over all weights ηV of V . On the other hand, the set of weights is invariant under
the action of the longest element w0 of the Weyl group. Thus we may also write:

N = min
Si

{∑
η∈Si
〈w0η, µ〉

}
= min

Si

{
−
∑

η∈Si
〈(−η)dom, µ〉

}
= min

ηV
{−〈(−ηV )dom, µ〉}

Instead of taking all weights ηV in the rightmost expression it suffices to consider only highest weights
of V .
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Proof. As B is a Borel, every E-representation of G admitting a basis of T -eigenvectors has a B-stable
line. In particular it contains a quotient of a Weyl module as a subrepresentation, whose highest weight
equals some weight appearing in the original representation. Thus every finite-dimensional such E-
representation of G admits a finite filtration with quotients of Weyl modules as composition factors.
Let 0 = W0 ⊂ W1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Wn = V be such a filtration for V =

∧i
VG(λ). We will prove by induction

that
αWj

(G ×L
+GWj) ⊆ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L

+GWj)

for all j. Note first that this is trivial for j = 0 and gives the statement of the lemma for j = n. Assume
now it holds for Wj−1 for some j ≥ 1 and consider the short exact sequence

0→Wj−1 →Wj →Wj/Wj−1 → 0 (?)

By induction we have

αWj−1
(G ×L

+GWj−1) ⊆ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L
+GWj−1).

On the other hand we have by choice of the filtration a short exact sequence

0→ V ′G(ηV )→ VG(ηV )→Wj/Wj−1 → 0

for some weight ηV of V (depending on j) and some subrepresentation V ′G(ηV ) ⊂ VG(ηV ). Therefore by
the boundedness of α and the previous lemma

αWj/Wj−1
(G ×L

+GWj/Wj−1) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−ηV )dom,µ〉(G′ ×L
+GWj/Wj−1)

⊆ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L
+GWj/Wj−1).

Thus we may apply again the previous lemma, but now for the short exact sequence (?) and using the
converse implication, which gives

αWj
(G ×L

+GWj) ⊆ (z − ζ)N (G′ ×L
+GWj).

�

Lemma 2.3.8. Assume that G splits over E. Let λ ∈ X∗(T )dom and µ ∈ X∗(T )dom. Then there exists
a basis (v1, . . . , vn) of the Weyl module VG(λ) (over E) such that the following properties are satisfied:
i) vi is a T -eigenvector of some weight λi ∈ X∗(T ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
ii) v1 has weight λ and vn has weight −(−λ)dom.
iii) the vector space spanned by v1, v2, . . . , vi is B-stable for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
iv) 〈λi, µ〉 ≥ 〈λi+1, µ〉 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

Proof. Define vi inductively for 1 ≤ i ≤ n as follows: Let Bi be the set of all T -eigenvectors not contained
in the span of v1, . . . , vi−1. Note that Bi is non-empty because VG(λ) admits a basis of T -eigenvectors.
Let B′i ⊂ Bi be the subset of eigenvectors whose weights are maximal with respect to the Bruhat order
among all weights occurring as a weight of a vector in Bi. Finally choose vi ∈ B′i of a weight λi such
that 〈λi, µ〉 is maximal among all vectors in B′i.
We will check that this basis fulfills conditions i) to iv). Condition i) is trivial. Condition ii) follows
from the fact that every weight λ′ of VG(λ) satisfies −(−λ)dom � λ′ � λ and both extremal weights
occur. As the vector space in iii) is obviously T -stable it suffices to check that it is stable under each
root subgroup Uα for α a simple root. But for any T -eigenvector vi of weight λi and every element
u ∈ Uα(Fq) the element u · vi − vi is a T -eigenvector of weight λi + α � λi. Thus by our maximality
assumption defining Bi we have u · vi ⊂ 〈v1, . . . , vi〉Fq . Hence this subspace is B-stable. For property
iv) note that by choice of vi we have 〈λi, µ〉 ≥ 〈λ′, µ〉 for any weight λ′ of a vector v′ ∈ B′i. If v′′ ∈ Bi is
any vector of weight λ′′ then there is by definition of B′i a vector v′ ∈ B′i of weight λ′ with λ′ � λ′′. As
µ as assumed to be dominant we get

〈λi, µ〉 ≥ 〈λ′, µ〉 ≥ 〈λ′′, µ〉

In particular this holds for v′′ = vi+1 giving the desired inequality. �
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Lemma 2.3.9. Assume that G splits over E and let µ ∈ X∗(T )dom be a dominant coweight. Let
λ ∈ X∗(T )dom, VG(λ) the Weyl module of G (over E) of highest weight λ and consider the associated
representation ρ : G→ GL := GL(VG(λ)) over E.
Let as above G and G′ be L+G-torsors over some E-scheme S and α : LG → LG′ a morphism between the
associated LG-torsors. Let GGL := G×L+GL+GL, G′GL := G′×L+GL+GL and let ρ(α) : LGGL → LG′GL
be the morphism induced by α (cf. construction 2.1.3).
Choose now any basis (v1, . . . , vn) (n = dimVG(λ)) of VG(λ) satisfying the properties of lemma 2.3.8.
Let BGL ⊂ GL be the Borel stabilizing the flag Ev1 ⊂ Ev1 ⊕ Ev2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ VG(λ) and let TGL ⊂ BGL be
the maximal torus stabilizing every line Evi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The element µ ∈ X∗(T )dom then induces by
composition with T → TGL a dominant element µGL ∈ X∗(TGL)dom.
a) If α is bounded by µ then ρ(α) is bounded by µGL.
b) If ρ(α) is bounded by µGL then α fulfills condition 1. of definition 2.2.9a) for the dominant weight λ
and the dominant coweight µ.

Proof. a) We will check the conditions given in lemma 2.3.1.
Consider first condition 1.’. Then for any scheme S′ → S we have for the presheaves defined in
construction 2.1.3 and 2.1.7:

GGLStd(S′) = (GGL(S′)× (Std⊗E OS [[z]])(S′)) /L+GL(S′)

=
((
G(S′)× L+GLn(S′)

)
/L+G(S′)× (Std⊗E OS [[z]])(S′)

)
/L+GL(S′)

∼= (G(S′)× (Std⊗E OS [[z]])(S′)) /L+G(S′)

= (G(S′)× (VG(λ)⊗E OS [[z]])(S′)) /L+G(S′)

= Gλ(S′)

In particular we get an isomorphism of sheaves of OS [[z]]-modules GGLStd ∼= Gλ. Thus condition 1.’
rewrites as

ρ(α)δi = ∧iρ(α)Std = ∧iαλ :
∧i
Gλ →

∧i
G′λ ⊗OS [[z]] OS((z))

having image contained in (z − ζ)−〈(−δi)dom,µGL〉
∧i G′λ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Here δi = (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0)

with i entries equal to 1. But by lemma 2.3.6 we already know that

∧iαλ
(∧i

Gλ
)
⊆ (z − ζ)N

∧i
G′λ

for N = minSi{〈
∑
η∈Si η, µ〉} taking the minimum over all subsets Si of cardinality i on the weights of

VG(λ). Hence we are left to show N = −〈(−δi)dom, µGL〉.
If εj = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ X∗(TGL) is the weight with a single entry 1 at the jth coordinate, then
we have for 1 ≤ j ≤ n

z〈λj ,µ〉vj = µ(z)vj = µGL(z)vj = z〈εj ,µGL〉vj

where we denote the weight of vj by λj ∈ X∗(T ). Thus 〈λj , µ〉 = 〈εj , µGL〉 for every j and we get

−〈(−δi)dom, µGL〉 =

n∑
j=n−i+1

〈εj , µGL〉 =

n∑
j=n−i+1

〈λj , µ〉

By property iv) of lemma 2.3.8 we know that

n∑
j=n−i+1

〈λj , µ〉 ≤
∑
η∈Si

〈η, µ〉

for any Si (and equality indeed occurs for some Si). Thus

−〈(−δi)dom, µGL〉 =

n∑
j=n−i+1

〈λj , µ〉 = min
Si

{∑
η∈Si
〈η, µ〉

}
= N
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Let us now check the condition on Hodge points, which holds for any choice of TGL and BGL containing
the image of T respectively B. Consider any geometric point s : Spec k → S with image s where k
is an algebraically closed field. As the definition of the Hodge point is independent of the choice of
trivializations we may assume s∗G = s∗G′ = L+G× Spec k and s∗α is given by an element αs ∈ LG(k).
Then functoriality of the Kottwitz homomorphism induces the commutative diagram:

LG(k)
ρ //

κ

��

LGL(k)

κ

��
π1(G)Q/Γ // π1(GL)Q/Γ

Hence [µ(α)](s) = [µ] ∈ π1(G)Q/Γ implies the desired [µ(ρ(α))](s) = [µGL] ∈ π1(GL)Q/Γ = π1(GL)Q.
b) By choice of ρ we have αλ = ρ(α)δ1 . Thus

αλ(Gλ) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−δ1)dom,µGL〉G′λ

with
−〈(−δ1)dom, µGL〉 = 〈λn, µ〉 = −〈(−λ)dom, µ〉

using property ii) of lemma 2.3.8 and the computation done in part a). �

Proposition 2.3.10. Let G be a connected reductive group over Fq which splits over E. Let G and G′
be two L+G-torsors over a DM-stack S over E and α : LG → LG′ be a morphism between associated
LG-torsors. If α is bounded by a dominant coweight µ, then its inverse α−1 : LG′ → LG is bounded by
(−µ)dom.

Proof. Let λ be any dominant weight and consider the representation ρ : G ×Fq SpecE → GL :=
GL(VG(λ)) acting on the Weyl module of G (over E′) of highest weight λ. By the previous proposition
ρ(α) is then bounded by µGL. Applying proposition 2.3.3 it follows that ρ(α)−1 = ρ(α−1) is bounded by
(−µGL)dom. Unfortunately lemma 2.3.9b) cannot be applied directly, because in general (unless further
conditions on the vi are imposed) (−µGL)dom does not equal ((−µ)dom)GL. However the only property
used in its proof is 〈(−λ)dom, (−µ)dom〉 = 〈(−δ1)dom, (−µGL)dom〉. But this simply follows from

〈(−λ)dom, (−µ)dom〉 = 〈λ, µ〉 = 〈λ1, µ〉 = 〈ε1, µGL〉 = 〈δ1, µGL〉 = 〈(−δ1)dom, (−µGL)dom〉.

Hence indeed
α−1
λ (G′λ) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,(−µ)dom〉Gλ

and condition 1. of definition 2.2.9 is satisfied.
The argument for condition 2. is exactly the same as in the case of GLn (c.f. proposition 2.3.3). �

Proposition 2.3.11. Let G be any connected reductive group over Fq. Let again G and G′ be two L+G-
torsors over a DM-stack S over E and α : LG → LG′ be a morphism between associated LG-torsors. If
α is bounded by an element µ ∈ X∗(T )dom defined over E, then its inverse α−1 : LG′ → LG is bounded
by (−µ)dom.
In particular any quasi-isogeny α : (G, ϕ) → (G′, ϕ′) of local G-shtukas which is bounded by µ has an
inverse which is bounded by (−µ)dom.

Proof. Choose any finite field extension E′/E such that G splits over E′. As the assertion can be checked
étale locally by 2.2.10ii), we may replace S by S ×E SpecE′. Moreover by 2.2.10i) we may replace ΓE
by the absolute Galois group of E′ in condition 1. But then we can apply proposition 2.3.10 over the
ground field E′. �

2.4 Further properties

This section establishes several properties of bounded quasi-isogenies needed in the proofs of the repre-
sentability results in the next sections. Contrary to the previous section, we start encountering argu-
ments requiring local G-shtukas and not only L+G-torsors. Throughout this section G is any reductive
group without any splitting hypothesis.
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Lemma 2.4.1. Let α : (G, ϕ) → (G′, ϕ′) and α′ : (G′, ϕ′) → (G′′, ϕ′′) be quasi-isogenies between local
G-shtukas over a DM-stack S over E which are bounded by µ respectively µ′.
a) The Frobenius-pullback σ∗α : (σ∗G, σ∗ϕ)→ (σ∗G′, σ∗ϕ′) is bounded by σ∗µ ∈ X∗(T )dom.
b) The composite α′ ◦ α is bounded by µ+ µ′ ∈ X∗(T )dom.

Proof. a) By definition of the Hodge point we have [µ(σ∗(α))] = σ∗[µ(α)]. To check 1. we proceed as in
remark 2.2.12: We have σ∗(αλ(Gλ)) = σ∗αλ(σ∗Gλ) = (σ∗α)σ∗−1λ(σ∗Gσ∗−1λ) and 〈σ∗−1λ, µ〉 = 〈λ, σ∗µ〉.
Thus pulling back the inclusions in 1. for α, µ and some λ along σ∗, gives precisely the corresponding
condition 1. for σ∗α, σ∗µ and σ−1λ. Thus we are done by varying λ.
b) Condition 1. is immediate from the definition and 2. can be checked on geometric points and after
trivializations and thus follows from the fact, that the Kottwitz homomorphism L+G(Fq)→ π1(G) is a
group morphism. �

Definition 2.4.2. Let S = lim−→Sm be an admissible formal DM-stack over E[[ζ]] such that ζ is locally
nilpotent.
a) A formal local G-shtuka over S is a tuple (G, ϕ) = lim−→(Gm, ϕm) of local G-shtukas (Gm, ϕm) over the
DM-stack Sm, together with isomorphisms between (Gm, ϕm) and the pullback of (Gm+1, ϕm+1) to Sm
for every m.
b) A quasi-isogeny between formal local G-shtukas over S is a tuple α = lim−→αm : (G, ϕ) = lim−→(Gm, ϕm)→
(G′, ϕ′) = lim−→(G′m, ϕ′m) of quasi-isogenies αm : (Gm, ϕm)→ (G′m, ϕ′m), such that the pullback of αm+1 to
Sn equals αm for every m.
c) A quasi-isogeny α between formal local G-shtukas over S is bounded by µ if every αm is bounded by
µ. A formal local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) over S is bounded by µ if every local G-shtuka (Gm, ϕm) is bounded
by µ.

Remark 2.4.3. We will hardly make use of formal local G-shtukas, but they are needed for one
argument in the proof of theorem 2.5.4.

Proposition 2.4.4. (Rigidity of quasi-isogenies) cf. [HV11, proposition 3.9] Let (G, ϕ) and (G′, ϕ′)
be two local G-shtukas over S ∈ NilpE[[ζ]]. Let ι : S ↪→ S be a closed immersion defined by a sheaf of
ideals I which is locally nilpotent. Then there is a bijection (of sets)

ι∗ : QIsogS((G, ϕ), (G′, ϕ′))→ QIsogS(ι∗(G, ϕ), ι∗(G′, ϕ′)) α 7→ ι∗α

Let S now be quasi-compact and (G, ϕ) and (G′, ϕ′) bounded local G-shtukas. If a quasi-isogeny of the
left-hand side is bounded by µ, then the corresponding quasi-isogeny α on the left-hand side is bounded
by some µ, too. This µ can be chosen to depend only on µ, ι and the bounds for the two local G-shtukas,
but not on the actual local G-shtukas or the quasi-isogeny α.
The same holds for formal local G-shtukas over admissible formal DM-stacks S.

Proof. The construction of the map between the sets of quasi-isogenies can be found in [HV11, proof
of proposition 3.9]. There a slightly weaker statement about the behavior of bounds is shown as well.
Their arguments may be strengthened as follows:
Assume that (G, ϕ) is bounded by µ0 and (G′, ϕ′) is bounded by µ′0. Let now α ∈ QIsogS((G, ϕ), (G′, ϕ′))
be a quasi-isogeny such that ι∗α is bounded by µ. As S is quasi-compact there is some n > 0 with
Iqn = 0. Now consider the commutative diagram of isomorphisms

LG α //

σn−1 ∗ϕ◦...◦σ∗ϕ◦ϕ
��

LG′

σn−1 ∗ϕ′◦...◦σ∗ϕ′◦ϕ′
��

σn ∗LG σn ∗α // σn ∗LG′

As explained in [HV11] the qn-Frobenius on S factors over S. Thus σn∗α is the pullback of ι∗α via
some morphism j : S → S and is thus bounded by µ. Then 2.3.11 and 2.4.1 imply that

α = (σn−1 ∗ϕ ◦ . . . ◦ σ∗ϕ ◦ ϕ)−1 ◦ σn ∗α ◦ (σn−1 ∗ϕ′ ◦ . . . ◦ σ∗ϕ′ ◦ ϕ′)

is bounded by µ =
∑n−1
i=0 σ

i ∗(−µ0)dom + µ+
∑n−1
i=0 σ

i ∗µ′0.
Consider now the case of formal DM-stacks. Let S = lim−→Sm. Then we have correspondingly
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S = lim−→Sm, where Sm ⊂ Sm is defined by the nilpotent sheaf of ideals I on S. Let α = lim−→αm ∈
QIsogS(ι∗(G, ϕ), ι∗(G′, ϕ′)). Then we may lift each αm to a quasi-isogeny αm over Sm. By uniqueness
of this lift, the αm are compatible and define indeed a quasi-isogeny between formal local G-shtukas
over S.
To get the boundedness assertion, assume again that the formal local G-shtukas (G, ϕ) resp. (G′, ϕ′)
are bounded by µ0 resp. µ′0. If α = lim−→αm ∈ QIsogS((G, ϕ), (G′, ϕ′)) is a quasi-isogeny such that ι∗α is

bounded by µ, we have just shown that every αm is bounded by µ =
∑n−1
i=0 σ

i ∗(−µ0)dom+µ+
∑n−1
i=0 σ

i ∗µ′0
(where n is a fixed integer with Iqn = 0), which is independent of m. Hence α is indeed bounded. �

Remark 2.4.5. a) It is in general not true that any quasi-isogeny over S which is bounded by µ lifts
to a quasi-isogeny that is again bounded by µ. Take for example G = GL2, the closed immersion

i : S = SpecFq → S = SpecFq[ζ]/(ζ2), bn =

(
1 ζz−n−1

0 1

)
for some n > 0, (G, ϕ) = (L+GL2, σ

∗),

(G′, ϕ′) = (L+GL2, bnσ
∗(bn)−1σ∗) and α = bn ∈ LGL2. Then i∗α = id is bounded by µ = (0, 0), but α

itself is only bounded by µ′ = (n,−n).
b) The assumption that (G, ϕ) and (G′, ϕ′) are bounded is necessary. To see this take for (G, ϕ) any local
G-shtuka over a scheme S, which is not bounded by any dominant coweight but restricts to a bounded
local G-shtuka over the reduced subscheme Sred. An example for this can be found in [HV11, example
3.12]. Let (G′, ϕ′) be a bounded local G-shtuka over S and α any quasi-isogeny between them. Then α
cannot be bounded by any dominant coweight, because otherwise exactly three of the quasi-isogenies in
the commutative square ϕ′ ◦σ∗α = α ◦ϕ are bounded, contradicting 2.3.11 and 2.4.1. But the pullback
of α to Sred is automatically bounded by 2.4.9b).

Proposition 2.4.6. cf. [HV11, lemma 3.10] Let α : (G, ϕ)→ (G′, ϕ′) be a quasi-isogeny between local
G-shtukas over a DM-stack S over E and let µ ⊂ X∗(T )dom be a cocharacter that can be defined over
E. Then the condition that α is bounded by µ is representable by a closed immersion into S, which is
locally finitely presented.
In particular under the assumption that S is reduced, α is bounded by µ if and only if this holds for the
pullback to every generic point of S.

Proof. Let E′/E be some finite field extension, such that G splits over E′ or equivalently such that each
weight λ can be defined over E′. We will first show that the µ-bounded locus is representable after
base-change to E′. The argument for this is essentially the same as in [HV11]:
As the Hodge point of α is locally constant, condition 2. is trivially representable by a finitely presented
closed immersion into S ×E SpecE′. So assume wlog. condition 2. holds on all of S ×E SpecE′. Fix a
finite set of weights Λ which generate the monoid of dominant weights and note that it suffices by 2.2.11
to check condition 1. only for the weights in Λ. As condition 1. is local we may assume S×E SpecE′ is
an affine scheme isomorphic to SpecR for some E′-algebra R and that the R[[z]]-modules Gλ and G′λ are
free for every dominant weight λ ∈ Λ (and indeed exist over R by our choice of E′). As SpecR is quasi-
compact we may choose for every λ ∈ Λ an Nλ � 0 such that αλ(Gλ) ⊂ (z− ζ)−NλG′λ. So α is bounded
by µ if and only if αλ maps all generators of Gλ to zero in Mλ := (z − ζ)−NλG′λ/(z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µ〉G′λ.
Since M :=

⊕
λ∈ΛMλ is a free R-module of finite rank, this condition (for all λ ∈ Λ) is represented by

a finitely presented closed immersion.
Thus we get a closed immersion Z ′ ⊂ S×E SpecE′ representing the locus of µ-boundedness over E′. We
have to see, that it descends to E, i.e. that Z ′ is invariant under Gal(E′/E). Fix some τ ∈ Gal(E′/E)
and consider the induced isomorphism τ : S ×E SpecE′ → S ×E SpecE′ over E. Then as in remark
2.2.12 we see that α|Z′ fulfilling condition 1. for some λ ∈ X∗(T )dom implies that α|τ−1(Z′) = τ∗α|Z′
fulfills condition 1. for τ−1λ ∈ X∗(T )dom. As condition 2. is obviously Gal(E′/E)-invariant, we get
that α|τ−1(Z′) is again bounded by µ, i.e. τ−1(Z ′) = Z ′. Thus Z ′ is Gal(E′/E)-invariant as desired and
descends to a closed immersion into S. �

Remark 2.4.7. The same result is obviously true if one replaces the local G-shtukas by L+G-torsors
and α by any morphism between associated LG-torsors.

Definition 2.4.8. Recall the Bruhat order � on X∗(T )Q,dom: For two dominant cocharacters µ, µ′ ∈
X∗(T )Q the relation µ′ � µ holds if µ−µ′ is a non-negative rational linear combination of simple coroots.
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Lemma 2.4.9. cf. [HV11, lemma 3.11 and 3.13] a) Let k be an algebraically closed field and α a
quasi-isogeny between local G-shtukas over Spec k ∈ NilpE[[ζ]]. Then α is bounded by µ if and only if
its Hodge point µ(α)(Spec k) ∈ X∗(T )dom satisfies µ(α)(Spec k) � µ.
b) Let S be quasi-compact and connected and let α be a morphism between local G-shtukas over S. If
either

• G is split semi-simple or

• S reduced and the (constant) image of [µ(α)] in π1(G)Q/Γ is an 1-element orbit,

then α is bounded by a Γ-invariant element µ ∈ X∗(T )dom.

Proof. The proofs are very similar to the ones in [HV11]. As in [HV11, lemma 3.11] one can see that
over a geometric point boundedness by µ is equivalent to 〈λ, µ−µ(α)(Spec k)〉 ≥ 0 for all λ ∈ X∗(T )dom

and [µ(α)(Spec k)] = [µ] ∈ π1(G)Q. But this is equivalent to µ(α)(Spec k) � µ. The proof of part b)
given in [HV11] uses only the existence of some Γ-invariant µ with [µ(α)] = [µ] ∈ π1(G)Q/Γ and the
fact that for any α and any λ there is some N � 0 such that the image of the L+G-torsor under αλ is
contained in the subsheaf defined by multiplication with (z − ζ)−N . �

Remark 2.4.10. i) In [HV11, lemma 3.11] a slightly different partial order is used: There µ′ � µ if
µ− µ′ is a non-negative integral linear combination of simple coroots. The change made in the partial
order precisely reflects the weakening of condition 2. by allowing differences in the torsion part of
π1(G).
ii) As we require µ to be Γ-invariant, there might be no such µ satisfying the assertion in part a).
Similarly if in part b) [µ(α)] is not an 1-element orbit in π1(G)Q under the Γ-action, then we cannot
hope to bound α by any µ (at least for this ground field E).

2.5 Rapoport-Zink spaces for local G-shtukas

We construct a formal scheme classifying pairs consisting of a bounded local G-shtuka and a quasi-
isogeny between it and some fixed local G-shtuka. These spaces are the analog of Rapoport-Zink spaces
for p-divisible groups as introduced in [RZ96]. As most of the results below follow rather formally from
the results of the previous section, we will mostly refer for proofs to [HV11].

We continue in the use of the notations in the previous sections. Let Gr = LG/L+G×Fq SpecE be the
affine Grassmannian (base-changed to the ground field E). It exists as an ind-scheme over E of ind-finite

type, as shown e.g. in [Fal03, after corollary 3]. Let Ĝr be the completion of Gr ×E SpecE[[ζ]] along

the special fiber defined by ζ. Equivalently Ĝr is the fiber product Gr ×E Spf E[[ζ]] in the category of
ind-schemes.
Fix now an element b0 ∈ LG(E), which gives a local G-shtuka (L+G, b0σ

∗) over E.

Theorem 2.5.1. [HV11, theorem 6.2] The ind-scheme Ĝr pro-represents the functor

NilpE[[ζ]] → Sets

S 7→
{

(G, ϕ), α)

∣∣∣∣ (G, ϕ) a local G-shtuka over S,
α : (G, ϕ)→ (L+G, b0σ

∗) a quasi-isogeny over S

}
Here two triples ((G, ϕ), α) and ((G′, ϕ′), α′) are isomorphic, if α−1 ◦ α′ comes from an isomorphism of
L+G-torsors G′ → G over S.

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as in [HV11]. �

Remark 2.5.2. Note that by proposition 2.4.4, the quasi-isogeny α is uniquely determined by its re-
striction to S×Spf E[[ζ]]SpecE[[ζ]]/(ζ). Hence the functor above indeed coincides with the one considered
in [HV11].

Definition 2.5.3. A local G-shtuka (L+G,ϕ) with trivial L+G-torsor over an E-scheme S is called
decent if there exists an integer s > 1 and a cocharacter µ̃ ∈ X∗(T ) such that

ϕ ◦ σ∗ϕ ◦ . . . ◦ σ∗(s−1)ϕ = zµ̃ · σ∗s
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Theorem 2.5.4. cf. [HV11, theorem 6.3] Let (L+G, b0σ
∗) be a decent local G-shtuka over SpecE.

Then the functor

M�µb0 : NilpE[[ζ]] → Sets

S 7→
{

((G, ϕ), α)

∣∣∣∣ (G, ϕ) a local G-shtuka over S bounded by µ,
α : (G, ϕ)S → (L+GE , b0σ

∗)S a quasi-isogeny

}
is representable by a closed immersion into Ĝr. It is a (non-ζ-adic) formal scheme over Spf E[[ζ]],
whose underlying reduced subscheme is locally of finite type.

Proof. Consider first the case of split groups: The proof given in [HV11] applies to all definitions of
bounds, for which the statements 2.4.4 - 2.4.9 hold.
Nevertheless its proof uses at one step [HV11, proposition 3.16] (respectively [AH14a, lemma 4.18]).
Unfortunately we were not able to understand the descent argument in the proof of this proposition (cf.
the more detailed discussion in remark 5.1.4i)). Therefore let us present a slightly modified argument
here, that the functor Mn is representable. Please refer to [HV11, proof of theorem 6.3, first claim] for
definitions of all the objects used here.
Let Mm

n be the formal completion of Mm along (Mn)red. Any open affine subset U ⊂ (Mn)red

defines formal affine subschemes Spf Rm ⊂ Mm
n . Let R = lim←−Rm and J the inverse image in R of

the largest ideal of definition of Rn. Then R is a J-adic ring and we fix some integer c > 0. To
show that Mn is a formal scheme, it suffices to show that there is an integer m0 such that for all
m ≥ m0 the natural map Rm/J

cRm → Rm0/J
cRm0 is an isomorphism. To do so let (Gm, ϕm) be

the universal local G-shtuka over SpecRm/J
cRm and (G, ϕ) = lim−→(Gm, ϕm) the formal local G-shtuka

over Spf R/Jc = lim−→ SpecRm/J
cRm. By rigidity for quasi-isogenies between formal local G-shtukas

we may lift the universal quasi-isogeny α from Spf R/J = Spf Rn/JRn to Spf R/Jc. By assumption
ρ∗α and ρ∗α

−1 are bounded by 2n%∨ (as quasi-isogenies between formal local G-shtukas) over Spf R/J .
As lifting commutes with applying the functor ρ∗ the boundedness assertion in 2.4.4 for formal local
G-shtukas implies, that ρ∗α and ρ∗α

−1 are bounded by some dominant coweight over Spf R/Jc, hence
also by 2m0%

∨ for some m0 � n. Hence by the universal property of Mm0
n there is a unique map

Spf R/Jc → Spf Rm0
inducing the given point ((G, ϕ), α). This gives the desired isomorphism.

Consider now the case of arbitrary connected reductive groups. As in the split case the only non-trivial
part is to show that M�µb0 exists as a formal scheme (and not only as a formal ind-scheme). This may
be checked after passing to a finite field extension. But then we are again in the split case and may use
the arguments above. �

Remark 2.5.5. i) The decency condition can essentially be removed: Let (L+G, bσ∗) be any local

G-shtuka over SpecE. Again it is clear that M�µb exists as a closed immersion into Ĝr. All other
assertions can be checked after passing to some sufficiently large field extension such that G is split and
there exists some quasi-isogeny α0 : (L+G, bσ∗) → (L+G, b0σ

∗) to some decent local G-shtuka defined
over SpecE. As G splits, this α0 is bounded by some µ0 ∈ X∗(T )dom. Then composition with α0 gives
an immersion

M�µb →M�µ+µ0

b0

Its image is exactly the subspace where the universal quasi-isogeny overM�µ+µ0

b0
is bounded by µ after

composition with α−1
0 . In particular it is given by a closed subscheme locally of finite presentation.

Hence X̂�µ+µ0

(L+GE ,b0σ∗)
being locally formally of finite type implies the same result for X̂�µ(G,ϕ).

ii) In accordance with the usual notation for Rapoport-Zink spaces of p-divisible groups (i.e. in the
case of mixed characteristic), we usually refer to the formal scheme representing the functor above

as M�µb0 instead of X̂�µ(L+GE ,b0σ∗)
. Its reduced fiber will be denoted by M�µ

b0
. It equals closed affine

Deligne-Lusztig varieties using the same arguments as in [HV11, theorem 6.3].

Corollary 2.5.6. Each irreducible component of M�µ
b0

is proper and of finite type. In particular M�µ
b0

satisfies the valuation criterion for properness.

Proof. In the case of split groups, this was shown in [HV11, corollary 6.5] that they are projective and
of finite type. Thus even in the non-split case, this holds after passing to a finite field extension, giving
the desired result. �
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Let us finally remark, that the construction of the formal deformation space of a local G-shtuka
given in [HV11, theorem 5.6] works as well in the case of non-split reductive groups G in the very same
way.

2.6 The Tate functor for étale local G-shtukas

We construct the (dual) Tate functor for étale local G-shtukas, i.e. an equivalence of categories between
étale local G-shtukas over S (cf. definition 2.2.1b)) and morphisms π1(S, s)→ Aut(L+G), where L+G
denotes a trivial L+G(Fq)-torsor and π1(S, s) the étale fundamental group. This will play an important
role in defining level structures of global G-shtukas (cf. section 3.4).
Let us briefly sketch the idea behind this correspondence: An étale local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) admits over

the universal cover S̃ an isomorphism to (GS̃ , σ
∗), where GS̃ is a trivial L+G-torsor. The descent

data is given by a π1(S, s)-action on the torsor GS̃ , which has to be compatible with the Frobenius-
isomorphism. Hence it preserves the set of σ-invariant elements, which is a trivial torsor under the
finite group L+G(Fq). This allows us to encode the action of γ ∈ π1(S, s) by its induced isomorphism

Isom(Gσ∗
S̃
|s̃,Gσ

∗

S̃
|γ(s̃))

∼= L+G(Fq) (where s̃ ∈ S̃ is a fixed point over s). Therefore we get the desired
functor as

(G, ϕ) 7→
(
π1(S, s)→ L+G(Fq) = Aut(Gσ

∗
|s̃)
)
.

The inverse is just given by descending a trivial L+G-torsor together with the trivial Frobenius-
isomorphism via the given π1(S, s)-action.
We stress the point, that almost every result in this section is already contained in [AH14a] after rephras-
ing the morphism π1(S, s) → Aut(L+G) as a tensor functor from the category of G-representations to
the category of π1(S, s)-representations on finite free Fq[[z]]-modules. Nevertheless the slightly different
point of view presented here, hopefully helps in gaining a deeper understanding of these constructions.

Fix a DM-stack S over E which is (for simplicity) connected. Furthermore fix a closed point s ∈ S, a
geometric point s with image s (and residue field isomorphic an algebraic closure of the residue field

of s) and a (geometric) point s̃ in the universal cover S̃ of S lying over s. We denote the category of
étale local G-shtukas by ÉtShtG(S). Note at this point that the definition of the étale fundamental
group given in [SGAI] can be extended to DM-stacks. For more details (and the occurring subtleties)
see [Zoo02]. Let us start by defining some more categories:

Definition 2.6.1. For every n ≥ 0 let ÉtShtG(S)[n] be the category of pairs consisting of a L+G/Kn-
torsor G[n] over S and a σ-linear automorphism ϕ[n] : σ∗G[n] → G[n] of this torsor. Then there is a
canonical functor

−[n] : ÉtShtG(S) → ÉtShtG(S)[n]

(G, ϕ) 7→ (G[n], ϕ[n]) := (G ×L+G L+G/Kn, ϕ× id)
∼= (G ⊗OS [[z]] OS [[z]]/(zn+1), ϕ mod zn+1)

Definition 2.6.2. a) A set-theoretic torsor for some abstract group G0 is a set G0 together with a
simply transitive action by G0. If T is any scheme, then G0T

denotes the trivial G0-torsor on the étale
site of T given by G0T

(T ′) = G0 for any T ′ → T étale.
b) For every n ≥ 0 denote by Rep(π1(S), L+G/Kn(Fq)) the category of representations ρ[n] : π1(S, s)→
Aut(L+G/Kn) where L+G/Kn is a set-theoretic torsor under the finite group L+G/Kn(Fq). A mor-

phism α : ρ[n]1 → ρ[n]2 in Rep(π1(S), L+G/Kn(Fq)) is given by an isomorphism between the trivial
set-theoretic L+G/Kn(Fq)-torsors conjugating ρ[n]1 into ρ[n]2.
Then define the limit category

Rep(π1(S), L+G(Fq)) = lim←−
n

Rep(π1(S), L+G/Kn(Fq)),

i.e. the category of continuous representations ρ : π1(S, s) → Aut(L+G) where L+G is a set-theoretic
torsor under the pro-finite group L+G(Fq).

Remark 2.6.3. We will use L+G/Kn(Fq) both for the abstract group of Fq-valued points of L+G/Kn

and for the finite group scheme (over base scheme S) representing the sheaf of groups given by the
constant sheaf with value the abstract group L+G/Kn(Fq).
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Before we are able to define functors between these categories we need two preparatory lemmas.
These statements will be generalized later on by the construction of Igusa varieties.

Lemma 2.6.4. Let ϕ ∈ L+G/Kn(S) be any S-valued point (for some n ≥ 0). Then there is a finite
étale cover S′ → S such that there is an element g ∈ L+G/Kn(S′) satisfying g−1ϕσ(g) = 1 inside
L+G/Kn(S′).

Proof. The quotient L+G/Kn is a linear algebraic group. Hence Lang’s morphism L : L+G/Kn →
L+G/Kn, L(g) = gσ(g)−1 is surjective and a finite étale cover. Thus consider the cartesian diagram

S′
g //

��

L+G/Kn

L

��
S

ϕ // L+G/Kn

which defines a finite étale cover S′ → S and an element g ∈ L+G/Kn(S′) with ϕ = gσ(g)−1 as desired.
�

Lemma 2.6.5. Let (G, ϕ) be an étale local G-shtuka over S. Then for every n ≥ 0 the ϕ-invariants
G[n]ϕ define an étale L+G/Kn(Fq)-torsor over S. Furthermore there is a canonical isomorphism of
L+G/Kn-torsors

G[n]ϕ ×L
+G/Kn(Fq) L+G/Kn

∼= G[n].

Under this isomorphism ϕ acts on the left-hand side as σ∗ × idL+G/Kn .

Proof. Obviously the L+G-action defines a L+G/Kn(Fq)-action on the étale sheaf G[n]ϕ. We have to
see that it admits a trivialization over an étale cover. For this consider any connected U ⊂ S such
that G trivializes over a finite étale cover U ′ → U . Then ϕ may be represented by an element in
L+G(U ′) and by the previous lemma there is a finite étale cover U ′n → U ′ admitting an isomorphism
(G[n], ϕ[n])U ′n

∼= (L+G/Kn, σ
∗)U ′n . But the σ∗-invariants of the trivial torsor give exactly the trivial

L+G/Kn(Fq)-torsor.

In particular this shows that the canonical morphism G[n]ϕ×L+G/Kn(Fq) L+G/Kn → G[n] is an isomor-
phism after pulling back to U ′n. Hence it is an isomorphism already over S. The restriction of ϕ to G[n]ϕ

acts by definition simply as σ∗. But by L+G/Kn-equivariance, any isomorphism σ∗G[n]ϕ ×L+G/Kn(Fq)

L+G/Kn → G[n]ϕ ×L+G/Kn(Fq) L+G/Kn is uniquely determined by its action on G[n]ϕ and the last
assertion follows. �

Proposition 2.6.6. Let (G, ϕ) be an étale local G-shtuka over S. Then for every n ≥ 0, the functor on
the étale (or fppf, fpqc) site of S

S′ 7→ Isom(G[n]ϕ ×S S′, L+G/Kn(Fq)×Fq S
′)

is representable by a finite étale cover Sn → S. Over Sn the universal isomorphism induces a trivializa-
tion (G[n], ϕ)Sn

∼= (L+G/Kn, σ
∗)Sn . Furthermore (G, ϕ) trivializes canonically over the pro-finite étale

cover lim←−n Sn.

Proof. As L+G/Kn(Fq) is a finite group scheme, the functor defined in the corollary is representable
by a scheme Sn → S. By the previous lemma and its proof, Sn → S is surjective and locally on S, it
is a L+G/Kn(Fq)-torsor. Thus Sn → S is a finite étale cover with étale group L+G/Kn(Fq). Then the
trivialization of G[n]ϕ by the universal isomorphism together with the last assertions of the previous
lemma, yields

(G[n], ϕ[n]) ∼= (G[n]ϕ ×L
+G/Kn(Fq) L+G/Kn, σ

∗ × idL+G/Kn)

∼= (L+G/Kn(Fq)×L
+G/Kn(Fq) L+G/Kn, σ

∗ × idL+G/Kn) = (L+G/Kn, σ
∗)

over Sn. As all constructions are compatible for different n, we may take the projective limit to get the
corresponding result for (G, ϕ) itself. �
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Remark 2.6.7. In the case of G = GLd (or rather in the case of vector bundles) this was already
stated in [BH07, theorem 2.5], although over rigid analytic varieties as base spaces S. Let us explain
this relationship in the case of schemes S (for simplicity over Fq): Consider an étale local shtuka (F , ϕ)
consisting of a locally free OS ⊗Fq Fq[[z]]-module of rank d together with an isomorphism ϕ : σ∗F →
F . Let (F [n], ϕ) be the associated locally free OS ⊗Fq Fq[[z]]/zn+1-module with the induces σ-linear
isomorphism ϕ (in [BH07] (F [n], ϕ) is called (F/aF , τ)). Consider F [n] as a geometric vector bundle
F [n] over S of rank d(n+ 1) and F as a vector bundle F . These come together with a group structure

making it locally isomorphic to (Gn+1
a )d resp. (GZ≥0

a )d and with a compatible action of Fq[[z]]/zn+1

resp. Fq[[z]]. One has a subgroup-scheme F [n]ϕ ⊂ F [n] consisting of the fix-points of ϕ (called aF in
[BH07]). Then [BH07, theorem 2.5(a)] states that F [n]ϕ trivializes over a finite étale cover and [BH07,
theorem 2.5(b)] gives an isomorphism F [n]ϕ⊗Fq OS ∼= F [n] (when viewed as the corresponding sheaves
of modules on S).
Consider now the equivalence between locally free sheaves F and L+GLd-torsors (where we give torsors
by the sheaf they represent). F corresponds to the torsor

G := IsomOS⊗FqFq [[z]](F , (OS ⊗Fq Fq[[z]])d) ∼= Isomz,grp(L
+Gda, F )

where Isomz,grp denotes the sheaf of isomorphisms of group schemes, which are compatible with the
z-action. Similarly we have

G[n] := IsomOS⊗FqFq [[z]]/zn+1(F [n], (OS ⊗Fq Fq[[z]]/zn+1)d) ∼= Isomz,grp(L
+Ga[n]d, F [n])

(where L+Ga[n]d is the group scheme associated to the locally free sheaf (OS ⊗Fq Fq[[z]]/zn+1)d or
equivalently the group scheme representing the functor S′ 7→ Gda(OS′ ⊗Fq Fq[[z]]/zn+1)) and

G[n]ϕ := IsomFq [[z]]/zn+1(F [n]ϕ, (Fq[[z]]/zn+1)d) ∼= Isomz,grp(L
+Ga[n]d(Fq), F [n]ϕ).

Hence [BH07, theorem 2.5(a)] is equivalent to the trivialization of the L+GLd/Kn(Fq)-torsor G[n]ϕ after
a finite étale cover and [BH07, theorem 2.5(b)] translates into the isomorphism given in lemma 2.6.5.

Construction 2.6.8. Tate-functor for local G-shtukas
Fix any n ≥ 0 and let (G, ϕ) ∈ ÉtShtG(S). Then we have just seen that the torsor G[n]ϕ trivializes over

the universal cover S̃ of S (and even over a finite étale cover). To fix a canonical trivialization, let G[n]ϕ

be the set-theoretic L+G/Kn(Fq)-torsor consisting of all κ(s)-valued points of the torsor G[n]ϕ|s̃ over
Specκ(s) (the residue field of the geometric point s̃). Now two isomorphisms G[n]ϕ

S̃
∼= G[n]ϕ

S̃
differ by

an automorphism of the right-hand side, i.e. by an element of Aut(G[n]ϕ) ∼= L+G/Kn(Fq). Hence there

is a uniquely determined isomorphism ξ[n], which restricts to the identity over s̃ ∈ S̃. Then for any

γ ∈ π1(S, s), viewed as an element γ ∈ AutS(S̃), we have an isomorphism G[n]S̃ → γ∗(G[n]S̃) coming
from the γ-invariance of the torsor G over S. This induces the following diagram

G[n]ϕ
S̃

ξ[n] //

��

G[n]ϕ
S̃

��
γ∗(G[n]ϕ

S̃
)
γ∗(ξ[n])// γ∗(G[n]ϕ

S̃
) G[n]ϕ

γ∗S̃
G[n]ϕ

S̃

(?)

Hence using the induced arrow on the right, we get a morphism

ρG [n] : π1(S, s)→ Aut(G[n]ϕ)

and therefore the functor

T [n] : ÉtShtG(S) → Rep(π1(S), L+G/Kn(Fq))
(G, ϕ) 7→ ρG [n].

Now define the (dual) Tate-functor as

T : ÉtShtG(S) → Rep(π1(S), L+G(Fq))
(G, ϕ) 7→ ρG := lim←−n ρG [n].

We call T (G) the (dual) Tate module associated to the étale local G-shtuka (G, ϕ).
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Remark 2.6.9. First note that by definition G ∼= lim←−n G[n] (and the same for the pullback to S̃).

Furthermore writing Gϕ for the set-theoretic L+G(Fq)-torsor consisting of all κ(s)-valued points of the
torsor G[n]ϕ|s̃ over Specκ(s), we have

ξ : Gϕ
S̃

= (lim←−
n

G[n])ϕ
S̃

= lim←−
n

(G[n]ϕ
S̃

)
lim←− ξ[n]

−−−−→ lim←−
n

(G[n]ϕ
S̃

) = GϕS̃

which is compatible with all the actions of π1(S, s) on the torsors G[n]ϕ. In fact this action ρG on the

limit describes precisely how the trivial L+G(Fq)-torsor over S̃ descends to the L+G(Fq)-torsor Gϕ over
S. Hence an alternative way to describe the dual Tate-functor is

T : ÉtShtG(S) → Rep(π1(S), L+G(Fq))
(G, ϕ) 7→ ρG : π1(S, s)→ Aut(Gϕ)

where for any γ ∈ π1(S, s) the element ρG(γ) is defined via the commutative diagram (?) but for G
instead of G[n] and ξ instead of ξ[n].

The next construction follows the ideas presented in [Har11, proposition 1.3.7] or [AH14a, proposition
3.6]:

Construction 2.6.10. The inverse of the Tate-functor
Let ρ ∈ Rep(π1(S), L+G(Fq)) acting on the L+G(Fq)-torsor L+GS̃ . For any n ≥ 0 consider the trivial

L+G/Kn-torsor G̃[n] := (L+GS̃ ×
L+G(Fq) L+G/Kn(Fq)) ×L

+G/Kn(Fq) L+G/Kn over S̃ together with

the Frobenius-linear morphism σ∗[n] : σ∗G̃[n] → G̃[n] acting only on the last factor. Then for every

γ ∈ π1(S, s) the automorphism ρ(γ) defines a unique isomorphism of L+G/Kn-torsors ρ[n](γ) : G̃[n]→
G̃[n] = γ∗G̃[n]. As G̃[n]σ

∗
= L+GS̃ ×

L+G(Fq) L+G/Kn(Fq) by construction, the isomorphism ρ[n](γ)
commutes with the σ∗-action.
Let us now descend (G̃[n], σ∗[n]) to S: First note that the kernel of π1(S, s) → Aut(L+GS̃) →
Aut(L+GS̃×

L+G(Fq)L+G/Kn(Fq)) has finite index in π1(S, s). Thus there is a finite étale cover Sn → S,

such that (G̃[n], σ∗[n]) descends to the trivial L+G/Kn-torsor over Sn (together with the Frobenius-
linear isomorphism σ∗[n]) and the π1(S, s)-action factors over AutS(Sn). Thus we obtain an étale
descent datum for the finite cover Sn to S. In this way we obtain a unique pair (G[n], ϕ[n]) over S.

Finally note that we have canonical isomorphisms G[n]×L+G/Kn L+G/Kn−1
∼= G[n−1] compatible with

the morphisms ϕ[n]. Hence we may define the quasi-inverse of the Tate-functor as

T−1(ρ) := lim←−
n

(G[n], ϕ[n])

Remark 2.6.11. After defining G̃ := L+GS̃ ×
L+G(Fq) L+G, we have a canonical isomorphism

lim←−
n

(G[n], ϕ[n])S̃
∼= (G̃, σ∗)

of étale local G-shtukas over S̃. Furthermore the canonical descent datum on the left-hand side coincides
with the action of π1(S, s) defined by ρ. Thus T−1(ρ) is nothing else than (G̃, σ∗) after descending it

along the pro-finite étale cover S̃ → S.

Theorem 2.6.12. The functor T is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. Denote the category of trivial L+G-torsors G̃ over S̃ together with a descent datum of (G̃, σ∗)
from S̃ to S by H1(S̃, L+G)descent. The triviality of the L+G(Fq)-torsors on S̃ implies that we have an
equivalence of categories

Rep(π1(S), L+G(Fq)) ∼= H1(S̃, L+G)descent

But by proposition 2.6.6 every étale local G-shtuka trivializes over S̃ and the canonical (and obviously
fully faithful) functor

H1(S̃, L+G)descent → ÉtShtG(S)

is essentially surjective. Hence T is indeed an equivalence. �
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2.7 Tate’s theorem on extending quasi-isogenies

The main result of the section is theorem 2.7.6: On connected normal schemes every quasi-isogeny
between local G-shtukas over the generic fiber can be extended uniquely to a quasi-isogeny over the
whole scheme. The analogue for p-divisible groups is called the Theorem of Tate and was shown by
Tate [Tat66, theorem 4] in characteristic 0 and by Berthelot [Ber80, section 4.1] in positive characteristic.
The following argumentation follows mainly the ideas of Berthelot.
The results of this section will not be needed until section 6.

Definition 2.7.1. Let A a Fq-algebra with its Frobenius σ (over Fq). A shtuka over A is a pair (Λ, ϕ)
consisting of a locally free A[[z]] = A⊗̂FqFq[[z]]-module Λ (of finite rank n) and a σ-linear morphism
ϕ : σ∗Λ→ Λ inducing an isomorphism after inverting z.
A homomorphism α : (Λ1, ϕ1) → (Λ2, ϕ2) is a morphism between the A[[z]]-modules Λi satisfying
α ◦ ϕ1 = ϕ2 ◦ σ∗α. It is called an isogeny if it induces an isomorphism after inverting z.

Remark 2.7.2. i) Although we defined shtukas in this generality, we will only use it for complete
valuation rings A with algebraically closed residue field k, or quotient fields thereof. Note that in these
cases Λ is necessarily free.
ii) If one replaces A[[z]] with the ring of Witt vectors W (A), we get almost the definition of crystals in
mixed characteristic: There we have to give in addition to Λ and ϕ a connection on Λ, which satisfies
certain compatibility conditions. This connection is mainly needed to have a canonical comparison
between the crystals over the perfection of A for different choices of liftings of the Frobenius σ (cf.
[Ber80], explanation after theorem 4.6.1). As this problem disappears in equal characteristic, we may
dispense with the connection as we did in the definition. Note that whenever we refer for proofs to the
case of mixed characteristic (notably the next two statements), these do not use the connection except
for passing to the perfection of A.
iii) There is a canonical functor from shtukas of rank n to local GLn-shtukas over SpecA: To (Λ, ϕ)
associate the trivial L+GLn-torsor IsomA[[z]](Λ, A[[z]]n) and the Frobenius isomorphism induced by ϕ.
For further information cf. [HV11, §4]. Thus we may translate all definitions made above for local
G-shtukas to the case of shtukas. In particular we have Newton points of shtukas, which here determine
the quasi-isogeny class of the shtuka, i.e. the isomorphism class of (Λ[ 1

z ], ϕ).

Proposition 2.7.3. Let A be a complete valuation ring of characteristic p with perfect residue field
k, and (Λ, ϕ) a shtuka over A with constant Newton point. Let λ1, . . . , λs be the distinct slopes which
appear with multiplicities d1, . . . , ds. Then (Λ, ϕ) is isogenous to a shtuka (Λ′, ϕ′) which is completely
slope divisible, i.e. there exists a filtration

0 ⊂ (Λ′1, ϕ
′
1) ⊂ . . . ⊂ (Λ′s, ϕ

′
s) = (Λ′, ϕ′)

via subshtukas such that each composition factor (Λ′i/Λ
′
i−1, ϕ

′
i) is a shtuka of rank di and constant

Newton point isoclinic of slope λi. Furthermore on each Λ′i/Λ
′
i−1 the morphism z−λiNϕ′Ni defines an

isogeny (and hence an isomorphism) for N � 0 sufficiently divisible.
This filtration admits a unique splitting over the perfection A] = k[[t1/p

∞
]] of A.

Proof. This proposition is the analog of a result of Katz [Kat79, corollary 2.6.3]. His proof, which
includes the proofs of theorem 2.4.2, theorem 2.5.1, theorem 2.6.1 and corollary 2.6.2 in loc.cit., translates
word for word to our situation. �

Remark 2.7.4. i) In the case of p-divisible groups the same result holds by Oort and Zink [OZ02,
corollary 2.2] over any normal base scheme. It seems likely that the same holds in equal characteristic
for shtukas and also for arbitrary local G-shtukas. Nevertheless the result of Katz is sufficient for our
purposes and his proofs are written in the language of crystals rather than p-divisible groups which
allows a much easier translation to our situation.
ii) We will define completely slope divisible local G-shtukas in the next section. One easily checks that
it matches the definition above in the case G = GLn.

Proposition 2.7.5. Let A be a complete valuation ring of characteristic p with uniformizer π and
algebraically closed residue field k. Let (Gi, ϕi) (for i = 1, 2) be two local G-shtukas over S = SpecA
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with constant Newton points. Let η = SpecA[π−1] be the generic point and denote the generic fibers by
(Gi,η, ϕi,η). Then the canonical map

QIsog((G1, ϕ1), (G2, ϕ2))→ QIsog((G1,η, ϕ1,η), (G2,η, ϕ2,η))

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Note first that every L+G-torsor over S = SpecA is trivial. Indeed by isotriviality (cf. [Ray70,
lemma XIV 1.4]) any G-torsor over SpecA[z]/(zn) (for some n > 0) trivializes over a finite étale
cover. But there are no non-trivial ones, as by [SGAI, IX, proposition 1.7] they correspond to finite
unramified extensions of k (see lemma 5.1.12a) for more details). Hence any G-torsor over Spf A[[z]]
is trivial, or equivalently any L+G-torsor over S is trivial. Thus we may identify ϕi = biσ

∗ with
bi ∈ LG(A) = G(A((z))) (for both i = 1, 2). Thus we have to show:

{g ∈ LG(A) | g−1b1σ
∗(g) = b2} = {gη ∈ LG(A[π−1]) | g−1

η b1,ησ
∗(gη) = b2,η}

where bi,η is the image of bi in LG(A[π−1]), i.e. defines the local G-shtuka at the generic point. Note
that the inclusion ⊆ is obvious and we will concentrate on the other one.
Pick now any faithful representation G→ GLn (defined over k, thus ignoring all subtleties coming from
non-splitness). Then LG(A) = LGLn(A) ∩ LG(A[π−1]). Hence we may wlog. assume that G = GLn.
In particular we may view elements in LGLn(A) respectively LGLn(A[π−1]) as isomorphisms of the
free module Λ′ := A((z))n respectively Λ′η := A[π−1]((z))n of rank n. Thus the assertion rewrites as

{g ∈ Aut(Λ′) | g−1b1σ
∗(g) = b2 : σ∗Λ′ → Λ′} =

= {gη ∈ Aut(Λ′η) | g−1
η b1ησ

∗(gη) = b2η : σ∗Λ′η → Λ′η}.

Let Λ = A[[z]]n and Λη := A[π−1][[z]]n. Then after replacing b1 and b2 by zNb1 and zNb2 for some
N � 0 we may assume biσ

∗ : σ∗Λ→ Λ are homomorphisms already defined on Λ. Furthermore by the
same replacement for g and gη (although we may not find such an N for all g or gη simultaneously) we
are left to show

{g ∈ End∗(Λ) | g−1b1σ
∗(g) = b2 : σ∗Λ→ Λ} =

= {gη ∈ End∗(Λη) | g−1
η b1ησ

∗(gη) = b2η : σ∗Λη → Λη}

where End∗ denotes all endomorphisms which induce isomorphisms after inverting z. In other words
the left-hand side denotes the isogenies between the shtukas (Λ, b1σ

∗) and (Λ, b2σ
∗) and the right-hand

side denotes those over the generic fiber.
In this situation we can copy Berthelot’s proof of theorem 4.7.1 in [Ber80] (after the usual transla-
tions from mixed to equal characteristic) which uses proposition 2.7.3 (or rather its analog in mixed
characteristic) to reduce to the isoclinic case. �

Theorem 2.7.6. (Theorem of Tate for local G-shtukas on base schemes in equal characteristic) Let S
be a normal connected scheme with function field K of characteristic p. Let (Gi, ϕi) (for i = 1, 2) be two
local G-shtukas over S with constant Newton points. Denote their generic fibers by (Gi,η, ϕi,η). Then
the canonical map

QIsog((G1, ϕ1), (G2, ϕ2))→ QIsog((G1,η, ϕ1,η), (G2,η, ϕ2,η))

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Having a canonical isomorphism allows us to use étale decent. Hence it suffices to prove the
corollary after passing to an étale cover and we may assume that S = SpecA is affine with function
field K and both L+G-torsors are trivializable. In this situation we may identify quasi-isogenies over
all of S with elements in LG(A) = G(A((z))) and quasi-isogenies over the generic fiber with elements
in LG(K) = G(K((z))). Hence the map above is obviously injective. Surjectivity immediately follows
from the
Claim: Any g ∈ G(K((z))) defining a quasi-isogeny over the generic fiber is defined over A((z)).
As A was assumed to be normal, A is the intersection of all localizations Ap for prime ideals p of height
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1. As the same is true for A((z)) we may replace A by Ap and have to show the claim for locals rings

of dimension 1, i.e. valuation rings. If Â is the completion of A at the unique maximal ideal, we have
A = Â ∩ K. Thus we are reduced to complete valuation rings. If Anr is the maximal unramified
extension of A, then A = Anr ∩K. Thus we may actually assume that A has an algebraically closed
residue field. Now the claim is actually equivalent to the previous proposition. �

Remark 2.7.7. i) Note that in the previous two statements we require only the constancy of the New-
ton point, as the Kottwitz point is constant on the connected schemes anyway. Hence it is automatic,
that the quasi-isogeny class of the local G-shtukas is constant, too.
ii) The assumption on the constancy of the Newton point is essential. de Jong showed similar statements
in [Jon98] for p-divisible groups with varying Newton point, though he allows degeneration phenomena,
i.e. extensions as simple homomorphisms that are no longer necessarily quasi-isogenies. Such degener-
ated homomorphisms have no direct analogue as morphisms of G-shtukas, so it would be hard to even
formulate a conjecture mirroring de Jong’s result in the world of G-shtukas.

3 Global G-shtukas and their moduli space

We turn now to the global situation and study global G-shtukas: G-torsors G over the fixed curve C
together with a σ-linear morphism

ϕ : σ∗G |(C×FqS)\
⋃
i Γci
→ G |(C×FqS)\

⋃
i Γci

of G-torsors, which is defined outside a finite number of S-valued points ci ∈ C(S), called the charac-
teristic places of the global G-shtuka. Here we abbreviate Γci for the graph of the point ci in C ×Fq S.
We first prove that the local behavior of a global G-shtuka can be described by local G-shtukas, which
will be most useful when the ci are constant along S. This allows us to define two boundedness conditions
for global G-shtukas:

• For general characteristic places there are boundedness conditions in the flavor of Varshavsky
[Var04, definition 2.4b)], cf. definition 3.3.1.

• If the characteristic places are constant along S coming from F-valued points in C, then one may
call a global G-shtuka bounded if the associated local ResF/Fq (G)-shtukas are bounded in the sense
of 2.2.9.

Although this second definition turns out to be a special case of the first boundedness condition, its
local nature makes it more useful for analyzing the corresponding moduli space. Furthermore level
structures away from the characteristic places will be introduced. Finally we consider the moduli space
of bounded global G-shtukas with level structures, which exists in general only as a DM-stack. However
any open compact substack admits a finite étale cover defined by some increased level structure, which
is representable as a scheme. But it is not known to us, whether there exists one level structure such
that the corresponding moduli space is globally representable by a scheme.

3.1 Global G-shtukas without level structure

In the following we will define global G-shtukas, ignoring for now the more subtle notions of boundedness
conditions and level structures.
As usual C is the fixed smooth projective curve over Fq and as already mentioned above, we denote by
Γci ⊂ C ×Fq S the graph of a S-valued point ci ∈ C(S). As in the previous sections S is any DM-stack
over E.

Definition 3.1.1. Fix some topology ∗ ∈ {fpqc, fppf, étale} (though the category will not depend on
this choice, cf. [FGAI, section 6]). Then let H1(C,G) be the category fibered in groupoids over the
category of DM-stacks over E, whose objects H1(C,G)(S) over some DM-stack S (over E) are the
G-torsors G (for the chosen topology) over C ×Fq S. The morphisms are given by isomorphisms of
G-torsors.
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Remark 3.1.2. i) H1(C,G) is in fact a smooth Artin stack locally of finite type. This is shown in
[Hei10, proposition 1] in far greater generality.
ii) The Frobenius σ : C×FqS → C×FqS (which acts as the identity on C and as the absolute q-Frobenius
on S) acts on H1(C,G) by pullback along this morphism.

Definition 3.1.3. a) A global G-shtuka with n characteristic places (but without level structure) over
a DM-stack S over E is a triple consisting of

• a G-torsor G ∈ H1(C,G)(S) over C ×Fq S,

• an n-tuple c1, . . . , cn ∈ C(S) of distinct S-valued points,

• and an isomorphism
ϕ : σ∗G |C×FqS\

⋃
i Γci

∼−−→ G |C×FqS\
⋃
i Γci

The points ci ∈ C(S) are called the characteristic places and ϕ is called the Frobenius-isomorphism on
G .
b) The moduli stack of global G-shtukas (without level structure) is the stack ∇nH1(C,G) over SpecE
classifying (up to isomorphism) global G-shtukas with n characteristic places. Two global G-shtukas
(G , ϕ) and (G ′, ϕ′) are isomorphic if their characteristic places coincide (as ordered tuples) and there is
an isomorphism f : G → G ′ of G-torsors such that

f ◦ ϕ = ϕ′ ◦ σ∗f.

Let ∆ ⊂ Cn be the complement of the locus of distinct points in C. Then there is a canonical morphism
∇nH1(C,G)→ Cn \∆ mapping a global G-shtuka to its characteristic points.
c) Let c1, . . . , cn ∈ C(F) be any distinct points on C (for some finite field F). Then denote by
∇(ci)H1(C,G) the moduli stack of global G-shtukas (without level structure) with characteristic places
exactly the ci.
d) Similarly denote by ∇(ĉi)H1(C,G) the moduli stack of global G-shtukas, such that the characteristic
places vary only in the formal neighborhood of the points ci.

Remark 3.1.4. i) When no confusion is possible, we will omit mentioning the characteristic places and
denote a global G-shtuka (without level structure) simply by (G , ϕ).
ii) An alternative description of ∇nH1(C,G) (even with some kind of level structure) is given in [AH14b,
definition 3.4].
iii) Fixing local coordinates ζi at ci ∈ C, the canonical morphism ∇(ĉi)H1(C,G) → Cn \ ∆ factors
over the formal completion at the ci, which by choice of the local coordinates equals Spf F[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]].
This way ∇(ĉi)H1(C,G) can be viewed as a moduli stack over SpecE ×Fq Spf F[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] or more
conveniently as a moduli stack over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] (by forgetting the F-action).
iv) The symmetric group Sn acts on Cn \∆ and ∇nH1(C,G) by permuting the characteristic places. As
this action gives canonical isomorphisms between the fibers of ∇nH1(C,G) → Cn \∆ over the points
in one Sn-orbit, we might consider the moduli stack ∇nH1(C,G)/Sn over (Cn \∆)/Sn parametrizing
now G-torsors, a set (and not a tuple) of n distinct characteristic places and a Frobenius-isomorphism
away from them. All further statements are valid (after appropriate modifications) in this unordered
setup as well.

Definition 3.1.5. Let (G , (ci), ϕ), (G ′, (c′i), ϕ
′) ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)(S) be two global G-shtukas over S.

a) A quasi-isogeny is an equivalence class of pairs (α,U) consisting of a dense open substack U ⊂ C×FqS
and an isomorphism α : G|U → G′|U of G-torsors over U satisfying

α ◦ ϕ = ϕ′ ◦ σ∗(α)

after restricting each of these morphisms to U ∩ \(
⋃
i Γci ∪ Γc′i).

Two such pairs (α1, U1) and (α2, U2) are equivalent if there is an open substack U ⊂ U1 ∩ U2 such that
α1|U = α2|U .
b) Let D ⊂ C ×Fq S be some closed substack. A D-quasi-isogeny is an isogeny such that there exists
a representative (α,U) with U = (C ×Fq S) \D, i.e. the isomorphism α of G-torsors can be extended
outside of D.
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Remark 3.1.6. Consider a global G-shtuka (G , (ci), ϕ) ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)(S). Then it is easy to check
that

(ϕ,C ×Fq S \
⋃

i
Γci) : (σ∗G , (σ∗ci), σ

∗ϕ)→ (G , (ci), ϕ)

is a quasi-isogeny.

The next lemma will be needed in section 3.3.

Lemma 3.1.7. Let D ⊂ C ×Fq S be an effective divisor and (α,U) : (G , (ci), ϕ) → (G ′, (c′i), ϕ
′) be (a

representative of) a D-quasi-isogeny between global G-shtukas over a quasi-compact DM-stack S over
E. Let E′ be a finite extension of E and ρ be any representation of G on a finite dimensional E′-vector
space V . Consider the vector bundles GV and G ′V as constructed in 2.1.7. The quasi-isogeny α induces
now a canonical morphism

αV |U : GV |U → G ′V |U
over the open substack U . Then for each sufficiently big integer N � 0 the morphism αV |U extends to

αV : GV → G ′V ⊗OC×Fq S×ESpecE′ OC×FqS×ESpecE′(−N · (D ×E SpecE′))

of vector bundles over all of C ×Fq S×E SpecE′. This αV is equivariant for the G-action defined via ρ.

Proof. As αV is obviously unique, we may check the extension property étale locally. Therefore assume
for simplicity that S is a scheme. As GV is a vector bundle of finite rank, αV is determined locally
around a point x ∈ D ×E SpecE′ by its value on finitely many sections of GV . Hence for Nx � 0
sufficiently large αV extends to a morphism αV : GV → G ′V ⊗OC×Fq S×ESpecE′ O(−Nx · (D ×E SpecE′))

on an open neighborhood of x. As S is quasi-compact, there is a finite set of points on D such that
their open neighborhoods cover D×E SpecE′. Thus we may choose one N � 0 sufficiently large for all
these points x and we get an effective divisor N · (D×E SpecE′) such that αV |U extends to a morphism
of sheaves

αV : GV → G ′V ⊗OC×Fq S×ESpecE′ OC×FqS
(−N · (D ×E SpecE′))

on the whole scheme C ×Fq S ×E SpecE′.
It remains to show that αV is G-equivariant, i.e. the following diagram commutes

G×Fq GV
id×αV //

��

G×Fq G ′V

��
GV

αV // G ′V

where the vertical maps are given by the G-action. By definition this holds over U . But any morphism
(G×Fq GV )|U → G ′V |U extends uniquely to C ×Fq S (if it extends at all). Hence the diagram commutes
indeed over all of C ×Fq S ×E SpecE′. �

Remark 3.1.8. This proof nowhere needs the existence of the Frobenius-morphisms ϕ and ϕ′. Thus
the lemma (and its proof) remains valid, if one replaces the global G-shtukas by G-torsors and the
quasi-isogeny α by any morphism between G-torsors defined over an open dense subset U .

3.2 The local description of global G-shtukas

Fix a finite extension F of Fq and any point v ∈ C(F). Our aim is to construct a morphism of stacks

Lv : ∇nH1(C,G)→ ShtResF/Fq (G)

where ResF/Fq (G) is the restriction of scalars. This functor should remember the local behavior of both
the G-torsor and the Frobenius-isomorphism at the point v.
In the case of a non-characteristic place v, the image is contained in the substack of étale local
ResF/Fq (G)-shtukas and we will use this construction in section 3.4 to define level structures. If v
equals one of the characteristic places (which is then necessarily constant along S), the image of the
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functor Lci is very close to be surjective, though it will take us until section 5.1 to see this. This already
indicates that much of the information about the global G-shtuka is preserved under the functor

L =
∏
ci

Lci : ∇(ci)H
1(C,G)→

∏
ci

ShtResF/Fq (G).

Note that the functor Lv was first constructed by Hartl and Rad in [AH14a, section 5.2]. Nevertheless we
hope that the reader appreciates the slightly more conceptual approach on this construction presented
here, including an explanation how to get the local Frobenius-isomorphism.
Throughout this section we will never (except in lemma 3.2.1a)) specify the underlying Grothendieck
topology. So (except for definition 3.2.3, where this does not make much sense) in all statements it is
understood that we fix some topology ∗ ∈ {ét, fppf, fpqc}. We start with some more general nonsense
about G-torsors and their behavior under restriction of scalars, working at first purely over the category
of E-schemes S:

Lemma 3.2.1. Let R be a finite Fq-algebra, G a smooth group scheme over R and S a scheme over E.
a) For every étale morphism S′ → S ×Fq SpecR (over E), there exists an étale morphism S′′ → S
(again over E), such that S′′ ×Fq R → S ×Fq SpecR factors over S′. If S′ → S ×Fq SpecR is a cover,
then one can choose S′′ in such a way that S′′ → S′ is surjective and S′′ ×Fq R is a refinement of the
cover S′.
b) There are canonical equivalences of categories

R+ : H1((S ×Fq SpecR)∗, L
+G)

∼−→ H1(S∗, L
+ ResR/Fq (G))

R : H1((S ×Fq SpecR)∗, LG)
∼−→ H1(S∗, LResR/Fq (G))

which are compatible with associating LG-torsors to L+G-torsors.

Proof. a) By [Sta13, Tag 05YD](currently lemma 69.11.3) ResR/Fq (f) : ResR/Fq (S
′) → ResR/Fq (S ×Fq

SpecR) is again étale and it is surjective, if f : S′ → S ×Fq SpecR was. After base change via the
canonical morphism S → ResR/Fq (S ×Fq SpecR) the same is true for the morphism over E

S′′ := ResR/Fq (S
′)×ResR/Fq (S×FqSpecR) S

pr2−−→ S.

This gives the commutative diagram

S′′ ×Fq SpecR //

��

ResR/Fq (S
′)×Fq SpecR

p //

ResR/Fq (f)×id

��

S′

f

��
S ×Fq SpecR

ι // ResR/Fq (S ×Fq SpecR)×Fq SpecR // S ×Fq SpecR

where p comes from the identity on ResR/Fq (S) by adjunction and the composite of the two lower
horizontal morphisms is the identity. Hence we get the desired factorization.
Finally we have to show that S′′ ×Fq SpecR is a refinement of S′ assuming that f : S′ → S ×Fq
SpecR is surjective. It is easy to see that on geometric points (or for points over local artinian rings
with algebraically closed residue field): Let x : Spec k → S′ be any geometric point (over SpecE ×Fq
SpecR). It has the image f(x) : Spec k → S′ → S ×Fq SpecR which gives an E ⊗Fq R-linear morphism
Spec k ×Fq SpecR → S ×Fq SpecR. This defines a point in ResR/Fq (S ×Fq SpecR)(Spec k) = (S ×Fq
SpecR)(Spec k ×Fq SpecR), which is ι(f(x)) after base change to R. Then we have by definition a
commutative diagram over E ⊗Fq R

Spec k
x //

��

S′

f

��
Spec k × SpecR

ι(f(x))// S × SpecR

where the left vertical map is given by the identity on the first factor and the canonical morphism to
SpecR (as x was a geometric point over SpecR). Hence we may lift the point ι(f(x)) ∈ ResR/Fq (S ×Fq
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SpecR)(Spec k) = (S ×Fq SpecR)(Spec k ×Fq SpecR) (over E) by surjectivity and smoothness of f to
a point y ∈ ResR/Fq (S

′)(Spec k) = S′(Spec k ×Fq SpecR) (over E) such that the corresponding point
in ResR/Fq (S

′) × SpecR (now over E ⊗Fq R) satisfies p(y) = x. Note here that y is far from unique.
But because we defined S′′ as the fiber product, the triple (y, f(x),ResR/Fq (f)(y) = ι(f(x))) defines a
k-valued point in S′′ × SpecR (over E) which is by p(y) = x a preimage of x.
b) As we have equivalences between torsors for the respective topologies, we may restrict ourselves
to ∗ = ét. Furthermore we will only consider R+ as the arguments for R are analogous and the
compatibility assertion will be obvious.
Given any L+G-torsor G over S×Fq SpecR, the element R+G in H1(Sét, L

+ ResR/Fq (G)) is simply given
by R+G(S′′) := G(S′′×Fq SpecR) for every étale S′′ → S. If G trivializes over some S′, take any S′′ → S
as in a) and G trivializes again over S′′ ×Fq SpecR. Hence R+G trivializes over S′′, i.e. it is indeed a
torsor.
For the inverse construction start with R+G ∈ H1(Sét, L

+ ResR/Fq (G)). Note that it suffices by the
refinement statement on covers in a) to define the L+G-torsor G over schemes of the form S′′×Fq SpecR
for S′′ → S étale. But there we may just set G(S′′ ×Fq SpecR) := R+G(S′′). It is obvious that this
defines a L+G-torsor and that the constructions are mutually inverse. �

Remark 3.2.2. i) In all applications the group scheme G will be a constant group scheme coming by
base-change from a reductive group over Fq.
ii) It is not known to us, whether ResR/Fq (S

′) (or ResR/Fq (S ×Fq SpecR) for that matter) exists
as a scheme if S′ is not quasi-projective. Nevertheless it is still an algebraic space by [Sta13, Tag
05YF](currently proposition 69.11.5). Thus S′′ is an algebraic space étale over the scheme S, hence by
[Knu71, corollary 6.17] indeed a scheme.
If S is quasi-projective, then proofs of all claims concerning restriction of scalars (including existence
results) can be found in [BLR90, section 7.6].
iii) Note one subtlety concerning restriction of scalars and the surjectivity result in a): If {Si}i form an
étale cover of S× SpecR (i.e. are a finite set of jointly surjective étale morphisms), then {ResR/Fq (Si)}
needs not to be such a cover for S. Nevertheless ResR/Fq (

∐
i Si)→ S is still surjective and étale. For a

more detailed discussion refer to [CGP10, appendix A.5]. There one can also find a proof of part b) for
linear algebraic groups in the case where R is a field extension of Fq.
iv) If one tries to prove part a) for fppf- or fpqc-morphisms, one runs into two problems: First of all we
can no longer apply Knutson’s algebraization result to ensure to have a scheme S′′. Secondly (and more
seriously), we do not know whether ResR/Fq preserves flatness or surjectivity of morphisms, although
this seems to hold at least if Fq → R is étale.

Definition 3.2.3. Let X be any locally ringed space with a morphism X → SpecFq and a fixed
Grothendieck topology. Let G be a reductive group over Fq and denote its pullback to X by GX . This is
a group object in the category of locally ringed spaces over X. Then a G-torsor over X is a locally ringed
space G over X together with a morphism GX ×X G → G such that locally (for the fixed Grothendieck
topology) G admits a trivialization, i.e. a GX-equivariant isomorphism G ∼= GX to the trivial torsor.
Analogously to definition 3.1.1, let H1(Fq, G)(X) be the category of G-torsors over X.

The next proposition is (at least partially) well-known: Similar statements can be found in [HV11,
proposition 2.2a)] or [AH14a, proposition 2.4].

Proposition 3.2.4. Let S be any scheme over Fq and write S[[z]]/zn+1 := S ×Fq SpecFq[[z]]/zn+1 for

n ≥ 0. Consider furthermore the formal scheme S[[z]] := S×̂FqSpf Fq[[z]] and the locally ringed space
S((z)) with underlying topological space |S[[z]]| = |S| and structure sheaf OS((z)) the sheafification of

OŜ(U)[ 1
z ] = OS(U)⊗̂FqFq((z)) (for U ⊂ |S| open). We view S[[z]] and S((z)) with the topology induced

from the one on S, i.e. if S′ → S is a cover in ∗, then S′[[z]]→ S[[z]] respectively S′((z))→ S((z)) are
again covers.
a) For every n ≥ 0 there is a canonical equivalence of categories

H1(Fq, G)(S[[z]]/zn+1)
∼=−−→ H1(Fq, L+G/Kn)(S)

b) There is a canonical equivalence of categories

H1(Fq, G)(S[[z]])
∼=−−→ H1(Fq, L+G)(S)
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c) There is a canonical functor

H1(Fq, G)(S((z))) −→ H1(Fq, LG)(S)

All these functors are compatible in the sense that we have commutative diagrams

H1(Fq, G)(S[[z]]) //

��

H1(Fq, L+G)(S)

��
H1(Fq, G)(S[[z]]/zn+1) // H1(Fq, L+G/Kn)(S)

H1(Fq, G)(S[[z]]) //

��

H1(Fq, L+G)(S)

��
H1(Fq, G)(S((z))) // H1(Fq, LG)(S)

where the vertical arrows on the left-hand sides are given by base-change along the canonical morphism
between the base spaces.

Proof. a) The same arguments as in lemma 3.2.1b) but for G instead of L+G give for R = Fq[[z]]/zn+1

an equivalence

H1(Fq, G)(S[[z]]/zn+1) = H1(Fq, G)(S ×Fq SpecR) ∼= H1(Fq,ResR/Fq (G))(S).

But ResR/Fq (G) = L+G/Kn as they represent the same functor of groups.
b) This follows directly from a):

H1(Fq, G)(S[[z]]) ∼= lim←−
n

H1(Fq, G)(S ×Fq SpecFq[[z]]/(zn+1))

∼= lim←−
n

H1(Fq, L+G/Kn)(S)

∼= H1(Fq, L+G)(S).

c) We use essentially the same construction as Hartl and Rad: If G is a G-torsor over S((z)), then
consider the sheaf of sets

LG(S′) := HomS((z))(S
′((z)),G )

for every cover S′ → S. It is easy to see that applied to the trivial G-torsor over S((z)), this defines the
trivial LG-torsor over S, hence this construction defines indeed an element in H1(Fq, LG)(S).
The diagram on the left-hand side is obviously commutative from our construction in b). To see the
commutativity on the right-hand side just observe that (as explained in [AH14a, proposition 2.4]) we
may explicitly describe the functor in b) as mapping G ∈ H1(Fq, G)(S((z))) to the torsor representing

G(S′) := HomS[[z]](S
′[[z]],G ).

�

Remark 3.2.5. i) Note that we do not claim to have an equivalence in c), although it seems reasonable
to assume it is. The main problem in proving this is to establish representability results or a descent
theory for locally ringed spaces of the form S((z)). However we will never need this equivalence.
ii) An alternative way to describe the functors in a) and b) can be found in [AH14a, section 5.1]: Let
R = Fq[[z]] or R = Fq[[z]]/(zn+1). Then we may apply the functor ResR/Fq to go from G-torsors

over S×̂Spf R to ResR/Fq (G×̂Spf R)-torsors over ResR/Fq (S×̂Spf R) (working in the category of formal

algebraic spaces). Then the pull-back along S → ResR/Fq (S×̂FqSpf R) gives the desired torsor over S
(at least as algebraic space).
A similar construction can be done in the situation of lemma 3.2.1, though it would be harder to show
that the resulting object is indeed a torsor under the desired group.
iii) A third way to construct the equivalences in a) and b) is to construct a correspondence of étale
descend data on both sides. For more details see [HV11, proof of proposition 2.2(a)].

After these preparations let us tackle the construction of the global-local functor Lv:
In all constructions let v ∈ C(F) be some point over a finite field extension F of Fq and fix a local
coordinate z of C at the point v. Abbreviate Gv = ResF/Fq (G) for the restriction of scalars of G.
Fix now a global G-shtuka (G , ϕ) ∈ ∇(ci)H1(C,G)(S) over an E-scheme S with some characteristic
places ci.
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Construction 3.2.6. The local L+Gv -torsor
Let Z = {v} ×Fq S ⊂ C ×Fq S be the graph of v. Then the completion Ẑ of C ×Fq S along Z

is isomorphic to Spf F[[z]]×̂FqS = (SpecF ×Fq S)[[z]] by using the chosen local coordinate z. Re-

stricting the G-torsor G to Ẑ, i.e. considering the base-change G ×C×FqS
Ẑ, defines an element

G |Ẑ in H1(Fq, G)(Ẑ) = H1(Fq, G)((SpecF ×Fq S)[[z]]). By proposition 3.2.4b), this corresponds to

an element Ĝ ∈ H1(Fq, L+G)(SpecF ×Fq S) and by lemma 3.2.1 this is equivalent to a L+Gv-torsor

R+Ĝ ∈ H1(Fq, L+Gv)(S).

Remark 3.2.7. i) Note that we could have applied directly the functor ResF/Fq to the G-torsor G |Ẑ
in order to produce an element in H1(Fq, Gv)(ResF/Fq Ẑ) which can be pulled back to an element in
H1(Fq, Gv)(S[[z]]). Then proposition 3.2.4b) produces the desired element in H1(Fq, L+Gv)(S).
ii) By construction we may reconstruct the torsor G |Ẑ out of the L+Gv-torsor over S.

Construction 3.2.8. The local Frobenius-isomorphism at non-characteristic places
Assume for now that v is disjoint from all characteristic places ci. Then ϕ is defined on an open
neighborhood of v and we may restrict ϕ to Ẑ. Thus we obtain a Frobenius-linear isomorphism ϕ :
σ∗G |Ẑ → G |Ẑ . As both proposition 3.2.4b) and lemma 3.2.1b) were equivalences of categories, we first

obtain a morphism ϕ̂ : σ∗Ĝ → Ĝ and then R+ϕ̂ : σ∗R+Ĝ = R+(σ∗Ĝ )→ R+Ĝ .

This allows us to define the global-local functor Lv (over the category of E-schemes S) for points v
not meeting any characteristic place as

Lv : ∇(ci)H
1(C,G)→ ÉtShtGv

(G , ϕ) 7→ (R+Ĝ ,R+ϕ̂)

Remark 3.2.9. i) Actually the definition of Lv obviously extends to all global G-shtukas, whose char-
acteristic places do not meet v.
ii) Assume that F′/F is another finite field extension and v′ ∈ C(F′) denotes the point v viewed as a
F′-valued point. Then we can factor Lv′ as

Lv′ = (−×L
+Gv L+Gv′) ◦ Lv

where we use the canonical morphism Gv = ResF/Fq (G) → ResF′/F(ResF/Fq (G)) = ResF′/Fq (G) = Gv′

to get

(−×L
+Gv L+Gv′) : ÉtShtGv → ÉtShtGv′

(G, ϕ) 7→ (G ×L
+Gv L+Gv′ , ϕ× idLGv′ )

The proof of this is an easy exercise by going through all the constructions. The same factorization will
hold as well if v coincides with a characteristic place.

The definition of the Frobenius-isomorphism is more complicated at points v = ci coinciding with
some characteristic place. We first construct the LGv-torsor in a convenient way:

Construction 3.2.10. The local LGv -torsor
Recall that we have a morphism ι : (SpecF×Fq S)[[z]] ∼= Ẑ ↪→ C×Fq S. Fix an arbitrary open immersion
j : U → C. We claim that we can extend ι to a commutative diagram of morphisms between locally
ringed spaces

(SpecF×Fq S)((z))
ι′ //

��

(C ×Fq S, (j × id)∗OU×FqS
)

��
(SpecF×Fq S)[[z]]

ι // C ×Fq S.

Indeed if v ∈ U , then even ι factors over (U,OU ) ↪→ (C×Fq S, (j× id)∗OU×FqS
) ↪→ (C×Fq S,OC×FqS

). If

v /∈ U this argument shows, that it suffices to see that a local coordinate at the point v gets mapped to
an invertible element in O(Spec F×FqS)((z)), which is obviously true as z represents such a local coordinate.
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Hence we have indeed such a morphism ι′.
Thus we may pull back the G-torsor G over C ×Fq S to a G-torsor G |(Spec F×FqS)((z)) over (SpecF ×Fq
S)((z)) via either of the two ways. As G |(Spec F×FqS)((z)) comes by pull-back from a torsor over (SpecF×Fq
S)[[z]], it trivializes indeed over a locally ringed space of the form S′((z)) for S′ → SpecF×Fq S étale.

Proposition 3.2.4c) gives now an element L̂G ∈ H1(Fq, LG)(SpecF ×Fq S), which by lemma 3.2.1 is

equivalent to a LGv-torsor RL̂G ∈ H1(Fq, LGv)(S).
As G |(Spec F×FqS)((z)) can be constructed as the pull-back of G |(Spec F×FqS)[[z]], the compatibility assertions
in proposition 3.2.4 and lemma 3.2.1 yield a canonical identification

RL̂G ∼= L(R+Ĝ ).

Construction 3.2.11. The local Frobenius-isomorphism at characteristic places
By definition ϕ can be seen as an isomorphism of G-torsors

ϕ : σ∗G |(C×FqS,(j×id)∗OU×Fq S
) → G |(C×FqS,(j×id)∗OU×Fq S

)

for U = C \
⋃
i ci the open complement of all characteristic places. Hence its pull-back to (SpecF ×Fq

S)((z)) via ι′ (cf. the previous construction 3.2.10) defines an isomorphism

ϕ|(Spec F×FqS)((z)) : σ∗G |(Spec F×FqS)((z)) → G |(Spec F×FqS)((z)).

As in construction 3.2.8, we get morphisms ϕ̂ : σ∗L̂G → L̂G and then Rϕ̂ : σ∗RL̂G = R(σ∗L̂G ) →
RL̂G . Then the last identification obtained in construction 3.2.10 allows to rewrite this as the desired

Rϕ̂ : σ∗L(R+Ĝ )→ L(R+Ĝ ).

With these constructions we can define even for a characteristic place v = ci (again over the category
of E-schemes S):

Lci : ∇(ci)H
1(C,G)→ ShtGv

(G , ϕ) 7→ (R+Ĝ ,Rϕ̂)

Remark 3.2.12. i) Note that for any non-characteristic place, the local Frobenius-isomorphism Rϕ̂
constructed in 3.2.11 coincides with the Frobenius-isomorphism induced from R+ϕ̂ as constructed in
3.2.8.
ii) This construction also works in the case of non-constant group schemes G like the ones considered
in [AH14a] and [AH14b]. One only has to be slightly more careful what group objects to consider in
order to obtain torsors everywhere.
iii) Probably the proper way to define the associated Frobenius-isomorphism at characteristic places,

would have been to consider the generic fiber of Ẑ as an adic space (or at least a rigid analytic space), see
that ϕ induces an isomorphism of the G-torsor over this adic space and finally prove a correspondence
between G-torsors over such adic spaces and LG-torsors.
iv) In the very same way one can associate to any two G-torsors G , G ′ over C × S, any U ⊂ C open

and any morphism α : G |U×FqS
→ G |U×FqS

the local datum at a point v as Rα̂ : LR+Ĝ → LR+Ĝ ′.

View now ∇(ĉi)H1(C,G) as a stack over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] by remark 3.1.4iii). Assume wlog. that
the ζi coincide with the local coordinate z whenever v = ci equals a characteristic place. Note that this
convention will only become important in the next section when comparing boundedness conditions.

Theorem 3.2.13. Both functors Lv and Lci extend to functors

Lv : ∇(ĉi)H
1(C,G)→ ÉtShtGv ×E Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]

and
Lci : ∇(ĉi)H

1(C,G)→ ShtGci ×E Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]

of stacks over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]].
Lv again remembers the local behavior at the constant point v, while Lci remembers the local behavior
at the (slightly varying) characteristic place ci.
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Proof. To get Lv as a morphism of stacks, the main part is to check compatibility with fpqc-descent
data. This however is immediate from the construction.
For Lci we have to see in addition, that the constructions above work as well for places varying in
formal neighborhoods. But it suffices to ensure, that the local coordinate z = ζi defines an isomorphism
between the formal completion Ẑ of C ×Fq S along the graph Z of the characteristic place ci and
(SpecF ×Fq S)[[z]]. But this certainly holds as long the characteristic place ci varies only in a formal
neighborhood of a point. �

3.3 Bounded global G-shtukas

We discuss now ways to describe boundedness conditions on quasi-isogenies α : G → G ′ between global
G-shtukas (and hence on global G-shtukas themselves as well), all given by an n-tuple µ = (µi)i of
dominant coweights, invariant under Γ = Gal(Fq/E).
The most natural way (motivated by [Var04, definition 2.4b)]) to do so is definition 3.3.1 in the case of
F = Fq: For any dominant coweight λ of G we write Gλ = G ×G VG(λ) (for the Weyl module VG(λ))
and require

G ′λ ⊗OC×Fq S
O(
∑
i〈λ, µi〉 · Γci) ⊆ αλ(Gλ) ⊆ G ′λ ⊗OC×Fq S

O(
∑
i − 〈(−λ)dom, µi〉 · Γci)

where we consider
∑
i〈λ, µi〉 · Γci and

∑
i−〈(−λ)dom, µi〉 · Γci as divisors on C ×Fq S and take the

corresponding line bundles.
If the characteristic places are constant Fq-valued points on C, then this boundedness condition can be
expressed using associated local G-shtukas. Unfortunately we do not know any such description if the
characteristic places are only defined over larger fields.
To remedy this problem, we give a slightly more complicated version of this boundedness condition,
which now depends on a fixed finite extension F of Fq. This modification allows us in theorem 3.3.9
to describe the boundedness condition locally in terms of associated local ResF/Fq (G)-shtukas if (and
only if) the characteristic places are constant coming from F-valued points on C. This reformulation
provides the key to study special fibers of the moduli space of bounded global G-shtukas in a rather
local manner.

Definition 3.3.1. Fix a finite field extension F over Fq and an n-tuple µ = (µi)i where each µi is a
Γ-invariant dominant coweight of ResF/Fq (G).
a) Let (α,U) : (G , (ci), ϕ) → (G ′, (ci), ϕ′) be a quasi-isogeny between two global G-shtukas over a DM-
stack S over E, which have the same characteristic places. Consider for every dominant character
λ ∈ X∗(ResF/Fq (G)), which we view as a morphism defined over some finite field E′ containing E, the
representation

G×Fq SpecE′ ↪→ ResF/Fq (G)×Fq SpecE′ → GL(VResF/Fq (G)(λ))

where VResF/Fq (G)(λ) denotes the Weyl module associated to ResF/Fq (G) and λ. We abbreviate Gλ :=

G ×G VResF/Fq (G)(λ) and similarly for G ′ (both of them are defined over C ×Fq S ×E SpecE′). Moreover

consider the divisors over C ×Fq S ×E SpecE′

Dµ(λ) =
∑
i

−〈(−λ)dom, µi〉 · Γci

and
D′µ(λ) =

∑
i

〈λ, µi〉 · Γci

and the corresponding line bundles O(Dµ) and O(D′µ) over C ×Fq S ×E SpecE′. Then α is globally
F-bounded by µ if for every dominant character λ ∈ X∗(ResF/Fq (G)), the associated morphism

αλ|U : Gλ|U → G ′λ|U

between associated vector bundles satisfies

G ′λ ⊗OC×Fq S×ESpecE′ O(D′µ) ⊆ αλ(Gλ) ⊆ G ′λ ⊗OC×Fq S×ESpecE′ O(Dµ)
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over all of C ×Fq S ×E SpecE′.
To make sense of this condition, note that by lemma 3.1.7, αλ extends (at least locally on S) to all of
C×Fq S×E SpecE′ after tensoring the target bundle by some line bundle given by some sufficiently large
divisor. Then all three sheaves make sense as subsheaves of this twisted target bundle.
b) A global G-shtuka (G , (ci), ϕ) is F-globally bounded by µ if ϕ considered as a quasi-isogeny (cf. remark
3.1.6) is F-globally bounded by µ.
c) The stack of global G-shtukas which are F-globally bounded by µ is denoted by ∇µ

nH1(C,G). It admits
again a canonical morphism to Cn \∆. If c1, . . . , cn ∈ C(F) are fixed F-valued points of C then denote
∇µ

(ci)
H1(C,G) := ∇µ

nH1(C,G)×Cn\∆ (ci)i, where (ci)i is seen as a F-valued point in Cn \∆.

Remark 3.3.2. Note that the same approach works to define boundedness conditions for morphisms
between arbitrary G-torsors on C ×Fq S, not necessarily having the Frobenius-morphism turning them
into a global G-shtuka.

Before we start the promised comparison with local boundedness conditions, let us state the global
counterpart of proposition 2.4.6:

Proposition 3.3.3. Let (α,U) : (G , (ci), ϕ) → (G ′, (ci), ϕ′) be a quasi-isogeny between two global G-
shtukas over a DM-stack S over E, which have the same characteristic places. Moreover fix an n-tuple
µ = (µi)i of Γ-invariant dominant coweights of ResF/Fq (G). Then the locus where α is globally F-bounded
by µ is closed in S.

Proof. As for local G-shtukas it suffices to check the condition

G ′λ ⊗OC×Fq S×ESpecE′ O(D′µ) ⊆ αλ(Gλ) ⊆ G ′λ ⊗OC×Fq S×ESpecE′ O(Dµ)

only on a generating set of the monoid of dominant characters. Then the very same arguments as in
the proof of proposition 2.4.6 show that the locus where all these inclusions hold is a closed subscheme
inside C ×Fq S. By applying upper semi-continuity of fiber dimensions of the morphism C ×Fq S → S
and the fact that this fiber dimension is 1 if and only if its fiber is all of C, we see that there is even
a closed subscheme Z0 ⊂ S parametrizing all points x ∈ S such that the inclusions hold over all of
C ×Fq x. This is the desired locus where α is globally F-bounded by µ. �

Assume for the rest of this section that the ci are F-valued points in C. Our aim is now to describe the
condition to be globally F-bounded locally in terms of associated local ResF/Fq (G)-shtukas, i.e. we want
to compare it to

Definition 3.3.4. Let F be some finite field extension of Fq and µ = (µi)i an n-tuple of Γ-invariant
dominant coweights of ResF/Fq (G) as above. We fix an n-tuple of characteristic points c1, . . . , cn ∈ C(F).
Consider a quasi-isogeny (α,U) : (G , ϕ) → (G ′, ϕ′) in the category ∇(ĉi)H1(C,G). Then α is locally
bounded by µ if α extends to an isomorphism outside the characteristic places and for each characteristic
place ci the associated quasi-isogeny

Lciα : LLciG → LLciG ′

between local ResF/Fq (G)-shtukas is bounded by µi (in the sense of 2.2.9).

Let us now start to reformulate the condition of being locally bounded:

Proposition 3.3.5. Let α : (G, ϕ) → (G′, ϕ′) be a quasi-isogeny between two local ResF/Fq (G)-shtukas
over S ∈ NilpE[[ζ]]. Then α is bounded by a Γ-invariant dominant cocharacter µ if and only if α satisfies
for every dominant character λ ∈ X∗(ResF/Fq (G)) defined over E′ (containing E)

(z − ζ)〈λ,µ〉G′λ ⊆ αλ(Gλ) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µ〉G′λ. (1)

Proof. Assume α is bounded by µ. Then α−1 is bounded by (−µ)dom. Hence we get for each λ:

α−1
λ (G′λ) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,(−µ)dom〉Gλ = (z − ζ)−〈λ,µ〉Gλ

which is nothing else than the inclusion on the left-hand side.
Conversely assume now that both inclusions in (1) are valid. We treat first the case that S = {s}
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is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field. Then α is bounded by µ if and only if µ(α)(s) � µ
for the partial order on X∗(T )Q (cf. lemma 2.4.9a)). Consider now a Weyl module representation
ρλ0 : ResF/Fq (G) → GL(Vλ0). Lemma 2.3.9a) shows that the right-hand side of (1) is preserved under
passage to a Weyl module representation (note that the proof of loc. cit. does not use the equality of
Hodge points to show this). The other inclusion follows via the same arguments applied to α−1. But
for GLn-shtukas we have seen in remark 2.3.2 that condition (1) implies (and is actually equivalent)
to boundedness. Thus we get ρλ0

(µ(α)(s)) � ρλ0
(µ) for each λ0. Now by [RR96, lemma 2.2] (and

after noting that the given proof of the equivalence of part iv) in loc. cit. uses only Weyl module
representations) this suffices to conclude µ(α)(s) � µ.
Over arbitrary bases S, it suffices to see that for every geometric point s ∈ S we have [µ(α)](s) =
[µ] ∈ π1(ResF/Fq (G))Q/Γ, because [µ(α)] is locally constant anyway. But to check this condition we
may restrict everything to s. In that situation we just proved that α|s is bounded by µ implying in
particular the desired [µ(α)](s) = [µ]. �

The next proposition shows how to translate the restriction of scalars appearing in the definition of an
associated local ResF/Fq (G)-shtuka into the global context:

Proposition 3.3.6. Let G be a L+G-torsor over S ×E E′ ×Fq F and LG the corresponding LG-torsor.
By lemma 3.2.1b) these torsors correspond to a L+ ResF/Fq (G)-torsor R+G and a LResF/Fq (G)-torsor
RLG = LR+G over S ×E E′. Fix a representation ρ : ResF/Fq (G) → V defined over E′ and consider
it via the canonical morphism ρ0 : G → ResF/Fq (G) → V as a representation of G. Then there is a
canonical isomorphism

RLG ×LResF/Fq (G) (V ⊗E′ OS×EE′((z)))×Fq SpecF→ LG ×LG (V ⊗E′ OS×EE′×FqSpec F((z))).

Furthermore consider for every N ∈ Z the canonical inclusions

R+LG ×L
+ ResF/Fq (G) (V ⊗E′ (z − ζ)NOS×EE′ [[z]]) ⊂ RLG ×

LResF/Fq (G) (V ⊗E′ OS×EE′((z)))

G ×L
+G (V ⊗E′ (z − ζ)NOS×EE′×FqSpec F[[z]]) ⊂ LG ×LG (V ⊗E′ OS×EE′×FqSpec F((z))).

Then the isomorphism above restricts to an isomorphism

R+LG×L
+ ResF/Fq (G)(V⊗E′(z−ζ)NOS×EE′ [[z]])×FqSpecF→ G×L

+G(V⊗E′(z−ζ)NOS×EE′×FqSpec F[[z]]).

Proof. By the very definition of the functor R there is a canonical morphism

RLG ×Fq SpecF→ LG

over S×EE′×Fq F. It is equivariant with respect to the canonical morphism LResF/Fq (G)×Fq SpecF→
LG (coming by adjunction from the identity on ResF/Fq (G)). Therefore by the universal property of
the equivariant fiber products it induces a canonical morphism

RLG ×LResF/Fq (G) (V ⊗E′ OS×EE′((z)))×Fq SpecF

= (RLG ×Fq SpecF)×LResF/Fq (G)×FqSpec F (V ⊗E′ OS×EE′×FqSpec F((z)))

→ LG ×LG (V ⊗E′ OS×EE′×FqSpec F((z))).

But over a trivializing étale cover both sides are isomorphic to V ⊗E′ OS×EE′×FqSpec F((z)). Thus this
morphism is in fact an isomorphism.
For the second assertion note that all previous arguments work as well if one replaces LG by G, R by
R+ and OS×EE′((z)) by (z− ζ)NOS×EE′ [[z]]. Moreover it is clear that the isomorphism defined in this
way is just the restriction of the isomorphism defined above. �

Remark 3.3.7. The morphisms
RLG ×Fq SpecF→ LG

considered in the proof coincides with the composition RLG ×Fq SpecF → ResF/Fq (LG) ×Fq SpecF →
LG. Here we identify RLG with the pullback of ResF/Fq (LG) along S ×E E′ → ResF/Fq (S ×E E′ ×Fq
SpecF) (cf. remark 3.2.5ii) giving the morphism on the left-hand side. The other morphism comes by
adjunction from the identity on ResF/Fq (LG). Note again that due to difficulties to define ResF/Fq (LG),
all morphisms in this remark have to be considered in the category of (ind-)algebraic spaces. This makes
the direct definition coming from the definition of R the easier and more useful choice.
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Lemma 3.3.8. Let G be a L+G-torsor over S×E E′×Fq SpecF and G the corresponding G-torsor over
S ×E E′ ×Fq Spf F[[z]] (cf. proposition 3.2.4b). Let furthermore ρ : G → H be any morphism between
reductive groups. Then

G ×L
+G L+H and G ×G H

correspond under the equivalence given in proposition 3.2.4b) (of course applied to H instead of G now).

Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of the equivalence 3.2.4b). �

Theorem 3.3.9. Let α be a quasi-isogeny in the category ∇(ĉi)H1(C,G), where the ci ∈ C(F). Then α
is globally F-bounded by µ if and only if it locally bounded by the same tuple µ.

Proof. Both boundedness definitions require α to be an isomorphism outside the characteristic places.
So it suffices to see that boundedness of the associated local ResF/Fq (G)-shtuka by some µi is equivalent
to have for all λ

G ′λ ⊗OC×Fq S×ESpecE′ O(〈λ, µi〉 · Γci) ⊆ αλ(Gλ) ⊆ G ′λ ⊗OC×Fq S×ESpecE′ O(−〈(−λ)dom, µi〉 · Γci)

fpqc-locally around ci. To see this let us start with a quasi-isogeny (α,U) : (G , (ci), ϕ) → (G ′, (ci), ϕ′)
which is locally bounded by µ = (µi). Then by proposition 3.3.5 this is (at the characteristic place ci)
equivalent to

(z − ζ)〈λ,µi〉(LciG
′)λ ⊆ αλ((LciG )λ) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µi〉(LciG

′)λ

for each λ. By proposition 3.3.6 this in turn is equivalent to

(z − ζ)〈λ,µi〉Ĝ ′λ ⊆ αλ(Ĝλ) ⊆ (z − ζ)−〈(−λ)dom,µi〉Ĝ ′λ

over SpecF×Fq S ×E SpecE′. Here Ĝ denotes (as in construction 3.2.6) the L+G-torsor associated to

the G-torsor over the formal completion Γ̂ci ⊂ C ×Fq S of the graph Γci of the characteristic place ci

and Ĝλ abbreviates Ĝ ×L+G VResF/Fq (G)(λ). Using now the previous lemma for H = GL(VResF/Fq (G)(λ))

and the canonical equivalence between GLn-torsors and vector bundles, we see that under the equiva-
lence of proposition 3.2.4b) Ĝλ corresponds to G |Γ̂ci ×

G VResF/Fq (G)(λ) (using the representation G ↪→
ResF/Fq (G) → GL(VResF/Fq (G)(λ))). Moreover as we chose the same local coordinate for z and ζ, the

ideal (z − ζ)N corresponds to the line bundle OΓ̂ci
(N · Γci) for any integer N . Thus the inclusions of

OSpec F×FqS×ESpecE′ [[z]]-vector bundles above are equivalent to

(G ′|Γ̂ci ×
G VResF/Fq (G)(λ))⊗OSpf F[[z]]×Fq S×ESpecE′ OΓ̂ci

(〈λ, µi〉 · Γci)

⊆ αλ(G |Γ̂ci ×
G VResF/Fq (G)(λ))

⊆ (G ′|Γ̂ci ×
G VResF/Fq (G)(λ))⊗OSpf F[[z]]×Fq S×ESpecE′ OΓ̂ci

(−〈(−λ)dom, µi〉 · Γci)

But this is nothing else than the condition coming from being globally F-bounded considered fpqc-locally
around ci. �

3.4 Adelic level structures

We define now level structures for global G-shtukas. For this we fix some finite reduced subscheme
D0 ⊂ C and let AintD0

be the ring of integral adeles of C at the places in D0. We will always assume
that the characteristic places of the global G-shtukas are contained in (C \D0)×Fq S. Then fix an open
subgroup U =

∏
v∈D0

Uv ⊂ G(AintD0
). For any such v, denote its residue field by κ(v) and abbreviate

Gv = Resκ(v)/Fq (G). Each Uv acts then on the L+G(Fq)-torsor appearing in the Tate module of the
associated local Gv-shtuka at the place v (cf. section 2.6). We then define U -level structures by fixing
for each v some suitable Uv-orbit under this action.
Furthermore we give (for suitable U) a “naive” characterization of a U -level structure (cf. proposition
3.4.4b) and 3.4.7) and identify it with the one Hartl and Rad defined in [AH14b, section 6] (cf. propo-
sition 3.4.13b)).
If the characteristic places are concentrated in (formal neighborhoods of) some fixed F-valued points,
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then we may replace AintD0
by Aint(ci)i the ring of all integral adeles of C away from the characteristic

places ci. All arguments in this section work as well for Aint(ci)i if one replaces D0 by C \
⋃
i ci whenever

that makes sense (even if this is not explicitly stated).

We start by defining adelic level structures on étale local Gv-shtukas, where v is a fixed point of C.

Definition 3.4.1. Let Uv ⊂ L+Gv(Fq) be an open subgroup and (G, ϕ) ∈ ÉtShtGv (S) an étale local
Gv-shtuka over a DM-stack S. Let T (G) = (ρG : π1(S, s) → Aut(Gϕ)) be its image under the Tate
functor. Then an adelic U -level structure on (G, ϕ) consists of a π1(S, s)-invariant Uv-orbit ψ in Gϕ.
An isomorphism between two étale local G-shtukas with adelic Uv-level structure is an isomorphism of
the étale local G-shtukas, such that the induced morphism on their Tate modules gives a bijection between
the respective level structures.

Remark 3.4.2. i) If Uv = L+Gv(Fq), then there is only one choice of an adelic U -level structure,
namely taking ψ = Gϕ. This way we get an equivalence between the category of étale local Gv-shtukas
without level structure and the category of étale local Gv-shtukas with adelic L+Gv(Fq)-level structure.

ii) Let (G, ϕ) ∈ ÉtShtGv (S) be an étale local Gv-shtuka and consider the quasi-isogeny ϕ : (σ∗G, σ∗ϕ)→
(G, ϕ). Let now ψ be a Uv-level structure on (G, ϕ). Then σ∗ψ ⊂ σ∗(Gϕ) = (σ∗G)σ

∗ϕ is a Uv-level
structure on (σ∗G, σ∗ϕ). Moreover ϕ : (σ∗G, σ∗ϕ) → (G, ϕ) becomes a quasi-isogeny between local
Gv-shtukas with Uv-level structure, because it induces the morphism σ∗ : (σ∗G)σ

∗ϕ = σ∗(Gϕ)→ Gϕ on
the Tate module.

Lemma 3.4.3. Let Uv ⊂ U ′v ⊂ L+Gv(Fq) be two open subgroups such that Uv is normal in L+Gv(Fq).
Let (G, ϕ) ∈ ÉtShtGv (S). Then we have a bijection between U ′v-level structures on (G, ϕ) and π1(S, s)-

invariant U ′v/Uv-orbits ψ in the L+Gv(Fq)/Uv-torsor Gϕ ×L+Gv(Fq) L+Gv(Fq)/Uv.

Proof. Note first that as π1(S, s) acts through elements of L+Gv(Fq) on Gϕ and Uv is normal in

L+Gv(Fq), we get indeed a π1(S, s)-action on Gϕ ×L+Gv(Fq) L+Gv(Fq)/Uv. Thus the canonical bi-

jection between U ′v-orbits in Gϕ and U ′v/Uv-orbits in Gϕ×L+Gv(Fq)L+Gv(Fq)/Uv preserves the property
of being π1(S, s)-invariant. �

Proposition 3.4.4. Let Uv ⊂ L+Gv(Fq) be an open subgroup and (G, ϕ) ∈ ÉtShtGv (S) an étale local
Gv-shtuka. Assume that there exists a subgroup-scheme Uv ⊂ L+Gv (defined over Fq) whose Fq-valued
points are exactly Uv ⊂ L+Gv(Fq).
a) Then there is a bijection (using the notations of definition 2.2.3b)){

adelic Uv-level
structures ψ

}
1:1←−→

{
(U , ϕU ) ∈ U - ÉtSht(S) and

ψ] : (U , ϕU )×Uv L+G ∼= (G, ϕ)

}
where we consider elements the right-hand side only up to the equivalence class defined by isomorphisms
in Uv - ÉtSht(S) respecting ψ], i.e. (U1, ϕU1, ψ

]
1) ∼= (U2, ϕU2, ψ

]
2), if there exists an isomorphism ξ :

(U1, ϕU1) ∼= (U2, ϕU2) satisfying ψ]2 = ψ]1 ◦ (ξ × id).

b) Assume furthermore that Uv ⊂ L+Gv is normal. Let G = G ×L+Gv L+Gv/Uv and ϕ : σ∗G → G be
the morphism induced by ϕ. Then there is a bijection{

adelic Uv-level
structures ψ

}
1:1←−→

{
isomorphisms in L+Gv/Uv - ÉtSht(S)

ψ] : (G, ϕ) ∼= (L+G/U, σ∗)

}
where (L+Gv/Uv, σ

∗) is the trivial element in L+Gv/Uv - ÉtSht(S).

Proof. a) Assume we are given an adelic Uv-level structure ψ on (G, ϕ), i.e. a π1(S, s)-invariant Uv-
subtorsor U ⊂ Gϕ. This defines a trivial Uv = Uv(Fq)-torsor U S̃ ⊂ GϕS̃ ⊂ GS̃ . Then via the morphism

Uv(Fq)
S̃
⊂ UvS̃ we get a Uv-subtorsor Ũ ⊂ GS̃ . By definition Ũ is invariant under the π1(S, s)-action

on GS̃ and ϕS̃ restricts to a Frobenius-isomorphism on Ũ . Hence Ũ descends to a Uv-subtorsor U ⊂ G
over S which admits the Frobenius-isomorphism ϕ|U .
Conversely assume we have ψ] : (U , ϕU )×Uv L+Gv ∼= (G, ϕ) or equivalently a Uv-subtorsor U ⊂ G with
ϕU = ϕ|U . This gives UϕU ⊂ Gϕ over S and a similar inclusion over the universal cover. But this is
nothing else than a Uv-orbit UϕU ⊂ Gϕ (when restricted to s̃). As this subset was already defined over
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S, it is indeed π1(S, s)-invariant. Hence it gives the desired adelic Uv-level structure.
It is clear that these constructions are mutually inverse.
b) Assume now that Uv is a normal subgroup. Start with an adelic Uv-level structure ψ on (G, ϕ). By
a) this corresponds to an inclusion ψ] : (U , ϕU ) ↪→ (G, ϕ) of an element (U , ϕU ) ∈ Uv - ÉtSht(S). This
defines an isomorphism

ψ] : G = G ×L
+Gv L+Gv/Uv

ψ]∼= U ×Uv L+Gv ×L
+Gv L+Gv/Uv

= U ×Uv L+Gv/Uv = (U ×Uv 1)×1 L+Gv/Uv.

where 1 denotes the trivial group (as a group scheme over S). But any 1-torsor is trivial, i.e. isomorphic
to the structure sheaf OS on S. Hence we have a canonical isomorphism of 1-torsors U ×Uv 1 ∼= 1. This
defines the desired morphism

ψ] : G → L+Gv/Uv.

Using that there are no non-trivial automorphisms of 1-torsors, we get for the Frobenius-isomorphism

σ∗G

ϕ

��

σ∗U ×UvL+Gv ×L
+GvL+Gv/Uv

ϕU×id×id

��

(σ∗U ×Uv 1)×1L+Gv/Uv

(ϕU×id)×id

��

σ∗1×1L+Gv/Uv

σ∗×id

��
G U ×UvL+Gv ×L

+GvL+Gv/Uv (U ×Uv 1)×1L+Gv/Uv 1×1L+Gv/Uv

Hence we get indeed an isomorphism

ψ] : (G, ϕ)
∼−→ (L+Gv/Uv, σ

∗)

Conversely assume we have a local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) and an isomorphism ψ] : (G, ϕ)
∼−→ (L+Gv/Uv, σ

∗).
Then consider the sequence of local systems on S

Gϕ → Gϕ ×L
+Gv(Fq) L+Gv(Fq)/Uv ∼= (G ×L

+Gv L+Gv/Uv)
ϕ = Gϕ ψ]−→ (L+Gv/Uv)

σ∗ = L+Gv(Fq)/Uv

Now the preimage of 1 ∈ L+Gv(Fq)/Uv defines a Uv-subtorsor of Gϕ. Hence we get a π1(S, s)-invariant
Uv-subtorsor of Gϕ

S̃
over the universal cover, which defines the desired adelic Uv-level structure inside

Gϕ.
It is clear from the constructions that they are inverse to each other (just note that the trivialization of
G is uniquely defined by the preimage of 1 ∈ L+Gv/Uv). �

We extend the definition of adelic level structures now to the global setting:
Let D0 ⊂ C be any finite reduced subscheme and AintD0

be the ring of integral adeles of C at all places

in D0. Let U =
∏
v∈D0

Uv ⊂ G(AintD0
) be an open subgroup. Consider now any global G-shtuka

(G , (ci)i, ϕ) ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)(S) over S with characteristic places ci contained in (C \D0) ×Fq S. Then
recall for every non-characteristic place v ∈ D0 with residue field κ(v) the functor

Lv : ∇nH1(C,G)(S)→ ÉtShtGv (S)

associating to the global G-shtuka (G , (ci)i, ϕ) its local Gv = Resκ(v)/Fq (G)-shtuka. Furthermore recall

that we fixed a local coordinate z at v in the definition of Lv, i.e. an isomorphism Aintv ∼= κ(v)[[z]].
Thus we may view

Uv ⊂ G(Aintv ) ∼= G(κ(v)[[z]]) = Gv(Fq[[z]]) = L+Gv(Fq).

This allows us to make the

Definition 3.4.5. a) Let (G , (ci)i, ϕ) ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)(S) be a global G-shtuka with characteristic places
contained in (C \D0) ×Fq S and U =

∏
v∈D0

Uv ⊂ G(AintD0
) an open subgroup. Then an adelic U -level

structure consists of an adelic Uv-level structure of the local Gv-shtuka Lv(G , ϕ) for every place v ∈ D0.
b) The stack (over the category DM-stacks over S) of global G-shtukas with U -level structure is denoted
by ∇nH1

U (C,G). It has a canonical morphism to (C \ D0)n \ ∆ by forgetting everything except the
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characteristic places.
c) A quasi-isogeny between global G-shtukas with U -level structure (G , (ci)i, ϕ, ψ) and (G ′, (c′i)i, ϕ

′, ψ′)
is a quasi-isogeny (α,D′) : (G , (ci)i, ϕ)→ (G ′, (c′i)i, ϕ

′) such that (for some representative of α) D′ and
D0 are disjoint and for every place v ∈ D0 the associated local morphism Lv(α) : Lv(G , ϕ)→ Lv(G ′, ϕ′)
is an isomorphism of étale local Gv-shtukas with Uv-level structure (as in definition 3.4.1).

Remark 3.4.6. i) As usual, we leave it to the interested reader to check that a change of the local
coordinates induces a canonical isomorphism between the sets of level structures.
ii) As in the local case the Frobenius-isomorphism ϕ in a global G-shtuka with U -level structure
(G , (ci)i, ϕ, ψ) defines a quasi-isogeny ϕ : (σ∗G , σ∗ϕ, σ∗ψ) → (G , ϕ, ψ) respecting the U -level struc-
ture.
iii) For global G-shtukas in ∇ĉiH1(C,G)(S), the same definition gives U -level structures for any open
subgroup U ⊂ G(Aint(ci)i)

Proposition 3.4.7. Let D ⊂ C be a finite (not necessarily reduced) subscheme contained in the formal
completion of C along D0. Consider the open subgroup U = ker

(
G(AintD0

)→ G(OD)
)
. Let (G , (ci)i, ϕ) ∈

∇nH1(C,G)(S) be a global G-shtuka satisfying the usual condition on characteristic places. Then there
is a bijection adelic U -level

structures ψ
on (G , ϕ)

 1:1←−→


G-equivariant isomorphisms
ψ] : G |D×S → GD×S with

ψ] ◦ ϕ|D×S = σ∗ ◦ σ∗ψ] : σ∗G |D×S → GD×S


where on the right-hand side σ : D×Fq S → D×Fq S is the restriction of the Frobenius on C ×Fq S, i.e.
it is the identity on D and the absolute q-Frobenius on S.

Proof. Wlog. assume that D is concentrated in one place v, i.e. after fixing a local coordinate z at v,
we have D = Specκ(v)[[z]]/(zn+1) ↪→ Spf Aintv in the completion of C at v. Then U =

∏
v′∈D Uv′ with

Uv′ = G(Aintv′ ) for v′ 6= v and Uv = Kn = {g ∈ L+Gv(Fq) | g ≡ 1 mod zn} ⊂ L+Gv(Fq) = G(Aintv ).
Hence both sides of the bijection are trivial outside the place v.
But in the place v, we have due to proposition 3.4.4b) a bijection{

adelic Uv-level structures ψ
on Lv(G , ϕ)

}
1:1←−→

{
isomorphisms inL+Gv/Kn - ÉtSht(S)

ψ] : (LvG ,Lvϕ) ∼= (L+Gv/Kn, σ
∗)

}
By proposition 3.2.4a) we have a canonical equivalence{

G-torsors overD × S
} 1:1←−→

{
L+Gv/Kn-torsors overS

}
compatible with Frobenius-linear isomorphisms and the functor Lv. Hence there is a canonical bi-
jection between the set of isomorphisms (LvG ,Lvϕ) ∼= (L+Gv/Kn, σ

∗) and the set of isomorphisms
ψ] : G |D×S → GD×S with ψ] ◦ ϕ|D×S = σ∗ ◦ σ∗ψ]. This proves the proposition. �

Remark 3.4.8. i) Such trivializations of the global G-shtuka (G , (ci)i, ϕ) over D ×Fq S were used in
[Var04] as level structures. In the following we call them “naive level structures” to distinguish them
from the adelic ones defined above.
ii) If U = ker

(
G(AintD0

)→ G(OD)
)

as in the proposition, we will write ∇nH1
D(C,G) := ∇nH1

U (C,G).

The next aim is to compare adelic U -level structures to integral U -level structures as defined by
Hartl and Rad. We refer to [AH14a, section 3] and [AH14b, section 6] for a more detailed description
of integral U -level structures.

Lemma 3.4.9. Let v ∈ C be a place with residue field κ(v) and let Gv = Resκ(v)/Fq (G) as above.
a) There is a canonical equivalence of categories

Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)]) ∼= Rep(π1(S), L+Gv(Fq))

where
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• Repκ(v)[[z]]G denotes the category of representations of the group scheme G in free κ(v)[[z]]-
modules of finite rank, i.e. the category of morphisms G → GLd over Spf κ(v)[[z]] (for variable
d);

• FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)] is the category of π1(S, s)-representations on free κ(v)[[z]]-modules of finite
rank;

• Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)]) denotes the category of tensor functors F between
them, which admit an isomorphism (of tensor functors)

Forget ◦ F ∼= ω0 : Repκ(v)[[z]]G→ FModκ(v)[[z]],

where Forget denotes the functor forgetting the π1(S, s)-action and ω0 denotes the usual fiber
functor forgetting the G-action.

b) Let F ∈ Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)]) and ρ : π1(S, s) → Aut(L+Gv) the associated
element in Rep(π1(S), L+Gv(Fq)). There is a canonical bijection

Isom⊗(Forget ◦ F, ω0) ∼= L+Gv

Furthermore this bijection is compatible with the π1(S, s)-action.

Remark 3.4.10. Note that contrary to [AH14a] we use group schemes over Spf κ(v)[[z]] instead of group
schemes over Specκ(v)[[z]], as local G-shtuka give naturally tensor functors defined on representations
over this formal scheme.

Proof. a) Let F : Repκ(v)[[z]]G → FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)] be a tensor functor in the category on the left-
hand side. Then Forget ◦ F : Repκ(v)[[z]]G → FModκ(v)[[z]] defines a G-torsor G over Spf κ(v)[[z]].
Indeed for every n ≥ 0 we have an induced tensor functor (Forget ◦ F )[n] : Repκ(v)[[z]]/(zn+1)G →
FModκ(v)[[z]]/(zn+1). This is equivalent to a tensor functor from the category of κ(v)-representations
of the linear algebraic group Resκ(v)[[z]]/(zn+1)/κ(v)(G) into κ(v)-vector spaces. By classical Tannakian

formalism, (Forget ◦F )[n] defines a Resκ(v)[[z]]/(zn+1)/κ(v)(G)-torsor over κ(v) or equivalently a G-torsor

over Specκ(v)[[z]]/(zn+1). Thus passing to the limit gives the desired G-torsor over Spf κ(v)[[z]]. The
condition Forget ◦ F ∼= ω0 implies now, that this G-torsor G is trivial. Furthermore the π1(S, s)-action
on the image of F now gives an action on G. Hence after the canonical equivalences{

π1(S, s)-actions on trivial
G-torsors over Spf κ(v)[[z]]

}
1:1←−→

{
π1(S, s)-actions on trivial
L+Gv-torsors over SpecFq

}
1:1←−→

{
π1(S, s)-actions on

set-theoretic L+Gv(Fq)-torsors

}
this defines the desired element in Rep(π1(S), L+Gv(Fq)).
Conversely start with an element ρ : π1(S, s)→ Aut(L+Gv) in Rep(π1(S), L+Gv(Fq)). This is equivalent
to a π1(S, s)-action on the G-torsor G over Spf κ(v)[[z]] defined by L+Gv. If ρ : G → GL(V ) is now
any representation in Repκ(v)[[z]]G, then G ×G GL(V ) together with the induced π1(S, s)-action is an
element in FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)]. This defines the desired tensor functor (and one easily checks that it

indeed lies in Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)])).

b) In a) we constructed an equivalence between such functors F and L+Gv-torsors L+Gv. Furthermore
an isomorphism between tensor functors from Repκ(v)[[z]]G to FModκ(v)[[z]] induces an isomorphism of
the respective torsors. Hence we have a canonical bijection

Isom⊗(Forget ◦ F, ω0) ∼= Isom(L+Gv, L
+Gv(Fq))

where the z-adic group L+Gv(Fq) is seen as the trivial torsor. But the isomorphisms on the right-hand
side are uniquely determined by the preimage of 1 ∈ L+Gv(Fq), which is the desired element of the
set-theoretic torsor L+Gv.
By definition each element γ ∈ π1(S, s) defines an automorphism of the functor Forget ◦ F , hence an
automorphism γ of L+Gv. As γ acts on Isom⊗(Forget ◦F, ω0) by precomposition of the automorphism
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defined by γ−1, it also acts on Isom(L+Gv, L
+Gv) by precomposition with γ−1. Thus γ acts on the

preimages of 1 simply by applying γ. �

Recall now that Hartl and Rad construct in [AH14a, definition 3.5] a functor

Ť : ÉtShtGv (S)→ Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)]).

This allows one to define an (a priori) different adelic version of level structures, as done in [AH14b,
definition 6.3a)], which we recall for the reader’s convenience.

Definition 3.4.11. a) Let (Gv, ϕv) ∈ ÉtShtGv (S) be an étale local Gv-shtuka and Uv ⊂ G(Aintv ) ∼=
L+Gv(Fq) be an open subgroup. Then an integral Uv-level structure for (Gv, ϕv) consists of a π1(S, s)-
invariant Uv-orbit in Isom⊗(Forget ◦ Ť (Gv, ϕv), ω0).
b) Let (G , (ci)i, ϕ) ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)(S) be a global G-shtuka whose characteristic places lie in (C\D0)×FqS
and let U =

∏
v∈D0

Uv ∈ G(AintD0
) an open subgroup. Then an integral U -level structure consists of an

integral Uv-level structure of the local Gv-shtuka Lv(G , ϕ) for every place v ∈ D0.

Remark 3.4.12. i) Note that in [AH14b, definition 6.3] Hartl and Rad define only rational U -level
structures. The only difference to the definition above is, that they consider tensor functors into the
category FModκ(v)((z))[π1(S,s)] by taking the tensor functors above and inverting z. Then the set

Isom⊗(Forget ◦ F, ω0) comes naturally with a G(Av) = LGv(Fq)-action (where Av denotes the ring
of adeles at v) and one may allow any compact open U ∈ G(AD0). We sketch the slight differences
between integral and rational U -level structures at the end of this section.
ii) Furthermore note that in [AH14b, section 6] a global version of the functor Ť is used to define the
level structures. Nevertheless Hartl and Rad remark that the global version of Ť is just the product of
all composites Ť ◦ Lv. This way one may easily see that the definition above is just a reformulation of
the actual definition in [AH14b].

Proposition 3.4.13. a) Let (Gv, ϕv) ∈ ÉtShtGv (S) be an étale local Gv-shtuka. Then the elements

Ť (Gv, ϕv) ∈ Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)])

and
T (Gv, ϕv) ∈ Rep(π1(S), L+Gv(Fq))

coincide via the equivalence defined in lemma 3.4.9a). In other words, there is a commutative diagram
of categories

ÉtShtGv (S)
Ť // Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)])

∼=
��

ÉtShtGv (S)
T // Rep(π1(S), L+Gv(Fq))

b) Let (G , (ci)i, ϕ) ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)(S) be a global G-shtuka with characteristic places in (C \D0) ×Fq S
and U ⊂ G(AintD0

) an open subgroup. Then there is a canonical bijection{
integral U -level

structures on (G , ϕ)

}
1:1←−→

{
adelic U -level

structures on (G , ϕ)

}
Proof. a) This is clear, because both functors Ť and T encode the π1(S, s)-action on Gϕvv |s̃ and the
equivalence constructed in lemma 3.4.9a) gives precisely the translation between the two ways to encode
this information.
b) It suffices to show that we have such a bijection for level structures on étale local Gv-shtukas (Gv, ϕv).
Then part a) of this proposition and lemma 3.4.9b) imply that there is a π1(S, s)-equivariant isomorphism

Isom⊗(Forget ◦ Ť (Gv, ϕv), ω0) ∼= Gϕvv .

Hence the set of π1(S, s)-invariant Uv-orbits are the same, which on the left-hand side encode integral
Uv-level structures and on the right-hand side adelic Uv-level structures. �
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Finally we sketch the comparison between integral and rational U -level structures. First note that any
compact open subgroup U ∈ G(AD0

) can be conjugated into G(AintD0
), so we will always assume that U

lies already in this smaller group. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of only one place with
non-trivial level structure, i.e. we assume D0 = {v} and U = Uv. The general case then boils down to
do the following observations at each place separately.
Now we claim to have a diagram, where Repκ(v)((z))G denotes representations over Specκ(v)((z)),

Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)])
∼ //

��

Rep(π1(S), L+Gv(Fq))

��

Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)((z))[π1(S,s)])

∼
��

Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)((z))G,FModκ(v)((z))[π1(S,s)])
∼ // Rep(π1(S), LGv(Fq))

Let us explain the various maps: The upper horizontal map comes from lemma 3.4.9a) and the lower
horizontal map is shown in a similar way (though the construction of the associated G-torsor can now
be done directly by applying the Tannakian formalism over the field κ(v)((z))). The first map on the
left-hand side is just postcomposition with the canonical FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)] → FModκ(v)((z))[π1(S,s)]

obtained by inverting z. The construction of the second map is similar to [DMOS82, II.3.10-II.3.11]
(and having a constant group scheme G is essential for this to be an equivalence). Finally the morphism

on the right-hand side is given by taking the induced action on L+Gv ×L
+Gv LGv ∼= LGv.

Consider now an element FQ ∈ Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)((z))G,FModκ(v)((z))[π1(S,s)]) and let ρQ : π1(S, s) →
Aut(LGv) the associated element in Rep(π1(S), LGv(Fq)) (similarly to lemma 3.4.9). Then there is
again a canonical bijection

Isom⊗(Forget ◦ FQ, ω
0
Q) ∼= LGv

compatible with the π1(S, s)-action. Here ω0
Q denotes the usual fiber functor over κ(v)((z)). In partic-

ular a rational Uv-level structure, which is by [AH14b, definition 6.3] a π1(S, s)-invariant Uv-orbit in
Isom⊗(Forget ◦ FQ, ω0

Q), is the same as a π1(S, s)-invariant Uv-orbit in LGv. Actually [AH14b] uses

tensor functors FQ ∈ Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)((z))[π1(S,s)]) but this makes no difference by the
equivalence displayed in the diagram above.
To compare integral and rational Uv-level structures, start with a global G-shtuka giving a tensor func-
tor F ∈ Funct⊗0 (Repκ(v)[[z]]G,FModκ(v)[[z]][π1(S,s)]) corresponding to some ρ : π1(S, s) → Aut(LGv).
We denote their rational analogues again by FQ and ρQ. Then we have

Isom⊗(Forget ◦ F, ω0)
∼ //

��

L+Gv

��
Isom⊗(Forget ◦ FQ, ω

0
Q)

∼ // LGv

where the vertical morphism on the left-hand side is given by base-changing everything to κ(v)((z))

and the one on the right-hand side is again given by L+Gv ⊂ L+Gv ×L
+Gv LGv ∼= LGv. Using the

translation of integral and rational Uv-level structures to the choice of subtorsors of L+Gv respectively
LGv, this shows that the space of rational Uv-level structures is strictly bigger than the space of integral
Uv-level structures. Note that together with proposition 3.4.7, this reproves the strict inclusion shown
in [AH14b, theorem 6.4]. There even equality is asserted, which however contradicts the statements
proven in 3.4.13.
Nevertheless a global G-shtuka admits an integral Uv-level structure if it admits a rational one. Indeed
any π1(S, s)-invariant Uv-orbit in LGv can be translated by an element in LGv(Fq) to an invariant
Uv-orbit in L+Gv (recall for this our assumption Uv ⊂ L+Gv(Fq)).
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3.5 The moduli space of bounded global G-shtukas with level structure

We will finally define the notion of a globally F-bounded global G-shtuka with U -level structure. It is
shown that the moduli space of such bounded global G-shtukas is a DM-stack which can be covered
by quotients of quasi-projective schemes by finite groups. In particular we will show that any quasi-
compact open substack is representable by a quasi-projective scheme after enlarging the level structure
(cf. proposition 3.5.6 for the precise statement). For this proof we follow the ideas of Varshavsky
[Var04].

Definition 3.5.1. Fix a finite reduced subscheme D0 ⊂ C and an open subgroup U ⊂ G(AintD0
). Assume

wlog. that Uv 6= G(Aintv ) for any v ∈ D0. A globally F-bounded global G-shtuka with U -level structure is a
tuple (G , (ci), ϕ, ψ) consisting of a globally F-bounded global G-shtuka (G , (ci), ϕ) (as in definition 3.3.1)
and a U -level structure on it (as in definition 3.4.5) such that D0 is disjoint from the characteristic
places.
We denote by ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G) the stack of global G-shtuka with U -level structure which are globally F-

bounded by some tuple µ. It has a canonical morphism to (C \ D0)n \ ∆, mapping as usual a global
G-shtuka to its characteristic places.

Remark 3.5.2. In short we have

∇µ
nH1

U (C,G) = ∇µ
nH1(C,G)×∇nH1(C,G) ∇nH1

U (C,G)

Proposition 3.5.3. c.f. [Var04, lemma 3.1b)] Fix a finite field extension F/Fq and an n-tuple µ of
dominant Γ-invariant cocharacters of ResF/Fq (G). Consider the stack over the category of E-schemes

Heckeµ(S) =

(G ′,G , (ci)i, ϕ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
G ′,G ∈ H1(C,G)(S) , (ci)i ∈ (Cn \∆)(S)

ϕ : G ′|(C×FqS)\
⋃
i Γci
→ G |(C×FqS)\

⋃
i Γci

isomorphism

such that ϕ is globally F-bounded byµ


Then the forgetful morphism of stacks

Heckeµ → H1(C,G)×Fq (Cn \∆) , (G ′,G , (ci)i, ϕ) 7→ (G , (ci)i)

is representable by a projective scheme.

Proof. We follow the proof in [Var04], which in turn was inspired by [Gai01]. Fix a faithful representation
ResF/Fq (G)→ GL(V ) where V =

⊕
λ∈Λ V (λ) is a finite direct sum of Weyl modules of ResF/Fq (G). We

may choose Λ to be invariant under Gal(Fq/Fq) implying that V is invariant under the absolute Galois
group. In particular V is already defined over Fq. Moreover we view V as a faithful representation of
G via the canonical inclusion G ↪→ ResF/Fq (G). Set

Ni = min
λ∈Λ
−〈(−λ)dom, µi〉 and N ′i = −min

λ∈Λ
−〈(−λ)dom, (−µi)dom〉 = max

λ∈Λ
〈λ, µi〉

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Define now two more stacks, namely

Hecke′(S) =

(G ′,G , (ci)i, ϕ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
G ′,G ∈ H1(C,G)(S) , (ci)i ∈ (Cn \∆)(S)

ϕ : G ′|(C×FqS)\
⋃
i Γci
→ G |(C×FqS)\

⋃
i Γci

isomorphism such that

GV ⊗OC×S O(
∑
iN
′
i · Γci) ⊆ ϕV (G ′V ) ⊆ GV ⊗OC×S O(

∑
iNi · Γci)


and

Hecke′′(S) =

(E ,G , (ci)i, ϕV )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
E a vector-bundle over C ×Fq S of rank dimV

G ∈ H1(C,G)(S) , (ci)i ∈ (Cn \∆)(S)
ϕV : E|(C×FqS)\

⋃
i Γci
→ GV |(C×FqS)\

⋃
i Γci

isomorphism such that

GV ⊗OC×S O(
∑
iN
′
i · Γci) ⊆ ϕV (E) ⊆ GV ⊗OC×S O(

∑
iNi · Γci)


Here we make sense of the last assumptions in the definition of each stack as follows: Locally on S,
we may extend ϕ respectively ϕ′ to C ×Fq S after tensoring the target bundle with O(−N0

∑
i Zi) for

some N0 � 0 (cf. lemma 3.1.7). Then we may ask that the image of this morphism has the desired
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properties.
Our aim is to prove the properties indicated in the diagram

Heckeµ
closed
↪−−−−→ Hecke′

closed
↪−−−−→ Hecke′′

proj.−−−→ H1(C,G)×Fq (Cn \∆)

Claim 1: Hecke′′ is representable as a projective scheme over the stack H1(C,G)×Fq (Cn \∆)
Consider any element in H1(C,G)(S)× (Cn \∆)(S), i.e. let S be an E-scheme together with a G-torsor
G on C ×Fq S and fix an n-tuple of distinct S-valued points ci in C. Define the coherent sheaf F :=
GV (

∑
iNi ·Γci)/GV (

∑
iN
′
i ·Γci) on C×S supported in

⋃
i Γci . Then the Quot-scheme QuotF/C×FqS/S

is

representable by a projective scheme over S (as C/Fq is projective) by [FGAIV, theorem 3.1]. Identify
S×H1(C,G)×Fq (Cn\∆)Hecke

′′ with QuotF/C×S/S as follows: If (E ,G , ϕV ) ∈ S×H1(C,G)×Fq (Cn\∆)Hecke
′′,

then the condition on ϕV (E) in the definition of Hecke′′ gives a quotient map

F = GV (
∑
iNi · Γci)/GV (

∑
iN
′
i · Γci) � GV (

∑
iNi · Γci)/ϕV (E)

(abbreviating GV (D′) := GV ⊗OC×Fq S
O(D′) for any divisor D′). As the sheaf on the right-hand side is

flat over S, it defines an element in QuotF/C×S/S . As both the vector bundle E and the morphism ϕV
can be reconstructed from this quotient morphism, it follows immediately that this defines the desired
identification.
Claim 2: Hecke′ is a substack of Hecke′′

Consider the morphism of stacks Hecke′ → Hecke′′, (G ′,G , ϕ) 7→ (G ′V ,G , ϕV ). To show that this map
is injective, consider the natural morphism G ′ → G ′ ×G GL(V ) ∼= GL(G ′V ) of sheaves over C ×Fq S. By
choice of V this map is injective. Dividing out the G-action gives a section

l : G\G ′ → G\GL(G ′V )

Note that the G-equivariant preimage in GL(G ′V ) of the image of l is canonically isomorphic to G ′. But
l is uniquely determined by its restriction to (C ×Fq S) \

⋃
i Γci , where it can be alternatively described

as

G\G ′ ∼= GL(V )\GL(G ′V )
ϕV−→ GL(V )\GL(GV ) ∼= G\G ↪−→ G\GL(GV )

ϕ−1
V−→ G\GL(G ′V ) (?)

Thus l and hence G ′ are determined by (G ′V ,G , ϕV ). ϕ itself is simply the restriction of ϕV : GL(G ′V )→
GL(GV ) to G ′ and can be reconstructed, too. Note that as ϕV is only defined on (C ×Fq S) \

⋃
i Γci its

restriction automatically maps G ′ into G as required.
Claim 3: Hecke′ is closed in Hecke′′

Consider again an element in H1(C,G)(S)×(Cn\∆)(S). By claim 1, S′′ = S×H1(C,G)×Fq (Cn\∆)Hecke
′′

is a projective scheme over S. Let Euniv be the universal vector bundle corresponding to E over C ×S′′
and ϕunivV the universal isomorphism of vector bundles over (C \ {ci}i) ×Fq S

′′. Then ϕunivV defines as
in (?) a section

luniv : GL(V )\GL(Euniv)→ G\GL(Euniv)

over (C×Fq S
′′)\

⋃
i Γci . As explained during claim 2, a point in S′′ lies in the image of S′ = S′′×Hecke′′

Hecke′ if and only if the section l extends to all of C over it. In other words S′ is the largest substack
of S′′ such that luniv extends to a section on C ×Fq S

′ ⊂ C ×Fq S
′′. But this locus is closed, cf. e.g.

[Var04, appendix A.4].
Claim 4: Heckeµ is a closed substack of Hecke′

Let ϕ be any morphism globally F-bounded by µ. Then by choice of Ni we have

G ′V =
⊕
λ∈Λ

G ′λ
⊕iϕλ
↪−−−→

⊕
λ∈Λ

Gλ ⊗OC×Fq S
O(
∑
i − 〈(−λ)dom, µi〉 · Γci) ⊆ Gλ ⊗OC×Fq S

O(
∑
iNi · Γci)

and similarly for the other inclusion. Thus Heckeµ is naturally a substack of Hecke′. As the locus
where a quasi-isogeny is globally F-bounded by µ is closed in the base scheme by proposition 3.3.3,
Heckeµ is closed in Hecke′. �
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Remark 3.5.4. A very similar proof can be found in [AH14b, propositions 3.8 and 3.10]. The main
difference in their setup is, that in [AH14b] one considers only the case of fixed F-valued points as
characteristic places. Moreover their definition of boundedness is only similar, but does not coincide,
with our “globally F-bounded by µ” or the corresponding “locally bounded by µ”.

We include now the level structures. As boundedness conditions do no longer appear in the ar-
gumentation, we will abbreviate “global G-shtukas” for “global G-shtukas globally F-bounded by µ”.
Before treating the case of general bounds though, we discuss the situation of naive level structures as
defined in remark 3.4.8. We start with the following well-known

Lemma 3.5.5. For any finite closed subscheme D′ ⊂ C denote the category (fibered over DM-stacks S
over E) of G-torsors G over C ×Fq S together with a trivialization ψ : G |D′×FqS

→ G×Fq (D′ ×Fq S) by

H1
D′(C,G).

Let X ⊂ H1(C,G) be a quasi-compact open substack and fix a (non-empty) finite closed subscheme
D ⊂ C. Then there is an integer N � 0 such that fiber product X ×H1(C,G)H1

N ·D(C,G) is representable
by a smooth quasi-projective scheme over E.

Proof. A detailed proof is given e.g. in [Wan04]. Proposition 5.0.9 in loc. cit. shows representability,
while proposition 6.0.18 proves smoothness and theorem 5.0.14 quasi-projectiveness. The same methods
can be found in [Var04, appendix A.4 and proof 3.2]. �

Proposition 3.5.6. Let X ⊂ H1(C,G) be a quasi-compact open substack stable under the action of
the Frobenius σ and D ⊂ C be any finite closed subscheme. Let N � 0 be an integer such that
X ×H1(C,G)H1

N ·D(C,G) is representable by a scheme. Then X ×H1(C,G)∇µ
nH1

N ·D(C,G) is representable
by a quasi-projective scheme locally of finite type over SpecE ×Fq ((C \D)n \∆).

Proof. We follow the proof in [Var04, proof 3.2] and use proposition 3.4.7 to identify the level structures
appearing in∇µ

nH1
N ·D(C,G) with trivializations of the restriction of the global G-shtuka to (N ·D)×FqS.

For notational reasons we will abbreviate X × Z := X ×H1(C,G) Z for any stack Z over H1(C,G).
Furthermore assume wlog. N = 1. Consider now the stack (over the category of E-schemes)

HeckeµD(S) =

{
(G ′,G , (ci)i, ϕ, ψ)

∣∣∣∣ (G ′,G , (ci)i, ϕ) ∈ Heckeµ(S) with ci ∈ (C \D)(S) ∀i
ψ : G |D×FqS

→ G×Fq (D ×Fq S) trivialization

}
which maps to H1(C,G) by forgetting everything except G . Then X ×HeckeµD can be described as the
fiber product

X ×HeckeµD

��

// Heckeµ

��
X ×H1

D(C,G)×Fq ((C \D)n \∆) // H1(C,G)×Fq ((C \D)n \∆)

Hence the previous proposition and our assumption on X × H1
D(C,G) imply that X × HeckeµD is

representable as a quasi-projective scheme over SpecE ×Fq ((C \ D)n \ ∆). Now consider the fiber
product diagram of schemes

(G , (ci)i, ϕ, ψ)
� // (σ∗G ,G , (ci)i, ϕ, ψ)

(G , (ci)i, ϕ, ψ)
_

��

X ×∇µ
nH1

D(C,G)

��

// X ×HeckeµD

��

(G ′,G , (ci)i, ϕ, ψ)
_

��
(G , ψ) X ×H1

D(C,G)
Γσ // (X ×H1

D(C,G))× (X ×H1
D(C,G)) ((G ′, ψ ◦ ϕ|D), (G , ψ))

(G , ψ)
� // ((σ∗G , σ∗ψ), (G , ψ))

where the Γσ denotes the graph morphism of σ, which is closed by separatedness of source and target.
Thus X ×∇µ

nH1(C,G) is as a closed subscheme of X ×HeckeµD indeed quasi-projective over SpecE×Fq
((C \D)n \∆). �
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Remark 3.5.7. A explicit cover of H1(C,G) by quasi-compact open substacks stable under the action
of the Frobenius σ, was described in [Var04, 2.1] using B-structures (as discussed in [DS95]): For any
element η ∈ X∗(T )dom let

H1(C,G)≤η(S) =

{
G ∈ H1(C,G)(S)

∣∣∣∣ degBλ ≤ 〈λ, η〉 for all λ ∈ X∗(T )dom and all
B-structures B ⊂ s∗G for geometric points s

}
Then H1(C,G)≤η is a quasi-compact open substack of H1(C,G) by [Var04, lemma A.3].

Proposition 3.5.8. Let U ⊂ U ′ ⊂ G(AintD ) be two open subgroups with U normal in U ′ (and as usual
D ⊂ C a finite subscheme). Consider the canonical morphism

∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)→ ∇µ
nH1

U ′(C,G)

obtained by replacing the U -orbit (defined by the level structure) by the corresponding U ′-orbit. Then
this morphism is relatively representable in the category of schemes by a torsor under the finite group
U ′/U .

Proof. First of all note, that if (G , ϕ, ψ) ∈ ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G), v ∈ D a non-characteristic place, ψv ⊂
(LvG )Lvϕ the π1(S, s)-invariant subset defined by the level structure at v and finally gv ∈ U ′v ⊂ G(Aintv )
any element, then the subset gv · ψv ⊂ (LvG )Lvϕ is again a π1(S, s)-stable U -orbit. This follows by
normality of U in U ′ and the fact that π1(S, s) acts through elements in U . In particular we have
an action of U ′ on the set of U -level structures on (G , ϕ): An element g = (gv) ∈ U ⊂ G(AintD ) =∏
v∈D G(Aintv ) maps a U -level structure ψ = (ψv)v∈D to g · ψ := (gv · ψv)v∈D.

Let us check now the representability assertion: For this we may assume wlog. that U and U ′ differ only
at one place v ∈ D. Denote their components at v by Uv ⊂ U ′v ⊂ G(Aintv ) = L+Gv(Fq) (abbreviating
again Gv = Resκ(v)/Fq (G)). Let (G , ϕ, ψ′) ∈ ∇µ

nH1
U ′(C,G)(S) be a global G-shtuka with U ′-level

structure over a DM-stack S. Then we have to consider the stack S×∇µ
nH1

U′ (C,G)∇µ
nH1

U (C,G) given on

a DM-stack S′ over S by (G ×S S′, ϕ× idS′ , ψ) with a U -level structures ψ such that U ′ ·ψ = ψ′. This is
obviously a fppf-sheaf, hence we may check representability after an étale cover. Choose now a positive
integer N � 0 such that UN ·D = ker(G(AintD ) → G(ON ·D)) is contained in U and thus automatically

normal in it. Similarly to proposition 2.6.6 in the local setting, there is an étale cover S̃ → S such that
(G , ϕ)|N ·D×Fq S̃

∼= (G×Fq (N ·D×Fq S̃), σ∗) after passing to this étale cover S̃. Thus assume wlog. that

the global G-shtuka together with the Frobenius-isomorphism is trivial over N · D. But for the place
v ∈ D a trivialization of (G , ϕ) over N ·D induces a trivialization of LvG ×L

+Gv L+Gv/UND v, where
UND v is the v-component of UN ·D (viewed here as the corresponding subgroup scheme of L+Gv).
As we have a trivialization of the Frobenius-isomorphism as well, we also get a trivialization of the
L+Gv(Fq)/UDv-torsor

(LvG ×L
+Gv L+Gv/UDv)

Lvϕ = (LvG )Lvϕ ×L
+Gv(Fq) L+Gv(Fq)/UDv

over S. In particular π1(S, s) acts trivially on the set-theoretic torsor

(LvG )Lvϕ ×L
+Gv(Fq) L+Gv(Fq)/UDv.

By lemma 3.4.3 the v-component of the U ′-level structure ψ′ corresponds to some U ′v/UDv-orbit in

(LvG )Lvϕ ×L+Gv(Fq) L+Gv(Fq)/UDv. By triviality of the π1(S, s)-action and again lemma 3.4.3, the

U -level structures ψ with U ′ · ψ = ψ′ correspond bijectively to Uv/UDv-orbits in the U ′v/UDv-orbit

defined by ψ′. But this is obviously representable by the trivial U ′v/Uv
∼= U ′/U -torsor over S̃. �

Remark 3.5.9. It is easy to see directly that we have an isomorphism of stacks

∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)×E U ′/U ∼= ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)×∇µ
nH1

U′ (C,G) ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)

((G , ϕ, ψ), g · U) 7→ ((G , ϕ, ψ), (G , ϕ, g · ψ))

cf. [AH14b, proposition 6.5]. However this does not help at all to prove representability.
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Theorem 3.5.10. cf. [Var04, proposition 2.16a)] a) Let U ⊂ G(AintD ) be an open subgroup. Then
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G) is a DM-stack locally of finite type over E.
b) Let U ⊂ U ′ ⊂ G(AintD ) be any two open subgroups. Then the canonical morphism

∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)→ ∇µ
nH1

U ′(C,G)

is finite étale.

Proof. Part a) follows from the previous proposition: As this is a local property it suffices to check
that X ×H1(C,G)∇µ

nH1
U (C,G) is a DM-stack locally of finite type for each quasi-compact open substack

X ⊂ H1(C,G). Consider now an integer N � 0 such that the corresponding subgroup UN ·D =
ker(G(AintD ) → G(ON ·D)) is contained in U . Then after enlarging N we may even assume that
X ×H1(C,G) ∇µ

nH1
N ·D(C,G) is representable by a scheme with the desired properties. But UN ·D =

ker(G(AintD )→ G(ON ·D)) ⊂ UD ⊂ U is a subgroup, which is normal in G(AintD ). Hence the morphism

X ×H1(C,G) ∇µ
nH1

N ·D(C,G)→ X ×H1(C,G) ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)

is representable by a torsor under a finite group. This shows that X ×H1(C,G) ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G) is indeed a
DM-stack.
Part b) follows immediately from the previous proposition. �

Notation 3.5.11. For fixed places ci in C \D, abbreviate

Xµ
U := ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G)×(C\D)n (ci)i

and
Xµ
U := ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G)×(C\D)n (̂ci)i

where (ci)i ∈ (C \D)n is the point given by the ci and (̂ci)i is its completion.
Xµ
U parameterizes global G-shtukas in ∇(ci)H1(C,G) together with U -level structures and satisfying the

boundedness conditions. In the same way Xµ
U parameterizes bounded global G-shtukas in ∇(ĉi)H1(C,G)

together with levels structures.

4 Igusa varieties on central leaves

We now analyze the special fiber Xµ
U in the moduli space of bounded global G-shtukas in greater detail.

Central leaves, defined in section 4.2 as the locus where the associated local G-shtukas are (point-wise)
isomorphic to a suitably chosen fixed local G-shtuka, are of particular interest, because their universal
local G-shtuka (associated to some fixed characteristic place) has a very easy form: The Frobenius-
isomorphism lies (after a suitable trivialization) in a certain parabolic subgroup as explained in section
4.3. Moreover the L+G-torsor actually comes from a torsor for a certain subgroup I0(bν) of L+G, cf.
section 4.4. In sections 4.5 and 4.6 we finally turn to the definition of Igusa varieties: These are moduli
spaces parametrizing equivalence classes of isomorphisms, which are representable at least over basic
strata. The situation over central leaves in arbitrary Newton strata is more complicated: First of all
one needs a very detailed structure theory for local G-shtukas over these central leaves before being
able to write down a useful moduli problem. Secondly one has to pass to the perfection of the central
leaf, before the moduli spaces become representable. But once existence of Igusa varieties is shown, it
is almost immediate that they are finite étale covers of the central leaf.
Similar theorems in the world of abelian varieties and p-divisible groups (with additional structures)
can e.g. be found in [HT01], [Man04], [Man05] and [Oor04], though their moduli descriptions of Igusa
varieties are usually less natural than ours in the non-basic case. Many of the following definitions and
proofs were inspired by ones found in these references.

4.1 Newton strata

In this section we define a stratification of the moduli space of global G-shtukas via the quasi-isogeny
classes of the associated local G-shtukas. Essentially everything here is already contained in [HV11,
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section 7], though the description of the set of σ-conjugacy classes goes back to Kottwitz [Kot85],
[Kot97].
Fix for the moment an algebraically closed field k over Fq. Recall that any local G-shtuka over k is of
the form (L+G, bσ∗) for some b ∈ LG(k) and that quasi-isogenies correspond to σ-conjugation of the
element b. This gives a canonical bijection{

quasi-isogeny classes of local G-shtukas over k
} 1:1←−→

{
σ-conjugacy classes in LG(k)

}
.

By [RR96, lemma 1.3] the right-hand side does not depend on the field k (as long as it is algebraically
closed). Thus we may denote these sets by B(G), independently of k.

Construction 4.1.1.
Let S be some DM-stack over E (or even over Fq) and (G, ϕ) ∈ ShtG(S) be a local G-shtuka over S.
Let s ∈ S(k) be any geometric point (for some algebraically closed field k) and consider the restriction
(G, ϕ)s of the local G-shtuka to it. This defines by the discussion above an element [G]s ∈ B(G). We
claim that it depends only on the image s ∈ S of the geometric point. Indeed σ-conjugacy classes are
trivially stable under the action of σ and hence they are in particular stable under Gal(k/E). Thus we
write simply [G]s for this element and obtain a map

ShtG(S)→ Homsets(S,B(G))

(G, ϕ) 7→ (s 7→ [G]s)

Remark 4.1.2. A more explicit description of B(G) is given in [Kot97, 4.13] or alternatively [RR96,
theorem 1.15iii)] by the canonical embedding

B(G) ↪→ (X∗(T )Q/WG)Gal(k/Fq) × π1(G)Gal(k/Fq)

(where WG denotes the Weyl group of G) such that any representative b ∈ LG(k) of a σ-conjugacy class
maps to

• its Newton point in the first factor: See [Kot85, 4.3] for its definition in the general setting and
[Kat79, section 1.3] or [Zin84, section 6.4] for the case of G = GLn.

• its Kottwitz point in the second factor as defined in [Kot90, lemma 6.1], although written down
using the notation of [RR96, theorem 1.15i)].

In [Kot97] and [RR96] even the image of this morphism is described.

Definition 4.1.3. Let (G , ϕ, ψ) ∈ Xµ
U (S) (cf. 3.5.11) be a bounded global G-shtuka over some DM-stack

S with the fixed characteristic places ci. Then its image under the composite

Xµ
U (S)

(Lci )i−−−−→
∏
i

ShtGci (S) −→
∏
i

Homsets(S,B(Gci)) = Homsets (S,
∏
iB(Gci))

(G , ϕ, ψ) 7−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (s 7→ ([LiG ]s)i)

gives a canonical map [G ]− : S →
∏
i B(Gci), where we assign to each point of S and each associated

local Gci-shtuka its quasi-isogeny class.

Proposition 4.1.4. Fix a DM-stack S over E again.
a) Let (G, ϕ) ∈ ShtG(S) be a local G-shtuka over S and ν ∈ B(G). Then the subset

N ν
(G,ϕ) = {s ∈ S | [G]s = ν} ⊂ S

is locally closed.
b) Let (G , ϕ, ψ) ∈ Xµ

U (S) be a global G-shtuka over S and (νi)i ∈
∏
i B(Gci). Then the subset

N (νi)
(G ,ϕ,ψ) = {s ∈ S | [G ]s = (νi)i} ⊂ S

is locally closed.
In both cases these subsets are called Newton strata of S for the respective G-shtuka.
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Proof. The first part is an immediate consequence of the analogue of [RR96, theorem 3.6ii)] in equal
characteristic and can be shown (after the obvious translations) in the very same way. Note at this
point, that it suffices to check the assertion after an étale cover, allowing us to reduce to the case of
schemes S. The second part is a direct consequence of the first and the previous definition. �

Remark 4.1.5. For more properties of Newton strata see [HV11, section 7], where 4.1.4a) can be found
as well.

4.2 Central leaves in the moduli space of global G-shtukas

Given a global G-shtuka over a scheme S, we define the central leaf of S to be the locus inside a Newton
stratum where the associated local G-shtukas have fixed isomorphism class. This isomorphism class will
be given by P -fundamental alcoves.

Notation 4.2.1. For any integer n ≥ 0 define the subgroup scheme In ⊂ L+G by

In(S) = {g ∈ Kn(S) | g mod zn+1 ∈ B(OS(S)[[z]]/(zn+1))} ⊂ Kn(S)

Furthermore for any subgroup H ⊂ G we denote

IH = I0 ∩ L+H

Definition 4.2.2. Let P ⊂ G be a semi-standard parabolic subgroup, i.e. a parabolic subgroup containing
T but not necessarily B. Let M be its Levi subgroup and N its unipotent radical. Let N be the unipotent
radical of the parabolic subgroup opposite to P . An element b ∈ W̃ in the extended affine Weyl group of
G is called a P -fundamental alcove if

φb(IM ) = IM , φb(IN ) ⊆ IN and φb(IN ) ⊇ IN

where
φb : LG→ LG , g 7→ b · σ(g) · b−1

Here we implicitly identify elements of W̃ with representatives in LG.

Warning 4.2.3. This definition does not coincide with the definition [Vie14, definition 6.1] (if G does
not split). There φb is replaced by the map

g 7→ σ(b · g · b−1)

Therefore an element b is a P -fundamental alcove in our sense if and only if σ−1(b) is a P -fundamental
alcove as in [Vie14]. Nevertheless all properties of P -fundamental alcoves given in [Vie14] are also valid
in our situation, either using the correspondence above or the very same arguments given in [Vie14].
Of course one could formulate all following results using the definition [Vie14, definition 6.1], but then
one would need a twist by σ in the definition of the local G-shtuka in 4.2.6d), i.e. considering now
(L+Gci , σ(bνi)σ

∗). This would result in (even more) cumbersome notations later on as most of sections
4.5 and 4.6 uses this local G-shtuka, but none of its specific properties. Moreover with view towards the
construction in the proof of proposition 4.4.9, the given definition of a P -fundamental alcove seems to
be the more natural.

Remark 4.2.4. i) Neither P nor b can in general be defined over Fq. We call an element a fundamental
alcove, if we do not want to specify the parabolic subgroup.
ii) By [Vie14, theorem 6.5] (or for split groups by [GHKR10, corollary 13.2.4]) there is a P -fundamental
alcove (for some parabolic P ) in each σ-conjugacy class in LG(k) for some algebraically closed field k.
iii) For further properties of P -fundamental alcoves see [Vie14, section 6]. In the case of split groups
even more can be said, cf. [GHKR10, section 13] and [HV12, remark 4.2].

Assumption 4.2.5. From now on assume always that for each νi ∈ B(Gci) appearing in the definition of

the Newton stratum in consideration, there exists a fundamental alcove bνi ∈ W̃ in the σ-conjugacy class
of νi which admits a representative in LGci(E) defined over E. We will usually fix such a representative
and call it by abuse of notation bνi , too.
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Notation 4.2.6. Throughout this section we fix the following data:
a) an n-tuple of characteristic places (ci)i in C.
b) an open subgroup U ⊂ G(Aint(ci)) with support in D.
c) an n-tuple (νi)i ∈

∏
i B(Gci) of σ-conjugacy classes.

d) for each νi a local Gci-shtuka (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗) over E with bνi a fundamental alcove lying in the σ-

conjugacy class νi.
Furthermore we make the following conventions:
e) We abbreviate Xµ

U := ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G). Note that it is by theorem 3.5.10b) a DM-stack locally of finite
type over SpecE.
f) (G univ

U , ϕunivU , ψunivU ) is the universal global G-shtuka over the stack Xµ
U . It is given by a sheaf of

global G-shtukas over the category ÉtSch/Xµ
U of schemes which are étale over Xµ

U (which form a basis

for the Grothendieck topology). We will denote the evaluation of this sheaf on some S ∈ ÉtSch/Xµ
U by

(G univ
U , ϕunivU , ψunivU )|S.

g) N (νi)
U ⊂ Xµ

U denote the Newton strata as defined in proposition 4.1.4.

Definition 4.2.7. Let S be a DM-stack over E and (G , ϕ, ψ) a global G-shtuka over S. Then consider
the subset

C(L+Gci ,bνiσ
∗)i =

{
s : Spec k → S geometric point, such that for all i
Lci(G , ϕ)×S s ∼= (L+Gci , bνiσ

∗)×SpecE Spec k

}
Then the reduced stack with geometric points C(L+Gci ,bνiσ

∗)i (whose existence is shown in the next
proposition) is called the central leaf in S corresponding to the tuple (bνi)i.

In the case of S = Xµ
U together with the universal global G-shtuka over it, we use the abbreviattion

C(νi)
U for the corresponding central leaf. Note that central leaves depend on the chosen bνi , which are

not unique, not even (in general) in the fixed conjugacy class.

Remark 4.2.8. i) The isomorphism condition depends only on the image of s, but not on the actual
choice of the geometric point.
ii) As Newton strata fix the quasi-isogeny class of the local Gci-shtukas at the characteristic places, we
have

C(L+Gci ,bνiσ
∗)i ⊂ N (νi)

where N (νi) ⊂ S is the Newton stratum to (νi)i ∈
∏
i B(Gci).

iii) Although we stated the definition of a central leaf in great generality, we will mostly use it in the
universal case.
iv) The condition for a global G-shtuka to lie in the central leaf depends only on the local behavior at
the characteristic places. In particular it does not depend on the choice of the level structure. v) A
similar definition of a central leaf for local Gci-shtukas was studied by Hartl and Viehmann in [HV12,
§6]. As the definition for global G-shtukas is based on the one for local Gci-shtukas, we will frequently
invoke their results.

Proposition 4.2.9. a) C(νi)
U is closed in the Newton stratum N (νi)

U ⊂ Xµ
U . In particular it is locally

closed in Xµ
U . In the following we endow C(νi)

U with the reduced substack structure over E.

b) C(νi)
U is a smooth DM-stack locally of finite type over E.

Proof. a) There is at most one reduced substack whose geometric points equal to the set given in 4.2.7.
Hence it suffices to show this over an étale cover. But over schemes, the arguments given by Hartl
and Viehmann in [HV11, corollary 6.7] (together with their proofs of previous statements) translate
verbatim from split groups Gci to the general case.
b) As already noted above Xµ

U is representable by a DM-stack locally of finite type over E. By a)

C(νi)
U is locally closed in Xµ

U , hence (endowed with the reduced substack structure) a reduced DM-stack
locally of finite type over E. Thus by generic smoothness (over perfect base schemes as in [Sta13, Tag

04QM], currently lemma 29.15.7) C(νi)
U contains a smooth point (and even an open dense subset of

smooth points).

Now take any two closed points xj = (Gj , ϕj , ψj) ∈ (C(νi)
U ×E SpecFq)(Fq) (for j = 1, 2) and consider

for each the completion (C(νi)
U ×E SpecFq)∧xj of (C(νi)

U ×E SpecFq) at xj as a formal DM-stack. Taking
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an étale cover by a scheme and comparing the completions, shows that (C(νi)
U ×E SpecFq)∧xj actually

exists as a honest formal scheme. By [AH14a, theorem 5.10] we have isomorphisms of local deformation
spaces (considered as formal schemes over Fq)

Def(Gj , ϕj , ψj) ∼=
∏
i

Def(Lci(Gj , ϕj)).

By definition of the central leaf this gives isomorphisms

Def(G1, ϕ1, ψ1) ∼=
∏
i

Def(L+Gci , bνiσ
∗) ∼= Def(G2, ϕ2, ψ2)

which restricts to an isomorphism of formal schemes

(C(νi)
U ×E SpecFq)∧x1 ∼= (C(νi)

U ×E SpecFq)∧x2

Thus C(νi)
U ×E SpecFq is regular at every point if it is regular at one point, which was just shown above.

In particular C(νi)
U is smooth. �

Remark 4.2.10. i) For split groups G and Gci Newton-strata and central leaves are already defined
over Fq. Although the Newton strata can be defined over Fq even for non-split groups G, this is no
longer true for central leaves.
ii) Similar arguments as for a) show that central leaves exist as locally closed subschemes for any family
of global G-shtukas over an arbitrary DM-stack.

4.3 Completely slope divisible local G-shtukas

We recall the definition of a completely slope divisible local G-shtuka. Our notion (almost) coincides with
the notion ‘completely slope divisible in the sense of Zink’ as found in [HV12, section 5]. Furthermore
we show that over a connected normal scheme a local G-shtuka is completely slope divisible if its generic
fiber is completely slope divisible. The results of this section imply that the universal family over a
central leaf is completely slope divisible, cf. theorem 4.3.13.
For a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G, we will use the notion of local P -shtukas. These are essentially
given by replacing the reductive group G by P in the definition of a local G-shtuka. The main use of
local P -shtukas will be to pose natural conditions on isomorphisms between LG-torsors and thus on
quasi-isogenies between local G-shtukas. This allows us to isolate the ones that behave nicely.

Definition 4.3.1. Let G be a connected reductive group over Fq and P ⊂ G a parabolic subgroup defined
over E (but not necessarily over Fq). A local P -shtuka over an E-scheme S is a pair (P, ϕ) consisting
of a L+P -torsor P over S and a LP -equivariant σ-linear isomorphism ϕ : σ∗LP → LP. Here LP -
equivariance means the following: σ∗P has an induced action of the group σ∗(L+P ) = L+(σ∗P ) (which
may differ from L+P ). The same holds for induced LP -torsors. Hence we may as that the diagram of
ind-schemes

L(σ∗P )×E Lσ∗P //

σ∗×ϕ
��

Lσ∗P

ϕ

��
LP ×E LP // LP

commutes.

Definition 4.3.2. [HV12, definition 5.3] A local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) over an E-scheme S is called com-
pletely slope divisible, if there exists a standard parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G (defined over E) with Levi
subgroup M ⊂ P and opposite parabolic P together with a local P -shtuka (P, ϕP) over S, an integer
s > 0 and a G-dominant M -central cocharacter ν′ : Gm → T (defined over Fq) such that:

a) There is an isomorphism of local G-shtukas α : (G, ϕ)→ (P ×L+P L+G,ϕP ×LP idLG) over S.

b) z−ν
′
ϕsP restricts to an isomorphism σ∗sP → P of L+P -torsors over S. Here we view z−ν

′
via

LM(E) ⊂ LM(S) ⊂ LP (S) = HomLP (LP,LP) as an isomorphism of the LP -torsor associated to P.
c) M is the centralizer of the cocharacter ν′ in G.
The data (P, s, ν′, (P, ϕP), α) is called a complete slope division of (G, ϕ).
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Remark 4.3.3. i) Via P ↪→ P ×L+P L+G
α−1

−−→ G we will view P as a subtorsor of G. Furthermore
note that under this inclusion ϕP is just the restriction of α ◦ ϕ ◦ σ∗(α)−1 to P.
ii) Consider a complete slope division (P, s, ν′, (P, ϕP), α) of (G, ϕ) and some positive integer N . We
claim that (P,Ns,Nν′, (P, ϕP), α) is again a complete slope division. Indeed we only have to check

that z−Nν
′
ϕNsP restricts to an isomorphism σ∗NsP → P. To do so, write

z−Nν
′
ϕNsP =

N∏
j=1

z−(N−j)ν′(z−ν
′
ϕsP)z(N−j)ν′

Because ν′ is G-dominant, conjugation with z−ν
′

fixes P . Thus we get isomorphisms of local P -shtukas

z−(N−j)ν′(z−ν
′
ϕsP)z(N−j)ν′ : σ∗(N−j+1)sP → σ∗(N−j)sP

and their composite z−Nν
′
ϕNsP has the desired properties.

iii) Condition c) can always be satisfied by enlarging M and P and replacing the subtorsor P by its image
under the action of the new opposite parabolic subgroup. Nevertheless it seems convenient to require
c) as it is necessary for the following uniqueness result and will imply that the isoclinic constituents (cf.
4.3.16) are in some sense maximal.
iv) Note that the definition makes sense for every Borel defined over E (and not necessarily over Fq).
Consider therefore a Borel B′ = w.B obtained from B by the action of the Weyl group element w ∈W ,
which we assume to be defined over E. Then a complete slope division (P, s, ν′, (P, ϕP), α) w.r.t. B
yields one w.r.t B′ by conjugation of all constituents by w.
v) In the case of G = GLn the analogy to complete slope divisibility of p-divisible groups is explained
in [HV12, proposition 5.4].
vi) We try to distinguish between σ-conjugacy classes, usually denoted by ν, and (multiples of) the
corresponding Newton point (which was defined in 4.1.1 as the image of ν under the map B(G) →
(X∗(T )Q/WG)Gal(k/Fq)), usually denoted by ν′.
vii) As ν′ is a constant multiple of the Newton point, which is defined over Fq, there is no loss of
generality to assume that ν′ is defined over Fq and not only over E. Moreover as M is the centralizer
of ν′, M is automatically defined over Fq. Nevertheless we do not require this for P or for N .

Lemma 4.3.4. Let (G, ϕ) be a completely slope divisible local G-shtuka over a scheme S. Then for fixed
s the complete slope division is unique up to unique isomorphism.

Proof. By condition b), 1
sν
′ equals the constant Newton point of (G, ϕ). As we require ν′ to be G-

dominant, it is uniquely determined. By c) the Levi M is defined by ν′ and as P is standard we have
P = M ·B. Thus it remains to check the uniqueness of the L+P -torsor P and the isomorphism α:
It suffices to do this over each trivializing étale cover. Therefore we may assume (G, ϕ) = (L+G, bσ∗).
Consider now two complete slope divisions (P, s, ν′, (Pi, ϕPi), αi) for i = 1, 2. By viewing Pi (for each

i) via αi as a subtorsor of G, we may identify it with L+P
gi
↪−→ L+G for some element gi ∈ L+G(S).

Then ϕPi is identified with piσ
∗ := g−1

i bσ∗(gi)σ
∗ : σ∗LP → LP , where pi lies in LP (S). Define

g0 = g−1
2 g1 ∈ L+G(S). Then p2 = g0p1σ

∗(g0)−1 and our main goal is to prove g0 ∈ L+P (S). For any

integer N > 0 remark 4.3.3ii) enables us to write (piσ
∗)Ns = zNν

′ · p̃i,N ·σ∗Ns for some p̃i,N ∈ L+P (S).
Thus we get

zNν
′
p̃2,Nσ

∗Ns = (p2σ
∗)Ns = (g0p1σ

∗(g0)−1σ∗)Ns = g0(p1σ
∗)Nsg−1

0 = g0z
Nν′ p̃1,Nσ

∗Ns(g0)−1σ∗Ns

which rewrites as
z−Nν

′
g0z

Nν′ = p̃2,Nσ
∗Ns(g0)p̃−1

1,N ∈ L
+G(S).

Because ν′ is G-dominant, P is opposite to a standard parabolic and its Levi M is the centralizer of ν′,
we get ⋂

N≥0

zNν
′
L+G(S)z−Nν

′
= L+P (S)
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Hence in particular g0 ∈ L+P (S) and we may define the isomorphism g0 : (L+P , p1σ
∗)→ (L+P , p2σ

∗)
of local P -shtukas. This gives the desired isomorphism between the complete slope divisions. Uniqueness
of the isomorphism follows from the fact, that it has to fit into a commutative diagram

(P1, ϕP1) //
� q

""

(P2, ϕP2)
M m

||
(G, ϕ)

�

Lemma 4.3.5. Let (G, ϕ) be a completely slope divisible local G-shtuka over S. Then the torsor G
trivializes over a pro-finite étale cover.

Proof. By definition (G, z−ν′(ϕP ×LP idLG)s) is an étale local G-shtuka (where the Frobenius is taken
relative to Fqs). Thus this is a direct consequence of proposition 2.6.6.

Remark 4.3.6. In fact over central leaves, this pro-finite étale cover may be taken to be the tower of
Igusa varieties, cf. section 4.6 and proposition 4.6.14.

Proposition 4.3.7. Let S′ → S be any fpqc-morphism of schemes over E. Then a local G-shtuka
(G, ϕ) over S is completely slope divisible if and only if its base-change (GS′ , ϕS′) to S′ is completely
slope divisible.
In particular this applies to S′ = SpecK → S = SpecK for any inclusion of a field K (containing E)
into an algebraic closure K.

Proof. Any complete slope division of (G, ϕ) induces by base-change of the local P -shtuka to S′ one for
(GS′ , ϕS′).
Thus assume now that (GS′ , ϕS′) has a complete slope division P := (P, s, ν′, (P, ϕP), α). We will apply
fpqc-decent to get a complete slope division over S: By the previous lemma there is an isomorphism
ξ : pr∗1P → pr∗2P over S′ ×S S′ between the pullbacks along the two projections pri : S′ ×S S′ → S′

(onto the ith factor). Let prij : S′ ×S S′ ×S S′ → S′ ×S S′ be the projection on the ith and jth factor.
Then

pr∗23(ξ) ◦ pr∗12(ξ) : pr∗12pr
∗
1P → pr∗12pr

∗
2P ∼= pr∗23pr

∗
1P → pr∗23pr

∗
2P

and
pr∗13(ξ) : pr∗12pr

∗
1P ∼= pr∗13pr

∗
1P → pr∗13pr

∗
2P ∼= pr∗23pr

∗
2P

are two isomorphisms between complete slope divisions over S′ ×S S′ ×S S′. Hence by the uniqueness
assertion of the previous lemma we get indeed pr∗23(ξ) ◦ pr∗12(ξ) = pr∗13(ξ). Hence the decent datum ξ is
effective and defines a complete slope division over S. �

Remark 4.3.8. For the analogous result by Oort and Zink for p-divisible groups (at least in the case
of field extensions) see the remark in front of proposition 1.3 in [OZ02]. There it is noted that the
statement follows directly from the existence of slope filtrations for p-divisible groups over arbitrary
fields. We may define slope divisions for local G-shtukas by replacing conditions b) and c) in definition
4.3.2 by requiring that M centralizes the G-dominant Newton point. Then the same implication would
be true for local G-shtukas, but unfortunately the existence of slope filtrations is in general unknown to
us.

For our application to Igusa varieties we need to know whether complete slope divisions defined over
the generic fiber of a scheme extend over all of it. We first prove that at least the L+P -torsor extends:

Lemma 4.3.9. Let S be a connected normal noetherian scheme over E and G be a L+G-torsor over S
with generic fiber Gη. Let P ⊂ G be a standard parabolic subgroup, P its opposite parabolic subgroup and
Pη a L+P -torsor over the generic fiber of S together with a P -equivariant inclusion Pη ↪→ Gη. Then
the closure of Pη in G defines a P -torsor over S.
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Proof. Obviously there is at most one P -torsor over S extending Pη. Hence it suffices to prove the
assertion over an étale cover.
Assume first that S = SpecA is affine with A a DVR. As A is local and G isotrivial we may find a
connected finite étale cover S′ = SpecA′ of A on which (G, ϕ) trivializes. Then A′ is again a DVR and
we may assume wlog. that G = L+G over S and Pη = L+P η ↪→ L+Gη over the generic point. Let n > 0
and consider now L+P [n] = L+P/(Kn ∩ L+P ) ⊂ L+G[n] = L+G/Kn. Then the data above induce
a L+P [n]-equivariant inclusion L+P [n]η ↪→ L+G[n]η into the generic fiber of the trivial L+G[n]-torsor
over S. This is equivalent to a morphism η → L+P [n]\L+G[n] over Fq, where the target is a quotient
of group schemes over Fq. This quotient is well-defined as L+G[n] = ResFq [[z]]/(zn)/Fq (G× Fq[[z]]/(zn))

is a linear algebraic group and the same holds for L+P [n]. Furthermore it is a projective variety as
being a parabolic subgroup is stable under restriction of scalars. Hence by the valuative criterion for
properness, this morphism extends to S → L+P [n]\L+G[n], i.e. gives a canonical L+P [n]-subtorsor of
L+G[n] over all of S which extends L+P [n]η. As these subtorsors are by construction compatible for
different n, they give an inclusion L+P ↪→ L+G extending L+P η ↪→ L+Gη. It is now easy to see, that
the defined L+P -torsor is indeed the closure of Pη.
Let us now consider the case of general connected normal noetherian base schemes S: By the previous
considerations over DVRs, Pη extends to each point of codimension 1. Then by normality of S, the
sections defining P in codimension at most 1 extend to sections over all of S. Hence P is indeed defined
over all of S. �

Remark 4.3.10. The idea of the first part is to consider Pη ↪→ Gη as a point in the “proper scheme”
L+P\L+G to apply the valuative criterion. Nevertheless we do not know, whether the quotient
L+P\L+G = lim←−n L

+P [n]\L+G[n] exists as an infinite-dimensional quasi-compact proper scheme.

Theorem 4.3.11. Let (G, ϕ) be a local G-shtuka with constant Newton point (and hence constant quasi-
isogeny class) over a connected normal locally noetherian scheme S. Then (G, ϕ) is completely slope
divisible if and only if it is completely slope divisible over the generic fiber.

Proof. As the ’only if’ part is trivial, let us consider a complete slope division (P, s, ν′, (Pη, ϕPη), αη)
over the generic fiber. Cover S by connected normal noetherian open subschemes. Then the uniqueness
statement lemma 4.3.4 implies that we may glue complete slope divisions over these open subschemes.
Hence we may assume wlog. that S is noetherian.
View again Pη as a subtorsor of Gη (the generic fiber of G). Then by the previous lemma, the closure
P of Pη defines a P -torsor over S. The remaining data are now easy to construct: We keep P , s and
ν′ unchanged. The action of L+G on G gives (when restricted to P) a morphism P ×L+G→ G, which

factors over a morphism α−1 : P ×L+P L+G → G. This α−1 extends by definition α−1
η . Consider now

the morphism

α ◦ ϕ ◦ σ∗α−1 : σ∗LP ×LP LG→ LP ×LP LG.

Because its restriction to the generic fiber gives a morphism between LP -torsors and because P ⊂ G is
closed, this defines an isomorphism ϕP : σ∗LP → LP. By definition of ϕP the morphism α gives indeed
an isomorphism of local G-shtukas and not only of L+G-torsors.
We are left to show that z−ν

′
ϕsP restricts to an isomorphism between L+P -torsors: It suffices to do this

on some trivializing étale cover. Hence assume that z−ν
′
ϕsP is represented by z−ν

′
pσ∗s for some element

p ∈ LP (S) (with S = SpecA affine) whose generic fiber pη lies in L+P (K) for the fraction field K of
A. Furthermore choosing a faithful representation P → GLn lets us consider everything in GLn and we
have to prove z−ν

′
p ∈ L+GLn(S) (for the precise argument see the proof of proposition 2.7.5). Thus

writing Λ = A[[z]]n, Λ′ = A((z))n and Λη = K[[z]]n we may view z−ν
′
pσ∗s : σ∗sΛ′ → Λ′ and know that

it defines on the generic fiber an isomorphism (z−ν
′
p)ησ

∗s : σ∗sΛη
∼→ Λη.

We first show that z−ν
′
pσ∗s restricts to a morphism σ∗sΛ → Λ: Let b1 = z−ν

′
pσ∗(z−ν

′
)−1 and b2 =

σ∗(p). As the Newton point of p was assumed to be constant, the same holds for b1 and b2. Then we saw
in the proof of proposition 2.7.5 that any element in End∗(Λη) which σ-conjugates b1η into b2η extends
uniquely to an element in End∗(Λ) (actually we showed this over a complete DVR, but the reduction
steps done in the proof of corollary 2.7.6 work here as well). Applied to (z−ν

′
p)η we see that it extends

to a morphism of Λ which coincides with z−ν
′
p by uniqueness of the extension.

The bijectivity of z−ν
′
pσ∗s : σ∗sΛ→ Λ follows now quickly: We know that det(z−ν

′
p) ∈ A[[z]]∩A((z))×
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as z−ν
′
p lies in End∗(Λ). Furthermore (z−ν

′
p)η is by definition an automorphism of Λη. Therefore

det(z−ν
′
p) ∈ K[[z]]×. Together this implies det(z−ν

′
p) ∈ A[[z]]×, i.e. z−ν

′
pσ∗ defines indeed an

isomorphism. �

Remark 4.3.12. i) The analogous result for p-divisible groups (even over more general base schemes)
can be found in [OZ02, proposition 2.3].
ii) Note that the constancy of the Newton point is essential, because otherwise it would follow that
central leaves are not only closed in Newton strata, but closed in the whole moduli space.

Theorem 4.3.13. The local G-shtuka (Gunivci,U
, ϕunivci,U

) associated (at the characteristic place ci) to the

universal global G-shtuka over the central leaf C(νi)
U is completely slope divisible.

Proof. As complete slope divisions are unique, we may check this over an étale cover. So let S be any

irreducible scheme étale over C(νi)
U , let η ∈ S be its generic point and η a geometric point with image η.

The the pullback of (Gunivci,U
, ϕunivci,U

)|S to η is completely slope divisible by definition of the central leaf.
Hence by proposition 4.3.7 it is already completely slope divisible over the generic point. Now theorem
4.3.11 implies that (Gunivci,U

, ϕunivci,U
)|S is completely slope divisible over the smooth scheme S. �

In the theory of completely slope divisible p-divisible groups, one can define associated basic p-divisible
groups as the composition factors in the filtration given by the complete slope division. In the following
we explain the analogous constructions for completely slope divisible local G-shtukas. They will only
be needed as an auxiliary tool to deduce the representability of arbitrary Igusa varieties from the basic
case, cf. section 4.6.

Definition 4.3.14. a) A local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) over a scheme S is called basic if there is an integer
s > 0 and a central cocharacter ν′ : Gm → G such that its Newton point is constant and equal to 1

sν
′.

b) A local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) over a scheme S is called completely basic if there is an integer s > 0 and a
central cocharacter ν′ : Gm → G such that z−ν

′
ϕs restricts to an isomorphism σ∗sG → G over S.

Remark 4.3.15. a) In the case of G = GLn and S = Spec k for an algebraically closed field k, a local
G-shtuka is basic if and only if all its Newton slopes are equal.
b) Any completely basic local G-shtuka is basic: Indeed consider any completely basic (G, ϕ) and
choose a geometric point x ∈ S(k) (k some algebraically closed field). Then there is a trivialization
(G, ϕ) ∼= (L+G, bxσ

∗) such that z−ν
′
(bxσ

∗)s = gxσ
∗s for some gx ∈ L+G(k). By the Theorem of Lang-

Steinberg, which applies to the group scheme L+G by [Vie14, lemma 2.1] (for H = K = L+G and
g = 1), there is some g′x ∈ L+G(k) with gx = g′xσ

∗s(g′x)−1. Using that z−ν
′

is central in G we get

g′x
−1

(bxσ
∗)sg′x = zν

′
.

In particular the Newton point of bx equals 1
sν
′.

Construction 4.3.16.
Let (G, ϕ) be a local G-shtuka over a scheme S and (P, s, ν′, (P, ϕP), α) a complete slope division for it.
Let M be the Levi subgroup of P or equivalently the Levi subgroup of P . Then the canonical projection
P →M induces the local M -shtuka

(M, ϕM) := (P ×L
+P L+M,ϕP ×

LP idLM )

This (M, ϕM) is called the basic constituent of (G, ϕ).

Proposition 4.3.17. Let (G, ϕ) be a completely slope divisible local G-shtuka over S. Then the basic
constituent (M, ϕM) is a completely basic local M -shtuka.

Proof. Fix a complete slope division (P, s, ν′, (P, ϕP), α). Then ν′ defines a M -central cocharacter

and by assumption z−ν
′
ϕsM = z−ν

′
ϕsP ×

LP idLM : σ∗sLM → LM induces an isomorphism between

L+M -torsors. �
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4.4 Iwahori-type structures on completely slope divisible local G-shtukas

Recall that a fundamental P -alcove b satisfies φb(IM ) = IM , φb(IN ) ⊆ IN and φb(IN ) ⊇ IN for M ⊂ P
the Levi, N ⊂ P the unipotent radical and

φb : LG→ LG , g 7→ σ(b · g · b−1).

Assume that bν is a fundamental alcove in the σ-conjugacy class ν ∈ B(G) and that (G, ϕ) is a completely
slope divisible local G-shtuka over a scheme S with the property that its restriction to any geometric
point is isomorphic to the local G-shtuka (L+G, bνσ

∗). Our aim is to construct a subgroup I0(bν) ⊂ L+G
with the following two properties:

• There is a canonical I0(bν)-torsor I0 over S together with an isomorphism I0 ×I0(bν) L+G ∼= G.

• There is a sequence . . . ⊂ In(bν) ⊂ In−1(bν) ⊂ . . . ⊂ I0(bν) of normal subgroups of I0(bν) with⋂
n In(bν) = {1} and b−1

ν · In(bν) · bν ⊂ In(bν) for all n.

We do not require that the In(bν) are open in L+G; in fact the In(bν) will only be open in L+P bν for
some parabolic subgroup P bν . For a comparison of I0 and its induced P bν -torsor and complete slope
divisions, see proposition 4.4.11.
We will show later on in proposition 4.6.7, that the universal local G-shtuka over the perfection of a
central leaf has a canonical I0(bν)-structure.

Definition 4.4.1. Let bν ∈ LG(E) be a P -fundamental alcove (for some parabolic P ). Then define for
every n ≥ 0 the subgroup of L+G defined by

In(bν) =
⋂
N≥0

φNbν (Kn) ⊂ LG.

Lemma 4.4.2. Let In(bν) be as in the definition. Then there is a parabolic subgroup P bν ⊂ G and a
subgroup Qbν ⊂ P bν containing T such that (on each E-scheme S)

In(bν)(S) = {g ∈ (Kn ∩ L+P bν )(S) | g mod zn+1 ∈ Qbν (OS(S)[[z]]/(zn+1))}.

In particular In(bν) is representable as a group scheme over E. Furthermore P bν and Qbν can both be
chosen independently of n.

Proof. Let r > 0 be an integer such that G splits over the extension Fqr of Fq of degree r. Then σ

acts on W̃ (of order at most r) and we may view bν · σ ∈ W̃ o 〈σ〉. Then φbν is conjugation with this
element, taking the non-trivial σ-action into account. Then by [Vie14, remark 6.2] b′ν := (bν · σ)r =

bν · σ(bν) · σ2(bν) · . . . · σr−1(bν) · σr ∈ W̃ o 〈σ〉/σr lies in the extended Weyl group W̃M of M and
its M -dominant Newton point (wrt. the Frobenius σr) is central in M . Let Mbν be the centralizer
of this Newton point and let Pbν = P ·Mbν with Levi Mbν and unipotent radical Nbν . Then bν is a
Pbν -fundamental alcove (cf. [Vie14, lemma 6.3] and its proof).

Choose now a further integer s > 0 such that b′ν
s ⊂ X∗(T ) ⊂ W̃ , i.e. we may write (bν · σ)rs = zν

′
σrs

for some σr-invariant element ν′ ∈ X∗(T ), which is then by definition a multiple of the Newton point
of bν . In particular φrsbν (g) = zν

′ ·σrs(g) · z−ν′ . Thus denoting the parabolic opposite to Pbν by P bν and
recalling that Mbν is the centralizer of ν′, we get⋂

N≥0

φNrsbν (Kn) =
⋂
N≥0

zNν
′
· σNrs(Kn) · z−Nν

′
=
⋂
N≥0

zNν
′
·Kn · z−Nν

′

= Kn ∩ L+P bν = Kn ∩ LP bν

We claim

In(bν) =

rs−1⋂
N=0

φNbν (Kn ∩ LP bν ).

Indeed if g ∈ In(bν), then g ∈ LP bν by the computation above. But as bν is a Pbν -fundamental alcove,
we have φb−1

ν
(LP bν ) = LP bν . Thus for every N ≥ 0 we have φ−Nbν (g) ⊂ Kn ∩ LP bν = Kn ∩ L+P bν .
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Conversely if g is an element of the right hand side and N = δrs+ ε for δ ≥ 0 and ε ∈ {0, 1, . . . rs− 1},
then φ−εbν (g) ⊂ Kn ∩ LP bν by assumption and φ−δrsbν

(φ−εbν (g)) ⊂ Kn by the previous computation.

Therefore it suffices to show that for every N ∈ {0, 1, . . . , rs−1} there is a subgroup QNbν ⊂ P bν satisfying

INn (bν)(S) := Kn(S) ∩ φNbν (Kn ∩ LP bν )(S)

= {g ∈ (Kn ∩ LP bν )(S) | g mod zn+1 ∈ QNbν (OS(S)[[z]]/(zn+1))}

on E-schemes S. First note that it follows from IP bν
⊆ φbν (IP bν

) that also In ∩LP bν ⊆ φbν (In ∩LP bν )

(for the subgroup In as defined in 4.2.1). In particular

Kn+1 ∩ LP bν ⊂ In ∩ LP bν ⊂ Kn ∩ φNbν (Kn ∩ LP bν ) = INn (bν)

Hence it suffices to show
INn (bν)/Kn+1 = (Kn ∩ L+QNbν )/Kn+1

for some QNbν ⊂ P bν . With W̃ o 〈σ〉 = X∗(T ) oW o 〈σ〉 write now (bν · σ)N = zν
′
N · wN · σN for some

ν′N ∈ X∗(T ) and wN ∈W . Then

Kn ∩ φNbν (Kn ∩ LP bν ) = Kn ∩ zν
′
N · wN · σN (Kn ∩ LP bν ) · w−1

N · z
−ν′N

= Kn ∩ zν
′
N · (Kn ∩ LP

N

bν ) · z−ν
′
N

= Kn ∩ (zν
′
N ·Kn · z−ν

′
N ) ∩ LPNbν

with P
N

bν
:= wN · σNP bν ·w−1

N being another parabolic subgroup defined over E. But there is obviously
a parabolic subgroup QN such that

(Kn ∩ zν
′
N ·Kn · z−ν

′
N )/Kn+1 = (Kn ∩ L+QN )/Kn+1.

Then QNbν = QN ∩ PNbν has all desired properties wrt. INn (bν). Thus setting Qbν =
⋂rs−1
N=0 Q

N
bν

indeed
has all the properties asserted in the lemma. �

Remark 4.4.3. Fix any Borel Bbν inside Pbν and consider the completely slope divisible local G-shtuka
(L+G, bνσ

∗). By remark 4.3.3iv) it admits a complete slope division (P, s, ν, (P, bνσ
∗), α) with respect

to Bbν . Then by construction of Pbν and P (or rather their opposite parabolic subgroups), they coincide
as subgroups of G. We will show a much stronger comparison result in proposition 4.4.11b).

Example 4.4.4. Assume that G = GLn with the Borel B of upper triangular matrices and that the
fundamental alcove bν ∈ LG(Fq) is superbasic in the sense of [GHKR06, section 5.9], i.e. its σ-conjugacy
class does not intersect any proper Levi subgroup. In particular bν is isoclinic and a fundamental alcove
for the parabolic Pbν = G. Then bν has the form w ·zν′ for ν′ = (a, . . . , a, a−1, . . . , a−1) ∈ Zn ∼= X∗(T )
with some integer a appearing d times, and w ∈W = Sn the permutation defined by shifting the indices
of the canonical basis of Zn by d. Furthermore the condition superbasic implies gcd(d, n) = 1 and that
w is a cyclic permutation of order n. Now an easy computation shows that Qbν = B and In(bν) = In
are the subgroups defined in 4.2.1 with respect to the Borel B.

Example 4.4.5. Assume now G = GLn with B the upper triangular matrices and bν = (13)(254) ·
z(1,1,0,0,0) (identifying W ∼= S5 via permutation matrices and X∗(T ) ∼= Z5). Then an explicit computa-
tion shows:

Qbν =


∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

∗ ∗

 ⊂ P bν =


∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗


In particular Pbν may be non-standard and the Qbν defined above may be not parabolic.

Lemma 4.4.6. Let bν be as before. Then In(bν) is a normal open subgroup of I0(bν) for every n.
Furthermore

φ−1
bν

(In(bν)) ⊆ In(bν).
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Proof. Consider any elements g ∈ In(bν) and h ∈ I0(bν). Then for any N ≥ 0

φ−Nbν (h−1gh) = φ−Nbν (h)−1 · φ−Nbν (g) · φ−Nbν (h) ∈ φ−Nbν (h)−1 ·Kn · φ−Nbν (h) ⊂ Kn

because φ−Nbν (h) ∈ K0 = L+G and Kn is normal in K0. Hence h−1gh ∈ In(bν).
The second assertion is obvious from the definition of In(bν). �

Definition 4.4.7. Let (G, ϕ) be a local G-shtuka over a scheme S. Then (G, ϕ) is called strongly
completely slope divisible, if it has a complete slope division (P, s, ν′, (P, ϕP), α) such that after passing
to a fpqc-cover of S, there exists an isomorphism (P, ϕP) ∼= (L+P, bνσ

∗) for some P -fundamental alcove
bν (whose σ-conjugacy class ν ∈ B(G) has automatically a Q-multiple of ν′ as Newton point).

Remark 4.4.8. We will frequently use pro-finite étale covers to construct such isomorphisms. In fact
any pro-finite étale cover is fpqc, because it is affine hence quasi-compact and faithfully flat as a limit
of faithfully flat morphisms.

Proposition 4.4.9. Every strongly completely slope divisible local G-shtuka (G, ϕ) has a canonical
I0(bν)-structure, for the element bν appearing in definition 4.4.7.

Proof. We define the underlying I0(bν)-torsor as follows: Identify G ∼= IsomL+G(L+G,G). Then each
g ∈ G defines for every N ≥ 0 a morphism

g]N : σ∗NLG
(bνσ

∗)N−−−−−→ LG
g−→ LG ϕ−N−−−→ σ∗NLG.

Define I0 ⊂ G as the fpqc-sheaf consisting of all elements g, such that g]N restricts to an isomorphism of
L+G-torsors for every N . We have to see that I0 is indeed an (étale) I0(bν)-torsor. As I0(bν) is smooth,
it suffices to check that I0 is a torsor for the fpqc-topology. But fpqc-locally we may fix an isomorphism
(P, ϕP) ∼= (L+P, bνσ

∗) and under this isomorphism

g]N = (bν · σ∗)−N · g · (bν · σ∗) = σ−1(bν) · . . . · σ−N (bν) · σ−N (g) · σ−N (b−1
ν ) · . . . · σ(b−1

ν ) = φ−Nbν (g)

Thus g]N ∈ I0 if and only if g ∈ φNbν (L+G) for every N ≥ 0. Thus under this trivialization, I0 gets
identified with I0(bν) ⊂ L+G (viewed as trivial torsors for the respective groups). �

Remark 4.4.10. The word canonical in the statement means that for every two such local G-shtukas
(Gi, ϕi) (for i = 1, 2) with constant quasi-isogeny class ν ∈ B(G) and each isomorphism ξ : (G1, ϕ1) →
(G2, ϕ2) the I0(bν)-structures I0i ⊂ Gi satisfy ξ(I01) = I02.

Proposition 4.4.11. Let (G, ϕ) be a strongly completely slope divisible local G-shtuka over a scheme
S.
a) The I0(bν)-subtorsor I0 of G from proposition 4.4.9 induces a canonical local P bν -shtuka (Pbν , ϕPbν )

together with an isomorphism of local G-shtukas

α : (G, ϕ)→ (Pbν ×L
+P bν L+G,ϕPbν

×LP bν idLG).

b) If Bbν is any Borel in Pbν , then (Pbν , ϕPbν ) coincides with the local P bν -shtuka defined by the complete

slope division with respect to the Borel Bbν (cf. remark 4.3.3iv))

Proof. a) We claim that we may just take the triple consisting of the P bν -torsor Pbν := I0×I0(bν)L+P bν
viewed as a subtorsor of G, the restriction ϕPbν

:= ϕ|L(I0×I0(bν )L+P bν ) of ϕ to the LP bν -torsor associated

to I0×I0(bν)L+P bν and as α the isomorphism induced by the canonical inclusion I0×I0(bν)L+P bν ⊂ G.
The only non-trivial part is to show that ϕ|L(I0×I0(bν )L+P bν ) is well-defined.

For this consider some fpqc-cover S′ → S together with an isomorphism ξ : (G, ϕ)S′ ∼= (L+G, bνσ
∗)S′ .

Then by the previous remark ξ(I0S′) = I0(bν)S′ and hence ξ((I0 ×I0(bν) L+P bν )S′) = L+P bνS′ and
ξ(L(I0 ×I0(bν) L+P bν )S′) = LP bνS′ . In particular ϕ|L(I0×I0(bν )L+P bν ) is well-defined if and only if bνσ

∗

is well-defined on LP bνS′ . But this last statement is obviously true.
b) Recall that complete slope divisions are unique by lemma 4.3.4. Thus we check that the tuple
(Pbν , s, ν

′, (Pbν , ϕPbν ), α) (where s > 0 and ν′ ∈ X∗(G) satisfy (bνσ)s = zν
′
) defines indeed a complete
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slope division. ν′ is dominant in G wrt. Bbν by choice of Bbν and the Levi subgroup Mbν of Pbν is by
definition the centralizer of ν′ in G. Thus it remains to see that z−ν

′
ϕsPbν

restricts to an isomorphism of

L+P bν -torsors. We may check this locally. But locally ϕPbν
is just given by bνσ

∗ and hence z−ν
′
ϕsPbν

turns out to be the identity. �

Remark 4.4.12. In particular the I0(bν)-torsor I0 already contains all the information about the
complete slope division.

4.5 Igusa varieties over basic strata

In the world of abelian varieties and associated p-divisible groups, their pm-torsion define finite flat
group schemes, called truncated BT-groups. In particular the sheaf of isomorphisms between two of
them is representable by schemes. These moduli schemes are (the building blocks) of Igusa varieties, as
described in [Man04, section 3] or [Man05, section 4].
Our aim in this section is to define similar schemes of isomorphisms for local G-shtukas. One way
to do this, is to define “Hn-truncated local G-shtukas“ (depending on a subgroup Hn ⊂ L+G) as in
remark 4.5.4iv) and study their isomorphisms by embedding them into isomorphism schemes between
finite schemes. However this approach works only in the case of basic completely slope divisible local
G-shtukas.
To get a moduli description for such schemes over any central leaf, we give an ad-hoc definition of
Hn-truncated isomorphisms. Although it can be (and is) written down in great generality, we do not
claim that it gives sensible objects in general. Rather it is tailored to the situation of completely slope
divisible local G-shtukas. Whenever these moduli problems are representable, the scheme representing
them is called an Igusa variety, analogous to the situation in mixed characteristic.
As the existence of Igusa varieties contains a few subtle points, we only deal with the general case in
the next section (cf. theorem 4.6.9), and stick to the basic case for now.

We fix some semi-standard parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G and a sequence . . . ⊂ Hd+1 ⊂ Hd ⊂ . . . ⊂ H0 ⊂
L+P ⊂ L+G of open subgroups of L+P such that each Hi is normal in H0. The prototypical example
for such subgroups is

Hd := Kd ∩ L+P = {g ∈ L+P | g ≡ 1 mod zd}.

In fact in all applications the subgroups Hd are either Kd∩L+Pbν or the Iwahori-type subgroups Id(bν),
which were defined in the previous section 4.4.
Note that in all cases the quotients H0/Hd exist as linear algebraic groups and any element in H0/Hd(S)
(for some scheme S) can be lifted to an element in H0(S) by [HV12, corollary 2.2].

Definition 4.5.1. a) A local G-shtuka with H0-structure is a quadruple (G,H, ϕ, β) consisting of a local
G-shtuka (G, ϕ), an H0-torsor H and an isomorphism β : H ×H0 L+G ∼= G. Most of the time we will
abbreviate the notation and simply write (H, ϕ) assuming wlog. that G := H×H0 L+G and β = id.
b) A quasi-isogeny between two local G-shtukas with H0-structure is a quasi-isogeny between the local
G-shtukas obtained after forgetting the H0-structure.
c) An isomorphism between two local G-shtukas with H0-structure is an isomorphism between usual local
G-shtukas which descends to an isomorphism between the respective H0-torsors.

Remark 4.5.2. Note that we do not require that the Frobenius-isomorphism ϕ comes from an isomor-
phism of LP -torsors associated to the L+P -torsor H×H0 L+P .

Let S be any scheme (or more generally DM-stack) over SpecE and H and H′ be H0-torsors over S.
Denote for any integer d > 0 by Hd respectively H′d the associated H0/Hd-torsor coming from the
canonical morphism H0 → H0/Hd. We will use the following stacks over S:

Isom(H,H′) the stack of isomorphisms α : HS′ → H′S′ of H0-torsors over S-schemes S′.

Autd(H) the substack of Aut(H) = Isom(H,H) of isomorphisms which induce the identity on the
associated H0/Hd-torsor Hd.

Isomd(H,H′) the stack of isomorphisms α : Hd S′ → H′d S′ of H0/Hd-torsors over S-schemes S′.
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Then Autd(H) and Autd(H′) act faithfully on Isom(H,H′). Note that both actions have the same
orbits. Indeed for all α ∈ Isom(H,H′)(S′) and ϕ ∈ Autd(H)(S′) we have

α · ϕ = α ◦ ϕ = (α ◦ ϕ ◦ α−1) ◦ α = (α ◦ ϕ ◦ α−1) · α ∈ Autd(H′)(S′) · α.

Consider now the canonical morphism

Isom(H,H′)→ Isomd(H,H′)

It is surjective (as over a trivializing étale cover it is simply given by the projection H0 → H0/Hn) and
has as fibers the Autd(H)-orbits. Hence we have canonical isomorphisms

Isomd(H,H′) ∼= Autd(H′)\ Isom(H,H′) = Isom(H,H′)/Autd(H) =: Isom(H,H′)[d]

(where we view the quotients as quotients of étale sheaves). In particular any αd ∈ Isomd(H,H′)(S)
may be represented after an étale cover S′ → S by an element α ∈ Isom(H,H′)(S′) such that for the
two projections pr1, pr2 : S′ ×S S′ → S′ we have

pr∗1(α) ∈ Autd(H′)(S′ ×S S′) · pr∗2(α) ·Autd(H)(S′ ×S S′).

Definition 4.5.3. A Hn-truncated isomorphism between two local G-shtukas with H0-structure (H, ϕ)
and (H′, ϕ′) over S is an element αd ∈ Isomd(H,H′)(S) such that there is a representative α : H → H′
over some pro-étale cover S′ → S, which is compatible with the Frobenius-isomorphisms, i.e. it satisfies

α ◦ ϕ ◦ σ∗α−1 ∈ Autd(H)(S′) · ϕ′ ·Autd(σ∗H)(S′).

Then define the functor IgHd(H,ϕ),(H′,ϕ′) on the étale site Sét by

IgHd(H,ϕ),(H′,ϕ′)(T ) := {Hd-truncated isomorphism α : (H, ϕ)T → (H′, ϕ′)T }

for any (T → S) ∈ Sét
Remark 4.5.4. i) We require the compatibility with the Frobenius-isomorphisms only for one repre-
sentative α of αd. But one easily sees that this implies the compatibility for all representatives over any
sufficiently large pro-étale cover.
ii) If αd ∈ Isomd(H,H′)(S) is anHd-truncated isomorphism, then so is α−1

n ∈ Isom(H′d,Hd)(S). Normal-
ity of the subgroups Hd gives that compositions of Hd-truncated isomorphisms are again Hd-truncated.
iii) By definition of Hd-truncated isomorphisms, IgHd(H,ϕ),(H′,ϕ′) is obviously a sheaf for the étale topology.

iv) Truncated isomorphisms can be seen as isomorphisms of objects, which may be called Hd-truncated
local G-shtukas with H0-structure: Define them to be triples

(Hd, [H],Autd(H) · ϕ ·Autd(σ∗H))

consisting of an H0/Hd-torsor Hd over S, an isomorphism class of lifts [H] of Hd to an H0-torsor and
a double coset Autd(H) · ϕ · Autd(σ∗H) associated to a Frobenius-isomorphism ϕ : σ∗LG → LG. The
last constituent is well-defined as changing the lift H within its isomorphism class only changes the
Frobenius-isomorphism ϕ by an element in Autd(H) and the same applies to the choice of σ∗H within
its isomorphism class of liftings of σ∗Hd. Furthermore note that [H] may not be determined by Hd,
which can be seen from the cohomological description of deformations as worked out in [Hei10, proof of
proposition 1]) in the case of Hd = Kd.
The natural notion of an isomorphism

α : (Hd, [H],Autd(H) · ϕ ·Autd(σ∗H))→ (H′d, [H′],Autd(H′) · ϕ′ ·Autd(σ∗H′))

between two Hn-truncated local G-shtukas with H0-structure would be an element α ∈ Isom(Hd,H′d)
such that étale locally any representatives H̃ ∈ [H], H̃′ ∈ [H′], α̃ ∈ Isom(H̃, H̃′), ϕ̃ ∈ Isom(σ∗LH̃,LH̃)
and ϕ̃′ ∈ Isom(σ∗LH̃′,LH̃′) satisfy after a further pro-étale cover

α̃−1 ◦ ϕ̃′ ◦ σ∗α̃ ∈ Autd(H̃) · ϕ̃ ·Autd(σ∗H̃).
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This condition is equivalent to requiring that it holds (pro-étale locally) for one choice of representatives.
Therefore assuming that both truncated local G-shtukas came from fixed local G-shtukas with H0-
structure (H, ϕ) and (H′, ϕ′), this implies that the set of isomorphisms between the Hd-truncated
local G-shtukas with H0-structure can be canonically identified with the set of with Hd-truncated
isomorphisms between (H, ϕ) and (H′, ϕ′).
v) If we assume that the Frobenius-morphisms are already defined over the integral level, i.e. ϕ ∈
Isom(σ∗H,H)(S) and ϕ′ ∈ Isom(σ∗H′,H′)(S), an Hd-truncated isomorphism αd : (H, ϕ) → (H′, ϕ′)
can be described in terms of H0/Hd-torsors: Let Hd and H′d be the H0/Hd-torsors associated to H
and H′, then ϕ and ϕ′ induce Frobenius-isomorphisms ϕd and ϕ′d of the H0/Hd-torsors. Thus under
the isomorphism Isom(H,H′)[d] ∼= Isom(Hd,H′d) a truncated isomorphism α is nothing else than an
element αn ∈ Isom(Hd,H′d)(S) satisfying α−1

d ◦ ϕ′d ◦ σ∗αd = ϕd as an equality of morphisms between
H0/Hd-torsors. Note that this last condition is satisfied pro-étale locally on S if and only if it is satisfied
over S, hence in this case we can omit passing to suitable covers.

Before actually proving the representability, let us first consider the easiest case, namely when the
local G-shtukas are already trivial.

Lemma 4.5.5. Let bν be a fundamental alcove, (H, ϕ) a local G-shtuka with I0(bν)-structure over a
scheme S and

αd : (H, ϕ)→ (I0(bν), bνσ
∗)

a Id(bν)-truncated isomorphism which admits a representative α : H → I0(bν) over an étale cover
S′ → S. Then Autd(I0(bν))(S′) = Id(bν)(S′) and

α ◦ ϕ ◦ σ∗α−1 ∈ idI0(bν) · bνσ∗ · Id(bν)(S′)

without passing to a further pro-étale cover of S′.

Proof. Autd(I0(bν))(S′) = Id(bν)(S′) is obvious. As (bνσ
∗)−1Id(bν)(bνσ

∗) = φ−1
bν

(Id(bν)) ⊂ Id(bν) we
have for each scheme S′′ the equality

Autd(I0(bν))(S′′) · bνσ∗ ·Autd(σ∗I0(bν))(S′′) = Id(bν)(S′′) · bνσ∗ · Id(bν)(S′′)

= bνσ
∗ · Id(bν)(S′′)

= bνσ
∗ ·Autd(σ∗I0(bν))(S′′).

Thus the element (bνσ
∗)−1◦α◦ϕ◦σ∗α−1 defines an element over S′ which lies after passing to a suitable

pro-étale cover in the sheaf Autd(σ∗I0(bν)). Hence it lies already in Autd(σ∗I0(bν))(S′). �

Lemma 4.5.6. Let bν be a fundamental alcove. Then for the local G-shtuka with I0(bν)-structure

(I0(bν), bνσ
∗) over SpecE the functor Ig

Id(bν)
(I0(bν),bνσ∗),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

of Id(bν)-truncated automorphisms is

representable by a finite disjoint union of points isomorphic to SpecE. In particular it is a finite étale
Galois-cover.

Proof. Let S′ be any E-scheme. Then any element αn ∈ Ig
Id(bν)
I0(bν),I0(bν)(S

′) can be represented by an

isomorphism α of I0(bν)-torsors over S′ (without passing to any cover). Thus by the previous lemma it
satisfies α−1 ◦ bνσ∗ ◦ σ∗α ∈ bνσ∗ · Id(bν)(S′). Denoting representatives of elements g ∈ I0(bν)/Id(bν) by
g̃ ∈ I0(bν) we get

Ig
Id(bν)
(I0(bν),bνσ∗),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

(S′) = {g ∈ I0(bν)/Id(bν) (S′) | (bνσ)−1 · g̃−1 · (bνσ) · g̃ ∈ Id(bν)(S′)}

= {g ∈ I0(bν)/Id(bν) (S′) |φ−1
bν

(g−1) · g = 1 ∈ I0(bν)/Id(bν)(S′)}
= ker(Lbν : I0(bν)/Id(bν)→ I0(bν)/Id(bν))(S′)

where Lbν : I0(bν)/Id(bν) → I0(bν)/Id(bν), g 7→ φ−1
bν

(g−1) · g. Hence Ig
Id(bν)
(I0(bν),bνσ∗),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

is repre-

sented by ker(Lbν : I0(bν)/Id(bν) → I0(bν)/Id(bν)). But I0(bν)/Id(bν) is a linear algebraic group and
by the Theorem of Lang-Steinberg applied to Lbν its kernel is indeed finite étale over E.

Note now that the Ig
Id(bν)
(I0(bν),bνσ∗),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

is a group scheme (by composition of isomorphisms) and
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consider its identity component. As it is finite étale over SpecE, it has to be the spectrum of a field.
Furthermore it contains an E-valued point, namely the identity. Hence the identity component is iso-

morphic to SpecE and by the group scheme structure, Ig
Id(bν)
(I0(bν),bνσ∗),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

is a finite disjoint union

of points isomorphic to SpecE. �

Remark 4.5.7. Note in particular that we do not yet assume bν to be basic in this lemma.

Proposition 4.5.8. Let (G, ϕ) be a local G-shtuka over a connected E-scheme S, which is completely
slope divisible with s = 1 and has a basic Newton point ν. Then IgKd(G,ϕ),(L+G,bνσ∗)

is representable by a

finite étale cover over S.

Proof. Being completely slope divisible for s = 1 implies that the fundamental alcove bν = zν is central
and that we may write ϕ = zνϕ̃ for some isomorphism ϕ̃ : σ∗sG → G. Because zν is central, any
α : (G, ϕ)S′ → (L+G, bνσ

∗)S′ (over some scheme S′ → S) also defines an isomorphism α : (G, ϕ̃)S′ →
(L+G, σ∗s)S′ of local G-shtukas and conversely. Hence we get an isomorphism

IgKd(G,ϕ),(L+G,bνσ∗)S
∼= IgKd(G,ϕ̃),(L+G,σ∗)S

Now we are in the étale setting and by remark 4.5.4v) we have an isomorphism

IgKd(G,ϕ̃),(L+G,σ∗)S
∼= AutS((Gd, ϕ̃), (L+G/Kd, σ

∗)S)

Furthermore the discussion in section 2.6 yields an isomorphism

AutS((Gd, ϕ̃), (L+G/Kd, σ
∗)S) ∼= AutS(Gϕ̃d , (L

+G/Kd)
σ∗

S )

where the right-hand side is representable as an isomorphism scheme between two finite schemes.
We now show that it is a finite étale cover with Galois group AutE((L+G, bνσ

∗), (L+G, bνσ
∗)). It suffices

to check this fpqc-locally, i.e. on completions of S along geometric points x. By Cohen’s structure
theorem on complete local rings (cf. [Coh46, theorem 9]) we may endow S∧x with a structure of a
Fq-scheme. Thus by [HV11, proposition 8.1] we may trivialize the restriction of (G, ϕ) to S∧x, hence get

an isomorphism between IgKd(G,ϕ),(L+G,bνσ∗)
and IgKd(L+G,bνσ∗),(L+G,bνσ∗)

over it. bν being central implies

I0(bν) = L+G and Id(bν) = Kd, hence finite étaleness follows from lemma 4.5.6. �

Proposition 4.5.9. Let (G, ϕ) be a completely slope divisible local G-shtuka over a connected E-scheme
S, with basic Newton point ν. Let bν be a fundamental alcove.
a) (G, ϕ) admits a canonical I0(bν)-structure I0.

b) Ig
Id(bν)
(I0,ϕ),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

is representable by a finite étale cover over S.

Proof. a) By proposition 4.4.9 it suffices to show that the local G-shtuka is strongly completely slope
divisible, i.e. admits a trivialization after a fpqc-cover. Assume wlog. that G = L+G is trivial.
We first prove that (G, ϕs) admits such a cover, where s is the integer defined by the complete slope
division. (G, ϕs) satisfies the properties of the previous proposition (using the qs-Frobenius for σ),
hence admits finite étale covers by Igusa varieties. As they parameterize isomorphisms Gd → L+G/Kd

respecting ϕ̃s, their inverse limit S̃ := lim←−d IgKd(G,ϕs),(L+G,(bνσ∗)s)S
parameterizes honest isomorphisms

(G, ϕs)→ (L+G, (bνσ
∗)s)S . It is a pro-finite étale cover, hence fpqc.

Call the universal isomorphism α : (G, ϕs)S̃ → (L+G, (bνσ
∗)s)S̃ . Then αϕσ∗α−1 : σ∗L+G → L+G

satisfies by construction (αϕσ∗α−1)s = (bνσ
∗)s. However the elements b′ ∈ L+G satisfying (b′σ∗)s =

(bνσ
∗)s are discrete, because they satisfy b′σ∗(bνσ

∗)s = (b′σ∗)s+1 = (bνσ
∗)s · σ∗s+1b′. In particular

the locus S̃0 in S̃ where α defines an isomorphism (G, ϕ) → (L+G, bνσ
∗) is open and closed in S̃.

In particular S̃0 is still fpqc over S. It remains to see surjectivity of S̃0 → S. But over geometric
points, there exists some isomorphism α : (G, ϕ) → (L+G, bνσ

∗), giving a point in S̃ by its moduli
interpretation, which then lies in the subset S̃0.
This proves the existence of a canonical I0(bν)-structure I0 on (G, ϕ).
b) We proceed in a very similar way: There is a canonical embedding

Ig
Id(bν)
(I0,ϕ),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

⊂ Isomd(I0, I0(bν))×Isomd(G,L+G) IgKd(G,ϕs),(L+G,(bνσ∗)s)S
.
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On the first factor it forgets the compatibility with ϕ, and on the second factor it forgets the compatibility
with the I0(bν)-structures and remembers only the compatibility with ϕs. We claim that this is a
closed immersion. Indeed locally the right-hand side is given by {g ∈ I0(bν)/Id(bν) | (gϕσ∗g−1)s ∈
Kd(bνσ

∗)sKd}, while the left-hand side is {g ∈ I0(bν)/Id(bν) | gϕσ∗g−1 ∈ Id(bν)bνId(bν)}. But the
double coset Id(bν)bνId(bν) is closed in L−1

s (Kd · (bνσ∗)s ·Kd), where Ls : L+G→ L+G, g 7→ (gσ∗)s. So

the Igusa variety Ig
Id(bν)
(I0,ϕ),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

is indeed representable as a closed immersion in the fiber product

above.
The proof that it is finite étale is verbatim the same as in the previous proposition. �

4.6 General Igusa varieties over perfect central leaves

Unfortunately Igusa varieties over non-basic central leaves do not exist as finite étale covers, as the
existence of such Igusa varieties implies the triviality of any deformation of the associated local G-
shtukas. However this problem vanishes over perfect base schemes, because there the local G-shtuka is
induced from a basic local M -shtuka for some Levi subgroup M , as shown in proposition 4.6.6. This
allows us to define Igusa varieties over the perfection of arbitrary central leaves in theorem 4.6.9.

Lemma 4.6.1. Let (G, ϕ) be a completely slope divisible local G-shtuka over a quasi-compact scheme
S, with constant Newton point ν. Denote its basic constituent by (M, ϕM). Then for all d ≥ 0 there
exists some Nd � 0 such that there is a Kd-truncated isomorphism

αd : σ∗Nd(G, ϕ)→ σ∗Nd(M, ϕM).

Here σ∗Nd(M, ϕM) denotes the local G-shtuka with L+G-torsor σ∗NdM×
∏
L+MiL+G and the Frobenius-

isomorphism induced by σ∗NdϕM : σ∗Nd+1LM→ σ∗NdLM.

Proof. Using the canonical L+P -structure on completely slope divisible local G-shtukas, it suffices to
prove the statement only for local P -shtukas (P, ϕ). So choose a trivialization (P, ϕ) ∼= (L+P ,ϕ) over
some étale cover. Then ϕM ∈ LM and by construction ϕ · ϕ−1

M ∈ LRuP lies in the unipotent radical.

We claim that for sufficiently large N , z−Nν
′
ϕϕ−1
MzNν

′
lies in LRu(P ) ∩ Kd. It suffices to check this

on root subgroups Uα ∈ P . There conjugation with z−ν
′

equals multiplication with z〈α,−ν
′〉, where

〈α,−ν′〉 > 0. Hence any element in LUα can be conjugated by z−Nν
′

into LUα ∩ Kd for sufficiently
large N .
Moreover z−Nν

′
ϕϕ−1
MzNν

′
= z−Nν

′
ϕzNν

′ · ϕ−1
M , because ϕ−1

M lies in LM , which is the centralizer of ν′.

So the claim above implies that id : (P, z−Nν′ϕzNν′)→ (M, ϕM) is a Kd-truncated isomorphism.
But then we can just set Nd = N · s and define αd as

αd : σ∗Nd(P, ϕ)
z−Nν

′
ϕNs−−−−−−−→ (P, z−Nν

′
ϕzNν

′
)
id−→ (M, ϕM)

zNν
′
ϕ−NsM−−−−−−−→ σ∗Nd(M, ϕM)

because z−Nν
′
ϕNs is an isomorphism and so are its component (z−Nν

′
ϕNs)M = zNν

′
ϕ−NsM . As our

definition of αd does not depend on choices made locally, i.e. only on the choice of Nd, all these αd glue
together to a Kd-truncated isomorphism already over S. �

Remark 4.6.2. Analogous to [Man04, lemma 4.1], the constant Nd can be made explicit, though we
will never need this. In fact, if the local G-shtuka is bounded by some µ, then Nd can be chosen to
depend only on d and µ.

Lemma 4.6.3. The Kd-truncated isomorphisms αd defined in the previous lemma do not depend on
the choice of Nd in the following sense: The two Kd-truncated isomorphisms

σ∗sαd =
(
zNν

′
ϕ−NsM

)
◦
(
z−Nν

′
ϕNs

)
: σ∗(N+1)s(G, ϕ)→ σ∗(N+1)s(M, ϕM)

and
α′d =

(
z(N+1)ν′ϕ

−(N+1)s
M

)
◦
(
z−(N+1)ν′ϕ(N+1)s

)
: σ∗(N+1)s(G, ϕ)→ σ∗(N+1)s(M, ϕM)

coincide.
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Proof. Using that zν
′

commutes with ϕM, one computes:

α′d ◦ σ∗sα−1
d =

(
z(N+1)ν′ϕ

−(N+1)s
M

)
◦
(
z−(N+1)ν′ϕ(N+1)s

)
◦
(
z−Nν

′
ϕNs

)−1

◦
(
zNν

′
ϕ−NsM

)−1

=
(
z(N+1)ν′ϕ

−(N+1)s
M

)
◦
(
z−(N+1)ν′ϕszNν

′
)
◦
(
zNν

′
ϕ−NsM

)−1

=
(
zNν

′
ϕ−NsM

)
◦
(
zν
′
ϕ−sM

)
◦
(
z−(N+1)ν′ϕszNν

′
)
◦
(
zNν

′
ϕ−NsM

)−1

=
(
zNν

′
ϕ−NsM

)
◦
(
z−Nν

′
ϕ−sMϕszNν

′
)
◦
(
zNν

′
ϕ−NsM

)−1

But ϕ−sMϕs is an element in L+RuP , so after conjugation with zNν
′

one obtains an element in Kd. Then

further conjugation with the isomorphism z−Nν
′
ϕ−NsM preserves this property. Hence α′d ◦σ∗sα

−1
d is the

identity in the category of Kd-truncated isomorphisms, i.e. α′d = σ∗sαd �

Definition 4.6.4. A scheme S over Fq is perfect, if the absolute Frobenius is surjective on S. The
perfection S] of a scheme S over Fq is given by lim←−σ S.

Remark 4.6.5. Basic properties of the perfection functor are given in appendix A of [Zhu14].

Proposition 4.6.6. Let (G, ϕ) be a completely slope divisible local G-shtuka over a perfect scheme S,
with constant Newton point ν. Denote its basic constituent by (M, ϕM). Then there is a canonical
isomorphism

α : (G, ϕ)→ (M, ϕM).

Proof. As we are over a perfect scheme, the Frobenius defines a canonical isomorphism (G, ϕ) ∼=
(σ∗G, σ∗ϕ). Thus we may consider the sequence (σ∗−Ndαd)d of truncated isomorphisms from (G, ϕ)
to (M, ϕM), where the αd are the Kd-truncated isomorphisms defined in lemma 4.6.1. By lemma 4.6.3,
σ∗−Nd+1αd+1 coincides with σ∗−Ndαd when both are considered as Kd-truncated isomorphisms. Hence
their limit defines a honest isomorphism α : (G, ϕ)→ (M, ϕM) as claimed. �

Proposition 4.6.7. Let (G, ϕ) be a completely slope divisible local G-shtuka over a perfect E-scheme
S, with Newton point ν. Let bν be a fundamental alcove.
a) (G, ϕ) admits a canonical I0(bν)-structure I0.

b) Ig
Id(bν)
(I0,ϕ),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

is representable by a finite étale cover of S.

Proof. Over the perfect scheme S, choose an isomorphism (G, ϕ) ∼= (M, ϕM) to its basic constituent.
Then the basic constituent can be trivialized after a pro-finite étale cover by the existence of Igusa
varieties in the basic case. Hence (G, ϕ) is strongly completely slope divisible and by proposition 4.4.9
admits an I0(bν)-structure I0.
For the second part note that it suffices to prove this after an étale cover. By proposition 4.5.9, the Igusa
variety for the basic constituent (M, ϕM) defines a finite étale cover over which there exist truncated
isomorphisms (M, ϕM)→ (L+M, bνσ

∗), respecting the Iwahori structures for M on both sides. Then

(G, ϕ) ∼= (M, ϕM)→ (L+M, bνσ
∗) ∼= (L+G, bνσ

∗)

is an Id(bν)-truncated isomorphism, because Id(bν) contains the the Iwahori-type subgroup for the Levi
subgroup M . Then composition with this truncated isomorphism defines an isomorphism

Ig
Id(bν)
(I0,ϕ),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

∼= Ig
Id(bν)
(I0(bν),bνσ∗),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

,

where the right-hand side is representable by lemma 4.5.6. It is finite étale by the very same lemma. �

Remark 4.6.8. Actually one can show that Ig
Id(bν)
(I0,ϕ),(I0(bν),bνσ∗)

equals the Igusa varieties of the basic

constituent. The main difficulty to prove this is to show that any Id(bν)-truncated isomorphism α of
local L+G-shtukas has a representative respecting the basic constituent, which is unique up to changes in
the Iwahori-type subgroups Id(bνi) of the Levi M . One can see this in the following way: By proposition
4.6.13 one may lift α after a pro-finite étale cover to an actual isomorphism. This isomorphism respects
then the basic constituent and any two such lifts differ only by an element in the Iwahori-type sungroup
of M . This defines the desired representative after a pro-finite étale cover, which by uniqueness descends
to the representative over the original basis.
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Theorem 4.6.9. The universal local G-shtuka (Gunivci,U
, ϕunivci,U

) over the perfection C(νi)]
U of the central

leaf admits a canonical I0(bν)-structure Iunivci,U
.

Moreover
Igd]ci,U := Ig

Id(bνi )

(Iunivci,U
,ϕunivci,U

),(I0(bνi ),bνiσ
∗)
C]
U

is relatively representable by a finite étale cover of C(νi)]
U . It is called the Igusa variety of level d associated

to the characteristic point ci.

Proof. By theorem 4.3.13 the universal local G-shtuka over the central leaf C(νi)
U is completely slope

divisible, hence the same holds after pullback to the perfection. Thus all properties follow directly from
the previous proposition. �

Corollary 4.6.10. There exists a finite étale cover Igdci,U over C(νi)
U , whose perfection is Igd]ci,U .

Proof. This follows immediately from the general result [Zhu14, proposition A.4] on perfections. �

Warning 4.6.11. Igdci,U has no longer any moduli description. In particular it does not represent

Id(bν)-truncated isomorphisms (Iunivci,U
, ϕunivci,U

)→ (I0(bνi), bνiσ
∗)CU over the central leaf.

Lemma 4.6.12. Let Lbνi : I0(bνi) → I0(bνi), g 7→ φ−1
bν

(g−1) · g. Then for every d ≥ 0 the short exact
sequence of linear algebraic groups over E

0→ Id(bνi)/Id+1(bνi)→ I0(bνi)/Id+1(bνi)→ I0(bνi)/Id(bνi)→ 0

induces a short exact sequence of finite group schemes over SpecE

0→ ker(Lbνi on Id(bνi)/Id+1(bνi))→ ker(Lbνi on I0(bνi)/Id+1(bνi))→ ker(Lbνi on I0(bνi)/Id(bνi))→ 0.

Proof. The assertion follows directly from the snake lemma using the surjectivity of Lbνi on the group
Id(bνi)/Id+1(bνi). For this note that while the category of all group schemes is not abelian, the proof of
the snake lemma still works in this situation by normality of the subgroups in consideration. �

Proposition 4.6.13. For every d ≥ 0 the canonical morphism

Igd+1]
ci,U

→ Igd]ci,U

is a finite étale cover with Galois group ker(Lbνi on Id(bνi)/Id+1(bνi)).

Proof. Any Id+1(bνi)-truncated isomorphism defines an Id(bνi)-truncated isomorphism: View it as a
morphism between I0(bνi)/Id+1(bνi)-torsors and take the induced morphism between I0(bνi)/Id(bνi)-
torsors. This defines a canonical morphism

Igd+1]
ci,U

→ Igd]ci,U .

This morphism is compatible with the projection to the central leaf, which is finite étale by theorem 4.6.9.
Hence the morphism between Igusa varieties is finite étale as well and it suffices to check surjectivity.
As all stacks are reduced, we may do so over geometric points of C]U . There both local Gci-shtukas are
trivialized and by lemma 4.5.6 the Igusa varieties are given by ker(Lbνi on I0(bνi)/Id+1(bνi)) respectively
ker(Lbνi on I0(bνi)/Id(bνi). Hence the transition map is surjective by the previous lemma. From there
we get the description of the Galois-group as well. �

Thus we get a tower (Igd]ci,U ) of Igusa varieties with finite étale transition maps. In particular Ig∞]ci,U
=

lim←−d Igd]ci,U exists as a DM-stack, although not of finite type over C(νi)]
U .

Proposition 4.6.14. Ig∞]ci,U
is the moduli space representing the functor

S 7→ {isomorphisms α : (Gunivci,U , ϕ
univ
ci,U )×C(νi)]U

S → (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)×E S}

on the category of schemes S over C(νi)]
U .
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Proof. In other words, we have to check that on schemes S over C(νi)]
U , Ig∞]ci,U

(S) identifies with the set
of isomorphisms defined in the statement.
Assume we have an isomorphism α : (Gunivci,U

, ϕunivci,U
) ×C(νi)]U

S → (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗) ×E S. Then by remark

4.4.10, it respects the I0(bνi)-structures on both sides and hence gives for each d ≥ 0 an Id(bνi)-

truncated isomorphism αd ∈ Ig
Id(bνi )

(Iunivci,U
,ϕunivci,U

),(I0(bνi ),bνiσ
∗)

(S) = Igd]ci,U (S). Obviously they define a point

in Ig∞]ci,U
(S) = lim←−d Igd]ci,U (S).

Conversely assume we are given an element in Ig∞]ci,U
(S), i.e. a system of Id(bνi)-truncated isomorphisms

αd. We first claim that these glue to a morphism between L+Gci-torsors: By definition of truncated
isomorphisms we may view

αd ∈ Isom((Iunivci,U ×C(νi)]U

S)×I0(bνi ) I0(bνi)/Id(bνi), I0(bνi)/Id(bνi)×E S)

as an isomorphism between I0(bνi)/Id(bνi)-torsors. To describe the gluing procedure precisely, note that
αd also gives an isomorphism between I0(bνi)/Kd-torsors and then on induced L+Gci/Kd-torsors:

αd : (Gunivci,U ×C(νi)]U

S)×L
+Gci L+Gci/Kd → L+Gci/Kd ×Fq S.

This can be viewed as an isomorphism of corresponding Gci-torsors over S×E SpecE[[z]]/(zd). There it
is obvious that they glue to a morphism of G-torsors α∞ = lim←−d αd over S×E Spf E[[z]]. But translating
backwards, this is nothing else than a map

α∞ : Gunivci,U ×C(νi)]U

S → L+Gci ×Fq S.

Next we check compatibility with Frobenius-isomorphisms: By assumption (together with remark
4.5.4ii)) there is for each d a pro-étale cover S′d → S such that

α−1
∞ · ϕunivci,U · σ

∗α∞ ∈ Id(bνi)(S′d) · bνiσ∗ · Id(bνi)(S′d)

using α∞ as a representative of αd. But by lemma 4.5.5, this holds already for S′d = S. Thus using⋂
d≥0

Id(bνi)(S) · bνiσ∗ · Id(bνi)(S) =
⋂
d≥0

bνiσ
∗ · Id(bνi)(S) = bνiσ

∗

we get indeed α−1
∞ · ϕunivci,U

· σ∗α∞ = bνiσ
∗. �

Definition 4.6.15. Fix for every characteristic place ci a positive integer di. Then the global Igusa
variety is

Ig
(di)]
U := Igd1]c1,U

×C(νi)]U

Igd2]c2,U
×C(νi)]U

. . .×C(νi)]U

Igdn]cn,U
.

As a direct consequence of the statements above, Ig
(di)]
U → C(νi)]

U is a finite étale cover. Furthermore
the limit for growing tuples (di) represents the functor

S 7→ {for each ci an isomorphism αi : (Gunivci,U , ϕ
univ
ci,U )×C(νi)]U

S → (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)×E S}

on the category of schemes over C(νi)]
U .

5 A covering of the Newton strata

We construct now a finite morphism

π(di) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

× Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U

which turns into an étale morphism when restricted to an open subset of the source. Here M�µi,θi]
bνi

are perfections of closed subsets of (reduced subschemes underlying) Rapoport-Zink spaces and Ig
(di)]
U
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is the global Igusa variety defined in 4.6.15.
We briefly review the main idea behind this construction:
Points in the global Igusa variety come automatically with a global G-shtuka (G , ϕ, ψ). This global
G-shtuka will be modified at each characteristic place ci: A lift of the truncated isomorphism coming
from the Igusa variety and the quasi-isogeny defined by the Rapoport-Zink space gives a quasi-isogeny
starting with the associated local G-shtuka Lci(G , ϕ). This allows us to change the global G-shtuka
by keeping all the structure away from ci the same and replacing it at a formal neighborhood of ci
according to the quasi-isogeny. This defines a new global G-shtuka, giving the image point in N (νi)]

U .
In section 5.1 we present the general construction of the modification of global G-shtukas. This relies
heavily on the work of Hartl and Rad [AH14a], who call the resulting morphism (in a slightly different
setup) the uniformization morphism. In section 5.2 we apply this construction in our setting to get the
morphism above by checking that it is indeed well-defined.
Following the approach of Mantovan in the case of mixed characteristic, we show that π̇(di) is quasi-finite
in proposition 5.3.12 and satisfies the valuation criterion for properness in proposition 5.4.1. This almost
implies theorem 5.5.5, stating that π(di) is a finite morphism and (for sufficiently large θi) surjective.
Moreover we show that restricting π(di) to an open subspace of the source turns it into an étale morphism
π̇(di).

5.1 The uniformization morphism

In this section we define the uniformization morphism: Let (for simplicity during this introduction)
(G0, ϕ0, ψ0) ∈ ∇µ

(ci)
H1
U (C,G)(S0) be a global G-shtuka over an E-scheme S0 with characteristic places

(ci) and bounded by µ = (µi)i. Let (Gci , ϕci) := Lci(G0, ϕ0) be the associated local G-shtukas. Assume
that they are constant and equal to a decent local G-shtuka, i.e. that we are given an identification
(Gci , ϕci) ∼= (L+GciE , bciσ

∗)S0
, with (L+GciE , bciσ

∗) being a decent local G-shtuka over SpecE as in
definition 2.5.3. Then one has a canonical morphism of DM-stacks over SpecE

S0 ×E
∏

i
M�µi

bci
→ ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G)

where M�µi
bci

is the reduced fiber of the formal scheme M�µibci
(c.f. 2.5.4).

This morphism was first constructed in [AH14a, section 5] (although only in the case where the global
G-shtuka is constant on S0) by changing (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) at every characteristic place according to the

respective point in M�µi
bci

. Unfortunately we were not able to understand either the descent argument

in lemma [AH14a, 4.23] (c.f. 5.1.4i)) or the one in their key lemma [AH14a, 5.1]. So let us provide more
elaborate arguments, following the very same approach.
Note that the construction below is given for any global G-shtuka (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) with characteristic places
only in a formal neighborhood of the (ci). As the results of this section are only needed in full generality
in the next section 6, the reader may wish to stick to the situation considered in this introduction and
ignore the slight variation of characteristic places during a first read.
As the construction is not restricted to characteristic places, let us fix any place v ∈ C with residue field
κ(v), though in applications it is one of the ci. Let Aintv ∼= κ(v)[[z]] be the ring of integral adeles at v,
Av ∼= κ(v)((z)) its quotient field and Gv = Resκ(v)/Fq (G). Moreover fix a local coordinate ζ at the place
v and consider the category NilpE[[ζ]]. Our first aim is to identify certain classes of local Gv-shtukas
with certain pairs consisting of a G-torsor over SpecAintv and a Frobenius-isomorphism on the generic
fiber.

Definition 5.1.1. Let R be an E[[ζ]]-algebra with ζ locally nilpotent. A torsor (for some group) over
a (formal) scheme S over SpecR is called nice if it trivializes over a finite étale cover of S coming by
base change from a finite étale cover of SpecR.
A local Gv-shtuka over SpecR is called nice, if the underlying L+Gv-torsor is nice.

Remark 5.1.2. Here is the reason why nice torsors are helpful in the study of arbitrary global G-
shtukas: If G is a G-torsor over C ×Fq S, then there is exists a Zariski-open cover {Vi}i of S such that
G |C×FqVi

is nice in the formal neighborhood of the fixed place v. This will be shown in lemma 5.1.13
and 5.1.12. In particular any local shtuka associated to a global G-shtuka is Zariski-locally nice.
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Lemma 5.1.3. Let R be an E[[ζ]]-algebra with ζ locally nilpotent. Then we have equivalences of
categories
a)

{niceL+Gv-torsors over SpecR} ∼= {nice formalG-torsors over Spf (R⊗̂FqAintv )}
∼= {niceG-torsors over Spec (R⊗̂FqAintv )}

where the morphisms are bijective morphisms which are equivariant for the respective group action.
b)

{niceLGv-torsors over SpecR} ∼= {niceG-torsors over Spec (R⊗̂FqAv)}

where the morphisms are isomorphisms of the respective torsors.
If R1 → R2 is a morphism of E[[ζ]]-algebras, then all equivalences above commute with taking pullbacks
of the torsors along the induced morphism on the base schemes.

Proof. a) We have already seen in lemma 3.2.1a) that L+Gv-torsors over SpecR correspond to L+G-
torsors over Spec (R⊗Fq κ(v)). In [HV11, proposition 2.2 a)] a bijection was constructed between L+G-

torsors over S = Spec (R ⊗Fq κ(v)) and formal G-torsors over Spf (R ⊗Fq κ(v))[[z]] ∼= Spf (R⊗̂FqAintv )
which trivialize over an étale cover induced by an étale cover of S. This construction obviously restricts
to a bijection between nice torsors on both sides. Furthermore one can easily see, that the construction
in [HV11] extends to morphisms and hence indeed defines the equivalence of categories on the left-hand
side.
Let us now tackle the second comparison: As R⊗̂FqAintv ∼= (R ⊗Fq κ(ci))[[z]] we may replace R by the
finite étale algebra R⊗Fq κ(ci) and hence reduce to G-torsors over Spf R[[z]] and SpecR[[z]]. Now giving
a nice G-torsor over Spf R[[z]] is the same as giving a finite étale cover Spf R′[[z]] → Spf R[[z]] coming
from an étale morphism R→ R′ and a descent datum

h ∈ lim←−G(R′[[z]]/(zn)⊗R[[z]]/(zn) R
′[[z]]/(zn)) ∼= G(lim←−R

′[[z]]/(zn)⊗R[[z]]/(zn) R
′[[z]]/(zn))

= G(R′[[z]]⊗̂R[[z]]R
′[[z]])

for the trivial G-torsor on Spf R′[[z]] (see also [HV11, proof of proposition 2.2 a)]). By finiteness of the
cover we may view h ∈ G(R′[[z]]⊗R[[z]] R

′[[z]]) and get therefore a unique descent datum for the trivial
G-torsor on the finite étale cover SpecR′[[z]]→ SpecR[[z]]. But this determines a unique object in the
category on the right-hand side. Note that this construction does not depend on the actual choice of
the finite étale cover. Thus this defines an essential bijection between the objects in both categories.
Consider now an isomorphism α : G1 → G2 between nice formal G-shtukas. If they trivialize over
Spf R′[[z]]→ Spf R[[z]] with descent data given by h1, h2 ∈ G(R′[[z]]⊗̂R[[z]]R

′[[z]]) then α can be repre-

sented by a unique element g ∈ G(R′[[z]]) satisfying pr1(g) = h−1
2 · pr2(g) · h1 where pri : G(R′[[z]])→

G(R′[[z]]⊗̂R[[z]]R
′[[z]]) is given by the inclusion of R′[[z]] in the ith factor. But the same data determines

morphisms between the associated nice G-torsors over SpecR[[z]], with the only difference that we now
consider pr1(g) = h−1

2 · pr2(g) · h1 as an equality in G(R′[[z]] ⊗R[[z]] R
′[[z]]). Hence we get a canonical

bijection between the sets of morphisms.
b) Let R → R′ be a finite étale morphism. Then LG-torsors over SpecR which trivialize over SpecR′

are given by a descent datum in G((R′ ⊗R R′)((z))). On the other hand G-torsors over SpecR((z))
trivializing over SpecR′((z)) are given by a descent datum in G(R′((z))⊗R((z)) R

′((z))). But by finite-
ness of R′, there is a canonical isomorphism (R′ ⊗R R′)((z)) ∼= R′((z)) ⊗R((z)) R

′((z)). Therefore we
have a bijection between the objects on both sides. For morphisms a very similar argument as in part
a) works.
For the compatibility with pull-backs, note first that if a L+Gv-torsor over SpecR1 trivializes over a
finite étale cover SpecR′1 → SpecR1, then its pullback to SpecR2 trivializes over the finite étale cover
SpecR2 ⊗R1

R′1 → SpecR2. The same holds for G-torsors over Spec (R⊗̂FqAintv ). Hence the compati-
bility of the constructions above and the pullback functor follows from the obvious facts that it holds
for trivial torsors and that the descent datum for the pullback to R2 coincides with the pullback of the
descent datum for the torsor over R1. �

Remark 5.1.4. i) The functor from nice G-torsors over Spec (R⊗̂FqAintv ) to nice formal G-torsors over

Spf (R⊗̂FqAintv ) is in fact the pullback functor. As pulling back is not restricted to nice G-torsors one
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may ask, whether this defines an equivalence of categories

{formalG-torsors over Spf R[[z]]}
?∼= {G-torsors over SpecR[[z]]}

(assuming for simplicity κ(v) ∼= Fq). Nevertheless we were not able to prove this due to two problems:
α) The functor ⊗̂FqFq[[z]] associating to R the ring R[[z]] does not commute with localizations. In
particular assume we have a G-torsor G over Spf R[[z]] and an open formal subscheme Spf R[f−1][[z]] (for
some f ∈ R) such that G restricts to a nice G-torsor over Spf R[f−1][[z]]. Then applying the equivalence
above gives a G-torsor over SpecR[f−1][[z]]. But this is not an open subscheme of SpecR[[z]] and hence
we may not glue such G-torsors.
β) Assume there is a functor {formalG-torsors over Spf R[[z]]} → {G-torsors over SpecR[[z]]} which
commutes with pullbacks to Spf R[f−1][[z]] resp. SpecR[f−1][[z]] for any f ∈ R. Then any G-torsor
in the image has the property that there is a set of elements {fi}i ∈ R such that the morphisms
SpecR[f−1

i ][[z]] → SpecR[[z]] are jointly surjective and the pullback to each SpecR[f−1
i ][[z]] is nice.

But it is not known to us, whether every G-torsor over SpecR[[z]] has this property. Nevertheless note
the partial result 5.1.13 below.
ii) The lemma implies, that we have a bijection between nice L+G-torsors over Spf R[[t]] and nice L+G-
torsors over SpecR[[t]]. To see this view the L+G-torsors on both sides as an injective limit of G-torsors
over Spf (R[[z]]/(zn))[[t]] respectively Spec (R[[z]]/(zn))[[t]] and use the correspondence above. As in
[HV11, proposition 3.16] this induces an equivalence of categories

{nice formal localG-shtukas over Spf R[[t]] bounded byµ} ∼=
∼= {nice localG-shtukas over SpecR[[t]] bounded byµ}

where µ is as usual a Γ-invariant dominant cocharacter. Nevertheless the same problems as stated in
part i) of this remark refrain us from omitting the condition ‘nice’. Therefore we do not know that
[HV11, proposition 3.16] as stated there is actually correct, although this seems likely.

Definition 5.1.5. a) Let R be an E[[ζ]]-algebra with ζ locally nilpotent. A semi-local Gv-shtuka over
R is a pair (G, ϕ) consisting of a G-torsor G over Spec (R⊗̂FqAintv ) and a G-equivariant morphism

ϕ : σ∗G|η → G|η over the generic fiber η = Spec (R⊗̂FqAv).
b) A semi-local Gv-shtuka is called nice if the underlying G-torsor is nice.

Remark 5.1.6. i) Note that the notion of a (nice) semi-local G-shtuka behaves very badly, e.g. one
cannot glue semi-local G-shtukas over an open cover of SpecR.
ii) Pulling back global G-shtukas via the map Spec (R⊗̂FqAintv ) → C ×Fq SpecR defines a semi-local

Gv-shtuka. Here we use the pullback along Spec (R⊗̂FqAv) → (C \ {ci}i) ×Fq SpecR to get the local
Frobenius-morphism.

Proposition 5.1.7. Let R be an E-algebra. Then we have an equivalence of categories

{nice localGv-shtukas over SpecR} ∼= {nice semi-localGv-shtukas overR}

Furthermore it commutes with taking the pullback along SpecR1 → SpecR2 respectively SpecR1[[z]]→
SpecR2[[z]] for any morphism R2 → R1 of E-algebras.

Proof. We have already seen this on the level of torsors. Next note that a LGv-torsor over an affine base
SpecR is nothing else than a Gv-torsor over Spec (R⊗̂FqAv). Furthermore associating the LGv-torsor to

a nice L+Gv-torsor over SpecR corresponds exactly to restricting a Gv-torsor over Spec (R⊗̂FqAintv ) to
its generic fiber. As these identifications were given by equivalences of categories, this defines a bijection
between the set of possible Frobenius-isomorphisms on both sides. In other words, we have a bijection
between nice local Gv-shtukas over SpecR and nice semi-local Gv-shtukas over R.
That the morphism sets coincide follows in a very similar way after noticing that the compatibility
conditions with the Frobenius-morphism coincide on both sides.
The compatibility with taking pullbacks follows from the corresponding statement in the previous
lemma. �
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Remark 5.1.8. The bijection of nice LGv-torsors over SpecR and nice Gv-torsors over Spec (R⊗̂FqAv)
was only used for convenience. In fact we may pass to some trivializing étale cover, where the bijection
on Frobenius-isomorphisms is clear. Then one easily checks that this bijection preserves the property
to commute with the descent data, which induces the bijection already over R.

Notation 5.1.9. From now on fix n distinct E-valued points ci on the curve C together with local
coordinates ζi. Let NilpE[[ζ1,...,ζn]] be the category of schemes S over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]], such that the
ideal (ζ1, . . . , ζn) is locally nilpotent on S. Equivalently it is the category of schemes S over Cn \ ∆,
that factor over the formal completion of Cn \∆ along (ci)i. We automatically consider schemes S ∈
NilpE[[ζ1,...,ζn]] as elements of NilpE[[ζj ]] via the canonical projection Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]→ Spf E[[ζj ]].
Define for any scheme S respectively affine scheme SpecR in NilpE[[ζ1,...,ζn]] the categories

∇(ĉi)H1
U (C,G)(S) with objects global G-shtukas with U -level structure, whose characteristic places are

given by the projections of S → Cn \ ∆ to the various components C. Hence ∇(ĉi)H1
U (C,G)(S)

can be identified with the fiber of the stack ∇nH1
U (C,G)→ Cn \∆ over S.

∇µ
(ĉi)
H1
U (C,G)(S) similarly as ∇(ĉi)H1

U (C,G)(S), but for bounded global G-shtukas.

∇(ĉi)H1
U (V,G)(S) with the very same definition as for the category ∇(ĉi)H1

U (C,G)(S), but C now

replaced by an open subscheme V ⊂ C. This requires U ⊂ G(Aint(ci)V ), where Aint(ci)V is the ring
of integral adeles of V \ {ci}i and the condition on the compatibility of characteristic places with
S only applies to places ci, that actually lie inside V .

SemiShtGcj (SpecR) the category of semi-local Gcj -shtukas over R.

QSemiShtGcj (SpecR) with objects (G, ϕ) consisting of a Gcj -torsor G over SpecR((z)) and an iso-

morphism ϕ : σ∗G → G.

ShtGcj (S) the category of local Gcj -shtukas over S.

QShtGcj (S) with objects (LG, ϕ) consisting of a LGcj -torsor LG over S and an isomorphism ϕ :
σ∗LG → LG.

In all cases the morphisms are given by quasi-isogenies.

Proposition 5.1.10. Fix one of the characteristic places cj as above and let SpecR ∈ NilpE[[ζ1,...,ζn]]

be an affine scheme. Then there is a fiber product diagram of categories

∇(ĉi)H1
U (C,G)(SpecR) //

��

∇(ĉi)i6=jH1
U (C \ {cj}, G)(SpecR)

��
SemiShtGcj (SpecR) // QSemiShtGcj (SpecR)

where the vertical functors are given by pulling back objects and morphisms on a formal neighborhood
the jth characteristic place and the horizontal functors are given by restriction to the open subset where
cj is missing. Moreover the fiber product diagram is natural in R.

Proof. As already mentioned, we get a canonical morphism SpecR → Cn \∆
prj−−→ C. We denote the

image of its graph morphism by Z ⊂ C ×Fq SpecR and the formal completion of C ×Fq SpecR along

Z by Ẑ. Then Spec (R⊗̂FqAintcj ) is isomorphic to Ẑ and the vertical morphism on the left is just the

restriction to Ẑ. Furthermore (C \ {cj})×Fq SpecR identifies with (C ×Fq SpecR) \Z, because the jth
characteristic place varies only in a formal neighborhood.
Hence by [BL95] (or even earlier [FR70, proposition 4.2]) we have a fiber product diagram of categories
of quasi-coherent sheaves

QCoh(C ×Fq SpecR) //

��

QCoh((C \ {cj})×Fq SpecR)

��
QCoh(Spec (R⊗̂FqAintcj )) // QCoh(Spec (R⊗̂FqAcj ))
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which is natural in R.
Assume now G ◦ is a G-torsor on (C \ {cj}) ×Fq SpecR, G is a G-torsor on Spec (R⊗̂FqAintcj ) and α :

G ◦|Spec (R⊗̂FqAcj ) → G|Spec (R⊗̂FqAcj ) is an isomorphisms between their restrictions to Spec (R⊗̂FqAcj ).
Let G be the quasi-coherent sheaf obtained by gluing G ◦ and G along α. Then the G-actions on G ◦ and
G glue to a G-action on G . As ((C\{cj})×Fq SpecR)

∐
Spec (R⊗̂FqAintcj )→ C×Fq SpecR is a fpqc-cover,

this G-bundle G is in fact a G-torsor for the fpqc-topology (and hence for the étale topology). Thus we
have a fiber product diagram

{G-torsors on C ×Fq SpecR} //

��

{G-torsors on (C \ {cj})×Fq SpecR}

��
{G-torsors on Spec (R⊗̂FqAintcj )} // {G-torsors on Spec (R⊗̂FqAcj )}

Choose now elements (G ◦, ϕ◦, ψ◦) ∈ ∇(ĉi)i6=jH1
U (C \ {cj}, G)(SpecR), (G, ϕ) ∈ SemiShtGcj (SpecR)

and an isomorphism α : G |Spec (R⊗̂FqAcj ) → G|Spec (R⊗̂FqAcj ) compatible with the isomorphisms ϕ◦ and

ϕ. We have to show that these objects define a unique global G-shtuka. We already know that G ◦ and
G glue to a unique G-torsor G over C ×Fq SpecR. For the Frobenius-isomorphism notice that the one
in (G, ϕ) ∈ SemiShtGcj (SpecR) is already determined by its image in QSemiShtGcj (SpecR). Thus

simply setting
ϕ = ϕ◦ : σ∗G |(C×FqSpecR)\Z → G |(C×FqSpecR)\Z

(using the canonical G |(C×FqSpecR)\Z ∼= G ◦|(C×FqSpecR)\Z) defines a Frobenius-morphism which restricts

to the given ϕ on the generic fiber of the formal neighborhood of cj (at least after applying the canonical
identification α). The U -level structure ψ◦ gives a U -level structure ψ = ψ◦ on G as G coincides with
G ◦ on the formal neighborhood of the support of U .
Hence we have indeed the stated fiber product diagram. �

Theorem 5.1.11. For every S ∈ NilpE[[ζ1,...,ζn]] there is a canonical fiber product diagram of categories

∇(ĉi)H1
U (C,G)(S) //

Lcj

��

∇(ĉi)i6=jH1
U (C \ {cj}, G)(S)

Lcj

��
ShtGcj (S) // QShtGcj (S)

It is natural in S.

Proof. We construct a functor

∇(ĉi)i6=jH
1
U (C \ {cj}, G)(S)×QShtGcj (S) ShtGcj (S) −→ ∇(ĉi)H

1
U (C,G)(S)

which is an inverse to the obvious functor in the other direction.
For this consider any elements (G ◦, ψ◦, ϕ◦) ∈ ∇(ĉi)i6=jH1

U (C \ {cj}, G)(S), (G, ϕ) ∈ ShtGcj (S) and an

isomorphism α : Lcj (G
◦) → LG compatible with the isomorphisms ϕ◦ and ϕ. Choose now a basis

for the topology B of affine open subschemes of S such that for any W ∈ B the torsor G|W is nice
(with respect to the base scheme W ). Consider now any such W = SpecR ∈ B. By proposition 5.1.7
(G, ϕ) defines a unique element (G′, ϕ′) in SemiShtGcj (SpecR) and α defines a unique isomorphism

α′ : G◦|Spec (R⊗̂FqAintcj
) → G′|Spec (R⊗̂FqAintcj

). Thus the triple ((G◦, ϕ◦, ψ◦), (G′, ϕ′), α′) defines a uniquely

determined global G-shtuka (GW , ψW , ϕW ) ∈ ∇nH1
U (C,G)(W ) by proposition 5.1.10.

If W2 ⊂ W1 is an inclusion of elements in B then (GW1 , ϕW1 , ψW1)|W2 and (GW2 , ϕW2 , ψW2) de-
fine the same elements in ∇(ĉi)i6=jH1

U (C \ {cj}, G)(W2) and SemiShtGcj (W2) (using the compatibility

with pullbacks in 5.1.7), hence there is a uniquely determined isomorphisms (GW1 , ϕW1 , ψW1)|W2
∼=

(GW2 , ϕW2 , ψW2). Thus we may glue the global G-shtukas (GW , ϕW , ψW )W∈B to a global G-shtuka
(G , ϕ, ψ) ∈ ∇(ĉi)H1

U (C,G)(S). It is clear that this construction does not depend on the choice of the
basis B.
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It remains to be shown, that these functors are inverses. If one starts with an element in the fiber
product and takes the image in ∇(ĉi)H1

U (C,G)(S), then it is obvious from the construction that the
restriction to (C \ {cj})×Fq S gives back the original element in ∇(ĉi)i6=jH1

U (C \ {cj}, G)(S). We have
to see that Lcj returns the original local Gcj -shtuka as well. This can be done locally on the elements
W = SpecR ∈ B. There proposition 5.1.10 and proposition 5.1.7 imply that we may obtain the original
local Gcj -shtuka via

∇(ĉi)H
1
U (C,G)(W )→ SemiShtGcj (W ) ∼= ShtGcj (W )

where the first functor is the pullback to Spec (R×̂FqSpecAintcj ) and the second functor consists of pulling

further back to the formal completion of Spec (R×̂FqSpecAintcj ) and translation from G-torsors to L+Gcj -
torsors. But this is by construction nothing else than the functor Lcj .
Conversely start with a global G-shtuka (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) ∈ ∇(ĉi)H1

U (C,G)(S) with restriction (G ◦, ϕ◦, ψ◦) ∈
∇(ĉi)i6=jH1

U (C \ {cj}, G)(S) and associated local Gcj -shtuka (G, ϕ). Let (G , ϕ, ψ) be the global G-
shtuka obtained from gluing (G ◦, ϕ◦, ψ◦) and (G, ϕ). By the following lemma 5.1.13 one can choose
a basis of the topology B of affine open subschemes of S such that the restriction of (G0, ψ0, ϕ0) to
Spec (R⊗̂FqAintcj ) is nice for every element SpecR ∈ B. Consider now one such element SpecR ∈
B. Then by choice on SpecR there is a canonical isomorphism between the semi-local G-shtukas
(G0, ψ0, ϕ0)|Spec (R⊗̂FqAintcj

) and the one associated to the nice local Gcj -shtuka (G, ϕ)|SpecR. This gives

a canonical isomorphism (G0, ϕ0, ψ0)|C×FqSpecR
∼= (G , ϕ, ψ)|C×FqSpecR. As they are compatible with

restrictions to other subschemes in B, they glue to an isomorphism (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) ∼= (G , ϕ, ψ).
The same construction can be done for morphisms in the respective categories, i.e. for quasi-isogenies
of global respective local G-shtukas. �

Lemma 5.1.12. Let R be a Fq-algebra.
a) The pullback along SpecR = SpecR[[z]]/(z)→ SpecR[[z]] gives an isomorphism

π1(SpecR[[z]]) ∼= π1(SpecR)

b) Any G-torsor G over Spec (R⊗̂Fqκ(cj)[[z]]) which admits a trivialization after a finite étale cover,
also admits one induced from a finite étale cover of R.

Proof. a) This is surely well-known, though we were not able to find a reference. Surjectivity is ob-
vious as the inverse map associates to every finite étale morphism R → R′1 the finite étale morphism
R[[z]]→ R′1[[z]].
Conversely let R[[z]] → R′ be any finite étale morphism and define Rn = R[[z]]/(zn) and R′n =
R′ ⊗R[[z]] Rn for every n ≥ 1. We have to show that R′ ∼= R′1[[z]]. But by [SGAI, IX, proposi-
tion 1.7] π1(SpecRn) ∼= π1(SpecR). Applied to the finite étale map Rn → R′n we get isomorphisms
R′n
∼= R′0,n⊗RRn for each n, where R′0,n is finite étale over R. Then R′0,n+1⊗RRn ∼= R′n+1⊗Rn+1

Rn ∼=
R′n
∼= R′0,n ⊗R Rn and all rings R′0,n are isomorphic to the pullback R′1 = R′0,1. Then we have an

isomorphism of R-algebras

R′ = lim←−R
′
n
∼= lim←−(R′1 ⊗R Rn) ∼= R′1 ⊗R lim←−Rn = R′1 ⊗R R[[z]]

using that R′ equals its z-adic completion as it is finitely presented over R[[z]]. Note that in our case
the inverse limit does commute with the tensor product, because R′1 is finite over R and hence both
sides equal R′1

N (as R-modules).
b) The G-torsor G corresponds to a Gcj -torsor over R[[z]] and any trivializing cover of R[[z]] for the
Gcj -torsor gives also a trivializing cover for G. But by part a) any finite étale cover of R[[z]] comes from
a finite étale extension of R. �

Lemma 5.1.13. Let SpecA be an affine curve over Fq with a regular point v. Fix a local coordinate
ζ of SpecA at v and an E[[ζ]]-algebra R with ζ locally nilpotent in R. Denote the completion of
SpecA×Fq SpecR along {v} ×Fq SpecR by (SpecA×Fq SpecR)∧v.
Then for any G-torsor G on SpecA×Fq SpecR and any point x ∈ SpecR there is an open neighborhood
x ∈ SpecR0 ⊂ SpecR such that the pullback of G to (SpecA ×Fq SpecR0)∧v is nice with respect to
SpecR0, i.e. trivializes over a finite étale cover coming from one over SpecR0.
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Remark 5.1.14. Note that (SpecA×FqSpecR)∧v equals the completion along the graph of the canonical
morphism SpecR→ A as constructed at the beginning of the proof of proposition 5.1.10.

Proof. We may choose an open subset U ⊂ SpecR ×Fq SpecA containing the point (x, v) and a finite
étale cover U ′ → U such that G trivializes over U ′. We may assume wlog. that U is of the form D(f)
for some element f ∈ A⊗Fq R. By restricting to an open subset SpecR0 ⊂ SpecR containing x we may
assume that

{v} ×Fq SpecR0 ⊂ U = D(f) ⊂ SpecA×Fq SpecR.

Then f is a unit over {v} ×Fq SpecR0, hence as well over the completion (SpecA ×Fq SpecR0)∧v.
Thus the inclusion (SpecA ×Fq SpecR)∧v → SpecA ×Fq SpecR factors over Spec (A ⊗Fq R0)[f−1] =
U ×SpecR SpecR0. Now we just observe that by definition the pullback of G to U ×SpecR SpecR0

trivializes over the finite étale cover U ′×SpecRSpecR0 and hence the pullback to (SpecA×Fq SpecR0)∧v

trivializes over the finite étale cover U ′ ×SpecA×SpecR (SpecA×Fq SpecR0)∧v.
Finally note that by regularity of the point v, there exists an isomorphism (SpecA ×Fq SpecR0)∧v ∼=
Spec (κ(v) ⊗Fq R0)[[z]]. Hence by lemma 5.1.12b) the trivializing cover U ′ ×SpecA×SpecR (SpecA ×Fq
SpecR0)∧v already comes from a finite étale cover of R0, hence G |(SpecA×FqSpecR0)∧v is indeed nice. �

Remark 5.1.15. Similarly for any non-characteristic place v ∈ C, we get a canonical fiber product
diagram of categories

∇(ĉi)H1
U (C,G)(S) //

Lv
��

∇(ĉi)H1
U (C \ {v}, G)(S)

Lv

��
ÉtShtGv (S) // QShtGv (S)

Corollary 5.1.16. Let µ = (µi)i a bound. Then for each S ∈ NilpE[[ζ1,...,ζn]] there is a canonical fiber
product diagram of categories

∇µ
(ĉi)
H1
U (C,G)(S) //

L

��

∇0H1
U (C \ {ci}i, G)(S)

L

��∏
i Sht

�µi
Gci

(S) // ∏
iQShtGci (S)

which is natural is S.

Proof. Without the bounds, this follows from the repeated use of theorem 5.1.11 and the naturality
assertion on the base scheme. That we may restrict to bounded subsets follows directly from the
definition of a bounded global G-shtuka. �

Remark 5.1.17. i) All categories above define stacks over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]. The stack ∇µ
(ĉi)
H1
U (C,G)

is even representable by the formal completion of ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G) along ∇µ
(ci)
H1
U (C,G). However the other

stacks seem not to admit any useful representablility result.
ii) Note that by general nonsense (i.e. any Artin-stack given by a functor from schemes to groupoids
extends uniquely to a functor on all Artin-stacks), we still get a cartesian diagram of categories when
considering S over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] which are only DM-stacks (or even Artin stacks). In other words,
the modification at characteristic places can be carried out even for families over DM-stacks.

Theorem 5.1.18. Let S be any DM-stack over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] such that (ζ1, . . . , ζn) is locally nilpo-
tent on S. Fix a global G-shtuka with U -level structure (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) ∈ ∇nH1

U (C,G)(S). For each
characteristic place let (Gci , ϕci) := Lci(G0, ϕ0) be the associated local G-shtukas and assume there exists
an isomorphism βi : (Gci , ϕci) ∼= (L+GciE , bciσ

∗)S to a decent local Gci-shtuka (L+GciE , bciσ
∗) over

SpecE (as in definition 2.5.3).
Then one has a morphism of formal DM-stacks over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] (depending on the choice of βi)

S ×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]

∏
i

M�µibci
→ ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G)×Cn\∆ Ĉn \∆

(ci)i
,

where Ĉn \∆
(ci)i

denotes the formal completion of Cn \∆ at (ci)i.
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Proof. Write M�µibci
= lim−→r

Mr,i for some Mr,i ∈ NilpE[[ζi]]. By pulling back the universal object of

Mr,i to S′r := S×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]

∏
iMr,i ∈ NilpE[[ζ1,...,ζn]] via the canonical projection one gets for each i

a local Gci-shtuka (G′ci , ϕ
′
ci) over S′r and a quasi-isogeny αi : (G′ci , ϕ

′
ci)→ (L+GciE , bciσ

∗)S′r . Therefore
we may consider

• The element (G0, ϕ0, ψ0)S′r ∈ ∇0H1
U (C \ {ci}i, G)(S′r) defined by pulling back the global G-shtuka

(G0, ϕ0, ψ0)|(C\{ci}i)×FqS
via (C \ {ci}i)×Fq S

′
r → (C \ {ci}i)×Fq S.

• (G′ci , ϕ
′
ci) ∈ Sht

�µi
Gci

(S′r)

• α−1
i ◦ βi : LLci(G0, ϕ0)S′r = (LGci , ϕci)S′r → (LGciE , bciσ

∗)S′r → (LG′ci , ϕ
′
ci) in QShtGci (S

′
r)

This defines by corollary 5.1.16 a global G-shtuka (G, ψ, ϕ) ∈ ∇µ
(ĉi)
H1
U (C,G)(S′r), i.e. a morphism

S ×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]

∏
i

Mr,i = S′r → ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)×Cn\∆ Ĉn \∆
(ci)i

As these morphisms are obviously compatible for varying r, we get the desired morphism of the theorem.
�

Remark 5.1.19. This morphism automatically induces a map between the perfections, i.e.

S ×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]]

∏
i

M�µi]bci
→ ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G)] ×(Cn\∆)] Ĉn \∆

(ci)i]
,

for perfect DM-stacks S.

5.2 Construction of the covering morphism

Recall that in section 4 we constructed DM-stacks Ig
(di)]
U parametrizing tuples consisting of

• a global G-shtuka (G , ϕ, ψ) whose associated local G-shtukas at the characteristic places lie in
fixed isomorphism classes,

• for each characteristic place ci an Idi(bνi)-truncated isomorphism αdi : Lci(G , ϕ)→ (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)

between local Gci -shtukas with canonical I0(bνi)-structures.

Recall furthermore that we saw already in theorem 2.5.4 the existence of Rapoport-Zink spaces, i.e. of
a formal scheme M�µi]bνi

parametrizing

• a local Gci-shtuka (G′i, ϕ′i) bounded by some µi

• together with a quasi-isogeny βi : (G′i, ϕ′i)→ (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗).

The underlying reduced subscheme will be denoted by M�µi]
bνi

. Using certain closed subspaces M�µi,θi]
bνi

(for finite Γ-invariant subsets of X∗(T )dom) defined in 5.2.7, we will now combine these spaces to
construct (for sufficiently large (di)) a morphism

π(di) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U

into the corresponding Newton stratum of the special fiber of the perfection of ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G). Here
“sufficiently large (di)” is meant with respect to the partial order on Zn defined by (di)i ≤ (d′i)i if and
only if di ≤ d′i for each i.
In order to apply theorem 5.1.18 to define π(di), we have to lift the truncated isomorphism on the Igusa
variety to an actual isomorphism of local Gci -shtukas. We have already seen that this can be done
after a pro-finite étale cover. Thus our main objective in this section is to see, that the image of the
uniformization morphism is independent of the choice of this lift.
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Remark 5.2.1. Until section 6 we will work only over the special fiber. So all results of the previous
section are applied only in the case ζ1 = . . . = ζn = 0. For more general versions of the morphism π(di)

see sections 6.2 to 6.5.

Construction 5.2.2.
Let us start by defining a morphism of DM-stacks over SpecE

π(∞i) :
∏
i

M�µi]
bνi

×E Ig
(∞i)]
U → N (νi)]

U

where Ig
(∞i)]
U = lim←−(di)

Ig
(di)]
U .

We do this by describing the image of S-valued points for perfect schemes S, using the very same
construction as in theorem 5.1.18. As we frequently use the precise definition, let us describe it again:

Pick ((G′i, ϕ′i), βi) ∈ M�µi]
bνi

(S) (for each i) and ((G , ϕ, ψ), (α∞i
)) ∈ Ig

(∞i)]
U (S), where we keep the

notation as above, but have actual isomorphisms α∞i
: Lci(G , ϕ)→ (L+Gci , bνiσ

∗) now by 4.6.14. This
allows us to consider the objects

• (G , ϕ, ψ)|(C\{ci}i)×FqS
∈ ∇0H1

U (C \ {ci}i, G)(S), where C \ {ci}i denotes again the open comple-
ment of all characteristic places.

• ((G′i, ϕ′i)i) ∈
∏
i Sht

�µi
G (S)

• for each ci an isomorphism (LG′i, ϕ′i)
βi−→ (L+Gci , bνiσ

∗)S
α−1
∞i−−−→ Lci((G , ϕ)|(C\{ci}i)×FqS

)

Thus we are in the situation of corollary 5.1.16 and we get a global G-shtuka (
∼
G ,
∼
ϕ,ψ) which is the

modification of (G , ϕ, ψ) at the characteristic places. By construction its associated local Gci-shtuka at
a characteristic place ci is isomorphic to (G′i, ϕ′i), hence bounded by µi (by definition of the Rapoport-

Zink space). In particular (
∼
G ,
∼
ϕ,ψ) ∈ Xµ

U (S). Furthermore the local G-shtukas at characteristic points

ci of (G , ϕ, ψ) and (
∼
G , ψ,

∼
ϕ) are quasi-isogenous (by construction), hence both global G-shtukas lie in

the same Newton stratum, i.e. in N (νi)
U (S). As S was assumed to be perfect, it lifts uniquely to a point

in N (νi)]
U (S). This gives the desired image of the chosen points under π(∞i).

It remains to see that we may descend π(∞i) to some finite level, at least on quasi-compact subschemes
of the source. To make this precise, let us introduce specific subschemes of the (reduced subscheme

underlying) Rapoport-Zink spacesM�µibνi
, and therefore as well of their perfectionsM�µi]bνi

. As we wish

them to cover the Rapoport-Zink space, we need a weaker definition of bounds for local Gci-shtukas:

Definition 5.2.3. Let θ ⊂ X∗(T )dom a finite Γ-invariant subset of dominant cocharacters for the group
Gci .
a) Let G and G′ be two L+Gci-torsors over a DM-stack S ∈ NilpE[[ζ]] and α : LG → LG′ a morphism
between the associated LGci-torsors. Then α is weakly bounded by θ if there exists a finite (scheme
theoretically) surjective morphism Z → S such that Gci splits over Z and Z can be covered by open
substacks Zϑ (parametrized by ϑ ∈ θ), such that the restriction of α to Zϑ is bounded by ϑ.
b) A quasi-isogeny α : (G, ϕ) → (G′, ϕ′) is weakly bounded by θ if the morphism α : LG → LG′ between
the associated LG-torsors is bounded by θ.

Remark 5.2.4. i) Part a) of the definition should be thought of as requiring that for every Fq[[t]]/(tn)-
valued point x of S (for some n) there exists some element in θ such that α|x is bounded by it, though
this property is slightly stronger than being weakly bounded. Note that it is essential that we consider
only thickenings of geometric points in one direction.
ii) The splitting of Gci over Z does involve choices. But any two such splittings differ locally by an
element of Γ. Moreover if α is (locally) bounded by some ϑ, its pullback along the morphism induced by
some γ ∈ Γ is bounded by γ.ϑ. Thus by Γ-invariance of θ, the boundedness condition does not depend
on the actual choice of the splitting.
iii) Combining proposition 5.2.6b) and theorem 2.5.1 it follows that 5.2.3 defines in fact (for each θ) a
bound Ẑ in the sense of [AH14a, definition 4.5]. It can even be seen that any bound given by some Ẑ
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equals, at least on reduced schemes (or DM-stacks), a weak bound defined by some θ (though bounds
of the form Ẑ likely allow for much more flexibility concerning the nilpotent structure).

Lemma 5.2.5. It suffices to check weak boundedness by θ fpqc-locally on S.

Proof. Consider a finite field extension E′ such that Gci splits over E′. Let θ = {ϑ1, . . . , ϑk} ⊂
X∗(T )dom. Proposition 2.4.6 applied to the pullback of α to S ×E SpecE′ and each of the coweights ϑi
defines closed substack Z̃ϑi ⊂ S ×E SpecE′ such that α|Z̃ϑi is bounded by ϑi. Hence it remains to see

that we may take

Z̃ :=
∐

i
Z̃ϑi → S ×E SpecE′ → S

as the finite surjective morphism used above. Finiteness is obvious and surjectivity may be checked
fpqc-locally. Thus we may assume that there is a finite surjective morphism Z → S as in definition
5.2.3a). Then Z ×E SpecE′ → S is again such a morphism and we may consider the closed subschemes
Zϑi ⊂ Z×E SpecE′ given as the locus where α is bounded by ϑi. It is clear that

∐
i Zϑi → Z×E SpecE′

is finite surjective. But by choice of the Z̃ϑi , each morphism Zϑi → S ×E SpecE′ factors over Z̃ϑi , i.e.∐
i Zϑi → S ×E SpecE′ factors over

∐
i Z̃ϑi . Hence

∐
i Z̃ϑi → S ×E SpecE′ and then

∐
i Z̃ϑi → S are

surjective. �

Proposition 5.2.6. Let α : (G, ϕ) → (G′, ϕ′) be a quasi-isogeny between local Gci-shtukas over a DM-
stack S over E.
a) If α is weakly bounded by θ = {ϑ1, . . . , ϑk}, then α−1 is weakly bounded by −θ := {−ϑ1, . . . ,−ϑk}.
b) If α is weakly bounded by θ and α′ : (G′, ϕ′) → (G′′, ϕ′′) is weakly bounded by some θ′, then the
composition α′ ◦ α is weakly bounded by θ ⊕ θ′ = {ϑ+ ϑ′ |ϑ ∈ θ, ϑ′ ∈ θ′}.
c) Fix a finite Γ-invariant subset θ ⊂ X∗(T )dom. Then the locus where α is weakly bounded by θ is
representable by a closed immersion into S.
d) If S is reduced, noetherian and quasi-compact, then there exists some finite Γ-invariant subset θ ⊂
X∗(T )dom such that α is weakly bounded by θ.

Proof. a) This follows directly from proposition 2.3.11.
b) Choose finite surjective morphisms Z → S resp. Z ′ → S suitable for checking the weak boundedness
of α resp. α′. Then the assertion follows from lemma 2.4.1b) after pulling back along the finite surjective
morphism Z ×S Z ′ → S.
c) Let E′/E be a finite field extension such that Gci splits over E. By the previous lemma the locus
of weak boundedness is a fpqc-sheaf on S, hence it suffices to show representability on the fpqc-cover
S ×E SpecE′. Let θ = {ϑ1, . . . ϑk}. Then by proposition 2.4.6 there is a closed immersion Zi →
S ×E SpecE′ representing the locus where α is bounded by ϑi. Let Z ⊂ S ×E SpecE′ be the scheme-
theoretic image of the finite morphism

∐
i Zi → S ×E SpecE′. By construction of Z it is clear that it

represents the locus of weak boundedness for θ on the scheme S ×E SpecE′.
d) By passing to some étale cover we may assume that S is a scheme. By part c) it suffices to show,
that α can be weakly bounded on each of the finitely many generic points. Thus assume wlog. that
S = Spec k for some field k. Choose now E′ as in c). Then Γ acts transitively on the connected
components of S ×E SpecE′, which are all isomorphic to some field extension of E′. Fix one of these
components x ∈ S ×E SpecE′. Then by lemma 2.4.9b), the restriction of α to x is bounded by some
ϑ ∈ X∗(T )dom (for the base field E′). Hence by Γ-action, we can bound α Zariski-locally on S×ESpecE′

by elements in θ := Γϑ and α is indeed weakly bounded by θ over S. �

Definition 5.2.7. Let θi ⊂ X∗(T )dom be a finite Γ-invariant subset of dominant coweights. Then define

M�µi,θi
bνi

⊂ M�µi
bνi

to be the closed subscheme consisting of all points where the universal quasi-isogeny

βunivi is weakly bounded by θi. We endow M�µi,θi
bνi

with the reduced subscheme structure, even though

weak boundedness by θi already defines it as a closed subscheme of M�µi
bνi

which usually has non-trivial

nilpotent structure.
Let M�µi,θi]

bνi
be the perfection of M�µi,θi

bνi
or equivalently the locus of weak boundedness by θi inside

M�µi]
bνi

.
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Remark 5.2.8. i) Consider any quasi-compact reduced open subscheme Z ⊂M�µi
bνi

. Then by 5.2.6d)

the universal quasi-isogeny over Z can be weakly bounded by some θi. Hence we have

M�µi
bνi

=
⋃
θi

M�µi,θi
bνi

and the subspaces on the right-hand side define a filtered system of closed subspaces.
ii) The proof of [HV11, theorem 6.3] shows, that M�µi,θi

bνi
is proper, as it admits a closed immersion

into one of the proper spaces called Mn in loc. cit. Moreover as in the proof of [HV11, corollary 6.5],

it may be shown that each irreducible component of M�µi,θi
bνi

is in fact projective.

Proposition 5.2.9. Let S be any perfect simply connected scheme over E. Then for (di)i sufficiently
large (depending on the θi) there is a unique factorization∏

i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

(S)×E Ig
(∞i)]
U (S)

π(∞i)

))

��

N (νi)]
U (S)

∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

(S)×E Ig
(di)]
U (S)

π(di)

55

of maps between S-valued points.

Proof. The vertical map is surjective as it is induced from an (infinite) Galois-cover and π1(S) is trivial
by assumption. Hence we have to show, that π(∞i) is constant on fibers of the vertical map:

Consider any element x ∈
∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

(S) × Ig
(di)]
U (S) (where we start with arbitrary di’s and specify

them later on). As usual we may describe x by ((G′i, ϕ′i), βi) ∈ M�µi,θi]
bνi

(S) and ((G , ϕ, ψ), (αdi)) ∈
Ig

(di)
U (S). Any two preimages x1 and x2 of x under the Galois-cover are given by the very same datum,

except for (αdi) being replaced by a lift (α∞i,1) resp. (α∞i,2) to actual isomorphisms of local Gci-
shtukas. Thus we have to see that the definition of π(∞i) does not depend on the choice of this lift. To
simplify notations let us only consider the modification of the global G-shtuka at just one characteristic

place and denote the resulting global G-shtukas by (
∼
G 1,

∼
ϕ1, ψ) resp. (

∼
G 2,

∼
ϕ2, ψ). The general case

follows immediately by applying this argument for each characteristic place separately.
Consider the following diagram

(
∼
G 1,

∼
ϕ1, ψ)

&&

��

// (G , ϕ, ψ)

��

(
∼
G 2,

∼
ϕ2, ψ)

��

// (G , ϕ, ψ)

��

Lci(G , ϕ)

(G′i, ϕ′i)

''

// (LG′i, ϕ′i)
α−1
∞i,1

◦βi

88

β−1
i ◦α∞i,2◦α

−1
∞i,1

◦βi
&&

Lci(G , ϕ)

(G′i, ϕ′i) // (LG′i, ϕ′i)
α−1
∞i,2

◦βi

88

where the squiggly arrows are given by functors and the dashed arrows are not yet established.
We first prove that, after choosing di appropriately, the quasi-isogeny β−1

i ◦ α∞i,2 ◦ α−1
∞i,1

◦ βi defines
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in fact an automorphism of the local G-shtuka (G′i, ϕ′i): Note first that α∞i,1 and α∞i,2 lie in one
Idi(bνi)-double coset (assuming for simplicity that we have chosen trivializations for the Gci-torsors in
question), because they both lift the Idi(bνi)-truncated isomorphism αdi . Hence by lemma 4.5.5 (or
fpqc-locally by the very definition) we find that α∞i,2 ◦ α−1

∞i,1
∈ Idi(bνi)(S) ⊂ Kdi(S).

Furthermore by definition of M�µi,θi]
bνi

, βi is weakly bounded by θi. Thus the following lemma ensures

that for sufficiently large di, we have

β−1
i ◦ α∞i,2 ◦ α−1

∞i,1
◦ βi ∈ β−1

i ·Kdi(S) · βi ⊂ L+Gci(S)

Now the automorphism β−1
i ◦ α∞i,2 ◦ α−1

∞i,1
◦ βi : (G′i, ϕ′i) → (G′i, ϕ′i) defines together with the identity

id : (G , ϕ, ψ)|C\{ci}i → (G , ϕ, ψ)|C\{ci}i an isomorphism

(
∼
G 1,

∼
ϕ1, ψ)→ (

∼
G 2,

∼
ϕ2, ψ)

by the fiber product diagram of categories in corollary 5.1.16. Hence we get as desired

π(∞i)(x1) = π(∞i)(x2)

�

Lemma 5.2.10. Let θi be a Γ-orbit of dominant cocharacters. Then for sufficiently large di (depending
only on θi) the following holds: For any L+Gci-torsor G over a scheme (or even DM-stack) S and any

• α ∈ Autdi(G), i.e. a morphism α : G → G which induces the identity on G ×L+Gci L+Gci/Kdi

• and βi ∈ Aut(LG) (between associated LGci-torsors) which is bounded by θi,

the isomorphism of LGci-torsors
β−1
i ◦ α ◦ βi : LG → LG

actually restricts to an automorphism of the L+Gci-torsor G.

Proof. Let us first prove the lemma for Gci = GLn:
As the di defined below is independent of S and G, we may pass to some étale cover of S and assume
wlog. that G = L+GLnS is the trivial torsor. Then we may represent α ∈ KNi(S) and βi ∈ LGLn(S) =
GLn(S((z))). As det(β−1

i ◦ α ◦ βi) = det(α) ∈ (S[[z]])×, we have to see that we may choose di in such
a fashion, that β−1

i ◦ α ◦ βi ∈ GLn(S((z))) has coefficients in S[[z]]. As GLn is split, Γ acts trivially on
X∗(T ) and θi = {ϑi} contains only one element. Thus βi is bounded by ϑi over S and by proposition
2.3.3 the morphism β−1

i is bounded by (−ϑi)dom. Hence using [HV11, lemma 4.3] or equivalently lemma

2.3.1 (both for i = 1), there are constants d′i and d′′i (depending only on θi) such that both zd
′
iβi and

zd
′′
i β−1

i have coefficients in S[[z]]. Thus take any (positive) di ≥ d′i + d′′i . Then writing α ∈ Kdi(S) as

k = 1 + zd
′
i+d
′′
i α′, where α′ ∈ Matn×n(S[[z]]), we get

β−1
i ◦ α ◦ βi = 1 + zd

′′
i β−1

i · α
′ · zd

′
iβi

which obviously has coefficients in S[[z]]. Hence the lemma is shown for Gci = GLn.
We come now to the general case: It suffices to check the assertion after pullback along a finite surjective
morphism. Hence we may assume that Gci splits over S (and we fix such a splitting). Moreover as θi is
a finite set, we may assume that βi is bounded by a single element ϑi ∈ θi ⊂ X∗(T )dom. Consider then
the representation ρ : Gci → GL := GL(

⊕
λ VGci (λ)), where VGci (λ) is the Weyl module with highest

weight λ and the direct sum runs over a finite generating system in X∗(T )dom. By [HV11, proposition
3.14] the map ρ is a closed immersion. Furthermore lemma 2.3.8 (except for property ii)) and lemma
2.3.9a) hold even for

⊕
λ VGci (λ) instead of VGci (λ) (using the very same proofs). Thus there is a

maximal torus and a Borel TGL ⊂ BGL ⊂ GL containing the images of the corresponding subgroups of
Gci such that βiGL : LG ×LGci LGL → LG ×LGci LGL is bounded by ρ ◦ θi ∈ X∗(TGL). Furthermore

it is obvious that any α ∈ Autdi(G) gives an automorphism αGL : G ×L+Gci L+GL→ G ×L+Gci L+GL,

which actually lies in Autdi(G ×L+Gci L+GL). Thus by the first part of this proof, we may choose
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some constant di (depending only on ρ ◦ ϑi) such that for any α and βi as in the statement, we get an
isomorphism of L+GL-torsors

(β−1
i ◦ α ◦ βi)GL = βi

−1
GL ◦ αGL ◦ βiGL ∈ Aut(G ×L

+Gci L+GL).

Using the faithfulness of ρ, this implies that already

β−1
i ◦ α ◦ βi ∈ Aut(G)

as desired. �

Remark 5.2.11. This lemma is a (slight) generalization of the following well-known statement:
Let θi be any finite Γ-invariant set of dominant cocharacters. Then there is a constant di such that for
any algebraically closed field k (over Fq), any g ∈ Kdi(k) and any b ∈ LGci(k) such that its Hodge point
satisfies µ(b) � ϑ (using the partial order in X∗(T )) for some ϑ ∈ θi, we have:

b−1 · g · b ∈ L+Gci(k)

As (over an algebraically closed field) being bounded by θi is actually equivalent to satisfying µ(b) � ϑ
for some ϑ ∈ θi (cf. lemma 2.4.9), this statement is indeed a special case of the lemma above.

Proposition 5.2.12. For (di)i sufficiently large (depending only on θi), π(∞i) factors over a morphism

π(di) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U

Proof. The map ∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(∞i)]
U →

∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U

is an infinite Galois-cover. Hence it suffices to check the factorization of π(∞i) for formal neighborhoods
of geometric points. But this was done in the previous proposition. �

Lemma 5.2.13. The morphism π(∞i) is surjective. In fact for sufficiently large θi (depending on νi
and the fixed cocharacters µi), even the morphism

π(di) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U

is surjective.

Proof. As all stacks are reduced, it suffices to see this on geometric points. In particular it suffices to
show surjectivity of

π(∞i) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(∞i)]
U → N (νi)]

U

for sufficiently large θi. Thus consider a global G-shtuka (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) in the Newton stratum. By
definition there is for each characteristic place ci some quasi-isogeny βi : Lci(G0, ϕ0)→ (L+Gci , bνiσ

∗).
By [RZ99, theorem 1.4] this βi may be chosen to be weakly bounded by θi for suitably chosen θi.
Then we may use corollary 5.1.16 again to glue (G0, ϕ0, ψ0)|C\{ci}i along the βi to the local Gci -shtukas
(L+Gci , bνiσ

∗). In this way we obtain a new global G-shtuka (G , ϕ, ψ) with trivializations α∞i
=

id : Lci(G , ϕ) → (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗). It is now clear from these constructions that the points defined by

(Lci(G0, ϕ0), βi) inside M�µi,θi]
bνi

and by (G , ϕ, ψ, (α∞i)i) inside Ig
(∞i)]
U define a preimage of the given

point under π(∞i). �

Remark 5.2.14. We give a detailed description of the fibers of π(∞i) in proposition 5.3.9.
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5.3 Action of quasi-isogenies on Igusa varieties

We define and study the action of the group of self-quasi-isogenies of the local Gci-shtukas (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)

on Igusa varieties. The corresponding actions on Shimura varieties and their Igusa varieties are defined
in [Man04, sections 3.4 and 4.3.1] or [Man05, lemma 5]. We apply this action to show that π(di) is
quasi-finite.

Definition 5.3.1. Let bνi ∈ LGci(E) be (as usual) a fundamental alcove defined over the reflex field
E. Fix an integer s ≥ 1 such that bνi is decent for s, i.e. (bνiσ)s = zsν

′
i for the Newton point ν′i. Let

E′ = E · Fqs . Then define

Ji = QIsog((L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)E′ , (L

+Gci , bνiσ
∗)E′) = {g ∈ LGci(E′) | g−1bνiσ(g) = bνi}

We endow Ji with the z-adic topology via its canonical inclusion into LGci(E
′).

Remark 5.3.2. Consider the functor on noetherian Fq((z))-algebras R given by

Ji(R) = {g ∈ Gci(R⊗Fq((z)) E
′((z))) | g−1bνiσ(g) = bνi}

where σ acts trivially on R. By literally the same proof as in [RZ96, proposition 1.12], this defines a
smooth affine group scheme over Fq((z)). Its Fq((z))-valued points identify with Ji.

Lemma 5.3.3. If E′′/E′ is any field extension then

Ji = QIsog((L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)E′′ , (L

+Gci , bνiσ
∗)E′′)

Proof. As above the right-hand side equals {g ∈ LGci(E′′) | g−1bνiσ(g) = bνi}. By the decency equation
such an element satisfies g−1zsν

′
iσs(g) = zsν

′
i as well. Now it is easy to see, that g has to lie in the

centralizer of ν′i (using that z is σ-invariant) and hence satisfies g = σs(g). In particular g ∈ LGci(Es)
and the quasi-isogeny associated to g is already defined over E′, i.e. lies in Ji. The other inclusion is
trivial. �

Proposition 5.3.4. There is a canonical action of
∏
i Ji on the Igusa variety Ig

(∞i)]
U ×ESpecE′.

Proof. Let us first explain how one single factor Jj acts: Let S be any perfect DM-stack over E′ and

γj ∈ Jj viewed by base change as a quasi-isogeny over S. Consider a S-valued point in Ig
(∞i)]
U ×ESpecE′,

i.e. a global G-shtuka (G , ϕ, ψ) over S and for each characteristic place ci an isomorphism α(∞i) :

Lci(G , ϕ) → (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)S . Then α−1

(∞j)
◦ γj ◦ α(∞j) defines a self-quasi-isogeny of Lcj (G , ϕ). Thus

using theorem 5.1.11 to glue the global G-shtuka (G , ϕ, ψ) and the local Gcj -shtuka Lcj (G , ϕ) along

the (non-trivial) quasi-isogeny α−1
(∞j)

◦ γj ◦ α(∞j) one obtains a new global G-shtuka (G ′, ϕ′, ψ′). As

by construction Lcj (G
′, ϕ′) = Lcj (G , ϕ), we have a canonical trivialization α(∞j) : Lcj (G

′, ϕ′) →
(L+Gcj , bνjσ

∗)S . For all other places ci 6= cj the local Gci-shtuka does not change and we may
simply keep the trivializations α(∞i). Thus the quadrupel (G ′, ϕ′, ψ′, (α(∞i))i) defines a point in

Ig
(∞i)]
U ×ESpecE′ and we set

γj .(G , ϕ, ψ, (α(∞i))i) := (G ′, ϕ′, ψ′, (α(∞i))i).

As this construction is functorial in S, we get indeed the desired Jj-action.
All the actions of the groups Jj commute, because changing a global G-shtuka at different places is
independent of the order. Hence they induce an action of

∏
i Ji. �

Proposition 5.3.5. Fix some element (γi)i ∈
∏
i Ji. Then there is a tuple (di,γi)i depending only on

(γi)i, such that there exists for every tuple (di)i a unique morphism

(γi)i : Ig
(di+di,γi )]

U ×ESpecE′ → Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

such that the diagram

Ig
(∞i)]
U ×ESpecE′

(γi)i //

��

Ig
(∞i)]
U ×ESpecE′

��
Ig

(di+di,γi )]

U ×ESpecE′
(γi)i // Ig(di)]

U ×ESpecE′
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commutes. Here the upper horizontal morphism is given by the
∏
i Ji-action defined in the previous

proposition and the vertical maps are the canonical projections.

Proof. The quasi-isogeny γi is bounded by some Γ-invariant finite subset of cocharacters. For such
elements, we showed in the last section that there is some di,γi such that γi · Ibνi (di,γi) · γ

−1
i ⊂ Ibνi (0).

This automatically implies for each di ≥ 0

γi · Ibνi (di + di,γi) · γ−1
i ⊂ Ibνi (di).

As in proposition 5.2.12 it suffices to check the assertion on points with values in perfect simply connected
schemes S. Thus let S be such a scheme over E′ and consider now two preimages (G , ϕ, ψ, (α(∞i)1)i)

and (G , ϕ, ψ, (α(∞i)2)i) in Ig
(∞i)]
U of one S-valued point in Ig

(di+di,γi )]

U ×ESpecE′. Denote their images
under (γi)i by (G ′1, ϕ

′
1, ψ
′
1, (α(∞i)1)i) respectively (G ′2, ϕ

′
2, ψ
′
2, (α(∞i)2)i).

We proceed as in the proof of proposition 5.2.9: As α(∞i)1 and α(∞i)2 differ only by an element in
Ibνi (di + di,γi) the quasi-isogeny

δi := (α−1
(∞i)1

γiα(∞i)1)−1 ◦ (α−1
(∞i)2

γiα(∞i)2)

= α−1
(∞i)1

◦ γ−1
i (α(∞i)1α

−1
(∞i)2

)γi ◦ α(∞i)2 : Lci(G
′
1, ϕ
′
1)→ Lci(G

′
2, ϕ
′
2)

is by choice of di,γi an isomorphism. Hence we may glue the identity on (G , ϕ, ψ)|(C\{ci}i)×FqS
and the

isomorphisms δi (for each i) to an isomorphism

(G ′1, ϕ
′
1, ψ
′
1) ∼= (G ′2, ϕ

′
2, ψ
′
2).

We have to see that under this isomorphism, the trivializations α(∞i)1 and α(∞i)2 define at each charac-
teristic place ci the same Ibνi (di)-truncation class. For this note that we have the commutative diagram

Lci(G , ϕ)
α(∞i)2 //

α−1
(∞i)2

γiα(∞i)2

��

(L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)S

γi

��

Lci(G , ϕ)
α(∞i)1 //

α−1
(∞i)1

γiα(∞i)1

��

(L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)S

γi

��

α(∞i)2α
−1
(∞i)1

66

Lci(G
′
2, ϕ
′
2)

α(∞i)2 // (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)S

Lci(G
′
1, ϕ
′
1)

α(∞i)1 //

δi

77

(L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)S

γiα(∞i)2α
−1
(∞i)1

γ−1
i

66

But as α(∞i)1 and α(∞i)2 are both lifts of one Ibνi (di + di,γ)-truncation class, we have by choice of di,γi
that γiα(∞i)2α

−1
(∞i)1

γ−1
i induces the identity modulo Ibνi (di). This shows that (G ′1, ϕ

′
1, ψ
′
1, (α(∞i)1)i)

and (G ′2, ϕ
′
2, ψ
′
2, (α(∞i)2)i) indeed define the same element in Ig

(di)]
U ×ESpecE′. �

Lemma 5.3.6. With the notations of the previous proposition, the morphism

(γi)i : Ig
(di+di,γi )]

U ×ESpecE′ → Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

is finite étale.

Proof. Observe that we have a commutative diagram

Ig
(di+di,γi )]

U ×ESpecE′
γi //

((

Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

xx
C]U ×E SpecE′
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where the projections to the central leaf are finite étale. Hence the lemma follows from the cancellation
property of finite étale morphisms. �

As for Rapoport-Zink spaces of p-divisible groups, we have

Lemma 5.3.7. a) There is a canonical (left) action on Ji on the Rapoport-Zink spaceM�µibνi
×E SpecE′

and on its underlying reduced fiber M�µi
bνi
×E SpecE′.

b) For every γi ∈ Ji there exists a finite Γ-invariant subset θi,γi ⊂ X∗(T ) such that the action of a)
restricts to a morphism

γi : M�µi,θi
bνi

×E SpecE′ →M
�µi,θi⊕θi,γi
bνi

×E SpecE′

Here θi ⊕ θi,γi = {ϑ+ ϑ′ | ϑ ∈ θi, ϑ′ ∈ θi,γi} as in 5.2.6b).
c) In the situation of part b), the morphism γi is a closed immersion.
All properties hold as well after taking the perfection.

Proof. a) The action is given by postcomposition of the universal quasi-isogeny with the self-quasi-
isogeny defined by the element in Ji.
b) Choose θi,γi such that γi is bounded by it. By proposition 5.2.6d) such a subset exists over any field.
Then the assertion follows directly from 5.2.6b).
c) Consider the commutative diagram

M�µi,θi
bνi

×E SpecE′
γi //

_�

jθi,∞i

��

M
�µi,θi+θi,γi
bνi

×E SpecE′
_�

jθi+θi,γi ,∞i

��
M�µi

bνi
×E SpecE′

γi //M�µi
bνi
×E SpecE′

As γi is an automorphisms of M�µi
bνi
×E SpecE′ we see that the compositions jθi+θi,γi ,∞i

◦γi = γi ◦jθi,∞i

are closed immersions. As jθi+θi,γi ,∞i
is a closed immersion as well, we see that γi : M�µi,θi

bνi
×ESpecE′ →

M
�µi,θi+θi,γi
bνi

×E SpecE′ is just another closed immersion.

All assertions are stable under taking perfections, hence the statements hold as well for the Ji-action
on M�µi]bνi

×E SpecE′. �

Theorem 5.3.8. The morphism

π(∞i) :
∏
i

M�µi]
bνi

×E Ig
(∞i)]
U ×ESpecE′ → N (νi)]

U ×E SpecE′

constructed in 5.2.2 is equivariant for the diagonal action of
∏
i Ji on the source and the trivial action

on the target.
Moreover for every element (γi)i ∈

∏
i Ji the diagram

∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

(γi)i //

π(di) **

∏
i M
�µi,θ′i]
bνi

×E Ig
(d′i)]
U ×ESpecE′

π(d′
i
)tt

N (νi)]
U ×E SpecE′

commutes, whenever θi, θ
′
i, di and d′i are chosen in such a way that all morphisms are well-defined.

Proof. Fix a perfect DM-stack S over E′, an element (γi)i ∈
∏
i Ji viewed by base-change as a quasi-

isogeny over S, a point x ∈ Ig
(∞i)]
U (S) given by (G , ϕ, ψ, (α∞i)i) and for each i a point yi ∈M�µi]

bνi
(S)

given by (G′i, ϕ′i, βi). To check equivariance of π(∞i) it suffices to check that for each characteristic place
ci the quasi-isogenies used to “glue” (G , ϕ, ψ) and (G′i, ϕ′i) respectively (γi)i.(G , ϕ, ψ) and γi.(G′i, ϕ′i)
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coincide.
(γi)i.(G , ϕ, ψ) is constructed using (locally at ci) the quasi-isogeny

α−1
∞i
◦ γ ◦ α∞i : Lci(G , ϕ)→ Lci((γi)i.(G , ϕ))

Moreover we glue (γi)i.(G , ϕ, ψ) and γi.(G′i, ϕ′i) at ci via

γi.(G′i, ϕ′i)
γ◦βi−−−→ (L+Gci , bνiσ

∗)S
α−1
∞i−−−→ Lci((γi)i.(G , ϕ)).

Thus we obtain the global G-shtuka (locally around ci) defining π(∞i)((γi.yi)i, (γi)i.x) by changing
(G , ϕ, ψ) along the quasi-isogeny

α−1
∞i
◦ βi : γi.(G′i, ϕ′i)

γ◦βi−−−→ (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)S

α−1
∞i−−−→ Lci((γi)i.(G , ϕ))

(α−1
∞i
◦γ◦α∞i )

−1

−−−−−−−−−−−→ Lci(G , ϕ)

But this is precisely the quasi-isogeny used to get the global G-shtuka defining π(∞i)((yi)i, x) (again
only locally around ci). Hence we get indeed the desired equivariance.
The second assertion obviously follows from the compatibility statements in the previous propositions.
�

Proposition 5.3.9. Let F be any algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Fix x ∈ N (νi)]
U (F) a

geometric point. Then its fiber π−1
(∞i)

(x) is a torsor for the z-adic group
∏
i Ji.

Proof. By the previous theorem,
∏
i Ji indeed acts on fibers of geometric points, which are non-empty

by lemma 5.2.13.

We first show that the action is simple on Ig
(∞i)]
U (F) and therefore simple on the whole source as well:

Assume there is some (γi)i ∈
∏
i Ji and an element (G , ϕ, ψ, (α∞i

)i) in the Igusa variety together with
an isomorphism

ζ : (γi)i.(G , ϕ, ψ, (α∞i
)i)→ (G , ϕ, ψ, (α∞i

)i)

Considered locally around a characteristic place ci, we get the commutative diagram

(γi)i.(G , ϕ, ψ)

ζ

''

��

// (G , ϕ, ψ)

ζ

&&

��

(G , ϕ, ψ)

��

// (G , ϕ, ψ)

��

Lci(G , ϕ)

ζ

&&
Lci(G , ϕ)

ζ

''

// Lci(G , ϕ)

α−1
∞i,i
◦γi◦α∞i,i

88

ζ

&&

Lci(G , ϕ)

Lci(G , ϕ) // Lci(G , ϕ)

where the squiggly arrows are again given by functors. Hence the lower right square implies γi = id,
which implies simplicity of the action.
It suffices now to show transitivity of the action on fibers. Let (G , ϕ, ψ) be the global G-shtuka cor-
responding to the point x. Pick two preimages under π(∞i) corresponding to (Gj , ϕj , ψj , (α∞ij)i) ∈
Ig

(∞i)]
U (F) and (Gij , ϕij , βij) ∈M�µi

bνi
(F) for j = 1, 2. Then by construction

(Gi1, ϕi1) = Lci(G , ϕ) = (Gi2, ϕi2)

and we may define (γi)i ∈
∏
i Ji via

γi = βi2 ◦ β−1
i1 ∈ QIsog((L+Gci , bνiσ

∗)F, (L
+Gci , bνiσ

∗)F) = Ji.
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Then it is clear that γi.(Gi1, ϕi1, βi1) = (Gi2, ϕi2, βi2) for each i and we are left to show

(γi)i.(G1, ϕ1, ψ1, (α∞i1)i) ∼= (G2, ϕ2, ψ2, (α∞i2)i).

By construction (G , ϕ, ψ) is obtained by changing (G1, ϕ1, ψ1) at every characteristic place along the
quasi-isogeny

α−1
∞i1
◦ βi1 : Lci(G , ϕ) = (Gi1, ϕi1)→ Lci(G1, ϕ1)

and similarly for (G2, ϕ2, ψ2). Hence we obtain (G2, ϕ2, ψ2) if we change (G1, ϕ1, ψ1) at every character-
istic place along

(α−1
∞i2
◦ βi2) ◦ (α−1

∞i1
◦ βi1)−1 = α−1

∞i2
◦ γi ◦ α∞i1 : Lci(G1, ϕ1)→ Lci(G2, ϕ2)

Thus we can define an isomorphism (G2, ϕ2, ψ2, (α∞i2)i) ∼= (γi)i.(G1, ϕ1, ψ1, (α∞i1)i) by gluing the
identity on

(G1, ϕ1, ψ1)|(C\{ci}i)×FqF
= (G , ϕ, ψ)|(C\{ci}i)×FqF

= (G2, ϕ2, ψ2)|(C\{ci}i)×FqF

and for each ci the isomorphism

α−1
∞i1
◦ α∞i2 : Lci(G2, ϕ2)→ Lci((γi)i.(G1, ϕ1)).

This shows that the element (γi)i identifies not only the points on Rapoport-Zink spaces but also on
Igusa-varieties. �

Remark 5.3.10. The z-adic topology on π−1
(∞i)

(x) induced by the z-adic topology on
∏
i Ji coincides

with the coarsest topology such that for all sufficiently large di and θi the canonical map

π−1
(∞i)

(x) ∩

(∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(∞i)]
U

)
→ π−1

(di)
(x) ∩

(∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U

)

is continuous for the discrete topology on the target (which is a finite set by the next lemma).

Lemma 5.3.11. Fix an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p and let θi be a finite Γ-invariant
subset of X∗(T ). Then each Ji-orbit of F-valued points in M�µi]

bνi
intersects M�µi,θi]

bνi
in only finitely

many points.

Proof. Fix one orbit Ji.x ⊂M�µi]
bνi

with wlog. x ∈M�µi,θi]
bνi

(F) corresponding to (Gi, ϕi, βi). To simplify

notations we fix a trivialization of Gi which allows us to view βi ∈ LG(F). Moreover we fix a faithful
representation ρ : Gci → GL(V ) (over F).
Define the set

∆ := {γi ∈ Ji | γi.x ∈M�µi,θi]
bνi

} = {γi ∈ Ji | γi ◦ βi weakly bounded by θi} ⊂ Ji

where we view γi in the second definition as a quasi-isogeny over F. Using ρ it is contained in the set

∆′ := {γi ∈ Ji | ρ(γi ◦ βi) weakly bounded by ρ(θi)}

But for quasi-isogenies between local GL(V )-shtukas we have in lemma 2.3.1 worked out explicit con-
ditions for boundedness. Note for this that GL(V ) splits and ρ(γi ◦ βi) being weakly bounded by ρ(θi)
is equivalent to the existence of one ϑi ∈ ρ(θi) such that ρ(γi ◦ βi) is bounded by ϑi. In particular these
explicit conditions imply that ∆′ is (z-adically) closed in Ji and that there are constants Ni and N ′i
(depending on θi) such that for each γi ∈ ∆′ every coefficient of the matrix ρ(γi ◦ βi) lies in z−NiF[[z]]
and every coefficient of ρ(γi ◦ βi)−1 lies in z−N

′
iF[[z]]. Thus ∆′ is compact as well.

Consider now the quotients (by right group actions)

∆/(βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1
i ) ⊂ ∆′/(βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1

i ) ⊂ Ji/(βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1
i ).

The group βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1
i is open in Ji. Together with Ji being defined over a field E′ with finite

residue field and compactness of ∆′, the quotient in the middle is finite. Hence so is the quotient on
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the left. But one easily sees that βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1
i is nothing else than the stabilizer of x. This gives

a bijection (of sets)

Ji.x ∩M�µi,θi]
bνi

(F) ∼= ∆/(βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1
i )

which proves the desired finiteness result. �

Proposition 5.3.12. Assume that (θi)i and (di)i are chosen in such a way that

π(di) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U

exists. Then π(di) is quasi-finite.

Proof. Fix any geometric point x ∈ N (νi)]
U (F) and consider its preimage π−1

(di)
(x). On F-valued points

we have the
∏
i Ji-action and combining the propositions 5.3.5 and 5.3.9, any two preimages of x are

translates via some element in
∏
i Ji. Denote the projection on the first factor by pr1 :

∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E
Ig

(di)]
U →

∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

. Then the previous lemma implies the finiteness of the set

pr1(π−1
(di)

(x)) ⊂
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

(F)

Fix one element y ∈ pr1(π−1
(di)

(x)). Then it suffices to show the finiteness of the set

π−1
(di)

(x) ∩ pr−1
1 (y).

If the ith component of y corresponds to (Gi, ϕi, βi), then any two elements in this intersection are
translates under the stabilizer of y, which equals∏

i

(βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1
i ) ⊂

∏
i

Ji.

Next observe that the group
∏
i Autdi(L+Gci , bνiσ

∗) ⊂
∏
i Ji of automorphisms, which for each i induce

the identity modulo Idi(bνi), acts trivially on Ig
(di)]
U : Indeed for such an element we change the global

G-shtuka at each characteristic place via some isomorphism. This induces an isomorphisms between the
global G-shtukas over the whole curve C. Moreover the trivializations at the characteristic places get
changed only by an element in In(bνi), hence remain in the same In(bνi)-truncation class.
Therefore the subgroup

∏
i(Autdi(L+Gci , bνiσ

∗)∩βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1
i ) acts trivially on π−1

(di)
(x)∩pr−1

1 (y).

Thus π−1
(di)

(x) ∩ pr−1
1 (y) is one orbit under the group∏
i

(
βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1

i /(Autdi(L+Gci , bνiσ
∗) ∩ βi AutF(Gi, ϕi)β−1

i )
)

which is finite as the quotient group is open and AutF(Gi, ϕi) is isomorphic to an automorphism group
of a local G-shtuka defined over a finite field, and hence can be defined over a finite field itself. �

5.4 Finiteness of the cover

We saw in the last statement that π(di) is quasi-finite. The next aim is to prove properness, which
implies that π(di) is finite and for sufficiently large (di)i surjective.

Proposition 5.4.1. π(di) is satisfies the valuation criterion for properness (whenever well-defined).

Proof. Let R be any (necessarily perfect) valuation ring with function field K and consider a commu-
tative diagram

SpecK
g //

η

��

∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U

π(di)

��
SpecR

f //

h
66

N (νi)]
U
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where f is defined by a global G-shtuka (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) over SpecR and g is defined by an element

(G , ϕ, ψ, (αdi)i) ∈ Ig
(di)]
U (SpecK) and for each ci a tuple (Gi, ϕi, βi) ∈ M�µi,θi]

bνi
(SpecK). We lift

each αdi to a trivialization α∞i . Moreover we will always identify (G0, ϕ0, ψ0)K over the generic fiber
with the global G-shtuka constructed out of the objects given by the points in the source of π(di). For
example we will identify the restriction of (G0, ϕ0, ψ0)K to C \ {ci}i with the restriction of (G , ϕ, ψ) to
the same subscheme.
Claim 1: Each (Gi, ϕi, βi) admits a model (G̃i, ϕ̃i, β̃i) over SpecR.

By construction we identify Lci(G0, ϕ0)K = (Gi, ϕi). Thus the local G-shtuka (G̃i, ϕ̃i) := Lci(G0, ϕ0)
over SpecR has generic fiber (Gi, ϕi). By Tate’s theorem 2.7.6 we may extend the quasi-isogeny βi
which is a priori only defined over K to a quasi-isogeny

β̃i : (G̃i, ϕ̃i)→ (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)R

over SpecR. As boundedness by θi is a closed condition, β̃i is indeed bounded by θi and (G̃i, ϕ̃i, β̃i)
defines a point in M�µi,θi]

bνi
.

Claim 2: (G , ϕ, ψ) admits a model (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃) over SpecR.
For each i the element (Lci(G , ϕ), α∞i

) is a local G-shtuka over SpecK together with a quasi-isogeny

(and even an isomorphism) to (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗). Hence it defines an element in M�µi]

bνi
. By corollary 2.5.6,

i.e. properness of irreducible components of M�µi]
bνi

, it extends uniquely to a local G-shtuka (Ĝi, ϕ̂i) over

SpecR and a quasi-isogeny α̃∞i : (Ĝ, ϕ̂)→ (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)R (which we will prove to be an isomorphism

later on). Next observe that we have a quasi-isogeny

α̃∞i

−1 ◦ β̃i : Lci(G0, ϕ0) = (G̃i, ϕ̃i)→ (Ĝi, ϕ̂i)

defined over SpecR. Hence we may glue (G0, ϕ0, ψ0)|(C\{ci}i×ESpecR along these quasi-isogenies to the

local Gci-shtukas (Ĝi, ϕ̂i). This gives a global G-shtuka (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃) over SpecR. Over the generic point it
is given by modification of (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) along α−1

∞i
◦ βi, i.e. precisely reversing the construction defining

π(di). Thus over the generic point (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃) equals the given element (G , ϕ, ψ).

Claim 3: (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃) defines a point in the central leaf C(νi)]
U .

By construction of (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃) as a modification of (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) at the characteristic places, it defines a

R-valued point in N (νi)]
U . We have seen that its generic point lies in the central leaf. As the central leaf

is closed by 4.2.9a), this implies claim 3.
Claim 4: α̃∞i

is an isomorphism of local Gci-shtukas.

Ig
(∞i)]
U → C(νi)]

U is a pro-finite étale cover by theorem 4.6.9. In particular it satisfies the valuation

criterion and we may lift the R-valued point defined by (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃) to a R-valued point (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃, (α′∞i
)i)

in Ig
(∞i)]
U whose generic point equals (G , ϕ, ψ, (α∞i

)i). Now observe that both α′∞i
and α̃∞i

define

quasi-isogenies from (Ĝ, ϕ̂) = Lci(G̃ , ϕ̃) to (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)R which coincide on the generic point. Hence

they have to coincide everywhere. In particular is α̃∞i an isomorphism.

Let α̃di be the Idi(bνi)-truncation class of α̃∞i
. Then (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃, (α̃di)i) defines a R-valued point in

Ig
(di)]
U and extends the tuple (G , ϕ, ψ, (αdi)i). Therefore we may consider the morphism h : SpecR →∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U defined by (G̃i, ϕ̃i, β̃i) (for each i) and (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃, (α̃di)i).

Note that lifting (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃) to infinite level is only done for convenience and only a lift to Ig
(di)]
U is actually

necessary.
Claim 5: The morphism h makes the diagram above commutative.
g = h ◦ η is precisely the statement, that the shtukas defining h extend the given ones on the generic
fiber. f = π(di) ◦ h rephrases as the condition that the modification of (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃) along α̃∞i

−1 ◦ β̃i (for

each i) is isomorphic to (G0, ϕ0, ψ0). But (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ̃) was constructed precisely to have this property. �

Proposition 5.4.2. Assume that (θi)i and (di)i are chosen in such a way that

π(di) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U
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exists. Then π(di) is the perfection of a finite morphism. Moreover for sufficiently large θi (and thus di)
it is surjective.

Proof. Newton strata N (νi)
U , Rapoport-Zink spaces M�µi,θi

bνi
and Igusa varieties Ig

(di)
U are DM-stacks of

finite type. Hence the composition of π(di) with the projection to N (νi)
U has to factor through a finite

totally ramified cover of
∏
i M
�µi,θi
bνi

×E Ig
(di)
U . Denote this morphism by

π(di) :
∏
i

σ∗NM�µi,θi
bνi

×E σ∗N Ig
(di)
U → N (νi)

U

Propositions 5.3.12 and 5.4.1 imply that it is quasi-finite and satisfies the valuation criterion for proper-
ness (because one may check these after a cover). Moreover it is of finite type, hence finite.
The surjectivity assertion was already shown in 5.2.13. �

Remark 5.4.3. i) We show that π(di) itself is finite in theorem 5.5.5b).
ii) Up to Frobenius-pullbacks of the Rapoport-Zink space,

π(di) :
∏
i

σ∗NM�µi,θi
bνi

×E σ∗N Ig
(di)
U → N (νi)

U

is precisely the analogue of the covering morphism constructed by Mantovan in [Man04] and [Man05].

5.5 An étale version of the covering morphism

So far we defined the finite morphism π(di). Nevertheless it will be more convenient to have an étale
and quasi-finite version of this morphism. Fortunately this is easily constructed by restricting π(di) to
some open subset of the source.

Definition 5.5.1. a) Let M◦�µi,θi
bνi

be the largest open subspace of M�µi
bνi

, which is contained in M�µi,θi
bνi

.

Let M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

be its perfection, which coincides with the largest open subspace of M�µi]
bνi

contained in

M�µi,θi]
bνi

.

b) Let π̇(di) :
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U be the restriction of π(di).

Lemma 5.5.2. For every θi there exists some bound θ′i such that

M◦�µi,θi
bνi

⊂M�µi,θi
bνi

⊂M
◦�µi,θ′i
bνi

Proof. The first inclusion is immediate from the definition. For the second inclusion recall that the space
M�µi,θi

bνi
is quasi-compact by remark 5.2.8ii), hence contained in a finite union of irreducible components

Zi ⊂M�µi
bνi

. As M�µi
bνi

is locally of finite type, each irreducible component intersects only finitely many

others. So the union Z ′i of all irreducible components of M�µi
bνi

intersecting M�µi
bνi

is still quasi-compact.

Thus we may choose θ′i such that Z ′i ⊂M
�µi,θ′i
bνi

. Then by our choices

M�µi,θi
bνi

⊂M
◦�µi,θ′i
bνi

.

�

Proposition 5.5.3. Assume that (θi)i and (di)i are chosen in such a way that

π̇(di) :
∏
i

M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U

exists. Then π̇(di) is formally étale.
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Proof. Consider a closed immersion T0 ⊂ T of affine schemes given by a square-zero ideal and the test
diagram

T0
(f0,g0) //

��

∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

× Ig
(di)]
U

π̇(di)

��
T

h
//

(f̃ ,g̃)

77

N (νi)]
U

As maps from an affine space SpecA into perfect schemes factor over the SpecA′, where A′ ⊂ A is
the maximal subring on which the Frobenius is surjective, we may wlog. assume that T0 and T are
perfect themselves. Let now (G , ϕ, ψ) (over T ) be the pullback of the universal global G-shtuka along h,

(Gi, ϕi, βi) (over T0) be the pullback of the universal family on the Rapoport-Zink space M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

along

f0 and ((G ′, ϕ′, ψ′), (α′di)) (over T0) the pullback of the universal family over Ig
(∞i)]
U along g0. Then

by assumption Lci(G , ϕ)|T0
= (Gi, ϕi). Thus we may extend βi by proposition 2.4.4 to a quasi-isogeny

β̃i : Lci(G , ϕ)→ (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗) over T . Then (Lci(G , ϕ), β̃i) defines a morphism T →M◦�µi,θi

bνi
, which

by perfectness of T lifts to f̃ : T → M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

. By construction f̃ extends f0. Now the modification

of (G , ϕ, ψ) along the quasi-isogenies β̃i on each characteristic place, defines a new global G-shtuka
(G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ) over T together with canonical Idi(bνi)-truncated trivializations α̃di : Lci(G̃ , ϕ̃) → Lci(G , ϕ).

This defines a morphism g̃ : T → Ig
(di)]
U .

We have to see that both triangles in the test diagram commute. The lower one is obvious from the
construction of g̃. For the upper one, note that (G ′, ϕ′, ψ′) can be identified with the modification of
(G , ϕ, ψ)|T0 along the β−1

i ◦α′di (for any choice of fpqc-locally representing α′di by a honest isomorphism).

Thus there is a canonical isomorphism (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ)|T0
∼= (G ′, ϕ′, ψ′), which is by construction compatible

with the Idi(bνi)-truncated trivializations α̃di and α′di . This shows g̃|T0
= g0. The equality f̃ |T0

= f0 is

clear by construction of f̃ .
Finally we have to see that (f̃ , g̃) is unique. By definition of π̇(di), the pullback of the universal local

G-shtuka along f̃ has to coincide with Lci(G , ϕ), hence is uniquely determined. As extensions of quasi-
isogenies along nilpotent thickenings are unique, we get uniqueness of our choice of f̃ . Uniqueness of
g̃ follows now from the definition of π̇(di), because modification of global G-shtukas along local quasi-
isogenies is an invertible operation. �

Lemma 5.5.4. Let f : X → Y be a morphism between schemes of finite type over Fq. Assume that the
perfection f ] : X] → Y ] is formally étale.
a) f factors over a totally ramified cover Ỹ → Y such that f̃ : X → Ỹ is étale.
b) f ] is étale.

Proof. a) Define Ỹ as the maximal totally ramified extension such that f factors over it. In other words
adjoin to the structure sheaf of Y all p-power roots of elements, whose image in the structure sheaf of
X have p-power roots of the same order, and then define Ỹ as the relative spectrum over Y . It is clear
that f factors over this Ỹ and that Ỹ is totally ramified over Y . Moreover Ỹ ] = Y ] and f̃ ] = f ].
To see that f̃ is étale, note that satisfying the valuation criterion for étaleness implies that f ] defines
isomorphisms on completions on local rings. Hence for a geometric point x ∈ X with image y = f̃ ∈ Ỹ ,

the ring ÔX,x is a totally ramified extension of ÔỸ ,y, because they define the same ring after perfection.

So by construction of Ỹ , they have to be equal. But on DM-stacks of finite type, this implies étaleness.
b) is a direct consequence of [Zhu14, lemma A.6]: f̃ is étale, hence so is f̃ ] which coincides with f ]. �

Theorem 5.5.5. Assume that (θi)i and (di)i are chosen in such a way, that all morphisms exist.
a) The morphism

π̇(di) :
∏
i

M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U

is étale and quasi-finite.
b) The morphism

π(di) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U → N (νi)]

U
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finite.
Moreover for all sufficiently large (θi)i and (di)i both morphisms are surjective.

Proof. Proposition 5.5.3 implies that we can apply the previous lemma to π̇(di), proving étaleness. π̇(di)

is quasi-finite as a restriction of the quasi-finite morphism π(di), cf. proposition 5.3.12.
We already know that π(di) is quasi-finite by proposition 5.3.12 and satisfies the valuation criterion for
properness by proposition 5.4.1. So it remains to see that it is of finite type, which will follow from the
same property for π̇(di): As the transition morphisms between Igusa varieties are finite étale, it suffices
to check this for all sufficiently large (di)i. Now choose θ′i as in lemma 5.5.2 such that we have a closed
immersion

M�µi,θi
bνi

⊂M
◦�µi,θ′i
bνi

.

Hence the same inclusion of their perfections is again a closed immersion and

π(di) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ↪→

∏
i

M
◦�µi,θ′i]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U

π̇(di)−−−→ N (νi)]
U

is a composition of morphisms of finite type, assuming that (di)i is large enough for π̇(di) to exist. So
π(di) is indeed of finite type.
Surjectivity of π(di) was already shown in proposition 5.4.2. Surjectivity of π̇(di) follows now, because
π̇(di) extends the surjective morphism π(di) for all sufficiently large (θ′i)i. �

Proposition 5.5.6. Let (γi)i ∈
∏
i Ji. Then there are di,γi and θi,γi such that there exists an étale

morphism

(γi)i :
∏
i

M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di+di,γi )]

U ×EE′ →
∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×EE′

induced from the diagonal action of (γi)i on
∏
i M
�µi]
bνi

×E Ig
(∞i)]
U .

Proof. As (γi)i acts diagonally, we can handle Rapoport-Zink spaces and Igusa varieties separately. For
Igusa varieties this is just proposition 5.3.5 and lemma 5.3.6. In the case of Rapoport-Zink spaces, first
note that γi(M

◦�µi,θi
bνi

]) ⊂M�µi]
bνi

is an open subscheme, as the image of an open subscheme under some

automorphism. Moreover lemma 5.3.7 shows the existence of some θi,γi such that

γi : M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E SpecE′ →M
�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E SpecE′

is well-defined. Thus γi(M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

) is an open subscheme of the Rapoport-Zink space, which lies in

M
�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E SpecE′. Hence it is contained in M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E SpecE′. But this is nothing else

that the existence of some θi such that

γi : M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E SpecE′ →M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E SpecE′

exists. Moreover it is clearly an open immersion, hence étale. �

Remark 5.5.7. Alternatively one can deduce étaleness of (γi)i by considering the commutative diagram

∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di+di,γi ])

U ×ESpecE′
γi //

π̇(di+di,γi
) **

∏
i M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

π̇(di)tt
N (νi)]
U ×E SpecE′

and using that the morphisms π̇(di) and π̇(di+di,γi )
are étale by the previous theorem.
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Lemma 5.5.8. In the situation of the previous proposition, fix some d′i ≥ di. Then the commutative
square

∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(d′i+di,γi )]

U ×ESpecE′
γi //

��

∏
i M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E Ig
(d′i)]
U ×ESpecE′

��∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di+di,γi )]

U ×ESpecE′
γi // ∏

i M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

is a fiber product diagram.

Proof. Denote the fiber product space by X. Then the universal property gives a morphism

f :
∏
i

M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(d′i+di,γi )]

U ×EE′ → X

But both spaces are finite étale Galois-covers over
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di+di,γi )]

U ×EE′ of the same degree∏
i[Id′i+di,γi (bνi) : Id′i(bνi)] =

∏
i[Idi+di,γi (bνi) : Idi(bνi)]. Hence the morphism f is a finite étale Galois-

cover of degree 1, i.e. an isomorphism. �

Remark 5.5.9. The same result obviously holds as well for the closed spaces
∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

instead of∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

5.6 Dimensions of arbitrary leaves

As a first application of this product decomposition, we show that every leaf, i.e. the locus in one
Newton stratum with fixed isomorphism class of associated local G-shtukas, has the same dimension.

Definition 5.6.1. Fix for each characteristic place ci a local Gci-shtuka (Gi, ϕi) over a finite field E′.
Then define the set

C(Gi,ϕi)i
U = {x ∈ Xµ

U | Lci(G
univ, ϕuniv)×Xµ

U
Spec k ∼= (Gi, ϕi)×E′ Spec k for each ci},

where x : Spec k → Xµ
U is any geometric point with image x.

As for central leaves, C(Gi,ϕi)i
U is a closed subset in the corresponding Newton stratum, hence locally

closed in Xµ
U . We endow it with the reduced substack structure, making it into a DM-stack over E′ and

call it a leaf in Xµ
U .

Proposition 5.6.2. Fix a Newton stratum N (νi)
U . Then every leaf in N (νi)

U has the same dimension.

Proof. We prove that the leaf corresponding to local Gci-shtukas (Gi, ϕi) has the same dimension as our

fixed central leaf. As perfections preserve dimensions, it suffices to compare the dimensions of C(Gi,ϕi)i]
U

and C(νi)]
U .

Choose for each i a quasi-isogeny βi : (Gi, ϕi)→ (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗), which exists at least after base-change

to Fq. This defines a set of points yi ∈M�µi]
bνi

(SpecFq). Choose bounds θi sufficiently large such that

yi ∈M�µi,θi]
bνi

for each i and fix a tuple (di)i such that π(di) exists. We claim now that the morphism

π(di) : (yi)i ×E Ig
(di)]
U → C(Gi,ϕi)i]

U

is well-defined, finite and surjective. Well-defined is obvious from the definition and finiteness follows
from theorem 5.5.5b) by precomposition with the closed immersion defined by the points yi. To see the

surjectivity, we proceed as in lemma 5.2.13: Fix any geometric point x ∈ C(Gi,ϕi)i]
U corresponding to the

global G-shtuka (G0, ϕ0, ψ0). Then by definition of the leaf, we may consider the quasi-isogenies

Lci(G0, ϕ0)
∼−→ (Gi, ϕi)

βi−→ (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗)
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which define again the points yi in the Rapoport-Zink space. Moreover the modification of (G0, ϕ0, ψ0)

along these quasi-isogenies define a global G-shtuka in Ig
(di)]
U (using the identity as the trivialization of

the associated local Gci-shtukas), which lies in the preimage of x under π(di). This shows surjectivity.
In particular we have

dim C(Gi,ϕi)i]
U = dim Ig

(di)]
U = dim C(νi)]

U .

�

6 Lifting to formal schemes and adic spaces

So far we worked only over the special fiber corresponding to the fixed characteristic places (ci)i. We now
wish to extend π(di) and π̇(di) to morphisms of formal schemes, whose underlying reduced subschemes
are the ones considered in section 5 or at least reasonably close to them. By applying Huber’s generic
fiber functor, we obtain similar covering morphisms for associated adic spaces.

6.1 Central leaves as formal schemes

We construct now the central leaf, not as a reduced subscheme of the special fiber of the moduli space of
globalG-shtukas, but as a formal scheme. A priori we could just take the formal completion of the moduli

space ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G) along the central leaf C(νi)
U . However there are disadvantages in using the resulting

formal scheme: First of all the construction of the extended covering morphism could not be made using
the universal families as done in theorem 6.2.1, but only using the equivalence of deformations of global
and local G-shtukas, cf. remark 6.2.3. Secondly it would turn out, that the resulting morphism is not
adic, having therefore none of the expected properties like being finite or étale. Thus we define the

(formal) central leaf C
(νi)
U (loosely speaking) as the locus in ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G), where the universal global

G-shtuka has associated local G-shtukas fpqc-locally isomorphic to (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗), cf. 6.1.3.

From now on we fix local coordinates ζi for {c1}× . . . {ci−1}×C ×{ci+1}× . . .×{cn} ⊂ Cn \∆ at the
point ci once and for all. This way we identify Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] with the formal completion of Cn \∆
at the point (ci)i.

Definition 6.1.1. a) Let Xµ
U be the formal completion of ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G) along the special fiber Xµ

U =
∇µ

(ci)
H1
U (C,G). It is by construction a (ζ1, . . . , ζn)-adic formal scheme over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] ⊂ Cn\∆.

Let Xµ]
U be its perfection over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]].

b) Let N
(νi)
U ⊂ Xµ

U be the formal completion of ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G) along N (νi)
U . The formal scheme N

(νi)
U is

not (ζ1, . . . , ζn)-adic nor is the inclusion N
(νi)
U ⊂ Xµ

U an adic morphism.

Let N
(νi)]
U be its perfection.

Remark 6.1.2. i) The formal scheme N
(νi)
U represents the locus in Xµ

U that admits a fpqc-cover over
which for each characteristic place the local G-shtuka associated to the universal global one is quasi-
isogenous to (L+Gci , bνiσ

∗). Indeed: It is obvious, that the reduced subscheme underlying such a locus

has to be contained in N (νi)
U . Hence the locus of existence of such a fpqc-local quasi-isogeny has to be

contained in N
(νi)
U . Conversely such a fpqc-cover over N

(νi)
U is constructed in the proof of theorem 6.1.6

(and called Y there). Actually we show the existence of such a cover only modulo some power of an
ideal of definition, but the constructions are easily adapted.
ii) Alternatively Xµ]

U can be defined as the formal completion of the perfection ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)] along the

special fiber Xµ]
U . The same applies to the Newton stratum N

(νi)]
U .

We have already seen that Ig
(∞i)]
U → C(νi)]

U → C(νi)
U is a fpqc-cover over which the local G-shtukas as-

sociated to the universal global G-shtuka admit a (canonical) isomorphism to (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗). Therefore

it is natural to make the following

Definition 6.1.3. C
(νi)
U is the locus in Xµ

U , where some fpqc-cover exists such that for each characteristic
place ci the following holds: The local G-shtuka associated to the universal global G-shtuka at this charac-
teristic place ci admits (over this cover) an isomorphism to the constant local G-shtuka (L+Gci , bνiσ

∗).
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To be more precise, C
(νi)
U is the fpqc-sheaf on Xµ

U , which has on a test scheme S → Xµ
U exactly one

element if some fpqc-cover of S exists with the properties above. C
(νi)
U (S) is empty otherwise.

Let C
(νi)]
U be the perfection of C

(νi)
U .

Before we can start proving representability results, we need the following general lemma, which is
surely nothing new.

Lemma 6.1.4. Let X be any quasi-compact noetherian scheme over a field k. Then there exists a
fpqc-cover Y → X such that each connected component of the underlying reduced subscheme Y red is
irreducible, normal and has an algebraically closed function field.

Proof. Assume first that X is irreducible with function field k(X). Then we can just take as Y the
normalization of X in the algebraic closure k(X).
In the general case we may assume wlog that the reduced subscheme Xred is irreducible. Then after
passing to some open cover, we may embed X into Xred ×k Spf k[[t1, . . . , tn]] for some n � 0. Choose
now a fpqc-cover Y red → Xred which is normal and has algebraic closed function field. Then Y red ×k
Spf k[[t1, . . . , tn]]→ Xred ×k Spf k[[t1, . . . , tn]] is still a fpqc-cover with this property. We define now

Y = X ×Xred×Spf k[[t1,...,tn]] (Y red ×k Spf k[[t1, . . . , tn]])

It is obviously a fpqc-cover and the reduced subscheme of Y equally Y red, hence is normal and has as
well an algebraically closed function field. �

Remark 6.1.5. Note that although X is noetherian, Y will no longer have this property.

Theorem 6.1.6. C
(νi)
U exists as a formal scheme over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]. We call it the (formal) central

leaf.

Proof. Obviously C
(νi)
U lies inside N

(νi)
U , which equals the locus, where the associated local G-shtukas

are quasi-isogenous to (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗). Choose an ideal of definition I for N

(νi)
U . Then we have to show

that for each d ≥ 1 the locus inside N
(νi)
U /Id, where the associated local G-shtukas are isomorphic to

(L+Gci , bνiσ
∗), is representable. But it suffices to do this fpqc-locally. Hence choose any Y → N

(νi)
U /Id

as in lemma 6.1.4 and assume wlog. that Y red is irreducible. We denote by (Gunivi , ϕunivi ) the local
G-shtuka over Y associated to the universal global G-shtuka at the characteristic place ci. As there are
only finitely many characteristic places, it suffices to deal with each characteristic place separately.
Claim 1: There exists a Jbνi -torsor of quasi-isogenies α : (Gunivi , ϕunivi )→ (L+Gci , bνiσ

∗).
As the generic point η has an algebraically closed function field, we can choose some quasi-isogeny αη
over it. By Tate’s theorem of extending quasi-isogenies 2.7.6 and normality of Y red it extends to a quasi-
isogeny αY red over Y red. But now rigidity of quasi-isogenies 2.4.4 for nilpotent thickenings implies, that
αY red extends uniquely to a quasi-isogeny α over all of Y . The claimed Jbνi -torsor of quasi-isogenies

comes now by post-composing α with self-isogenies of (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗), which are parametrized by Jbνi .

Claim 2: There are only finitely many Jbνi ∩ L
+Gci-cosets of these quasi-isogenies, that restrict to an

isomorphism on some geometric point of Y .
Fix one quasi-isogeny α. The goal is to bound all γ ∈ Jbνi such that γ ◦α restricts to an isomorphism at
some point. For this note first that one can bound α by some µ′: Over the generic point αη is bounded
by some µ (as η has algebraically closed function field). As the locus of boundedness is closed, αY red is
bounded by µ as well. Now the d-th power of the ideal defining Y red ⊂ Y vanishes, hence by proposition
2.4.4 there is some other bound µ′ such that all of α is bounded by it.
Consider now γ ∈ Jbνi and assume the quasi-isogeny γ ◦ α is an isomorphism at some point y ∈ Y .

Then γ (at this point y) is the composition of an isomorphism and α−1
y , which is bounded by µ′−1.

Hence γ itself is bounded by µ′−1. But there are only finitely many choices of Jbνi ∩ L
+Gci-cosets of

self-isogenies γ, which are bounded by µ′−1.
Claim 3: The locus Z where at least one of the quasi-isogenies α is an isomorphism, is representable
by a closed immersion.
Being an isomorphism is equivalent to being bounded by the zero cocharacter. Hence the locus where
one fixed quasi-isogeny α is an isomorphism is representable by a closed immersion. Next observe
that all quasi-isogenies in Jbνi ∩ L

+Gci are isomorphisms, hence this locus coincides for all elements
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in one Jbνi ∩ L
+Gci-coset. Thus claim 2 implies that the locus, where at least one quasi-isogeny is an

isomorphism, is a finite union of closed immersions, hence representable by a closed immersion.
Claim 4: If S → Y is any fqpc-morphism such that exists an isomorphism β : (Gunivi , ϕunivi ) →
(L+Gci , bνiσ

∗) over S, then S already factors through Z.
We even claim that the isomorphism β over S actually comes by pull-back from one of the quasi-isogenies
α defined above. To show this, pick any quasi-isogeny α over Y and pull it back to S. Then β ◦ α−1

defines a self-quasi-isogeny of (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗) over S. As the set Jbνi of self-quasi-isogenies is totally

disconnected, β ◦ α−1 has to be constantly equal to one γ ∈ Jbνi . But this shows that β is simply the
pullback of the quasi-isogeny γ ◦ α from Y to S.

Now claim 4 implies, that the formal scheme Z we constructed in claim 3 equals (C
(νi)
U /Id)×

N
(νi)

U /Id
Y .

This proves the theorem. �

Proposition 6.1.7. C
(νi)
U is (ζ1, . . . , ζn)-adic.

Proof. It suffices to see that the special fiber C
(νi)
U /(ζ1, . . . , ζn) := C

(νi)
U ×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]] SpecE exists

as a scheme. We already know by theorem 6.1.6 that it exists as a formal scheme. So it suffices
to show that for every algebraically closed field k a morphism f : Spec k[[t]] → Xµ

U factors through

C
(νi)
U /(ζ1, . . . , ζn) if its restriction to Spf k[[t]] does. As all L+G-torsors over Spec k[[t]] are trivial, we

may apply [HV11, proposition 3.16] (using that all torsors are nice in the sense of section 5.1) to establish
an equivalence of categories between bounded local G-shtukas over Spf k[[t]] and over Spec k[[t]]. The
very same arguments show as well, that we have an equivalence between bounded quasi-isogenies over
Spf k[[t]] and over Spec k[[t]]. In particular taking the zero cocharacter as a bound, we see that an
isomorphism over Spf k[[t]] extends uniquely to a quasi-isogeny over Spec k[[t]], where it is again an

isomorphism. Hence f factors indeed though C
(νi)
U /(ζ1, . . . , ζn), if its restriction to Spf k[[t]] does. �

Lemma 6.1.8. C
(νi)]
U is the locus in N

(νi)]
U , where some fpqc-cover exists such that the local G-shtukas

over all ci can be trivialized in the sense of definition 6.1.3.

Proof. This is immediate as C
(νi)]
U → C

(νi)
U is a fpqc-cover itself. �

Corollary 6.1.9. For all tuples (di)i the sheaf Ig
(di)]
U over C

(νi)]
U defined by

Ig
(di)
U (T ) =

{
Idi(bνi)-truncated isomorphisms between the associated local G-shtukas

and (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗) for all characteristic places ci

}
for all schemes T over C

(νi)]
U , is representable by a (ζ1, . . . , ζn)-adic formal scheme, which is finite étale

over C
(νi)]
U . We call the Ig

(di)]
U (formal) Igusa varieties.

Similarly Ig
(∞i)]
U parametrizing trivializations of the whole associated local G-shtukas is representable

by a (ζ1, . . . , ζn)-adic formal scheme. It is isomorphic to lim←−(di)
Ig

(di)]
U .

Proof. All assertions are immediate from section 4, when considered over C
(νi)]
U /(ζ1, . . . , ζn)r for any

r ≥ 1. Obviously the Igusa varieties are compatible for varying r and the corollary follows for the stated
formal schemes. �

Remark 6.1.10. The reduced subscheme underlying C
(νi)]
U is, as already remarked above, equal to

C(νi)]
U . Moreover we have isomorphisms Ig

(di)]
U = Ig

(di)]
U ×

C
(νi)]

U

C(νi)]
U . As all Igusa varieties (whether

formal or not) are finite étale over the respective basis, we may characterize Ig
(di)]
U as the unique finite

étale formal scheme over C
(νi)]
U with reduced subscheme Ig

(di)]
U .

6.2 The infinite covering morphism of formal schemes

We first deal with extending the morphism

π(∞i) :
∏
i

M�µi]
bνi

×E Ig
(∞i)]
U → N (νi)]

U .
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Theorem 6.2.1. There exists a canonical morphism of formal schemes over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]]

π̂(∞i) :
∏
i

M�µi]bνi
×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig

(∞i)]
U → N

(νi)]
U

restricting to π(∞i) on reduced subschemes. π̂(∞i) is formally étale.

Proof. The construction is word for word the same as on the special fiber, cf. 5.2.2. Note however that
we now need theorem 5.1.18 in its full generality. That π̂(∞i) restricts to π(∞i) is obvious.
To show formal étaleness consider a closed immersion T0 ⊂ T of affine schemes given by a square-zero
ideal and the test diagram

T0
(f0,g0) //

��

∏
iM

�µi]
bνi

× Ig
(∞i)]
U

π̂(∞i)

��
T

h
//

(f̃ ,g̃)

77

N
(νi)]
U

As maps from an affine space SpecA into perfect schemes factor over the SpecA′, where A′ ⊂ A is
the maximal subring on which the Frobenius is surjective, we may wlog. assume that T0 and T are
perfect themselves. Let now (G , ϕ, ψ) (over T ) be the pullback of the universal global G-shtuka along

h, (Gi, ϕi, βi) (over T0) be the pullback of the universal family on the Rapoport-Zink space M�µi]bνi

along f0 and ((G ′, ϕ′, ψ′), (α′∞i
)) (over T0) the pullback of the universal family over Ig

(∞i)]
U along g0.

Then by assumption Lci(G , ϕ)|T0
= (Gi, ϕi). Thus we may extend βi by proposition 2.4.4 to a quasi-

isogeny β̃i : Lci(G , ϕ)→ (L+Gci , bνiσ
∗) over T . Then T being a perfect scheme, (Lci(G , ϕ), β̃i) defines

an extension f̃ : T → M�µi]bνi
of f0. Now the modification of (G , ϕ, ψ) along the quasi-isogenies β̃i

on each characteristic place, defines a new global G-shtuka (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ) over T together with canonical

trivializations α̃∞i : Lci(G̃ , ϕ̃)→ Lci(G , ϕ). This defines a morphism g̃ : T → Ig
(∞i)]
U .

We have to see that both triangles in the test diagram commute. The lower one is obvious from the
construction of g̃. For the upper one, note that (G ′, ϕ′, ψ′) can be identified with the modification of
(G , ϕ, ψ)|T0

along the β−1
i ◦ α′∞i

. Thus there is a canonical isomorphism (G̃ , ϕ̃, ψ)|T0
∼= (G ′, ϕ′, ψ′),

which is by construction compatible with the trivializations α̃∞i
and α′∞i

. This shows g̃|T0
= g0. The

equality f̃ |T0 = f0 is clear by construction of f̃ .
Finally we have to see that (f̃ , g̃) is unique. By definition of π̂(∞i), the pullback of the universal local

G-shtuka along f̃ has to coincide with Lci(G , ϕ), hence is uniquely determined. As extensions of quasi-
isogenies along nilpotent thickenings are unique, we get uniqueness of our choice of f̃ . Uniqueness
of g̃ follows now from the definition of π̂(∞i), because modification of global G-shtukas along local
quasi-isogenies is an invertible operation. �

Lemma 6.2.2. Let Y be any formal scheme. Then the diagram

Y
f //

g

''

∏
iM

�µi]
bνi

× Ig
(∞i)]
U

π̂(∞i)

��
N

(νi)]
U

commutes if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

• The diagram commutes, when restricted to Y ×∏
M�µibνi

]

∏
i M
�µi]
bνi

.

• For each characteristic place, the universal local G-shtuka obtained from pulling back the universal
family over M�µi]bνi

along f coincides with the local G-shtuka associated to the global G-shtuka

obtained from pulling back the universal family over N
(νi)]
U along g.
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Proof. Using the first condition, the assertion reduces to comparing deformations of global G-shtukas.
By [AH14a, theorem 5.10] such deformations are determined by the deformations of associated local
G-shtukas at the characteristic places. Hence the second condition ensures, that the pullback of the
universal family via g coincides with the pullback along f ◦ π̂(∞i). The lemma follows. �

Remark 6.2.3. Of course we could have defined π̂(∞i), by taking π(∞i) on reduced subschemes and
then extending everything via the equivalence of deformations [AH14a, theorem 5.10]. However in the
way presented above, one retains a very good control of π̂(∞i) over the whole formal scheme, and not
only over its underlying reduced subscheme.

Proposition 6.2.4. π̂(∞i) is an adic morphism.

Proof. Let I be an ideal of definition for N
(νi)
U , which then by construction is an ideal of definition for

N
(νi)]
U as well. Now the intersection of all powers of I is zero, so the same holds after pulling it back

along π̂(∞i). Thus it suffices to show that Y = N
(νi)]
U /I ×

N
(νi)]

U

(∏
iM

�µi]
bνi

×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig
(∞i)]
U

)
exists as a scheme. As (ζ1, . . . , ζn) ⊂ I, we may get the more convenient form

Y = N
(νi)]
U /I ×

N
(νi)]

U /(ζ1,...,ζn)

(∏
i

M�µi]bνi
/(ζ1, . . . , ζn)× Ig

(∞i)]
U /(ζ1, . . . , ζn)

)

As it obviously exists as a formal scheme, we proceed similarly to proposition 6.1.7, i.e. we show that
for any perfect valuation ring A, any morphism f : Spf A→ Y extends to a morphism f : SpecA→ Y .

First of all N
(νi)]
U /I is a scheme, hence pr1 ◦ f : Spf A → Y → N

(νi)]
U /I extends over SpecA. Using

corollary 6.1.9 one can extend pr2 ◦ f : Spf A→ Y → Ig
(∞i)]
U /(ζ1, . . . , ζn) by the same reasoning.

Moreover using the extended version of pr1 ◦ f , one gets a global G-shtuka over SpecA. Its associated
local G-shtukas are by construction algebraizations of the local G-shtukas defined by pulling back the
universal ones from

∏
iM

�µi]
bνi

. Now the quasi-isogenies defined by pr2 ◦ f : Spf A → M�µi]bνi
are

bounded, hence can be algebraized by the argument given in [HV11, proposition 3.16]. This defines

a morphism g : SpecA →
∏
iM

�µi]
bνi

, which factors over
∏
iM

�µi]
bνi

/(ζ1, . . . , ζn), because the global

G-shtukas inducing the local ones are defined over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]]/(ζ1, . . . , ζn). Then the triple
(pr1 ◦ f, g, pr2 ◦ f) : SpecA→ Y extends by construction f as desired. �

6.3 An étale covering morphism of formal schemes

Our next objective is to define a generalization of π̇(di) to formal schemes. It will be adic, étale and
surjective (in a strong sense).

Definition 6.3.1. Fix a weak bound (θi)i and recall the open immersion M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

↪→ M�µi]
bνi

. As

étale morphisms extend uniquely to nilpotent thickenings, there is a unique open formal subscheme
M◦�µi,θi]bνi

↪→M�µi]bνi
, whose reduced subscheme equals M◦�µi,θi]

bνi
.

We view
∏
iM

◦�µi,θi]
bνi

as a (non-adic) formal scheme over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]] in the usual way.

Proposition 6.3.2. Fix a weak bound (θi)i. Then for all sufficiently large tuples (di)i (depending
only on (θi)i as in proposition 5.2.12), there exists a canonical morphism of formal schemes over
Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]] ̂̇π(di) :

∏
i

M◦�µi,θi]bνi
×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig

(di)]
U → N

(νi)]
U .

restricting to π̇(di) on reduced subschemes. Moreover π̂(∞i)|∏M◦�µi,θi]bνi
×Ig(∞i)]

U

factors through ̂̇π(di).

Proof. Proposition 5.2.9 still holds (with the very same proof) for S-valued points, where S is now a per-
fect formal scheme over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]] with simply connected underlying reduced subscheme. In par-
ticular we get as in the reduced case (cf. proposition 5.2.12) a factorization of π̂(∞i)|∏M

◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Ig(∞i)]
U
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over
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig
(di)]
U . Thus we obtain a morphism

̂̇π(di) :
∏
i

M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig
(di)]
U → N

(νi)]
U

coinciding with π̇(di) over the underlying reduced subscheme.

Now let (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) be the pullback of the universal global G-shtuka to
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]]

Ig
(di)]
U and denote by (Gi, ϕi) (for each characteristic place ci) the universal local G-shtuka defined by the

Rapoport-Zink space M◦�µi,θi]bνi
. Then (Gi, ϕi) coincides with Lci(G0, ϕ0) where both are defined. By

[AH14a, theorem 5.10] deformations of global G-shtukas are uniquely determined by the deformations
of their associated local G-shtukas. Hence the (Gi, ϕi) for each characteristic place define a unique

deformation (G , ϕ, ψ) of (G0, ϕ0, ψ0) to
∏
iM

◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig
(di)]
U . This family (G , ϕ, ψ) (on

a perfect basis) defines the morphism ̂̇π(di).

It remains to see that π̂(∞i) factors through ̂̇π(di). This follows essentially from lemma 6.2.2, but for the

morphism ̂̇π(di) instead of π̂(∞i). We nevertheless give the argument for sake of completeness: Denote by

(G ′, ϕ′, ψ′) the global G-shtuka over
∏
iM

◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Ig(∞i)]
U obtained by pulling back the universal family

along π̂(∞i). If we pull back (G , ϕ, ψ) along the canonical morphism r∞i
:
∏
iM

◦�µi,θi]
bνi

× Ig
(∞i)]
U →∏

iM
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

× Ig
(di)]
U , we obtain another global G-shtuka, still denoted by (G , ϕ, ψ). We have to see

that (G ′, ϕ′, ψ′) and (G , ϕ, ψ) are isomorphic. Indeed over
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

× Ig
(∞i)]
U this follows from

the construction of ̂̇π(di). Moreover the associated local G-shtukas are both canonically isomorphic to
(Gi, ϕi). Hence the local description of deformations of global G-shtukas [AH14a, theorem 5.10] lets us
conclude (G ′, ϕ′, ψ′) ∼= (G , ϕ, ψ). �

Proposition 6.3.3. ̂̇π(di) is adic and étale.

Proof. We first prove that ̂̇π(di) is formally étale. This follows in the very same way as for π̂(∞i), cf.

theorem 6.2.1. One only has to notice, that by definition any morphism S →M�µi]bνi
of formal schemes,

whose underlying reduced subscheme maps into M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

actually factors through M◦�µi,θi]bνi
.

That ̂̇π(di) is adic follows now in precisely the same way as in proposition 6.2.4. That it is étale is again
a consequence of lemma 5.5.4, which generalizes to adic morphisms between formal schemes: Take
some power In of the ideal of definition on the target and consider the morphism between the closed

subscheme defined by ̂̇π∗(di)(In) of the source and the closed subscheme defined by In on the target. By

the lemma this is étale, hence so is the limit morphism ̂̇π(di). �

Remark 6.3.4. Instead copying the proof of proposition 6.2.4, one can argue as follows: As a restriction
of an adic morphism to an open formal subscheme, π̂(∞i)|∏M◦�µi,θi]bνi

×Ig(∞i)]
U

is adic. It is a composition

of ̂̇π(di) and an adic surjective (and pro-étale) morphism. Hence ̂̇π(di) is adic as well.

Proposition 6.3.5. For all sufficiently large tuples (θi)i and (di)i, the morphism ̂̇π(di) satisfies the
following surjectivity assertion: Let S be any perfection of a quasi-compact noetherian formal scheme

over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]] and f : S → N
(νi)]
U any morphism of formal schemes. Then there exists an

étale cover S′ → S and a morphism f̃ : S′ →
∏
iM

◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig
(di)]
U such that

S′
f̃ //

��

∏
iM

◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig
(di)]
U

̂̇π(di)

��
S

f
// N(νi)]

U

commutes.
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Proof. We define

S′ = S ×
N

(νi)]

U

(∏
i

M◦�µi,θi]bνi
×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig

(di)]
U

)
Then f̃ is nothing else than the projection onto the second factor and the previous proposition implies,
that S′ → S is étale. Surjectivity for étale morphisms can be checked on underlying reduced subschemes.
Now π̇(di) is surjective, which was shown in lemma 5.2.13 by considering geometric points. Hence
S′red → Sred is surjective as the base-change of π̇(di) along fred. �

Remark 6.3.6. The formal schemes S to test surjectivity above need not be adic or admissible. In
particular S could as well be any (usual) scheme.

6.4 A finite covering morphism of formal schemes

We define now a generalization of the finite morphism π(di) to formal schemes. This morphism π̂(di)

will turn out to be adic, finite and surjective (at least for sufficiently large (di)i). But the underlying

reduced subschemes of the source will not coincide with
∏

M�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U but rather with a closed

subscheme of it.

Definition 6.4.1. Consider the coherent sheaf of ideals in O∏
M�µi]bνi

of all functions vanishing on∏
iM

◦�µi,θi]
bνi

. By [EGAI, section 10.14] this ideal sheaf corresponds to a closed formal subscheme∏
iM

�µi,θi]
bνi

⊂
∏
iM

�µi]
bνi

such that the inclusion morphism is adic and of finite type.

The underlying reduced subscheme is the closure of
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

in
∏
i M
�µi]
bνi

.

Proposition 6.4.2. Fix a weak bound (θi)i. Then for all sufficiently large tuples (di)i (depending
only on (θi)i as in proposition 5.2.12), there exists a canonical morphism of formal schemes over
Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]]

π̂(di) :
∏
i

M�µi,θi]bνi
×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig

(di)]
U → N

(νi)]
U .

coinciding with π(di) on the underlying reduced subscheme.
a) π̂(∞i)|∏M�µi,θi]bνi

×Ig(∞i)]
U

factors through π̂(di).

b) π̂(di) is an adic and finite morphism.
c) For sufficiently large (θi)i and (di)i, π̂(di) satisfies the surjectivity property stated in proposition 6.3.5,

i.e. the same as for ̂̇π(di).

Proof. The underlying reduced subscheme of M�µi,θi]bνi
lies in M�µi,θi]

bνi
. Thus the construction of π̂(di)

is the very same as for ̂̇π(di). For property a) we may use the proof of proposition 6.3.2 as well.

Choose now some (θ′i)i such that
∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

⊂
∏
i M
◦�µi,θ′i]
bνi

on reduced subschemes (cf. proof of

theorem 5.5.5 for the construction of such (θ′i)i). Then
∏
iM

�µi,θi]
bνi

is contained in the formal completion

of
∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

and hence in
∏
iM

◦�µi,θ′i]
bνi

. The inclusion
∏
iM

�µi,θi]
bνi

⊂
∏
iM

◦�µi,θ′i]
bνi

is adic, because

both formal schemes are adic formal subschemes of
∏
iM

�µi]
bνi

. Fix now some (d′i)i ≥ (di)i such that

there is a morphism ̂̇π(d′i)
:
∏
i

M◦�µi,θ
′
i]

bνi
×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig

(d′i)]
U → N

(νi)]
U .

Then π̂(d′i)
is adic as the restriction of an adic morphism to an adic closed formal subscheme. As

Ig
(d′i)]
U → Ig

(di)]
U is a finite étale cover, it follows that π̂(di) is adic as well. With the same arguments it

follows as well, that π̂(di) is locally of finite type.
So to show finiteness, it suffices to check this on reduced subschemes. But there π̂(di) is just the restric-
tion of π(di) to a closed subscheme, hence finite by theorem 5.5.5b). This proves part b).

To get the surjectivity assertion, assume that (θi)i, (di)i are sufficiently large such that ̂̇π(di) sat-

isfies the surjectivity assertion of proposition 6.3.5. Then ̂̇π(di) is just the restriction of π̂(di) to
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∏
iM

◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig
(di)]
U , hence we may just take the lift constructed in 6.3.5 and view

it as a morphism to
∏
iM

�µi,θi]
bνi

×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig
(di)]
U . �

Remark 6.4.3. We just briefly sketch another way to obtain a finite covering morphism on formal
schemes. Consider for this the locus M̃�µi,θi]bνi

in the Rapoport-Zink space M�µi]bνi
, where the universal

quasi-isogeny is weakly bounded by θi. It is not hard to see that this defines an adic formal scheme
locally of finite type over Spf E[[ζi]]

]. Then the construction 5.2.2 immediately yields a morphism of
formal schemes ̂̃π(di) :

∏
i

M̃�µi,θi]bνi
×Spf E[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig

(di)]
U → N

(νi)]
U ,

that is adic and finite. However it will never be surjective, i.e. its scheme-theoretic image will always

be a proper closed formal subscheme of N
(νi)]
U , which is adic over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]]. Moreover it will

not have good properties with respect to passing to the generic fiber as done in the next section: The
associated adic spaces M̃�µi,θi] anbνi

will be rather small compared to M�µi,θi] anbνi
. In particular the

M̃�µi,θi] anbνi
for varying θi do not cover the space M�µi] anbνi

.

6.5 Morphisms on Huber’s adic spaces

We deal now with the structure of the generic fiber of the formal schemes considered above. As already
mentioned, the spaces are rarely adic over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]], which enforces us to use Huber’s theory
in its most general version. So let us recall Huber’s generic fiber functor and some of its properties here
for the reader’s convenience:

Theorem 6.5.1. [Hub94, propositions 4.1 and 4.2] There exists a functor (called t in [Hub94])

(−)an : {locally noetherian formal schemes} → {adic spaces}

together with morphisms of locally ringed topological spaces πX : Xan → X (for any locally noetherian
formal scheme X), having the following universal property: If X is any locally noetherian formal scheme,
T any adic space and f : T → X any morphism of locally ringed topological spaces, then there exists a
unique morphism f̃ : T → Xan of adic spaces with f = πX ◦ f̃ .
Let f : X → X ′ be a morphism of locally noetherian formal schemes and fan : Xan → X ′an the
corresponding morphism of adic spaces. Then

• f is adic if and only if fan is adic.

• f is locally of finite type if and only if fan is locally of finite type.

Remark 6.5.2. i) The analytification of a formal scheme is in general not analytic in the sense of
adic spaces (cf. [Hub94, after theorem 3.5]). But as remarked in [Hub96, section 1.9], passing to the
open subspace of analytic points does not lose much information, e.g. one still has some (slightly more
restrictive) universal property with respect to morphisms to the original formal scheme. For more details
see corollary 6.5.15.
ii) Note that the analytification functor extends to perfections X] of a locally noetherian formal schemes
X by defining (X])an as the perfection of Xan. This way, we get adic spaces for all formal schemes

considered above, except for the infinite Igusa variety Ig
(∞i)
U .

Remark 6.5.3. In the analogous world of Shimura varieties in mixed characteristic, one usually views
the associated generic fiber as a rigid analytic space. So let us discuss the relative merits of adic spaces
versus rigid analytic spaces:
In [Ray74] Raynaud defined a functor

(−)rig :

{
formal schemes topologically
of finite type over a DVR R

}
→
{

quasi-compact rigid analytic spaces
topologically of finite type over SpecR

}
So two problems occur here: First of all we are over the base ring E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]], which is not a
DVR and secondly our formal schemes are usually not topologically of finite type (or even adic) over
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Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]]. The first problem was at least partially solved by Bosch and Lütkebohmert in
[BL93], where they followed Raynaud’s approach to define the category of rigid analytic spaces as the
localization of the category of admissible formal schemes (in the sense that it is an adic formal schemes
locally of finite presentation, such that the ideal of definition does not contain any nilpotent elements)
by admissible blow-ups. In this way they obtain a functor

(−)rig :

{
admissible quasi-compact

formal schemes over S

}
→
{

quasi-separated rigid analytic spaces
locally of finite presentation overSrig

}
where S is any noetherian formal scheme, whose structure sheaf is generated by some coherent ideal.
On the other hand Berthelot [Ber96b] generalized Raynaud’s construction to obtain a functor

(−)rig :

{
locally noetherian

formal schemes over a DVR R

}
→
{

rigid analytic
spaces over SpecR

}
.

Although there are several technical problems, it seems possible to construct a functor from formal
schemes over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]] to rigid analytic spaces over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]]rig, by combining both
constructions. However we do not know any reference, where this is worked out.
Note in particular that many of the following lemmas are well-known for the functor from formal schemes
to rigid analytic spaces (at least for Raynaud’s original setup) on the one hand, and for the functor
from rigid analytic spaces to adic spaces (cf. the various statements in [Hub96, section 1]) on the other
hand. So generalizing the arguments presented there to our situation, should give alternative proofs of
these facts.
Overall we felt, that using Huber’s already existing functor and then proving certain properties by hand,
is the easier and more accessible way.

Lemma 6.5.4. If X, Y and Z are (perfections of) locally noetherian formal schemes and f : X → Z,
g : Y → Z any morphisms, then the fiber product Xan ×Zan Y an exists in the category of adic spaces.
In fact it is equal to (X ×Z Y )an.

Remark 6.5.5. We do not assume that f or g are adic or even locally of finite type. Hence we cannot
simply refer to [Hub96, proposition 1.2.2] for the existence of Xan ×Zan Y an.

Proof. X ×Z Y is again locally noetherian (or a perfection thereof), hence (X ×Z Y )an exists as an adic
space. The analytification of the canonical projections pr1 : X×ZY → X respectively pr2 : X×ZY → Y
induce maps of adic spaces pran1 : (X ×Z Y )an → Xan and pran2 : (X ×Z Y )an → Y an. We check that
the triple ((X ×Z Y )an, pran1 , pran2 ) has the universal property of a fiber product in the category of adic
spaces: Let T be any adic space and a : T → Xan, b : T → Y an two morphisms of adic spaces satisfying
fan ◦ a = gan ◦ b : T → Zan. We obtain morphisms of locally ringed spaces πX ◦ a : T → X and
πy ◦ b : T → Y , which coincide when mapped to Z. Now observe that the fiber product of locally ringed
spaces coincides with the fiber product for (formal) schemes, cf. [EGAII, Errata to EGAI: proposition
1.8.1] (or for a more detailed proof [Gil11, theorem 8]). Thus we obtain a morphism of locally ringed
spaces (πX ◦ a, πY ◦ b) : T → X ×Z Y . By the universal property of the analytification functor, we get
(πX ◦ a, πY ◦ b)∼ : T → (X ×Z Y )an. One easily checks that pran1 ◦ (πX ◦ a, πY ◦ b)∼ = a and similarly
for the second projection. Indeed it suffices to prove this in the category of locally ringed spaces after
composing it with πX : Xan → X. Then equality holds by construction.
Uniqueness is just an exercise in shifting around formal symbols: Assume we have any map (a, b) : T →
(X ×Z Y )an fitting in the fiber product diagram of adic spaces. Then observe

pr1 ◦ πX×ZY ◦ (a, b) = πX ◦ pran1 ◦ (a, b) = πX ◦ a : T → X

and similarly for the other projection. In particular πX×ZY ◦(a, b) : T → X×ZY is uniquely determined.
By the universal property of the analytification, this in turn determines (a, b) uniquely. �

Lemma 6.5.6. If f : U → X is an open embedding of (perfections of) locally noetherian formal schemes,
then its analytification fan : Xan → Y an is an open embedding of adic spaces.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the construction of the analytification functor. �
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Lemma 6.5.7. a) If f : X → Y is an étale morphism between (perfections of) locally noetherian formal
schemes, then fan : Xan → Y an is an étale morphism of adic spaces (as defined in [Hub96, definition
1.6.5]).
b) If f : X → Y is a finite morphism between (perfections of) locally noetherian formal schemes, then
fan : Xan → Y an is a finite morphism of adic spaces (as defined in [Hub96, 1.4.4]).

Proof. a) This is just [Hub96, lemma 3.5.1i)].
b) We may check this locally on Y resp. Y an. So assume that Y = Spf A for some adic ring A.
Then by [EGAIII, proposition 4.8.1] there exists a finite adic A-algebra B with X = Spf B. So fan :
Xan = Spa (B,B) → Y an = Spa (A,A) is the morphism induced by the morphism of affinoid rings
(A,A)→ (B,B). But this is finite in the sense of [Hub96, 1.4.2], which gives the desired result. �

We now apply all this theory to Rapoport-Zink spaces, Igusa varieties, Newton strata and the
covering morphisms as constructed in the previous section. Throughout the remaining part of this section
we abbreviate SpaE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]] := Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]]an = Spa (E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]], E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]]).

Theorem 6.5.8. Fix (θi)i and (di)i sufficiently large as in proposition 5.2.12. Then there is an étale
map ̂̇πan(di) :

∏
i

M◦�µi,θi] anbνi
×SpaE[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig

(di)] an
U → N

(νi)] an
U

and a finite map

π̂an(di)
:
∏
i

M�µi,θi] anbνi
×SpaE[[ζ1,...,ζn]]] Ig

(di)] an
U → N

(νi)] an
U

of adic spaces over SpaE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]]. They are compatible for varying (θi)i and (di)i.

Proof. Apply Huber’s generic fiber functor to the morphism constructed in proposition 6.3.2 respectively
6.4.2. Then use lemma 6.5.4 to get the above description of the source spaces and use lemma 6.5.7 to
carry over the property étale respectively finite. �

Remark 6.5.9. To get a generic version of the infinite covering morphism π̂(∞i) is far more difficult

(if not impossible). The main problem is that Ig
(∞i)]
U is not locally noetherian (or even a perfection

thereof), so Huber’s functor cannot be applied. The alternative approach to define it via the limit

lim←−(di)
̂̇πan(di) respectively the limit lim←−(di)

π̂an(di)
causes problems as well, because infinite inverse limits of

adic spaces do not need to exist in the category of adic spaces, even if the transition morphisms are
finite étale as in our situation.

Now that we have a good understanding of single adic Newton strata N
(νi)] an
U , it remains to discuss

their relationship with Xµ] an
U , the adic space associated to (the perfection of the formal completion of

the special fiber of) the moduli space of all bounded global G-shtukas. For convenience we will switch
to the non-perfect setting in order to have noetherian adic spaces. Note however that most assertions
are stable under passing to the perfection anyway.

Lemma 6.5.10. Let A be a noetherian E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]-algebra, which is complete for the ideal I0 =
(ζ1, . . . , ζn). Let S ⊂ A be a multiplicative subset and I ⊂ A some radical ideal containing I0. Let

Â[S−1]I be the I-adic completion of the localization of A at S. Then there exists a morphism of adic

spaces δan : Spf Â[S−1]Ian → Spf Aan over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]an. Moreover:

a) Spf Â[S−1]I is the formal completion of Spf A along SpecA[S−1]/I ⊂ SpecA/I0.
b) δan is injective (as a map of topological spaces).
c) The image of δan consists of all points in Spf Aan corresponding to a continuous valuation v : A →
Γ ∪ {0} satisfying

1. v(s) = 1 for all s ∈ S and

2. for each x ∈ I there is some positive real number εx such that v(x) < 1− εx.
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Proof. By definition of the rings there exists a natural morphism δ : Spf Â[S−1]I → Spf A of formal
schemes over Spf E[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]. Then define δan as the analytification of this morphism. Part a) of the
lemma is immediate from the construction.
For part b) consider any continuous valuation v : A→ Γ ∪ {0}. Then there is at most one extension of

this valuation to the ring A[S−1] and by continuity at most one extension to the completion Â[S−1]I0 .

Now the elements in Â[S−1]I0 are dense in Â[S−1]I (especially since we change from the I0-adic topology

to the coarser I-adic one). Hence there is at most one valuation ṽ : Â[S−1]I → Γ ∪ {0} extending v,
i.e. at most one preimage of v under δan. Note that this argument actually works for any valuation
spectrum, and not only for adic spaces.
To prove assertion c) we first show that the conditions 1. and 2. are necessary. If v lies in the image,

then it extends to a continuous valuation ṽ : Â[S−1]I → Γ∪ {0} satisfying ṽ(x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ Â[S−1]I .

From this last condition it follows immediately that all units in Â[S−1]I have valuation 1. In particular
this holds for the elements in S. Moreover continuity for the I-adic topology implies that all elements
x ∈ I are topologically nilpotent, i.e. satisfy ṽ(x) < 1− εx for some εx.
Conversely, assume now that v ∈ Spf Aan = Spa (A,A) is a valuation satisfying conditions 1. and 2..
Then we have to see that all extensions in the proof of part b) actually exist. The extension v′ to A[S−1]

and hence to Â[S−1]I0 exists because v(s) 6= 0 for all s ∈ Sνi . However only the full condition v(s) = 1

implies that v′(x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ Â[S−1]I0 . Thus we obtain an element v′ ∈ Spa (Â[S−1]I0 , Â[S−1]I0).

Next we have to pass from the I0-adic topology to the I-adic one. But a valuation v′ of Â[S−1]I0 is
continuous for the I-adic topology if (and only if) there exists one positive real number ε such that
v′(x) < 1 − ε for all x ∈ I. As A was assumed to be noetherian, I is finitely generated and hence this
condition is actually equivalent to condition 2.. Now any continuous valuation extends automatically
to the completion of the underlying ring (with respect to the chosen topology). Thus v′ extends to a

continuous valuation ṽ : Â[S−1]I → Γ ∪ {0}. Moreover ṽ(x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ Â[S−1]I , because this holds

over the dense subset Â[S−1]I0 . Thus we get a preimage ṽ ∈ Spf Â[S−1]Ian = Spa (Â[S−1]I , Â[S−1]I)
of v under δan as claimed. �

Proposition 6.5.11. a) There is a canonical morphism δνi : N
(νi) an
U → Xµ an

U over SpaE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]].
b) δνi is injective (as a map of topological spaces).
c) The images of δνi for varying (νi)i are disjoint.
d) The set of morphisms {δνi}(νi)i is jointly surjective on rank-1-points of Xµ an

U .

Proof. a) By definition we have a canonical (non-adic) inclusion of formal schemes N
(νi)
U → Xµ

U . Then
δνi is just the analytification of this inclusion.
The next two assertions are shown by reduction to the affine situation of the previous lemma. As

N (νi)
U ⊂ Xµ

U is locally closed, there are open affine subsets Vj = SpecA0,j ⊂ Xµ
U covering N (νi)

U such

that Vj ∩N (νi)
U = SpecA0,j [S

−1
0,j ]/I0,j for some multiplicative subset S0,j and an ideal I0,j . Then passing

to formal completions, one gets open formal subschemes Vj = Spf Aj ⊂ Xµ
U with underlying reduced

fibers Vj such that N
(νi)
U ∩Vj → Xµ

U ∩Vj is given by Spf Âj [S
−1
j ]Ij → Spf Aj for any lift Sj of S0,j and

Ij the preimage of I0,j under the canonical morphism Aj → A0,j .
b) Consider such an open cover {Vj}j as described above. Then Vj being open in Xµ

U implies

δ−1
νi (Van

j ) = δ−1
νi π

−1
Xµ
U

(Vj) = π−1

N
(νi)

U

(Vj ∩N (νi)
U ) = (N

(νi)
U ∩Vj)

an

and lemma 6.5.10b) gives the injectivity of

δνi : δ−1
νi (Van

j ) = (N
(νi)
U ∩Vj)

an → Van
j .

As the Van
j cover the image of δνi by construction, the assertion follows.

c) It suffices to show that the images of πXµ
U
◦ δνi : N

(νi) an
U → Xµ

U are disjoint. But

πXµ
U
◦ δνi(N

(νi) an
U ) = π

N
(νi)

U

(N
(νi) an
U ) = N (νi)

U ⊂ Xµ
U
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and the different Newton strata N (νi)
U in the special fiber are by construction disjoint.

d) Let y ∈ Xµ an
U be a point given by a rank-1-valuation. Then y corresponds to a morphism y :

Spa (K,K+) → Xµ an
U , where (K,K+) is a complete affinoid field. From the assumption on the rank,

it follows that K+ = K◦ is the subalgebra of power-bounded elements. In particular the underlying
topological space of Spa (K,K+) has only one single point. Now y gives a morphism of locally ringed
spaces πXµ

U
◦ y : Spa (K,K+) → Xµ

U , which maps into some point |y| ∈ |Xµ
U | = |Xµ

U |, where | · |
denotes the underlying topological space. As the Newton strata cover Xµ

U , there is some νi with

|y| ∈ |N (νi)
U |. Now N

(νi)
U is the formal completion of Xµ

U in N (νi)
U . Hence any morphism to Xµ

U , which

topologically maps into |N (νi)
U |, actually factors through N

(νi)
U . In particular we obtain a morphism

πXµ
U
◦y : Spa (K,K+)→ N

(νi)
U . By the universal property of analytification, there is as well a morphism

of adic spaces (πXµ
U
◦ y)an : Spa (K,K+) → N

(νi) an
U . Then by construction, (πXµ

U
◦ y)an defines a

preimage of y under δνi .
Note that for arbitrary y ∈ Xµ an

U the argument fails, because the image of πXµ
U
◦ y consists no longer of

one point and hence may spread out (topologically) over several Newton strata. �

Remark 6.5.12. The failure of the δνi(N
(νi) an
U ) to be locally closed or to be jointly surjective has a

rather simple explanation: In the case of schemes, a section can either be a unit or topologically nilpotent
in a formal neighborhood of a point and such distinctions determine, in which stratum (respectively
formal completion of it) the point lies. However in the case of adic spaces, there is a third possibility
(which appears only when considering valuations of rank at least 2) for the section, namely being
power-bounded but not a unit in the valuation ring.

Lemma 6.5.13. There exists a partition of Xµ an
U (over SpaE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]) into locally closed subspaces

N
(νi) an,strat
U , such that each N

(νi) an,strat
U contains N

(νi) an
U as an open dense subset. Moreover for all

(νi)i the union ⋃
(ν′i)�(νi)

N
(ν′i) an,strat
U

is closed.

Proof. Define N
(νi) an,strat
U := π−1

Xµ
U

(N (νi)
U ) as the preimage of the Newton stratum under the spe-

cialization morphism. Then the N
(νi) an,strat
U are obviously locally closed, form a partition of Xµ an

U

and
⋃

(ν′i)�(νi)
N

(ν′i) an,strat
U is closed as a preimage of a closed set. Moreover by definition N

(νi) an
U ⊂

N
(νi) an,strat
U . Both form a partition of the rank-1-points, hence these points coincide for both N

(νi) an
U

and N
(νi) an,strat
U . But rank-1-points are dense in N

(νi) an,strat
U , because specialization morphisms col-

lapse the “cloud” of higher-rank specializations around a point of rank 1. Thus N
(νi) an
U is dense in

N
(νi) an,strat
U .

It remains to see that N
(νi) an
U is indeed open in N

(νi) an,strat
U . This can be checked locally and by

choosing a cover {Vj}j as in proposition 6.5.11, one is reduced to the affine situation as in lemma

6.5.10. In other words for a locally closed formal subscheme Spf Â[S−1]I ⊂ Spf A with underlying re-

duced fiber SpecA[S−1]/I, we have to see that Spf Â[S−1]I an is open in π−1
Spf A(SpecA[S−1]/I). But

π−1
Spf A(SpecA[S−1]/I) is (essentially by definition) the set of continuous valuations v : A → Γ ∪ {0}

satisfying

1. v(s) = 1 for all s ∈ S and

2. v(x) < 1 for all x ∈ I.

Thus π−1
Spf A(SpecA[S−1]/I) \ Spf Â[S−1]I an is given by the condition v(x) > 1− ε for all x ∈ I and all

real numbers ε > 0. As I is finitely generated, this is a closed condition for a fixed ε. Hence the desired
complement is closed as an infinite intersection of closed subspaces for varying ε. �

Remark 6.5.14. i) The N
(νi) an,strat
U likely do not form a stratification in general, as closures of

N
(νi) an,strat
U should be far smaller than unions of other strata, due to the finer topology.
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ii) Note that in general the subsets N
(νi) an,strat
U are only locally closed subsets as topological spaces and

not the intersection of an open adic subspace with a closed adic subspace. In particular N
(νi) an,strat
U

has in general no canonical structure as an adic space and geometric points Spa (K,K+) of Xµ an
U will

not necessarily factor over one of the N
(νi) an,strat
U (even as maps of topological spaces).

For technical reasons, analytic adic spaces have in general better properties with respect to their
cohomology. So let us give a version of the covering morphisms in the setup of analytic adic spaces. As
there is little difference between both settings, we will not distinguish notationally between them.

Corollary 6.5.15. Fix (θi)i and (di)i as in proposition 5.2.12.
a) There is an étale map between analytic adic spaces

̂̇πan(di) :
∏
i

M◦�µi,θi anbνi
×SpaE[[ζ1,...,ζn]] Ig

(di) an
U → N

(νi) an
U ,

which are compatible for varying (θi)i and (di)i.
b) There is a finite map between analytic adic spaces

π̂an(di)
:
∏
i

M�µi,θi anbνi
×SpaE[[ζ1,...,ζn]] Ig

(di) an
U → N

(νi) an
U ,

which are compatible for varying (θi)i and (di)i.

c) The canonical maps δνi : N
(νi) an
U → Xµ an

U are injective and have open image. For varying (νi) their
images are disjoint and cover all rank-1 points in Xµ an

U .

Proof. All analytic adic spaces are constructed by taking the locus of analytic points in the respective
adic space. Then [Hub96, proposition 1.9.1] states that these analytic adic spaces still have a good
universal property, hence all morphisms appearing in the corollary are well-defined. As restrictions of
étale respective finite morphisms, they retain these properties. This proves part a) and b).
All assertions in part c) are immediate from proposition 6.5.11, except for the images being open. As
in the previous statements, we may pass to the affine situation of lemma 6.5.10 and have to see that

Spf Â[S−1]I an ⊂ Spf Aan is open in the analytic setting. As localization at S defines an open subset
anyway (regardless whether taking arbitrary adic spaces or only analytic ones), we may wlog. just

consider Spf ÂI an ⊂ Spf Aan.
Fix now any analytic point in Spf ÂI an ⊂ Spf Aan with corresponding valuation v : A → Γ ∪ {0}.
Having the (ζ1, . . . , ζn)-adic topology on A implies by the definition of analytic points, that there is at
least one ζi with v(ζi) > 0. As I is finitely generated, we can find by lemma 6.5.10c) some positive
integer r � 0 such that v(xr) ≤ v(ζi) for all x ∈ I. Thus

{v ∈ Spf Aan | v(xr) ≤ v(ζi) 6= 0 ∀x ∈ I}

is an open (rational) subspace of (the subset of analytic points of) the adic space Spf Aan, which contains

v. It lies itself inside Spf ÂI an, because ζi is topologically nilpotent or equivalently v(ζi) < 1 − ε for
some positive real number ε. �

7 Representations in cohomology

Our goal is to study the cohomology group∑
i
(−1)iHi

c

(
∇µ
nH1(C,G)η,Q`

)
,

i.e. the alternating sum of the cohomology groups of the complex

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1(C,G)η,Q`

)
:= lim−→

U⊂G(Aintci )
lim←−
r

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,Z/`
rZ
)
⊗Z` Q`

as a representation of G(Aci)× ΓE′ . For the definition of the G(Aci)-action, see 7.4.1.
The main result is theorem 7.5.11, which expresses this representation in terms of cohomology groups
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of Igusa varieties and Rapoport-Zink-spaces.
Nevertheless the first step is to analyze the cohomology of the special fiber in detail, which will be done
in the next two sections. This allows us to deal in section 7.4 with the representation in the generic fiber
for torsion sheaves. Finally one has to deal with the limits over these torsion sheaves, which is done in
section 7.5.

7.1 Torsion sheaves with group actions on the special fiber

Before we can deal with even the cohomology of the special fiber, we need some information about the

sheaves we are to deal with. More precisely given a torsion sheaf L on N (νi)]
U , we construct sheaves

F (θi,di) by first pulling back and then pushing forward along the morphism π̇(di). Note that it is essential
to use the étale version of the covering morphism here, though we will give an overview at the end of
this section what one can still do if one uses π(di) instead. The direct limit of the sheaves F (θi,di)

has then an action of
∏
i Ji. In fact F = lim−→(θi,di)

F (θi,di) is nothing else than the compactly induced∏
i Ji-representation obtained from L (with trivial action), at least on geometric points.

For Shimura varieties of PEL-type the corresponding statements can be found in [Man04, section 5.2].

Throughout this section we fix a sheaf L of abelian torsion groups over N (νi)]
U , whose torsion order

is prime to p. Note that by [Zhu14, proposition A.4] this is equivalent to giving such a sheaf on N (νi)
U .

For each tuple of pairs (θi, di)i, such that π̇(di) exists, define

F (θi,di) := π̇(di) !π̇
∗
(di)

(L)

which is again a sheaf in abelian torsion groups with torsion order prime to p.

As we will deal frequently with the transition morphisms between various Igusa varieties and open
subschemes of Rapoport-Zink spaces, we fix the following

Notation 7.1.1. The canonical finite étale projection morphism between Igusa varieties for (d′i) ≥ (di)
is denoted by

r(d′i−di) : Ig
(d′i)]
U → Ig

(di)]
U .

The canonical open immersion between subspaces of Rapoport-Zink spaces for θ′i sufficiently large with
respect to θi is denoted by

ιθi,θ′i : M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

→M
◦�µi,θ′i]
bνi

We will not distinguish (notationally) between such morphisms and the induced morphism on product

spaces
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U .

Lemma 7.1.2. a) If (d′i) ≥ (di), then there is a canonical morphism r∗(d′i−di)
: F (θi,di) → F (θi,d

′
i).

b) If θi and θ′i are two weak bounds such that M◦�µi,θi
bνi

⊂M
◦�µi,θ′i
bνi

for all i, then there is a canonical

morphism ιθi,θ′i ! : F (θi,di) → F (θ′i,di). In particular this happens if for every ϑi ∈ θi there exists a ϑ′i ∈ θ′i
with ϑi � ϑ′i.

Proof. a) We may factor π̇(d′i)
= π̇(di) ◦ r(d′i−di). Then finiteness of r(d′i−di) implies r(d′i−di) ! = r(d′i−di) ∗,

and we may use adjunction of (r(d′i−di) ∗, r
∗
(d′i−di)

) to define a canonical morphism

r∗(d′i−di)
: F (θi,di) = π̇(di) !π̇

∗
(di)

(L)→ π̇(di) !r(d′i−di) !r
∗
(d′i−di)

π̇∗(di)(L) = π̇(d′i) !π̇
∗
(d′i)

(L) = F (θi,d
′
i)

b) We proceed as in a): Note first π̇(di) = π̇(di) ◦ ιθi,θ′i . As ιθi,θ′i is an open immersion, we may use

adjunction of (ιθi,θ′i !, ι
!
θi,θ′i

) to get

ιθi,θ′i ! : F (θi,di) = π̇(di) !π̇
∗
(di)

(L) = π̇(di) !ιθi,θ′i !ι
∗
θi,θ′i

π̇∗(di)(L)→ π̇(di) !π̇
∗
(di)

(L) = F (θ′i,di)

�
Giving all these transition morphisms, we can form the sheaf of abelian torsion groups

F = lim−→
(θi,di)

F (θi,di).
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Lemma 7.1.3. There exists, up to choice of normalization, a canonical morphism π̇! : F → L.

Proof. As π̇(di) is étale, adjunction of (π̇(di) !, π̇
!
(di)

) gives a canonical morphism

π̇(di) ! : F (θi,di) → L

As r(d′i−di) is a finite étale cover of degree
∏
i[Id′i(bνi) : Idi(bνi)] we get equalities

π̇(d′i) ! ◦ r∗(d′i−di) =
∏
i

[Id′i(bνi) : Idi(bνi)] · π̇(di) ! and π̇(di) ! ◦ ιθi,θ′i ! = π̇(di) !

Note that [Id′i(bνi) : Idi(bνi)] is a p-power for di ≥ 1, hence invertible on L. Thus we can set

π̇! = lim−→
(θi,di)

∏
i

[Idi(bνi) : I1(bνi)]
−1π̇(di) ! : F → L

�
For the next proposition note that all constructions above commute with base-change to finite field

extensions of E. In particular we may base-change to E′ as defined in 5.3.1, i.e. the composite of E
and Fqs , where s is the integer appearing in the decency equation.

Proposition 7.1.4. The sheaf F over N (νi)]
U ×E SpecE′ admits a canonical smooth action of the

group
∏
i Ji, induced by the action of this group on the tower

(∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

)
(θi,di)

.

Moreover if we consider the trivial action of
∏
i Ji on L, then the morphism π̇! : F → L is equivariant

for the
∏
i Ji-action.

Proof. Consider any element (γi)i ∈
∏
i Ji. Choose now integers di,γi , di,γi−1 and Γ-invariant subsets

θi,γi , θi,γi−1 as in proposition 5.5.6 (for the respective elements (γi)i and (γ−1
i )i). In particular we have

an étale morphism

(γi)i :
∏
i

M◦�µi,θi
bνi

×E IgU
(di+di,γi+di,γi

−1 ) ×E SpecE′ →
∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi
bνi

×E IgU
(di+di,γ

i
−1 ) ×E SpecE′.

It follows immediately from theorem 5.3.8 that π̇(di+di,γi+di,γi
−1 ) = π̇(di+di,γ

i
−1 ) ◦ (γi)i holds.

Thus we can use the adjunction between (γi)i ! and (γi)
∗
i = (γi)

!
i to get a morphism

∏
i

[Idi,γi (bνi) : I1(bνi)] · (γi)i : F (θi,di)
r∗(di,γi+di,γi

−1 )

−−−−−−−−−→ F (θi,di+di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

= π̇(di+di,γi+di,γi
−1 ) !π̇

∗
(di+di,γi+di,γi

−1 )(L)

= π̇(di+di,γ
i
−1 ) !(γi)i !(γi)

∗
i π̇
∗
(di+di,γ

i
−1 )(L)

(γi)i !−−−→ π̇(di+di,γ
i
−1 ) !π̇

∗
(di+di,γ

i
−1 )(L) = F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )

of sheaves on N (νi)]
U ×E SpecE′. As

∏
i[Idi,γi (bνi) : I0(bνi)] acts invertibly on F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di), this indeed

defines a morphism

(γi)i : F (θi,di) → F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )
.

Claim 1: (γi)i does not depend on the choices of di,γi and θi,γi .

It is straight-forward to see that (γi)i : F (θi,di) → F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )
is actually independent of our

choice of θi,γi ’s in the sense that

(γ′i)i = ιθi⊕θi,γi ,θi⊕θ
′
i,γi

! ◦ (γi)i : F (θi,di) → F (θi⊕θ′i,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )

if θi,γi and θ′i,γi are chosen in such a way, that an open immersion ιθi⊕θi,γi ,θi⊕θ
′
i,γi

exists. Here the use

of (γ′i)i does not mean, that we change the element in
∏
i Ji; it just indicates that this map is related
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to the second choice of θ′i,γi ’s. A similar notation is used for varying di,γi later on.
To get independence of the choice of the di,γi , we have to consider the following diagram

F (θi,di)

r∗(di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

//

r∗
(d′
i,γi

+d
i,γ
i
−1 ) ,,

F (θi,di+di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

(γi)i !

++
r∗
(d′
i,γi
−di,γi )

��

F (θi,di+d
′
i,γi

+di,γ
i
−1 )

(γ′i)i !

// F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )

Then one computes

(γi)i =
∏
i

[Idi,γi (bνi) : I1(bνi)]
−1 · (γi)i ! ◦ r∗(di,γi+di,γi−1 )

=
∏
i

[Id′i,γi
(bνi) : I1(bνi)]

−1 · (γi)i ! ◦ r(d′i,γi
−di,γi ) ! ◦ r∗(d′i,γi−di,γi ) ◦ r

∗
(di,γi+di,γi

−1 )

=
∏
i

[Id′i,γi
(bνi) : I1(bνi)]

−1 · (γ′i)i ! ◦ r∗(d′i,γi+di,γi−1 )

= (γ′i)i

Claim 2: (γi)i does not depend on the choice of di,γi−1 .

Consider another choice d′i,γi−1 ≥ di,γi−1 . As in claim 1 we denote (γi)i : F (θi,di) → F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )

and (γ′i)i : F (θi,di) → F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+d
′
i,γ
i
−1 )

. Then we wish to show:

(γ′i)i = r∗(d′i,γ
i
−1−di,γ

i
−1 ) ◦ (γi)i : F (θi,di) → F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+d

′
i,γ
i
−1 )

We can compute directly as morphisms from F (θi,di) to F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )
:

r(d′i,γ
i
−1−di,γ

i
−1 ) ! ◦ (γ′i)i =

=
∏
i

[Idi,γi (bνi) : I1(bνi)]
−1 · r(d′i,γ

i
−1−di,γ

i
−1 ) ! ◦ (γ′i)i ! ◦ r∗(di,γi+d′i,γi−1 )

=
∏
i

[Idi,γi (bνi) : I1(bνi)]
−1 · (γi)i ! ◦ r(d′i,γ

i
−1−di,γ

i
−1 ) ! ◦ r∗(di,γi+d′i,γi−1 )

=
∏
i

[Idi,γi (bνi) : I1(bνi)]
−1 ·

∏
i

[Idi,γ
i
−1 (bνi) : Id′i,γ

i
−1 (bνi)] · (γi)i ! ◦ r∗(di,γi+di,γi−1 )

=
∏
i

[Idi,γ
i
−1 (bνi) : Id′i,γ

i
−1 (bνi)] · (γi)i

= r(d′i,γ
i
−1−di,γ

i
−1 ) ! ◦ r∗(di+di,γ

i
−1 ),(di+d′i,γ

i
−1 ) ◦ (γi)i

View now elements s ∈ F (θi,di) as sections (with proper support) over
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

with values in π̇∗(di)(L) and similarly for other sheaves like F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+d
′
i,γ
i
−1 )

. As r(d′i,γ
i
−1−di,γ

i
−1 )

is a finite étale morphism, the previous computation implies that it suffices to show the following:

For any geometric point (x, y) ∈
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E IgU
(di+d

′
i,γ
i
−1 )] ×E SpecE′ with image (x, y) ∈∏

i M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E IgU
(di+d

′
i,γ
i
−1 )]×ESpecE′ and formal neighborhoods (̂x, y) respectively (̂x, y) (which
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can be canonically identified), we have (γ′i)i(s)|(̂x,y)
= (γi)i(s)|(̂x,y)

.

∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E IgU
(di+di,γi+d

′
i,γ
i
−1 )] ×E SpecE′

��

(γ′i)i // ∏
i M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E IgU
(di+d

′
i,γ
i
−1 )] ×E SpecE′

��∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E IgU
(di+di,γi+di,γi

−1 )] ×E SpecE′

��

(γi)i // ∏
i M
◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E IgU
(di+di,γ

i
−1 )] ×E SpecE′

(γ−1
i )i

��∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

ιθi,θi⊕θi,γi⊕θi,γi
−1

// ∏
i Mbνi

◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi⊕θi,γi−1 ] ×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

If (x, y) does not lie in the image of the morphism (γi)i, then (x, y) cannot lie in the image of (γ′i)i and
both sections are zero. Otherwise lemma 5.5.8 shows that the upper square is a fiber product diagram
and we may identify as well

(γ′i)
−1
i ((̂x, y)) = (γi)

−1
i ((̂x, y))

Hence by construction of the morphisms (γi)i and (γ′i)i on sheaves it suffices to see

r∗(di,γi+d′i,γi−1 )(s)|(γ′i)−1
i ((̂x,y))

= r∗(di,γi+di,γi−1 )(s)|(γi)−1
i ((̂x,y))

(∗)

To show this consider (x0, y0) := (γ−1
i )i(x, y) ∈

∏
i Mbνi

◦�µi,θi⊕θi,γi⊕θi,γi−1 ]×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′. As (x, y)

has a preimage under (γi)i it follows that (x0, y0) actually lies in
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′.

But indeed

(γi)
−1
i ((̂x, y)) ⊆ r−1

(di,γi+di,γi
−1 )(

̂(x0, y0))

(γ′i)
−1
i ((̂x, y)) ⊆ r−1

(di,γi+d
′
i,γ
i
−1 )(

̂(x0, y0))

where ̂(x0, y0) denotes the formal neighborhood of (x0, y0) in
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′. The

construction of the
∏
i Ji-action on (truncated) Igusa varieties implies this on geometric points, from

which the statement for formal neighborhoods follows directly. Hence the two sections of (∗) are nothing
else than the pullback of s|̂(x0,y0)

to the respective fibers and are therefore equal.

Claim 3: The morphisms (γi)i glue to an endomorphism of F .
For this purpose fix all the di,γi ’s, di,γi−1 ’s and θi,γi ’s. Then we have to see that the following two
diagrams commute:

F (θi,di)

r∗(di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

//

ιθi,θ′i !

��

F (θi,di+di,γi+di,γi
−1 ) (γi)i ! //

ιθi,θ′i !

��

F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )

ιθi⊕θi,γi ,θ
′
i
⊕θi,γi !

��

F (θ′i,di)

r∗(di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

// F (θ′i,di+di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

(γi)i !

// F (θ′i⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )

F (θi,di)

r∗(di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

//

r∗
(d′
i
−di)

��

F (θi,di+di,γi+di,γi
−1 ) (γi)i ! //

r∗
(d′
i
−di)

��

F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )

r∗
(d′
i
−di)

��

F (θi,d
′
i)

r∗(di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

// F (θi,d
′
i+di,γi+di,γi

−1 )

(γi)i !

// F (θi⊕θi,γi ,d
′
i+di,γ

i
−1 )

For the upper diagram the left-hand side obviously commutes. The other square does so, because it
already commutes on the level of schemes. The lower diagram was already dealt with in claim 2 by
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setting d′i,γi−1 = di,γi−1 + (d′i − di).
Claim 4: The morphisms (γi)i define an action of

∏
i Ji on F .

Consider two elements (βi)i, (γi)i ∈
∏
i Ji and choose di,βi , di,βi−1 , di,γi , di,γi−1 , θi,βi and θi,γi as usual.

Then we may set di,βiγi = di,βi +di,γi , di,γi−1βi
−1 = di,βi−1 +di,γi−1 and θi,βiγi = θi,βi⊕θi,γi for the element

(βi · γi)i. We obtain the diagram

F (θi,di)

r∗(di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

// F (θi,di+di,γi+di,γi
−1 )

r∗(di,βi+di,βi
−1 )

//

(γi)i !

��

F (θi,di+di,βiγi+di,γi
−1β

i
−1 )

(γi)i !

��

F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,γi−1 )
r∗(di,βi+di,βi

−1 )

// F (θi⊕θi,γi ,di+di,βi+di,γi−1β
i
−1 )

(βi)i !

��

F (θi⊕θi,βiγi ,di+di,γi−1β
i
−1 )

and the computation done in claim 2 allow us to conclude

(βi)i ◦ (γi)i

=
∏
i

[Idi,βi+di,γi (bνi) : I0(bνi)]
−1 · (βi)i ! ◦ r∗(di,βi+di,βi−1 ) ◦ (γi)i ! ◦ r∗(di,γi+di,γi−1 )

=
∏
i

[Idi,βi+di,γi (bνi) : I0(bνi)]
−1 · (βi)i ! ◦ (γi)i ! ◦ r∗(di,βi+di,βi−1 ) ◦ r

∗
(di,γi+di,γi

−1 )

=
∏
i

[Idi,βiγi (bνi) : I0(bνi)]
−1 · (βi · γi)i ! ◦ r∗(di,βiγi+di,γi−1β

i
−1 )

= (βi · γi)i.

Claim 5: This action is smooth.
We wish to show, that every element in F is fixed by some open subgroup of

∏
i Ji. Let s ∈ F be

any section and choose (θi, di)i such that s ∈ F (θi,di). Now we consider the open compact subgroup
Γ(θi,di) ⊂

∏
i Ji of all quasi-isogenies, which are actually automorphisms such that

• they induce the identity modulo
∏
i Idi(bνi) and

• stay automorphisms after conjugation by any quasi-isogeny bounded by (θi)i.

The first condition ensures that Γ(θi,di) acts trivially on Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′ and the second condition

implies the same for
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E SpecE′. In particular we may take di,γi = di,γi−1 = 0 and θi,γi = ∅
for all i in the definition of (γi)i ∈ Γ(θi,di) on sheaves and F (θi,di) is fixed (point-wise) under Γ(θi,di).
This shows that s ∈ F is indeed a smooth vector.
Claim 6: π̇! : F → L is equivariant.
Using π̇(di+di,γ

i
−1 ) ◦ (γi)i = π̇(di+di,γi+di,γi

−1 ) = π̇(di) ◦ r(di,γi+di,γi
−1 ) already on the level of schemes, we

get

π̇(di+di,γ
i
−1 ) ! ◦ (γi)i =

∏
i

[Idi,γi (bνi) : I0(bνi)]
−1 · π̇(di+di,γ

i
−1 ) ! ◦ (γi)i ! ◦ r∗(di,γi+di,γi−1 )

=
∏
i

[Idi,γi (bνi) : I0(bνi)]
−1 · π̇(di+di,γi+di,γi

−1 ) ! ◦ r∗(di,γi+di,γi−1 )

=
∏
i

[Idi,γi (bνi) : I0(bνi)]
−1 · π̇(di) ! ◦ r(di,γi+di,γi

−1 ) ! ◦ r∗(di,γi+di,γi−1 )

=
∏
i

[Idi,γ
i
−1 (bνi) : I0(bνi)] · π̇(di) !

The claim follows now by taking the normalization factors appearing in the definition 7.1.3 of π̇! into
account. �
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We wish now to study stalks of F over geometric points, where the
∏
i Ji-action has a particularly nice

description.

Lemma 7.1.5. Let x ∈ N (νi)]
U ×E SpecE′ be a geometric point. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

Fx ∼= lim−→
(θi,di)

Homsets(π̇
−1
(di)

(x),Lx)

Proof. By definition of the sheaf F we have

Fx = lim−→
(θi,di)

F (θi,di)
x = lim−→

(θi,di)

(π̇(di) !π̇
∗
(di)
L)x ⊆ lim−→

(θi,di)

(π̇(di) ∗π̇
∗
(di)
L)x = lim−→

(θi,di)

∏
y∈π̇−1

(di)
(x)

(π̇∗(di)L)y

= lim−→
(θi,di)

∏
y∈π̇−1

(di)
(x)

Lπ̇(di)
(y) = lim−→

(θi,di)

∏
y∈π̇−1

(di)
(x)

Lx = lim−→
(θi,di)

Homsets(π̇
−1
(di)

(x),Lx)

Thus we are left to see that any element in lim−→(θi,di)

∏
y∈π̇−1

(di)
(x)(π̇

∗
(di)
L)y actually comes from an element

in lim−→(θi,di)
(π̇(di) !π̇

∗
(di)
L)x. So fix some (sy)y ∈

∏
y∈π̇−1

(di)
(x)(π̇

∗
(di)
L)y. As there are only finitely many

points y, we may find some étale local neighborhood V → N (νi)]
U ×E SpecE′ of x such that we may rep-

resent (sy)y by a section s over V ×N (νi)]

U ×ESpecE′

(∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

)
. Unfortunately

the map supp(s)→ U will not be proper in general. As we did in the proof of theorem 5.5.5, choose for
each i some d′i and θ′i such that

M◦�µi,θi]
bνi

⊂M�µi,θi]
bνi

⊂M
◦�µi,θ′i]
bνi

.

and consider s as a section of π̇∗(d′i)
L over V ×N (νi)]

U ×ESpecE′

(∏
i M
◦�µi,θ′i]
bνi

×E Ig
(d′i)]
U ×ESpecE′

)
or

equivalently as an element in F (θ′i,d
′
i) (after applying the corresponding normalization factor). By

construction its support lies in V ×N (νi)]

U ×ESpecE′

(∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(d′i)]
U ×ESpecE′

)
, which is finite

over V by theorem 5.5.5b). Hence s ∈ (π̇(d′i) !π̇
∗
(d′i)
L)(V ) as desired. �

Warning 7.1.6. The statement is wrong without taking the direct limit, i.e. the canonical inclusion

F (θi,di)
x ⊂ Homsets(π̇

−1
(di)

(x),Lx) is not a bijection in general.

Under the identification given in the lemma, the transition morphisms take the following form: Fix

any s ∈ F (θi,di)
x = Homsets(π̇

−1
(di)

(x),Lx). Then r(d′i−di)∗(s) ∈ F
(θi,d

′
i)

x ⊂ Homsets(π̇
−1
(d′i)

(x),Lx) is given

by
r∗(d′i−di)

(s)(y) = s(r(d′i−di)(y)) ∈ Lx for all y

and ιθi,θ′i !(s) ∈ F
(θ′i,di)
x ⊂ Homsets(π̇

−1
(di)

(x),Lx) is given by

ιθi,θ′i !(s)(y) =

{
s(ι−1

θi,θ′i
(y)) if y ∈

∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′

0 otherwise
for all y

Moreover we have π̇(di) ! : F (θi,di)
x ⊂ Homsets(π̇

−1
(di)

(x),Lx)→ Lx which is given by

π̇(di) !(s) =
∑

y∈π̇−1
(di)

(x)

s(y)

allowing us to define π̇! : Fx → Lx via the injective limit of the morphisms
∏
i[Idi(bνi) : I1(bνi)]

−1π̇(di) !.
Finally we describe the action of (γi)i ∈

∏
i Ji. Choose again di,γi , di,γi−1 and θi,γi as usual. Then for

any s ∈ F (θi,di)
x ⊂ Homsets(π̇

−1
(di)

(x),Lx) we have

(γi)i(s)(y) =

{
s(r(di,γi+di,γi

−1 )(z)) if y lies in the image of (γi)i

0 otherwise
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Here z ∈
∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E IgU
(di+di,γi+di,γi

−1 )] ×E SpecE′ is any preimage of y ∈
∏
i M
�µi,θi⊕θi,γi ]
bνi

×E
IgU

(di+di,γ
i
−1 )] ×E SpecE′ under (γi)i.

Proposition 7.1.7. There is an isomorphism of
∏
i Ji-modules

Fx ∼= C∞c (π−1
(∞i)

(x),Lx)

Proof. We define Θ : Fx → C∞c (π−1
(∞i)

(x),Lx) on an element s ∈ F (θi,di)
x ⊂

∏
y∈π̇−1

(di)
(x) Lx as follows:

Θ(s)(y) =

{
s(r(∞i),(di)(y)) if y ∈

∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(∞i)]
U ×ESpecE′

0 otherwise

It is clear that this definition is independent of the choice of F (θi,di)
x in which we represent s. Moreover its

support is the preimage of a finite set of points in
∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′ , hence it is compact

(recall the description of the topology on π−1
(∞i)

(x) given in remark 5.3.10). Moreover Θ(s) is constant for

the action of Γ(θi,di) (as defined in claim 5 of the proof of proposition 7.1.4) on π−1
(∞i)

(x), as Γ(θi,di) only

permutes the points in the fiber of r(∞i),(di) (except for points not lying over
∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E SpecE′,

where Θ(s) is zero anyway). Thus Θ(s) is smooth.
It is immediate that Θ is injective. To show surjectivity consider any f ∈ C∞c (π−1

(∞i)
(x),Lx). As f has

compact support there is some θi such that the supp(f) ⊂
∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(∞i)]
U ×ESpecE′. Moreover

smoothness implies that f is invariant under some Γ(θi,di), i.e. f comes by pullback from a function

on π̇−1
(di)

(x) ⊂
∏
i M
�µi,θi]
bνi

×E Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecE′. But the previous proposition identifies functions on

π̇−1
(di)

(x) with some sections of Fx, which give the desired preimage of f under Θ.

It remains to see invariance of this isomorphism under the
∏
i Ji-action. But this immediately follows

from the description of the action on the left-hand side stated above. �

Corollary 7.1.8. There exists a (non-canonical) isomorphism of
∏
i Ji-modules

Fx ∼= c - Ind
∏
Ji

{1} (Lx)

where c - Ind denotes the compactly induced representation.

Proof. By proposition 5.3.9 we may (non-canonically) identify π−1
(∞i)

(x) and
∏
i Ji (as schemes with∏

i Ji-action). Under this identification C∞c (π−1
(∞i)

(x),Lx) is just the definition of c - Ind
∏
Ji

{1} (Lx). Hence

proposition 7.1.7 translates precisely into the statement of the corollary. �

Remark 7.1.9. Most of the statements above can be modified to work for π(di) instead of π̇(di) as well:

In order to define all maps between the sheaves, we have to change the definition of F (θi,di) into

F (θi,di) := π(di) ∗π
!
(di)

(L)

which exists as a sheaf (and not only in the derived category) by [SGAVI, §XVIII, proposition 3.1.8a)].
Then lemma 7.1.2 holds as well, one can define the morphism π! : F = lim−→(θi,di)

F (θi,di) → L and

proposition 7.1.4 is still valid, using essentially the same construction of the
∏
i Ji-action. One only has

to change some of the arguments in the proofs.
When analyzing the fibers at geometric points, the main problem is no longer the identification of∏
y∈π̇−1

(di)
(x)(π̇

∗
(di)
L)y with (π̇(di) !π̇

∗
(di)
L)x (at least in the limit), but to see (π!

(di)
L)y = Lπ(di)

(y) (again

at least in the limit). As this holds most notably for flat morphisms, we have such an equality when
working with π̇(di), but not for π(di). Thus we still need a similar comparison argument between π̇(di)

and π(di) as done in lemma 7.1.5. Apart from this, proposition 7.1.7 and its corollary admit immediate
translations to this alternative setting.
The main problem will only appear in the next section: When looking at the cohomology we wish to
apply a Künneth formula to describe the cohomology of the product space in terms of the cohomology
of the Rapoport-Zink space and of the Igusa variety. But instead of having a product of usual inverse
images of sheaves, we will be forced to deal with a product of two exceptional inverse image sheaves.
Unfortunately there seems to be no known Künneth formula for such a situation.
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7.2 Cohomology in the special fiber

We show the following spectral sequence (for a prime power `r with ` 6= p)

Ep,q2 =
⊕
t+s=q

TorpHr(
∏
Ji)

(
Hs
c

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

,Z/`rZ

)
, Ht

c

(
Ig

(∞i)

U ,Z/`rZ
))
⇒ Hp+q

c

(
N (νi)

U ,Z/`rZ
)

computing the cohomology of a Newton stratum in the special fiber at (ci) of the moduli space of global
G-shtukas ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G). A similar statement holds for more general coefficient sheaves.

Notation 7.2.1. From now on, we abbreviate for any space X its base-change to Fq by X. For example:

∇µ
nH1(C,G) := ∇µ

nH1(C,G)×Cn\∆ ((Cn \∆)× SpecFq)

N (νi)]

U := N (νi)]
U ×E SpecFq

Ig
(di)]

U := Ig
(di)]
U ×ESpecFq

M
�µi]
bνi

:= M�µi]
bνi

×E SpecFq

and similarly for non-perfect spaces or the corresponding adic spaces.

Assume for simplicity that L is now a sheaf of Z/`rZ-modules over N (νi)
U , which we consider as

well as such a sheaf on N (νi)]
U . In all other matters the setup and notations of the previous section are

retained.
Consider the morphism of sheaves π̇! : F → L base-changed to N (νi)]

U . We have already seen that it is
equivariant for the action of

∏
i Ji. Moreover as everything is already defined over E, it is equivariant

for the action of Γ = Gal(Fq/E). As the action of
∏
i Ji is defined over E′, it actually commutes with

the action of ΓE′ = Gal(Fq/E′) ⊂ Γ.
Though we will not need it in the subsequent treatment, one can say even more about the interplay of
the two actions: Consider the semi-direct product

∏
i Ji o Γ given by the natural Γ-action on

∏
i Ji.

Then F (and obviously L) carries an action of
∏
i Ji o Γ and π̇! is equivariant with respect to this

action1.

We write Hr(
∏
Ji) for the locally constant functions on

∏
i Ji with values in Z/`rZ and let Λ ∼= Z/`rZ

be the trivial Hr(
∏
Ji)-representation. Then the functor of coinvariants on

∏
i Ji-modules has a left

derived functor Λ⊗LHr(
∏
Ji)

(−).

Proposition 7.2.2. There is an equality in the bounded derived category of Z/`r-modules with ΓE′-
action

RΓc(N (νi)]
U ,L) = Λ⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

(
lim−→

(θi,di)

RΓc

(∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Fq Ig
(di)]

U , π̇∗(di)L

))
.

Proof. Corollary 7.1.8 shows that we can apply [Man04, corollary 5.4] to get

RΓc(N
(νi)]

U ,F∏
Ji) = Λ⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

RΓc(N
(νi)]

U ,F)

where F∏
Ji denotes the sheaf of

∏
i Ji-coinvariants of F . By

∏
i Ji-equivariance of π̇!, this morphism

factors via π̇! : F∏
Ji → L. In corollary 7.1.8 we have seen that this map is an isomorphism over

1This contradict somewhat [Man04, proposition 5.8], which states (among other things) that the Γ-action actually com-
mutes with the

∏
i Ji-action. This difference is precisely the reason, why we can only make statements of the cohomology

as ΓE′ -representations, but not as Γ-representations.
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geometric points. Hence we may identify F∏
Ji canonically with L. Moreover

RΓc(N
(νi)]

U ,F) = RΓc(N
(νi)]

U , lim−→
(θi,di)

F (θi,di))

= lim−→
(θi,di)

RΓc(N
(νi)]

U ,F (θi,di))

= lim−→
(θi,di)

RΓc(N
(νi)]

U , π̇(di) !π̇
∗
(di)
L)

= lim−→
(θi,di)

RΓc

(∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Fq Ig
(di)]

U , π̇∗(di)L

)
.

Putting all these identifications together, we get exactly the stated proposition. �

Theorem 7.2.3. Let L, E1 and E2 be étale sheaves of Z/`rZ-modules over N (νi)

U ,
∏
i M
�µi
bνi

and Ig
(di)

U

together with a continuous action of ΓE′ . Consider them as well as sheaves on the perfection of the

respective spaces. Denote by pr1, pr2 the two projections from
∏
i M
�µi
bνi
×Fq Ig

(di)

U to the two factors.

Assume that E1 and E2 are equivariant for the
∏
i Ji-action on the underlying spaces and that there

exists for all sufficiently large (di, θi)i some ΓE′-equivariant isomorphisms

π̇∗(di)L ∼= pr∗1E1 ⊗ pr∗2E2

(over the perfection) which are compatible for different (di, θi)i.
Then there exists an isomorphism in the derived category of Z/`rZ-modules with ΓE′-action

RΓc

(
N (νi)

U ,L
)

= RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

, E1

)
⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

RΓc

(
Ig

(∞i)

U , E2
)
.

In other words, there exists a spectral sequence of ΓE′-representations

Ep,q2 =
⊕
t+s=q

TorpHr(
∏
Ji)

(
Hs
c

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

, E1

)
, Ht

c

(
Ig

(∞i)

U , E2
))
⇒ Hp+q

c

(
N (νi)

U ,L
)
.

Proof. By the Künneth formula for étale cohomology with compact support, we get

RΓc(N
(νi)]

U ,F) = lim−→
(θi,di)

RΓc

(∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Fq Ig
(di)]

U , π̇∗(di)L

)

= lim−→
(θi,di)

RΓc

(∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Fq Ig
(di)]

U , pr∗1E1 ⊗ pr∗2E2

)

= lim−→
(θi,di)

RΓc

(∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

, E1

)
⊗LZ/`rZ RΓc

(
Ig

(di)]

U , E2
)

=

(
lim−→
(θi)

RΓc

(∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

, E1

))
⊗LZ/`rZ

(
lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)]

U , E2
))

.

The next part is essentially a formal consequence of the previous proposition. Together with [Man04,
proposition 5.12] this implies:

RΓc(N (νi)]
U ,L) = Λ⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

RΓc(N
(νi)]

U ,F)

= Λ⊗LHr(
∏
Ji)

(
lim−→
(θi)

RΓc

(∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

, E1

)
⊗LZ/`rZ lim−→

(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)]

U , E2
))

=

(
lim−→
(θi)

RΓc

(∏
i

M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

, E1

))
⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

(
lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)]

U , E2
))

.
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Taking cohomology commutes with passing to direct limits of spaces. Therefore one can identify

lim−→(θi)
RΓc

(∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

, E1
)

with the cohomology of
∏
i M
�µi]
bνi

. As the transition maps between

the Igusa varieties are finite étale, taking cohomology commutes as well with taking inverse limits of

Igusa varieties and we may identify the second factor with the cohomology on Ig
(∞i)]

U .

Finally by [Zhu14, proposition A.4] RΓc

(
N (νi)

U ,L
)

= RΓc

(
N (νi)]

U ,L
)

and similarly for the other spaces.

This allows us to descend from the perfections to the original spaces.
The only non-trivial steps to get compatibility with ΓE′ were already dealt with in the previous propo-
sition. �

Remark 7.2.4. The theorem admits (at least in the formulation as an isomorphisms in the derived
category) an immediate generalization by replacing the sheaves L, E1 and E2 by arbitrary elements in
the derived category of étale sheaves of Z/`rZ-modules.

Corollary 7.2.5. There is a spectral sequence of ΓE′-representations

Ep,q2 =
⊕
t+s=q

TorpHr(
∏
Ji)

(
Hs
c (
∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

,Z/`rZ), Ht
c(Ig

(∞i)

U ,Z/`rZ)

)
⇒ Hp+q

c (N (νi)

U ,Z/`rZ)

Proof. Apply the theorem for F , E1 and E2 being the constant Z/`rZ-sheaves on the respective spaces.
�

7.3 Further assumptions

Unfortunately the formulas for the cohomology of the generic fiber will not hold in full generality, mainly
because the comparison theorems for vanishing cycles are only known for proper schemes. Thus we make
the following assumption, that will be in force throughout the rest of this paper.

Assumption 7.3.1. All connected components of ∇µ
nH1

G(Aintci )(C,G)×Cn\∆ SpecE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] (with

trivial level structure) are proper over SpecE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]].

Remark 7.3.2. i) This assumption is satisfied e.g. for G = GLn. To prove the valuative criterion,
first note that any GLn-torsor, i.e. vector bundle, over the generic fiber of a curve over a DVR extends
to the whole curve. Indeed consider the double dual of the push-forward of the vector bundle on the
generic fiber: By definition this sheaf coincides with the original vector bundle on the generic fiber and
it is reflexive by construction, hence locally free as we are over a base of dimension 2. Now the assertion
follows from proposition 3.5.3.
ii) The equivalent condition was as well posed in the context of Shimura varieties of PEL-type, cf.
[Man05, section 8]. Note that in [Man04] this is an immediate consequence from the setup and not
explicitly mentioned. Only by a recent work of Lan and Stroh [LS15], this condition was removed due
to the existence of toroidal compactifications.

Moreover we will have to study all Newton strata at once, so it will be necessary to impose stronger
assumptions on the base field E:

Assumption 7.3.3. E′ is a finite extension of Fq of some degree s such that for every ν ∈ B(Gci) for
which the associated Newton stratum is non-empty, there is a fundamental alcove bν defined over E′,
which is decent for s, i.e. satisfies (bνσ)s = zsν (cf. 5.3.1).

Note that there are only finitely many such ν, so the existence of such an E′ is clear. The decentness
condition for s has to be imposed due to the corresponding condition in 7.2.2.

Finally let us stress the point, that whenever adic spaces occur in this section, they will be analytic (i.e.
the analytic locus of a general adic space) as already considered in corollary 6.5.15.
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7.4 Comparison of representations with torsion coefficients

We now start in earnest with dealing with representations appearing in the cohomology of the generic
fiber ∇µ

nH1(C,G)η. In this section we will focus on torsion coefficients Z/`rZ. The crucial comparison
between the generic and the special fiber is made using the vanishing cycles functor similarly to [Man04,
section 8.1], which then allows us to apply the results from section 7.2.
For the convenience of the reader, we recall first the construction of the G(Aci)-action on the tower of

∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η respectively on the cohomology RΓc(∇µ
nH1(C,G)η,F) (for any constant sheaf F) from

[Var04, 3.5] or [Laf12, 2.20]:

Construction 7.4.1.
First of all consider the situation where gx ∈ G(Ax) ⊂ G(Aci) is concentrated in one point x away from
the ci. Let U ⊂ G(Aintci) sufficiently small, which in this context means that gxUxg

−1
x ⊂ G(Aintx ), where

Ux denotes the factor of U at the point x. Consider now any S-valued point in ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η given by a
global G-shtuka (G , ϕ, ψ) over some scheme S. Wlog. assume that we may extend the (possibly trivial)

level structure ψ to a full trivialization ψ̃x : Lx(G , ϕ) → (L+Gx, σ
∗) locally at the point x (as we may

pass to some pro-étale cover, where such an extension exists and then descend at the very end back
to our original scheme essentially in the same way as we descended π∞i

to finite levels). Then define
gx(G , ϕ, ψ) to be the global G-shtuka obtained by changing the local G-shtuka at the point x along the
quasi-isogeny

Lx(G , ϕ)
ψ̃x−−→ (L+Gx, σ

∗)
gx−→ (L+Gx, σ

∗)

As ψ̃x is well-defined up to an element in Ux, this quasi-isogeny is well-defined up to an element in
gxUxg

−1
x . By our assumption that gxUxg

−1
x ⊂ G(Aintx ) it follows that gx(G , ϕ, ψ) is well-defined and

carries a gxUxg
−1
x -level structure. Thus we obtain a morphism

gx : ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η → ∇µ
nH1

gxUg
−1
x

(C,G)η

Note that this is the identity if gx ∈ Ux ⊂ G(Aintx ). Thus if g ∈ G(Aci) is an arbitrary element and
U ⊂ G(Aintci) satisfies gUg−1 ⊂ G(Aintci), then we obtain

g : ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η → ∇µ
nH1

gUg−1(C,G)η

by writing g =
∏
x∈C\{ci}i gx. Note that for almost all points x, the element gx will act trivially, so this

a priori infinite product has only finitely many components that act non-trivially, hence our definition
makes sense.
Now let F be any constant sheaf, for example Z/`rZ or Z`. The action of g induces an (iso)morphism
of cohomology groups, where

g∗ : RΓc(∇µ
nH1

gUg−1(C,G)
η
,F)→ RΓc(∇µ

nH1
U (C,G)η,F)

These morphisms g∗ commute with the transition morphisms between the various sheaves and the
various levels U (of course for sufficiently small U). Hence they induce a morphism

g∗ : lim−→
U

RΓc(∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,F) ∼= lim−→
U

RΓc(∇µ
nH1

gUg−1(C,G)
η
,F)→ lim−→

U

RΓc(∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,F)

Note that the action of g on the level of schemes is already defined over E′. Thus the induced action
on cohomology commutes with the canonical action of the Galois group ΓE′ .
The same constructions work not only over the generic fiber, but in fact over all of ∇µ

nH1
U (C,G)×Cn\∆

SpecE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] and in particular over the special fiber Xµ
U . It extends as well to the perfections.

Warning 7.4.2. The direct limit over the subgroups U will in general not commute with an inverse
limit over sheaves F . So passing to the limit over all U will only be useful in the next section, when
dealing with Z`-coefficients.

As already mentioned above, the vanishing cycles functor Ψη is of central importance. For its
definition in the category of schemes see [SGAVII, XIII, 1.3.2.2]. A similar construction works if one
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uses analytic adic spaces as generic fibers as explained in [Hub96, section 3.5]. The right derived functors
then define maps for each coefficient ring Z/`rZ of derived categories

RΨη : D+(Xη,Z/`rZ)→ D+(Xs,Z/`rZ)

if X is a scheme with generic fiber Xη and special fiber Xs, respectively

RΨan
η : D+(Xan,Z/`rZ)→ D+(Xs,Z/`rZ)

if X is (a perfection of) a locally noetherian formal scheme with associated analytic adic space Xan and
special fiber Xs.

Proposition 7.4.3. For all subgroups U there is a canonical isomorphism

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,Z/`
rZ
)
∼= RΓc

(
X

µ

U , RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1(C,G)η

)
)

in the derived category. Moreover it is compatible with the ΓE′-action on both sides and for all g ∈ G(Aci)

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1

gUg−1(C,G)
η
,Z/`rZ

)
∼ //

g∗

��

RΓc

(
X

µ

gUg−1 , RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1(C,G)η

)
)

g∗

��

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,Z/`
rZ
)

∼ // RΓc

(
X

µ

U , RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1(C,G)η

)
)

commutes.

Proof. Note that our crucial properness assumption 7.3.1 implies that for all subgroups U ⊂ G(Aintci),
the space∇µ

nH1
U (C,G)×Cn\∆SpecE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] has only proper connected components. Thus [SGAVII,

XIII, 2.1.8] there is for each U and for each r ≥ 1 an isomorphism

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,Z/`
rZ
)
∼= RΓc

(
X

µ

U , RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1(C,G)η

)
)

Take now any g ∈ G(Aci). Then by [SGAVII, XIII, 2.1.7] applied to the smooth morphism g, shows
that

RΨη(g∗) : RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1

gUg−1 (C,G)
η

)→ RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)
η

)

(as the image under RΨη of g∗ on the generic fiber) coincides with the map coming from g : X
µ

U →
X

µ

gUg−1 . In particular both actions coincide after applying the functor RΓc. The compatibility with the
ΓE′ -action follows in the same way. �

Proposition 7.4.4. The complexes

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,Z/`
rZ
)

and
⊕
(νi)

RΓc

(
N (νi)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi) an

U

)
)

define the same virtual representation in the Grothendieck group of ΓE′-representations of Z/`rZ-
modules, i.e.

∑
i

(−1)iHi
(
RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,Z/`
rZ
))
∼=
∑
i

(−1)iHi

⊕
(νi)

RΓc

(
N (νi)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi) an

U

)
) .

Moreover for any g ∈ G(Aci) the resulting morphisms in the derived category on both sides induce the
same map on the alternating sum of cohomology groups (via the isomorphism above).
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Proof. By the previous proposition, it suffices to show all assertions for RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,Z/`
rZ
)

instead of RΓc

(
X

µ

U , RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1(C,G)η

)
)

. As the Newton strata N (νi)

U form a stratification of X
µ

U

into locally closed subsets, it follows∑
i

(−1)iHi
(
RΓc

(
X

µ

U , RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1(C,G)η

)
))

=
∑
i

(−1)iHi

⊕
(νi)

RΓc

(
N (νi)

U , RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1(C,G)η

)
∣∣∣
N (νi)

U

)
Now [Ber96a, theorem 3.1] 2 implies that

RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1(C,G)η

)
∣∣∣
N (νi)

U

∼= RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi) an

U

)

Putting all this together yields an isomorphism between the alternating sums of the cohomology
groups of

RΓc

(
X

µ

U , RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1(C,G)η

)
)

and
⊕
(νi)

RΓc

(
N (νi)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi) an

U

)
)

It is immediate that all isomorphisms respect the ΓE′ -action. Now consider any g ∈ G(Aci) (with
gUg−1 ⊂ G(Aintci) as usual). As its action does not change the universal global G-shtuka on Xµ

U at the
characteristic place (and would only change it via some quasi-isogeny anyway), the map g : Xµ

gUg−1 →
Xµ
U respects the decomposition into Newton strata on both sides. Hence so does the corresponding map

on cohomology. �

So far everything we did concerning the cohomology was essentially a formal consequence of the existence
of the Newton stratification in the special fiber. Now we use all our knowledge about the product
decomposition, to relate these cohomology groups to the ones defined by Rapoport-Zink spaces and
Igusa varieties. For this we first need to pass to perfections:

Proposition 7.4.5. Let X be a locally noetherian formal scheme with special fiber X and associated
adic space Xan. Let X], X] and X]an be their perfections. Then for any constructible sheaf F on Xan,
RΨan

η (FX]an) equals the pullback of RΨan
η (FXan) to X].

Proof. Denote by πX : Xan → X respectively πX] : X]an → X] the specialization morphisms and by ε
the canonical morphism from the perfection to the original space. Then the vanishing cycles functor is
nothing else than the pushforward along πX respectively πX] . Applying again [Zhu14, proposition A.4]
we get:

ε∗RΨan
η (FXan) = ε∗πX∗FXan = ε∗πX∗ε∗ε

∗FXan

= ε∗ε∗πX]∗ε
∗FXan = πX]∗ε

∗FXan = RΨan
η (FX]an)

2As the cited theorem is stated for Berkovich spaces and it is not immediately clear that its proof generalizes to our
setting with adic spaces, we indicate another alternative way to see this isomorphism: By [Hub96, theorem 3.5.13] and
after identifying i∗ ◦R+j∗(j∗Z/`rZ) = RΨηZ/`rZ for the vanishing cycles functor for schemes and a∗(j∗Z/`rZ) = Z/`rZ
as sheaves on the associated adic space, there is an isomorphism

RΨη(Z/`rZ∇µ
nH1

U
(C,G)

η

) ∼= RΨanη (Z/`rZX
µ an
U

)

So we may view the sheaf RΨηZ/`rZ as coming from the formal scheme X
µ an
U . Thus it remains to see that the canonical

morphism

RΨanη (Z/`rZ
N

(νi) an
U

)→
(
RΨanη (Z/`rZX

µ an
U

)
)∣∣∣
N (νi)
U

is an isomorphism. This can be checked locally on stalks of points x ∈ N (νi)
U . But by [Hub96, theorem 3.5.8i)] this stalk

does only depend on the formal neighborhood N
(νi)∧x
U (and the restriction of the sheaf on the associated adic space). So

we can identify the stalks on both sides with RΨanη (Z/`rZ
N

(νi)∧x an
U

).
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�
So we may replace in proposition 7.4.4 the cohomology groups RΓc

(
N (νi)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi) an

U

)
)

by

their perfect analogues RΓc

(
N (νi)]

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi)] an

U

)
)

.

Lemma 7.4.6. Let X and Y be two (perfections of) locally noetherian formal schemes with associated
analytic adic spaces Xan and Yan. Let E be a constructible sheaf on Xan and F a constructible sheaf on
Yan. Denote by pr1 and pr2 the two projections from X ×Y to the two factors and by pran1 and pran2

their counterparts for adic spaces. Then

RΨan
η (pran∗1 E ⊗ pran∗2 F) ∼=

(
pr∗1RΨan

η E
)
⊗
(
pr∗2RΨan

η F
)

Proof. We use again that Ψan
η is in the adic setting nothing else than the pushforward functor πX∗ for

the specialization morphism πX : Xan → X. So there exists an isomorphism

Ψan
η (pran∗1 E ⊗ pran∗2 F) ∼=

(
pr∗1Ψan

η E
)
⊗
(
pr∗2Ψan

η F
)

of sheaves on the special fiber of X×Y. Take now the right derived functor on both sides. As pullbacks
and tensor products of sheaves are right exact, one immediately obtains the formula above. �

Remark 7.4.7. Under slightly stronger assumptions (and for Berkovich spaces), this statement can be
found as lemma II.4 in a preprint version of [HT01], which can be downloaded at citeseerx. Note as
well, that this lemma is much easier to prove for analytic adic spaces than for schemes or Berkovich
spaces due to the simpler definition of Ψan

η .

Proposition 7.4.8. For all sufficiently large (θi)i and (di)i, there exists a canonical isomorphism of
étale sheaveŝ̇π∗(di)RΨan

η (Z/`rZ
N

(νi)] an

U

) ∼= pr∗1RΨan
η (Z/`rZ∏

M◦�µi,θi] anbνi

)⊗ pr∗2RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

Ig
(di)] an

U

)

over
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Ig
(di)]

U . Here pr1 and pr2 are the two canonical projections from
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi]
bνi

×Ig
(di)]

U

to the two factors.
These isomorphisms are compatible with the transition morphisms for different (θi)i and (di)i. Moreover
they are compatible for the ΓE′-action on both sides and with the morphisms induced by elements in
G(Aci).

Proof. By proposition 6.3.3, ̂̇π(di) is étale. Thus there is an isomorphism

̂̇π∗(di)RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi)] an

U

) ∼= RΨan
η (Z/`rZ∏

M◦�µi,θi] anbνi
×Ig(di)] an

U

)

= RΨan
η

(
pran∗1 Z/`rZ∏

M◦�µi,θi] anbνi

⊗ pran∗2 Z/`rZ
Ig

(di)] an

U

)
essentially by definition of the vanishing sheaves. The isomorphism in the proposition now follows from
the previous lemma for E = F = Z/`rZ.
That this isomorphisms respects transition morphisms follows because the vanishing cycles functor
RΨan

η commutes with these transition morphisms, as they are either open immersions (of Rapoport-
Zink spaces) of finite étale covers (of Igusa varieties). Compatibility for the ΓE′ -action follows because
RΨan

η respects actions of Galois groups and all morphisms used in the constructions are already defined

over E′ (and even over E). Compatibility with elements in G(Aci) follows, because all ̂̇π(di) and all
projections are equivariant for the G(Aci)-action, because it just changes level structures away from the
characteristic places. �

Corollary 7.4.9. The complexes

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1(C,G)η,Z`

)
and⊕
(νi)

lim−→
U

lim←−
r

RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ∏

M�µi anbνi

)

)
⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

Ig
(di) an

U

)
)
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define the same virtual representation in the Grothendieck group of G(Aci) × ΓE′-representations of
Z`-modules.

Proof. Applying theorem 7.2.3 to L = RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi)] an

U

) gives

RΓc

(
N (νi)]

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi)] an

U

)
)
∼=

∼= RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi]
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ∏

M�µi] anbνi

)

)
⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)]

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

Ig
(di)] an

U

)
)
.

But by proposition 7.4.5 and [Zhu14, proposition A.4] we may identify

RΓc

(
N (νi)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi) an

U

)
)

= RΓc

(
N (νi)]

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

N
(νi)] an

U

)
)

and similarly for the Igusa varieties and Rapoport-Zink spaces. Thus proposition 7.4.4 yields an iso-
morphism between the virtual ΓE′ -representations associated to

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1

U (C,G)η,Z/`
rZ
)

and

⊕
(νi)

RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ∏

M�µi anbνi

)

)
⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ

Ig
(di) an

U

)
)

that is compatible with the morphisms given by elements in G(Aci). As the transition morphisms for
varying r are compatible with all these actions, the same holds after passing to the inverse limit over
all Z/`rZ. Finally taking direct limits over all U turns both sides into virtual G(Aci)-representations,
which are isomorphic by the compatibility assertions. �

7.5 A decomposition of `-adic representations

The previous corollary 7.4.9 still has major disadvantages: First of all one passes to the limits only after
taking the tensor product, while doing so for Rapoport-Zink spaces and Igusa varieties separately would
be much more natural. This is rectified during this section.
Secondly one does not have a good control over the cohomology with values in vanishing cycles. So
it would be helpful to either compute these sheaves explicitly or to identify their cohomology groups
with `-adic cohomology of generic fibers of the respective schemes. However most natural conjectures
in this direction either need general theorems in far greater generality than currently known or are
even incorrect, despite appearances of such statements (of course in the corresponding world of mixed
characteristic) in [Man04] and [Man05].

Notation 7.5.1. From now on we will drop the space as a subscript of the coefficient sheaf, e.g. writing

RΓc

(∏
i M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
instead of RΓc

(∏
i M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ∏

M�µi anbνi

)

)
. It should never-

theless be obvious at all times, what space is used.

We first study the cohomology of Rapoport-Zink spaces in more detail. In particular we prove that
it is a smooth representation and in fact compactly induced from a finite dimensional one. This however
will take a bit of work.
The main idea is to compute this cohomology via a finite Čech complex, similarly to [Man04, section

8.2.3-8.2.4]. For this consider the open subset U :=
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi
bνi

. If (θi)i is chosen large enough, then

the translates of U under the group
∏
i Ji cover the whole Rapoport-Zink space

∏
i M
�µi
bνi

. This happens

e.g. if π(∞i) stays surjective when restricted to
∏
i M
◦�µi,θi
bνi

.

Now observe that we constructed in claim 5 of the proof of proposition 7.1.4 an open subgroup H ⊂∏
i Ji, which acts trivially on U . For any positive integer s define ˜(

∏
Ji/H)s6= as the set of s-tuples
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δ = (δ1, . . . , δs) of distinct elements in
∏
Ji/H and (

∏
Ji/H)s6= ⊂ ˜(

∏
Ji/H)s6= as the subset with δ1 = 1.

Then abbreviate for any δ = (δ1, . . . , δs) ∈ ˜(
∏
Ji/H)s6=

Uδ = δ1U ∩ . . . ∩ δsU.

We immediately obtain for any
∏
i Ji-equivariant Z/`rZ-sheaf F a quasi-isomorphism in the derived

category

RΓc

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

,F
)

=
⊕

δ∈ ˜(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

RΓc
(
Uδ,F

)
:=
⊕
s

⊕
δ∈ ˜(

∏
Ji/H)s6=

(−1)s+1RΓc
(
U δ,F

)

(note that we may indeed sum only over ˜(
∏
Ji/H)•6= ignoring tuples with multiple equal entries, because

we are using a cover by Zariski-open subschemes and not arbitrary étale covers). On the left-hand
side one has a natural action by

∏
i Ji coming from the action on the spaces. On the right-hand side

γ ∈
∏
i Ji induces isomorphisms isomorphisms Uδ → Uγδ, where γδ = (γδ1, . . . , γδs) if δ = (δ1, . . . , δs) ∈

˜(
∏
Ji/H)s6=. The isomorphism above is then equivariant with respect to the ΓE′ ×

∏
i Ji-action on both

sides.
Next consider Uδ for any δ = (δ1, . . . , δs) ∈ ˜(

∏
Ji/H)s6=. Then the action by δ1 defines an isomorphism

Uδ → Uδ−1
1 δ and similarly on cohomology. Thus we obtain for each δ ∈ (

∏
Ji/H)s6= an isomorphism of

ΓE′ ×
∏
i Ji-representations ⊕

γ∈
∏
i Ji/H

RΓc
(
Uγδ,F

) ∼= c - Ind
∏
Ji

H RΓc
(
Uδ,F

)
and

RΓc

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

,F
)

=
⊕

δ∈(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

c - Ind
∏
Ji

H RΓc
(
U δ,F

)
Moreover any element of γ ∈ H defines an isomorphism between Uδ and Uγδ with both δ, γδ ∈
(
∏
Ji/H)•6=. Hence setting Hδ = H ∩ δ2Hδ−1

2 ∩ . . . ∩ δsHδ−1
s for δ = (1, δ2, . . . , δs) ∈ (

∏
Ji/H)s6=,

we may write ⊕
δ∈(

∏
Ji/H)•6=

c - Ind
∏
Ji

H RΓc
(
Uδ,F

) ∼= ⊕
δ∈H\(

∏
Ji/H)•6=

c - IndHHδc - Ind
∏
Ji

H RΓc
(
U δ,F

)
=

⊕
δ∈H\(

∏
Ji/H)•6=

c - Ind
∏
Ji

Hδ
RΓc

(
Uδ,F

)
Proposition 7.5.2. For every

∏
i Ji-equivariant constructible Z/`rZ-sheaf F over

∏
i M
�µi
bνi

, there is a

quasi-isomorphism in the derived category

RΓc

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

,F
)
∼=

⊕
δ∈H\(

∏
Ji/H)•6=

c - Ind
∏
Ji

Hδ
RΓc

(
U δ,F

)
of
∏
i Ji-representations. The direct sum on the right-hand side is actually finite and RΓc

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

,F
)

is smooth.

Proof. Only the two last assertions are not yet shown. To see the finiteness of the direct sum, it suffices
to prove that there are only finitely many δ with non-empty Uδ or even to see that U intersects only
finitely many of its translates under

∏
i Ji. Recall now that the universal quasi-isogeny βuniv on U

is bounded by (θi)i. Hence, given some element γ ∈
∏
i Ji, a necessary condition for U ∩ γU to be

non-empty is the existence of a point x ∈ U such that both βuniv|x and γ ◦βuniv|x are bounded by (θi)i.
But this implies that γ is bounded by (θi ⊕−θi)i. The set of all elements in

∏
Ji bounded by θi ⊕−θi

is compact, hence contains only finitely many H-cosets, which proves our claim.
Each RΓc

(
U δ,F

)
is smooth, because it is a finitely generated module over a finite ring (which therefore

has only a finite automorphism group as a Z/`rZ-module). Taking compactly induced representations

and direct sums preserve being smooth. Hence RΓc

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

,F
)

is indeed smooth. �
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Corollary 7.5.3. lim←−r RΓc

(∏
i M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
exists in the derived category of smooth

∏
i Ji-

representations in Z/`rZ-modules.

Proof. Applying the previous lemma to the inverse limit of sheaves RΨan
η (Z/`rZ), it remains to see that

lim←−
r

c - Ind
∏
Ji

Hδ
RΓc

(
Uδ, RΨan

η (Z/`rZ)
)

is smooth. Now inverse limits commute with compactly induced representations, which can be seen

directly from the construction of c - Ind
∏
Ji

Hδ
. Hence we are reduced to see the smoothness of

lim←−
r

RΓc
(
Uδ, RΨan

η (Z/`rZ)
)

But this follows again from finiteness of cohomology with compact support on quasi-compact spaces. �

Remark 7.5.4. Of course all representations above are still smooth, when considered as a ΓE′ ×
∏
i Ji-

representation. This can be shown using the very same arguments.

Proposition 7.5.5. lim−→(di)
RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
can be represented by an infinite direct sum of

complexes of admissible
∏
i Ji-representation in Z`-modules.

Proof. We first deal with the problem, that Igusa varieties are not quasi-compact. For this write the
moduli space of G-torsors H1(C,G) as an increasing union lim−→j

Xj of open quasi-compact substacks

Xj ⊂ H1(C,G). Then Xj \ Xj−1 is quasi-compact as well and we have seen in section 3.5, that (Xj \
Xj−1) ×H1(C,G) Xµ

U exists as a quasi-compact DM-stack. It follows that the same quasi-compactness

assertion holds for central leaves and as well for Igusa varieties Ig
(di)
U,Xj := (Xj \ Xj−1) ×H1(C,G) Ig

(di)
U .

Moreover the Ig
(di)
U,Xj define a partition of Ig

(di)
U into locally closed subsets, compatible for varying di.

Hence we may replace

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
by

⊕
j

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U,Xj , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
and we are left to show that the quasi-compact spaces Ig

(di)
U,Xj define admissible representations in their

cohomology. For this note first that RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U,Xj , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
exists in the derived category of finitely

generated Z/`rZ-modules.
Let now H(di) =

∏
i(Ji ∩ Idi(bνi)). Then the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the transition mor-

phisms of Igusa varieties degenerates because H(di) is a pro-p-group and we are considering coefficients
with Z/`rZ-coefficients. Hence we have an equality

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U,Xj , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
=

(
lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U,Xj , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

))H(di)

where on the right-hand side the invariants under H(di) are taken. In particular it follows that these
invariants exist in the derived category of finitely generated Z/`rZ-modules. As the H(di) form a basis
for the topology of

∏
i Ji, this implies the admissibility assertion. �

Lemma 7.5.6. Let J be a topological group and H ⊂ J a compact open subgroup. Let M be an element
in the derived category of finite smooth H-representations and N an element in the derived category of
admissible J-representations in Z`-modules. Then there exists a canonical isomorphism in the derived
category of finite Z`-modules

c - IndJHM ⊗LH(J) N
∼= RHomJ−smooth(c - IndJH(M∗), N).

Here M∗ denotes the dual of the finite representation M . If both M and N are bounded, then so is
c - IndJHM ⊗LH(J) N .
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Proof. This is essentially a rewording of [Man04, lemma 8.4] in the derived setting. �

Proposition 7.5.7. For all sufficiently large d′i there exists a canonical isomorphism in the derived
category of G(Aci)× ΓE′-representations

RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
⊗LH(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
∼=

∼=
⊕

δ∈H\(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

RΓc
(
Uδ, RΨan

η (Z/`rZ)
)
⊗LH(Hδ)

RΓc

(
Ig

(d′i)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
,

where Uδ ⊂
∏
i M
�µi
bνi

are the open compact subschemes defined at the beginning of this section and

Hδ ⊂
∏
Ji are compact subgroups.

Moreover d′i does not depend on the actual sheaves on both sides, but only on the geometry of the
Rapoport-Zink space. The same formula holds when replacing both sides (or just one for that matter)
with cohomology with Z`-coefficients, i.e. after replacing the cohomology groups by their inverse limits
over all r.

Proof. As the exact nature of the coefficient sheaves will play no role in this proof, let us abbreviate

Fr := RΨan
η (Z/`rZ) for the sheaf over

∏
i M
�µi
bνi

and F ′r := RΨan
η (Z/`rZ) for the sheaf over Ig

(di)

U . By

proposition 7.5.2 and proposition 7.5.5 we can write

RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

,Fr

)
⊗LH(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U ,F ′r
)
∼=

∼=

 ⊕
δ∈H\(

∏
Ji/H)•6=

c - Ind
∏
Ji

Hδ
RΓc

(
U δ,Fr

)⊗LH(
∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U ,F ′r
)

∼=
⊕

δ∈H\(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

(
c - Ind

∏
Ji

Hδ
RΓc

(
Uδ,Fr

))
⊗LH(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U ,F ′r
)

Now the smoothness respectively admissibility results imply together with lemma 7.5.6

∼=
⊕

δ∈H\(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

RHom∏
Ji−smooth

(
c - Ind

∏
Ji

Hδ
RΓc

(
Uδ,Fr

)∗
, lim−→

(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U ,F ′r
))

and by Frobenius reciprocity in the form of [BH06, proposition 2.5], which can be applied after replacing

lim−→(di)
RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U ,F ′r
)

by its maximal smooth subrepresentation

∼=
⊕

δ∈H\(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

RHomHδ−smooth

(
RΓc

(
Uδ,Fr

)∗
, lim−→

(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U ,F ′r
))

We have already seen that there are open subgroups of
∏
Ji acting trivially on Uδ. Thus we may

choose a sufficiently large tuple (diδ)i such that H(diδ) =
∏

(Ji ∩ Idiδ(bνi)) lies inside one of them. By
finiteness of the direct sum over all δ, we may as well choose one tuple (d′i)i for all δ. As all elements in

RΓc
(
Uδ,Fr

)∗
are by choice of the (d′i)i invariant under H(d′i)

, one obtains

∼=
⊕

δ∈H\(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

RHomHδ−smooth

RΓc
(
Uδ,Fr

)∗
,

(
lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U ,F ′r
))H(d′

i
)


∼=

⊕
δ∈H\(

∏
Ji/H)•6=

RHomHδ−smooth

(
RΓc

(
U δ,Fr

)∗
, RΓc

(
Ig

(d′i)

U ,F ′r
))
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and finally by another use of lemma 7.5.6, but now for J = H = Hδ

∼=
⊕

δ∈H\(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

RΓc
(
U δ,Fr

)
⊗LH(Hδ)

RΓc

(
Ig

(d′i)

U ,F ′r
)

Independence of d′i of the sheaves is obvious and the very same argumentation works as well for coho-
mology with Z`-coefficients. �

Lemma 7.5.8. Let H be a compact topological group, which is Hausdorff. Let (Mr)r and (Nr)r be
projective systems of elements in the derived category of smooth H-representations on Z`-modules of
finite rank. Assume that both lim←−rMr and lim←−rNr satisfy the same finiteness assumptions. Then

(lim←−
r

Mr)⊗LH(H) (lim←−
r

Nr) ∼= lim←−
r

(
Mr ⊗LH(H) Nr

)
Proof. By finiteness and smoothness of the representations, there exists some open subgroup H ′ acting
trivially on lim←−rMr and lim←−rNr. Thus

(lim←−
r

Mr)⊗LH(H) (lim←−
r

Nr) ∼= (lim←−
r

Mr)⊗LH(H/H′) (lim←−
r

Nr)

for the finite group H/H ′. Similarly one obtains

lim←−
r

(
Mr ⊗LH(H) Nr

)
∼= lim←−

r

(
Mr ⊗LH(H/H′) Nr

)
Hence we may assume wlog that H is a finite discrete group.
Consider first the case that the projective system (Nr)r is constantly equal to some N . Then observe that
both lim←−r(Mr ⊗LH(H) (−)) (by [Sta13, Tag 07KV](currently remark 15.64.17)) and (lim←−rMr)⊗LH(H) (−)

(by definition) are exact functors on the derived category. Moreover they obviously coincide on finite
free H-modules. Hence they coincide on the derived category of the abelian category generated by finite
free H-modules. But the finiteness assumption on N together with finiteness of the group H implies,
that N lies in this subcategory. Thus we obtain

(lim←−
r

Mr)⊗LH(H) N
∼= lim←−

r

(
Mr ⊗LH(H) N

)
Now applying this first for all N = Mr and then for N = lim←−rNr gives

lim←−
r

(
Mr ⊗LH(H) Nr

)
= lim←−

r

lim←−
r′

(
Mr ⊗LH(H) Nr′

)
= lim←−

r

(
Mr ⊗LH(H) (lim←−

r′
Nr′)

)
= (lim←−

r

Mr)⊗LH(H) (lim←−
r′
Nr′)

as desired. �

Remark 7.5.9. Actually the following statement holds as well (and can easily be reduced to the lemma
above):
Let J be a topological group and H ⊂ J an open compact subgroup. Let (Mr)r be a projective system of
elements in the derived category of smooth H-representations on Z`-modules of finite rank and (Nr)r a
projective system of smooth J-representations on Z`-modules of finite rank. Assume that both lim←−rMr

and lim←−rNr satisfy the same finiteness assumptions. Then

(lim←−
r

c - IndJHMr)⊗LH(J) (lim←−
r

Nr) ∼= lim←−
r

(
c - IndJHMr ⊗LH(J) Nr

)
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Corollary 7.5.10. There is an isomorphism in the derived category of G(Aci)× ΓE′-representations

lim←−
r

(
RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
⊗LH(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

))
∼=

∼=

(
lim←−
r

RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

))
⊗LH(

∏
Ji)

(
lim−→
(di)

lim←−
r′
RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`r

′
Z)
))

Proof. This follows from the previous two results: Abbreviate again Fr := RΨan
η (Z/`rZ) over

∏
i M
�µi
bνi

and F ′r′ := RΨan
η (Z/`r′Z) over Ig

(di)

U . Then by proposition 7.5.7

lim←−
r

(
RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

,Fr

)
⊗LH(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U ,F ′r
))
∼=

∼= lim←−
r

⊕
δ∈H\(

∏
Ji/H)•6=

(
RΓc

(
U δ,Fr

)
⊗LH(Hδ)

RΓc

(
Ig

(d′i)

U ,F ′r
))

∼=
⊕

δ∈H\(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

lim←−
r

(
RΓc

(
U δ,Fr

)
⊗LH(Hδ)

RΓc

(
Ig

(d′i)

U ,F ′r
))

Thus we may use lemma 7.5.8 to obtain

∼=
⊕

δ∈H\(
∏
Ji/H)•6=

(
lim←−
r

RΓc
(
Uδ,Fr

))
⊗LH(Hδ)

(
lim←−
r′
RΓc

(
Ig

(d′i)

U ,F ′r′
))

and once again proposition 7.5.7, but now for cohomology with Z`-coefficients

∼=

(
lim←−
r

RΓc

(∏
i

M
�µi
bνi

,Fr

))
⊗LH(

∏
Ji)

(
lim−→
(di)

lim←−
r′
RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U ,F ′r′
))

.

�

Theorem 7.5.11. Let ∇µ
nH1(C,G) be a moduli space of global G-shtukas, such that all connected

components of ∇µ
nH1(C,G)×Cn\∆ SpecE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] are proper over SpecE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]].

Then there exists a canonical isomorphism between the virtual G(Aci)× ΓE′-representations∑
i

(−1)iHi
c

(
∇µ
nH1(C,G)η,Q`

)
and ∑

(νi)

∑
d,e,f

(−1)d+e+fTor
H(

∏
Ji)

d

(
He
c

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η Q`

)
, lim−→
U

lim−→
di

Hf
c

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η Q`

))

Here Hi
c

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η Q`

)
:= lim←−rH

i
c

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
⊗Z` Q` and similarly for Igusa vari-

eties.

Proof. We prove the statement already on the level of representations in Z`-modules. Then essentially

by definition
∑
i(−1)iHi

c

(
∇µ
nH1(C,G)η,Z`

)
is the virtual representation associated to the complex

RΓc

(
∇µ
nH1(C,G)η,Z`

)
.

By corollary 7.4.9 we may replace it by the complex

⊕
(νi)

lim−→
U

lim←−
r

(
RΓc

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

)
⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η (Z/`rZ)

))
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which by corollary 7.5.10 coincides with

⊕
(νi)

lim−→
U

(
RΓc

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η Z`

)
⊗LH(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
di

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η Z`

))

=
⊕
(νi)

RΓc

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η Z`

)
⊗LH(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
U

lim−→
di

RΓc

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η Z`

)
But the virtual representation associated to this complex is nothing else than

∑
(νi)

∑
d,e,f

(−1)d+e+fTor
H(

∏
Ji)

d

(
He
c

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η Z`

)
, lim−→
U

lim−→
di

Hf
c

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η Z`

))

as desired. �

Remark 7.5.12. One should expect, that one can deal with G(A)×ΓE′ -representations, i.e. including
the characteristic places, in a similar fashion: Extending Drinfeld’s notion of full sets of sections, as
introduced in [Dri74], to global respectively local G-shtukas should allow to define a tower of Rapoport-

Zink spaces lim−→M

∏
M�µibνi ,M

representing the moduli problem of full set of sections of level M over the

usual Rapoport-Zink space, cf. [Man04, section 7.2]. This tower should be compatible with the product
decomposition, similarly to [Man04, section 7.3], and therefore catch the action of G(Aci) on the generic
fiber of the moduli space of global G-shtukas. Then similar arguments as above will likely yield an
equality of virtual G(A)× ΓE′ -representations∑
i

(−1)iHi
c

(
∇µ
nH1(C,G)η,Q`

)
=

=
∑
(νi)

∑
d,e,f

(−1)d+e+fTor
H(

∏
Ji)

d

(
lim−→
M

He
c

(∏
M
�µi
bνi ,M

, RΨan
η Q`

)
, lim−→
U

lim−→
di

Hf
c

(
Ig

(di)

U , RΨan
η Q`

))

Finally we discuss some problems, which prevent us from obtaining formulas similar to the ones claimed
in [Man04].

Problem 7.5.13. Ideally the cohomology of the moduli space of global G-shtukas could be expressed by
the cohomology of the adic spaces associated to Rapoport-Zink spaces and the Igusa varieties. However
the bad behavior of analytifications of stratifications comes back at us. Let us give a little bit more
details here, though ignoring technical details like validity of Künneth formulas for adic spaces not
locally of finite type...:
Recall from proposition 6.5.11 that the formal completions of the Newton strata define adic subspaces

N
(νi) an
U of Xµ an

U , which however do not form a stratification again. Moreover one can enlarge them to

subsets N
(νi) an,strat
U , which form a partition, cf. lemma 6.5.13. Thus the two complexes

RΓc

(
X

µ an

U ,Z/`rZ
)

and
⊕
(νi)

RΓc

(
N

(νi) an,strat

U ,Z/`rZ
)

define isomorphic virtual representations in the Grothendieck group (and as well after passing to Z` or
Q`-coefficients). On the other hand (similarly to our computations done in section 7.2)

RΓc

(
N

(νi) an

U ,Z/`rZ
)
∼= RΓc

(∏
i

M�µi anbνi
,Z/`rZ

)
⊗LHr(

∏
Ji)

lim−→
(di)

RΓc

(
Ig

(di) an

U ,Z/`rZ
)
.

So one is left to compare the cohomology with compact supports of the quasi-compact space N
(νi) an,strat
U

and its open non-quasi-compact subspace N
(νi) an
U . However already the set of global sections with

compact support differ for these two spaces. So it would be rather surprising that their cohomology
encode the same representation, when viewed in the Grothendieck group of G(Aci)×ΓE′ -representations.
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Unfortunately, it is not even clear how to remove even one of the sheaves of vanishing cycles in
theorem 7.5.11:

Problem 7.5.14. Let us first discuss the case of Igusa varieties: In [Man04, section 7.4] it is claimed
that the the sheaf of vanishing cycles RΨan

η (Z/`rZ
Ig

(di) an

U

) on Igusa varieties is nothing else than the

constant sheaf Z/`rZ. The argument for this is based on the isomorphism

f∗RΨan
η (Z/`rZY

an) ∼= RΨan
η (Z/`rZX

an)

for a smooth morphism f : X→ Y of formal schemes. However this is applied to the structure morphism
of the formal Igusa varieties, which are at most formally smooth, so that this isomorphism seems to be
unknown in the situation here.
Note that the formal smoothness assumption is not true for the formal Igusa varieties used in this
article, though it is in the situation of [Man04] and can be obtained as well in our setting by changing
the definitions slightly.

Problem 7.5.15. We now come to Rapoport-Zink spaces. One could hope for an isomorphism

RΓc

(∏
M
�µi
bνi

, RΨan
η Q`

)
??
= RΓc

(∏
M�µi anbνi

,Q`
)

using the notations of theorem 7.5.11. However all known comparison theorems require the underlying
formal scheme either to be locally of finite type over the base or to be a formal completion of a scheme
locally of finite type along a closed subscheme. While the first situation certainly does not apply to
Rapoport-Zink spaces, the second would yield (at least locally) a slightly different formula, cf. [Ber96a,
corollary 3.5].
Note that in [Man04, section 8.2.7-8.2.9] (from where we will take the notations for this paragraph) it is
tried to prove this equality by reduction to cohomology without supports. Apart from questionable use
of Poincaré duality for non-compact analytic spaces, we encounter again the problem that analytification
does not preserve stratifications (similarly to the discussion in problem 7.5.13): While the comparison
theorem yields cohomology groups in the Berkovich space U cl rigε associated to the formal completion or
the Rapoport-Zink space along U clε , the very last equality in the proof of [Man04, theorem 8.7] requires
the use of sp−1U clε (where sp : Mrig

M → M̄M is the specialization morphism from Berkovich spaces).
Now both spaces U cl rigε and sp−1U clε have the same underlying topological spaces, but are not the same
Berkovich spaces, as their sets of admissible covers or equivalently their associated adic spaces differ.
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